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Introduction
“Ick bid u haet hem niet om dat hy een Spangiaert is”1

Since the sixteenth century, the image of the Spaniard has been heavily influenced by what we
nowadays call the Black Legend.2 Though every nation has their own Black Legend – used
against them by their opponents whenever the political situation shifts from friendly to hostile
– in the early modern period, this narrative was most often used to paint a negative image of
the Spaniard.3 However, the image of Spain in Europe during the early-modern era is more
complex and multi-layered than is often represented in black-and-white oppositions. Recently,
scholars have begun to renegotiate this well-known image of the Black Legend Spaniard to
discover the other side of the Hispanophobic coin.4 This present study is a contribution to this
line of inquiry, with a focus on the image of the Spaniard and Spain in Dutch and English play
texts and picaresque novels between c. 1621 and 1700.
Although there is a general consensus of what is understood by the term
“Hispanophobia,” (i.e. the fear, aversion, or hatred of Spain), its opposite, “Hispanophilia,” is
primarily associated with the meaning it attained in the nineteenth century. The 1800s were a
tipping point in Europe in that the previously dominant Hispanophobia was replaced by a
primarily Hispanophilic narrative focussed on a Romantic Spain, a nation of exoticism and
passion. This love of Spain was evident in the works of the French Romantic author Prosper
Mérimée, such as his pseudonymous Le Théâtre de Clara Gazul (1825) and his novella Carmen
(1845), the basis of Bizet’s widely popular opera.5 However, the shift from a seventeenthcentury view of Spain as tyrannical and cruel to a nineteenth-century view of Spain as
passionate and romantic is not as straightforward and unambiguous as it may, at first glance,

1

Unknown. (1669). Het leven van Gusman d'Alfarache : 't afbeelsel van 't menschelijck leven onder de gedaante
van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de alder-gheslepenste fielteryen ende schelm-stucken der
wereldt vermakelijck yder een ten nut werden ontdeckt Gusman d'Alfarache. Amsterdam: Baltus Boekholt. A3r.
[I bid you do not hate him for being a Spaniard].
2
The phrase was made famous by the Spanish journalist Julián Juderías in 1912 and has most often been applied
to refer to the image of Spain as brutal and cruel colonisers in the Americas (Juderías, J. (1914). La leyenda negra
y la verdad histórica. Tip. de la Rev. de Arch., Bibl. y Museos).
3
See Nocentelli, C. (2014). ‘The Dutch Black Legend.’ Modern Language Quarterly 75 (3). 355-383; and
Burrows, S. (2006). ‘Britain and the Black Legend: The Genesis of the Anti-Napoleonic Myth.’ In M. Philip.
Resisting Napoleon: the British, Response to the Threat of Invasion, 1797-1815. Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing
Limited. 141-158.
4
For example Barbara Fuch’s The Poetics of Piracy (2013), Eric Griffin’s English Renaissance Drama and the
Specter of Spain: Ethnopoetics and Empire (2009), Margaret Greer’s edited volume Rereading the Black Legend:
The Discourses of Religious and Racial Difference in the Renaissance Empires (2007), Leonor Álvarez Francés’
‘Fascination for the “Madritsche Apoll”: Lope de Vega in Golden Age Amsterdam’ (2014), and Frans Blom and
Olga van Marion’s ‘Lope de Vega and the Conquest of Spanish Theater in the Netherlands’ (2017) though this
last article looks more at the presence of Spanish theatre in Amsterdam than it does at the image of the Spaniard.
5
See Cropper, C. (2010). ‘Call Me Clara: Prosper Mérimée’s Hoax Ethos.’ French Literature Series 37. 89-98;
and Gerould, D. (2008). ‘Playwriting as a Woman: Prosper Mérimée and The Theatre of Clara Gazul.’ A Journal
of Performance and Art 30 (1). 120-128. As well as López de Abiada, J.M. (2007).‘Spaniards.’ In M. Beller and
J. Leerssen. Imagology: The cultural construction and literary representation of national characters, A critical
survey. Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi. 242-248.
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seem to be. Contrasting and contradicting images of Spain have always existed, and though the
same definition of Hispanophobia holds true in both the seventeenth and the nineteenth
centuries, the same cannot be said of Hispanophilia. It is therefore important to note that when
using the term Hispanophilia, this thesis is not referring to the nineteenth-century, Romantic
meaning. Rather, seventeenth-century Hispanophilia is expressed through the admiration and
fascination of English and Dutch authors, printers, translators, and playwrights, whose
construction of Spain and the Spaniard (in both translations of Spanish literary works and in
original literary works about Spain) often reveals mixed feelings towards their long-time
enemy.6 Throughout the seventeenth century, Spain’s literary works were translated, imitated,
and emulated, and while these works sometimes were infused with a propagandistic antiSpanish rhetoric, at other times, Spain’s role as a source of creative inspiration was
emphasised.7
The Hispanophobic and the Hispanophilic narratives co-existed in England and the
Dutch Republic throughout the seventeenth century.8 Understanding the intricate historical
dynamics of these narratives is an essential part of furthering our understanding of the process
of European proto-national development. Spain, the early modern European military and
cultural superpower, has an overlapping history with both England and the Netherlands.9
Therefore, these two countries lend themselves particularly well for a comparative study into
The term “cultural Hispanophilia” is used by Alexander Samson to oppose xenophobia in the complex
relationship between England and Spain in the sixteenth century. As Samson shows “English interest in Spain
was not mutually incompatible with political prejudice” and this is reflected in the rise in the number of English
translations from Spanish at the same time that war was brewing between the two countries (Samson, A. (2009).
‘A Fine Romance: Anglo-Spanish Relations in the Sixteenth Century.’ Journal of Medieval and Early Modern
Studies 39. 65-95. 66). Similarly, Barbara Fuchs argues that at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
“Hispanophilia coexisted with the suspicion and prejudice” which was expressed in anti-Spanish pamphlets as
well as play texts (famously in Thomas Middleton’s A Game at Chess (1624)) (Fuchs, B. (2013). The Poetics of
Piracy: Emulating Spain in English Literature. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 57).
7
Sanchez, M.G. (2004). Anti-Spanish Sentiment in English Literary and Political Writing 1553-1603. Doctoral
thesis, University of Leeds. Fuchs, B. and B.C. Lockey (Eds.). (2010). Journal for Early Modern Studies 10 (1).
1-4. Yolanda Rodríguez Pérez’s Literary Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia in Britain and the Low Countries
(1550-1850) (2020) edited volume will look at the tension between Hispanophilia and Hispanophobia in the earlymodern period and the nineteenth century.
8
Until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, the northern provinces were referred to as the Low Countries though the
term ‘Netherlands’ was already in existence as well. After the Peace of Westphalia, the Netherlands officially
became the Dutch Republic. However, in early-modern writings, all three were used interchangeably (with the
addition of ‘Holland’). This study therefore uses these terms interchangeably as well. Because the focus is on the
northern part of the Low Countries, the terms ‘Southern Netherlands’ or ‘Spanish Netherlands’ will be used when
needed to indicate the southern provinces which remained governed by Spain.
9
England and Spain were at war twice in the seventeenth century, the first time between 1625 and 1630 following
the failure of the Spanish Match between prince Charles and the Spanish Infanta. The second Anglo-Spanish War
happened between 1654 and 1660. This war was caused by commercial rivalry between England and Spain.
Between the Low Countries and Spain, the Eighty Years’ War resumed in 1621 before ending in 1648. In the
seventeenth century the English and Dutch were also at war with each other three times in the Anglo-Dutch Wars
(between 1654-1656, 1665-1667, and 1672-1674). For a concise history of the Dutch Republic, see Rommelse,
G. (2006). The Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667). Raison d’état, Mercantilism and Maritime Strife. Doctoral
Thesis, Leiden University, Leiden; Prak, M. (2005). The Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press; Israel, J.I. (1997). Conflicts of empires: Spain, the Low Countries and the struggle
for world supremacy, 1585-1712. London: Continuum International Publishing Group; and Goodman, D. (1997).
Spanish naval power, 1589-1665: Reconstruction and defeat. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. See also
Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2020). ‘Introduction: On Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia across Time.’ In Y. Rodríguez
Pérez (Ed.). Literary Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia in Britain and the Low Countries (1550-1850). (pp. 1148). Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press.
6

7
the construction of a national image of Spain as expressed in literature. In other words, this
study aims to explore the triangular literary and cultural relationship between the Dutch
Republic, England, and Spain. This triangular relationship was marked, on all sides, by times
of enmity and times of peace and cooperation, though Spain was undoubtedly cast as the
primary villain of Europe. This study takes as its starting point the end of the Twelve Years’
Truce between Spain and the Dutch Republic, and it thus covers the second half of the Dutch
rebellious struggle for independence against Spain, the Eighty Years’ War (1568-1648).
The Eighty Years’ War was a major contributor to the development of the long-lasting
Black Legend of Spain and to the creation of the Dutch national identity. Portraying themselves
as the liberators of their country, which suffered at the hands of a “foreign” tyrant, the Dutch
created a successful propaganda campaign.10 The contrast between these two images – of the
Dutch as freedom-fighters and the Spanish as the oppressors of freedom – became widespread
through the production of pamphlets.11 Further spreading and popularising the contrast were
theatrical pieces and prose narratives. As the war progressed, the Black Legend image of Spain
became more and more substantiated and confirmed by the events that happened in real life.12
This was particularly the case in the 1580s, when two very different but equally impactful
events occurred that would solidify the image of Spain as the enemy in the memories of both
the Dutch and the English people.
In the Low Countries, William of Orange was a driving force behind the Eighty Years’
War. Because of the role he played in the rebellion, Philip II declared him an outlaw, his lands
were repossessed, and his titles were revoked. In response, William of Orange published his
Apology (1581). Amongst other things, the Apology accused Philip II of murdering his son
(Don Carlos, prince of Asturias) and his third wife (Isabella de Valois). This accusation would
become one of the foundational aspects of the Black Legend, now known as the Don Carlos
story.13 A couple of years after Orange’s Apology, England was faced with a very different, but
no less defining event. In 1588, the Spanish Armada intended to invade England. Spain was
not successful, and England’s heroic victory against such an eminent threat became a defining
10

van der Steen, J. (2015). Memory Wars in the Low Countries, 1566-1700. Leiden: Brill (especially Chapter 2
‘Two Historical Canons’ (pp. 63-107); Pollman, J. (2006). ‘“Brabanters do Fairly Resemble Spaniards after all.”
Memory, Propaganda and Identity in the Twelve Years’ Truce.’ In J. Pollman and A. Spicer (Eds.). Public Opinion
and Changing Identities in the Early Modern Netherlands: Essays in Honour of Alastair Duke. (pp. 218-225).
Leiden: Brill; Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2003). De Tachtigjarige Oorlog in Spaanse ogen: de Nederlanden in Spaanse
historische en literaire teksten (circa 1548-1673). Uitgeverij van Tilt. 197.
11
See F. Deen, D. Onnekink and M. Reinders’ edited volume Pamphlets and Politics in the Dutch Republic
(2010), particularly M. Stensland’s chapter ‘Peace or no Peace? The Role of Pamphleteering in Public Debate in
the Run-up to the Twelve-Year Truce’ (227-252), and D. Horst. (2003). De opstand in zwart-wit:
propagandaprenten uit de Nederlandse opstand (1566-1584).
12
To other European nations, the Spanish’ treatment of the people in the Americas confirmed the image of the
cruel Spaniard, especially after the Spanish priest Bartolomé de las Casas reported these cruelties in his Brevísima
relación de la destrucción de las Indias (1552). The cruelty of the Spaniard was confirmed even closer to home
with the ‘massacre of Naarden’ in 1572 when the people of Naarden had surrendered to the Spanish troops but
the inhabitants were massacred nonetheless. The siege of Haarlem between 1572 and 1573 likewise ended with
the large-scale execution of soldiers and civilians. In 1576, the Spanish army sacked Antwerp because it had not
been paid for months. The sacking of towns and cities in lieu of payment is now known as the Spanish Fury. For
a more in-depth discussion of these events, see Darby, G. (Ed.). (2001). The Origins and Development of the
Dutch Revolt. Abingdon: Taylor and Francis Ltd. See also Fagel, R. (2017). ‘Gascoigne’s The Spoyle of Antwerpe
(1576) as an Anglo-Dutch text.’ Dutch Crossing 41 (2). 101-110.
13
The literary and historiographical presence of the Don Carlos story in England and the Dutch Republic in the
seventeenth century is explored in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
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moment in the development of the English identity and would continue to define it for centuries
to come.14 By the end of the sixteenth century, then, both the Low Countries and England had
found a sturdy foundation upon which to build their Hispanophobic sentiments. Because of
Spain’s position as early modern superpower and their simultaneous animosity with England
and the Netherlands, the Spanish Black Legend developed exponentially, for when England
looked at the Dutch, their own worst suspicions about Spain were confirmed, and when the
Dutch looked at England, the exact same effect occurred.15
This study re-examines and problematises these historiographical biases prevalent in
early modern literary and cultural studies.16 Even though existing literature has begun to shed
light on the fact that in early modern England, anti-Hispanic sentiments co-existed with
considerable and consistently present fascination and admiration for Spanish literary
productions,17 exploration of these aspects in the Dutch context has begun only very recently.18
Furthermore, the nuances and gradations of the influence of Spanish literary works on both
English and Dutch literary productions in the early modern period have largely remained
uncharted and unexplored. Previous downplaying of Spain’s literary influence, what Barbara
Fuchs calls the “occlusion of influence,” in scholarship cannot solely be attributed to France’s
position as the main source of literary (and dramatic) inspiration, particularly from the 1640s
onwards. It has also been caused, in part, by the fact that a large number of Spanish literary
texts were disseminated in Europe by way of French translation, thus obscuring the Spanish
14

Konstam, A. (2009). The Spanish Armada: The Great Enterprise Against England 1588. Oxford: Osprey
Publishing.
15
Maltby argued that because at least three countries (England, the Netherlands, and France) had developed their
own, comparable version of the Black Legend of Spain which aided the strengthening of this narrative in Europe.
In Maltby’s words “England’s cultural ties with France and the Netherlands have always been close, and their
separate strains of anti-Hispanism tended inevitably to reinforce each other (Maltby, W. S. (1971). The Black
Legend in England: the development of anti-Spanish sentiment, 1558-1660. Durham: Duke University Press. 139).
16
In 1912, Julián Juderías popularised the phrase “Black Legend” (la leyenda negra) showing how sixteenthcentury Protestant hostility had contributed to the creation of this anti-Spanish sentiment. The term was first
employed by a female writer, Emilia Pardo Bazán (see Sánchez Jiménez, A. (2016). Leyenda Negra. La batalla
sobre la imagen de España en tiempos de Lope de Vega. Madrid: Cátedra. As well as Rodríguez Pérez, Y., A.
Sánchez Jiménez, and H. den Boer (eds.). (2015). España ante sus críticos: las claves de la leyenda Negra.
Madrid: Iberoamericano-Vervuert). 29. The focus in cultural and literary studies became primarily centred on this
anti-Spanish narrative. The Black Legend of Spain then overshadowed the presence of admiration and fascination
from the side of their enemies, an aspect which has recently started to be renegotiated.
17
Recently studies by, for example, Barbara Fuchs (The Poetics of Piracy, 2013), Eric Griffin (English
Renaissance Drama and the Specter of Spain, 2012), Jorge Braga Riera (Classical Spanish Drama in Restoration
English (1660-1700), 2009), and have problematised the prevalent image of the Black Legend Spaniard by also
looking at the admiration, fascination, and influence of Spanish literary works in England. Margaret R. Greer,
Walter D. Mignolo, and Maureen Quilligan’s edited volume Rereading the Black Legend: The Discourses of
Religious and Racial Difference in the Renaissance Empires (2007) places the anti-Spanish Black Legend in a
global narrative with a specific focus on racial representation. One of the earliest studies on Anglo-Spanish literary
and cultural relations is William S. Maltby’s The Black Legend: the development of anti-Spanish sentiment, 15581660 (1971). Alexander Samson’s upcoming monograph Mary and Philip: The Marriage of Tudor England and
Habsburg Spain (2020) likewise aims to positively reassess the relationship of England and Spain in the earlymodern period.
18
See Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2016). ‘‘Neem liever een Spaans spel’ Nieuw onderzoek naar het Spaanse toneel op
de Noord-en Zuid-Nederlandse planken in de zeventiende eeuw.’ De Zeventiende Eeuw 32. 2-11; Álvarez Francés,
L. (2014). ‘Fascination for the “Madritsche Apoll”: Lope de Vega in Golden Age Amsterdam.’ Arte Nuevo. 1-15;
Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2013). ‘Op Spaanse leest geschoeid. Het verleden van de Republiek in zeventiende-eeuwse
Nederlandse romans.’ De Zeventiende Eeuw. Cultuur in de Nederlanden in interdisciplinair perspectief 29 (2).
265-282; Sullivan, H. W. (1983). Calderón in de the German Lands and the Low Countries: His Reception and
Influence, 1654-1980. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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origins of the works. Nevertheless, Spanish drama greatly influenced the development of early
modern European theatre, and the Spanish genre of the picaresque novel contributed to the
evolution of the Western European novel, with the first modern novel, Miguel de Cervantes’
Don Quixote, appearing in Spain as early as 1605.19 By exploring and mapping the true extent
of Spain’s literary influence, we are able to expand our understanding of the creation of certain
stereotypes whilst at the same time thoroughly investigating these stereotypes to show that they
were more complex and multi-layered than has previously been assumed.
One example as for why this problematisation is necessary and why the exploration of
nuances in the representation of Spain and the Spaniard is beneficial to our understanding of
Spain’s place in early modern European culture is the Dutch case of The Dutchified Cid (1641)
and The siege and liberation of the city of Leiden (1644).20 Both plays were performed in the
Amsterdam Municipal Theatre at roughly the same time (The Cid was performed between 1641
and 1768, whereas The siege was performed between 1660 and 1766). Both plays were
incredibly successful (The Cid was performed 230 times, and 13 editions appeared in print,
whilst The siege was performed 304 times and was printed 20 times). Although The Cid is a
translation21 and The siege is a dramatisation of a historical event,22 both plays feature the
Spanish army. Their representation of the Spanish soldier, however, could not be more
different. Whereas in The Cid the Spanish soldier (exemplified by Don Roderigo)23 is glorified,
hailed for his bravery, cunning, and valour, in The siege the Spanish soldier (exemplified by
the character Baldeus, based on the historical figure Francisco de Valdés) is cruel,
untrustworthy, and extremely violent. Despite these different representations of the Spanish
soldier, the two plays were performed in close proximity to each other, and both were sure to
be profitable.24 How could two such opposing images not just co-exist, but also thrive within
the same literary and cultural sphere? Are there other positive representations of Spaniards on
stage besides Don Roderigo? And what happened with the same play text in England, where it
was translated in 1636 by Joseph Rutter under the title The Valiant Cid? This study aims to
19

Ardila, J.A.G. (Ed.). (2015). The Picaresque Novel in Western Literature: From the Sixteenth Century to the
Neopicaresque. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
20
This case is more thoroughly discussed in section 3 of chapter 3 of this thesis. The Dutchified Cid (1641) by
Johan van Heemskerk and Reinier Bontius’ Beleg ende ontset der stadt Leyden (1644) were the most often
performed plays featuring Spanish characters in the Amsterdam Theatre (The siege is the third-best performed
play overall, and The Cid follows as fifth-best performed play in the Theatre between 1638 and 1772).
21
The Cid is a translation of Guillen de Castro’s Las mocedades del Cid (1605) through the French Le Cid by
Pierre Corneille.
22
The siege of Leiden was an attempt of the Spanish to regain control over the city of Leiden. In 1573 the regents
of Leiden had been warned of the oncoming siege and to survive it, they rapidly stocked up on supplies to survive.
By the end of March 1574, the Spaniards broke the siege to fight elsewhere. Despite warnings of William of
Orange that the Spaniards might return, the city did not restock their supplies. The siege of 1574 was therefore a
far more catastrophic event (around a third of the inhabitants died of starvation and diseases). The city held out
until they were liberated on the third of October by the ‘geuzenleger’ (‘scalawag army’) who purposefully
breached dykes to flood the surrounding land of Leiden and force the Spaniards to retreat (Panhuysen, L. and R.
van Stipriaan (2018). Ooggetuigen van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog: Van de eerste ruzie tot het laatste kanonschot.
Amsterdam: Querido’s Uitgeverij). The siege was first dramatised by Reinier de Bondt in 1644, 70 years after the
historical event.
23
Roderigo Díaz de Vivar (c.1043-1099) was a medieval Castilian nobleman and military captain who earned the
title ‘El Cid’ when he defeated the Moors.
24
On the 6th of September 1685, for example, The Cid generated €3.348,52 (converted from fl. 316,30) in revenue
whereas The siege (performed on the 22nd of September 1685) generated €3.094,20 (converted from fl. 292,40).
Often, there would only be two weeks (or less) in between the performances of these two plays.
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answer questions like these in a comparative, diachronic way to show the development and
nuances of the image of Spain and the Spaniard in Dutch and English play texts and picaresque
novels.
Both The siege and The Cid were performed by the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre (the
Schouwburg), which opened its doors for the first time in 1638, after which it became the heart
of Amsterdam’s cultural life. The permanence of the building was a novelty in Europe, and at
any one time the Theatre would accommodate around twenty local actors, singers and
musicians.25 Before the establishment of the Municipal Theatre in Amsterdam, plays were
primarily performed by travelling acting troops and Chambers of Rhetoric.26 With the
Amsterdam Municipal Theatre, commercial play performance was provided a steady
foundation, which greatly stimulated the production of play texts. Plays were staged twice a
week, and printed editions of the play to be performed that night could be purchased at the
door. This greatly boosted Amsterdam’s print industry. This development was especially
beneficial for book printer and seller Jacob Lescailje, who was the Theatre’s official printer
between 1657 and 1680, though other printers and booksellers would also produce (pirated)
editions of the play texts. Because of the increasing demand for new plays, Dutch playwrights
turned to other national theatrical traditions for inspiration, and Spain turned out to be a
particularly fruitful source.27
Though Spanish plays were already being translated for the Dutch stage (first by
Theodoor Rodenburgh at the beginning of the seventeenth century), after the establishment of
the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre and the Peace of Westphalia (1648), the number of plays
making their way from Spain into the Dutch Republic sky-rocketed, particularly in the 1660s
(see Chapter 2). There were generally two ways through which these plays reached the Dutch
stage: through a French translation that was subsequently translated into Dutch, or as a direct
translation from Spanish. Out of the Dutch corpus of translations of which the source text has
been identified, about half of the texts arrived in the Netherlands through French intermediary
translations (27 to be exact, compared to 35 that were translated directly from Spanish or of
which the intermediate French text has not survived). Notably, almost all of Pedro Calderón de
la Barca’s plays went through a French edition first, whereas almost all of Félix Lope de Vega
y Carpio’s texts were translated directly from Spanish.28 A key factor in these direct translations
was the Sephardim Jewish community of Amsterdam, and Jacob Barocas in particular.
The Sephardim Jewish community in Amsterdam came to the Netherlands as refugees,
though the majority of them were financially secure, and they were “self-confident and proud

Blom, F.R.E. and O. van Marion. (2017). ‘Lope de Vega and the Conquest of Spanish Theater in the
Netherlands.’ Anuario Lope de Vega texto, literatura, cultura. 155-177. 156.
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of their origin.”29 Amongst them was the literary enthusiast Jacob Barocas, who arrived in
Amsterdam in 1640, quickly learned Dutch, and began to reach out to the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre with suggestions of plays for them to perform. His suggestions often
included play texts by Lope de Vega, which likely explains why the majority of his oeuvre in
the Amsterdam Theatre did not go through an intermediary French translation. Barocas’
translations were done in prose, and though the Dutch rhymers are generally listed as the
‘authors’ of the plays, we often find Barocas’ name listed on the title page as well, suggesting
that his name carried some significance to the Dutch reading audience. Unfortunately, none of
Barocas’ prose translations have survived to this day.
As noted above, the Peace of Westphalia30 enabled an increase in the import of Spanish
play texts, until things suddenly came to a halt in 1672, otherwise known as the ‘Disaster Year.’
Even during the Eighty Years’ War, there had always been tension between two primary
factions in the Netherlands: the Orangists and the ‘Staatsgezinden’ (‘Republicans’). As the
names of the factions suggest, the Orangists supported the stadholderate of the House of
Orange, whereas the Republicans favoured a Dutch state that would abolish any office
resembling a monarchy, which the stadholderate, in its own way, did. When William II died
suddenly, the Dutch Republic saw its first ‘stadholderless’ period (1650-1672). In 1672,
however, the stadholderate was restored as the Republic found itself under attack by England,31
France, and the bishoprics of Münster and Cologne. The war would continue until 1678,
causing severe food shortages in the Republic, which in turn led to the outbreak of diseases
such as the plague.32 The Amsterdam Municipal Theatre was closed throughout these events,
though it was reopened at the end of the war in 1678 and Spanish play text production and
importation once again flourished.
Towards the end of the seventeenth century, the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre became
increasingly influenced by French Classicism.33 The organisational structure of the Theatre
played a big part in this development. When it was first founded, the first public and permanent
theatre in Amsterdam had a lot to prove on the economic front. Two charitable institutions had
invested in its construction and these institutions would, in turn, receive a share of the profit.34
Blom, F. (2020). ‘Enemy Treasures: the Making and Marketing of Spanish Comedia in the Amsterdam
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The theatre was highly professional and invested in pamphlets, posters, props, costumes, and
tickets, as well as selling printed editions of the play at the entrance, as mentioned above.35 The
regents of the Municipal Theatre were in charge of scheduling the two plays to be performed
every week (generally on Mondays and Thursdays) and thus they had a great deal of control
over the artistic direction the Theatre would take.
Though classicism had steadily been gaining ground in Amsterdam, by the 1670s, the
classicist literary society Nil Volentibus Arduum had taken over as regents of the Municipal
Theatre. This did not mean that all non-classicist plays were suddenly eliminated from the
stage, but the society’s influence did cause a rise in the production and performance of classicist
plays.36 As summarised by Colleen M. McCormick, “correct [classicist] theatre needed to
observe the three ‘unities’ of place, time, and action”, meaning plays should not occupy more
space than offered by the stage itself, the amount of time passing in the play should not exceed
the duration of the performance, and the plot should consist of one central plotline “without the
distraction of subplots or other insertions that did not ultimately contribute to the dramatic arc
of the central story.”37 Although the N.V.A. also produced plays that were originally Spanish,
they never acknowledged the Spanish source texts, but rather presumed the intermediary
French editions to be the originals. They were also not afraid to make significant changes to
the texts. The process they went through in producing some of these plays has been well
documented in their writings, which Berry Dongelmans collected in 1982 in his Nil Volentibus
Arduum: Documenten Bronnen.38
The Municipal Theatre was the cultural centre of Amsterdam, drawing crowds from all
layers of society to enjoy a dramatic performance. The plays they produced affected how
people thought about the world. If the same image is repeated often enough, it will gain a type
of legitimacy that is not based on an empirical truth-value but rather on an imagined reality.39
Even so, playwrights could not afford to let an image grow stale, so besides perpetuating the
image, they also had to reinvent it to keep it new and interesting. This constant effort
exemplifies what Joad Raymond calls a “communicative landscape that extends beyond the
domestic and urban into the transnational, but which nonetheless shapes the experience of the
local.”40 In other words, by translating Spanish play texts and constructing Spanish characters
in a particular way, the author influences what the general audience constitutes as ‘typically’
35
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Spanish. However, by showing a preference for a particular type of play or character, the
audience itself provides feedback for the playwrights of these texts, in turn influencing what
types of text said playwrights will produce next. Jurij Lotman calls this historical model of text
production, which is centralised on the repetition of certain patterns, the “aesthetics of
continuity.”41 The continuity of the attribution of particular characteristics to the Spaniard
ensured that the seventeenth-century image of Spain became solidly lodged in the historical
memory of England and the Dutch Republic.42 The English and Dutch play texts, by making
use of the same patterns, simultaneously created and reaffirmed the stereotypical Spaniard. In
this way, a communicative landscape is born in which a transnational experience nonetheless
shapes the experience of the local.
This process is not particular to Amsterdam, or even to the Dutch Republic, but rather
applies to all authors of translations or original texts featuring foreign characters. What sets
Amsterdam apart is the centrality of its theatrical institution, which aids analysis of the image
of Spain in the seventeenth century. Unlike Amsterdam, London did not have a centralised
theatre, but rather a number of theatre companies directly competing with one another in
different theatres (the most famous of which is undoubtedly Shakespeare’s The Globe).43 As
the Dutch Twelve Years’ Truce came to an end (and the research period covered by this study
begins), London’s theatrical community was thriving. Since the ascension of James VI of
Scotland and I of England in 1603, the country had been at peace with Spain, and though not
everyone supported this peace, the majority of the people in London appreciated the fact that
the expensive war had ended.44
That London was preoccupied with Spanish relations at the beginning of the 1620s is
clear from the production of play texts centred around Spanish themes. Thomas Middleton, for
example, wrote three plays focussed on Spain within the space of 3 years: The Changeling
(1622), The Spanish Gypsy (1623), and perhaps his most (in)famous work, A Game at Chess
(1624). This last play satirically reflects on the relation between England (the white chess
pieces) and the Spanish (the black pieces).45 It was wildly popular and ran for nine consecutive
days, after which it was banned from stage (supposedly for portraying a monarch, but rumours
quickly spread that it was more likely that the Spanish ambassador Gondomar had taken
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offense and had complained to his friend, King James).46 Between 1618 and 1623, James made
consistent efforts to marry his son Charles to the Infanta María of Spain, an effort which proved
futile in the end.47 Though not everyone was particularly in favour of the Spanish match, the
atmosphere in London overall was more positive towards Spain than it had been in the years
leading up to the king’s attempts. This, in turn, led to an influx of Spanish literary material in
England’s capital.48
The theatre companies in London each functioned more or less in the same way: there
was one master of the troupe (usually the patent holder or major shareholder) and in the case
of the larger performing groups, the rest of the troupe structured themselves hierarchically.49
The companies’ performance bills changed quickly, and the actresses and actors had to be able
to perform at a moment’s notice, embodying a variety of characters.50 Because there was no
central theatre, fewer documents regarding their revenues have been preserved over time. We
know relatively little about the performances of early modern English plays. Before the Civil
War (1642-1660), the largest playing companies were the King’s Men, Queen Henrietta’s Men,
Prince Charles’ Men, and Lady Elizabeth’s Men.51 Theatre in London had been a popular
pastime since the sixteenth century, but the onset of the Civil War had a great impact on the
thriving theatrical culture.
During the Civil War, king Charles I was tried for high treason and executed in front of
Whitehall Palace on 9 February 1649. After his execution, the period now known as the
Interregnum began under the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell.52 All throughout this period, the
Puritan government banned play performances, though the degrees of persecution of those who
ignored the ban varied.53 Nevertheless, like with the closure of the Municipal Theatre in
Amsterdam between 1672 and 1678, the production of Spanish play texts slowed significantly
during this period.
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At the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660, King Charles II would reshape the playing
companies to form the King’s Company (under the management of Thomas Killigrew), and
the Duke’s Company (under the management of William Davenant). This reorganisation,
David Roberts points out, was likely motivated by Charles II’s desire to establish social and
political control over what was performed on stage.54 Each company was assigned a specific
set of pre-Restoration plays to perform, and they were allowed to produce new plays.55
However, enthusiasm for the theatre had waned during the Interregnum (1649-1660).56 Though
both Killigrew (King’s Company) and Davenant (Duke’s Company) were under royal
patronage, they both needed general audiences to fill the seats of their newly designed
theatres.57 Davenant in particular was adapt at drawing people to the new and improved theatre
by creating scenery on stage that the people of London had not seen before.58 Even though
Davenant died in 1668, the Duke’s Company continued to thrive under the leadership of
Thomas Betterton. Killigrew, on the other hand, was less capable in terms of running his
company, and the Duke’s and King’s Men eventually merged into the United Company in
1682. Throughout the seventeenth century, at least 32 Spanish plays were translated/adapted
in London, with at least half of these plays appearing for the first time during the Restoration.59
Throughout the seventeenth century, the political, social, and cultural history of
England, the Netherlands, and Spain overlap. The dynamic and ever-shifting relations between
the three countries aided the continuous influx of Spanish cultural productions in England and
the Dutch Republic. This process of cultural transfer did not stop in times of war, though it was
invigorated in times of peace. Although England and the Netherlands developed their own
theatrical traditions, both of these traditions were influenced by the presence of Spanish
Comedia plays.

Methodological Approach
This thesis is a comparative and diachronic study into the construction of the Spanish ethnotype
in seventeenth-century English and Dutch literature. It incorporates book production history
and analyses of paratextual and textual material. The study combines approaches from the
fields of translation studies, cultural transfer, and imagology to show the oft-conflicting images
that co-existed in England and the Netherlands in the early modern period. These approaches
will be discussed below.
Because of the work of Peter Burke and others, the role of translations in the
transmission of cultures has become evident. After Susan Bassnet and André Lefevere
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proposed the “cultural turn” in translation studies,60 suggesting that instead of looking at the
finished product that was the translation in comparison to the original source text, the focus
should be on the processes leading to the creation of the translation itself, Burke developed the
idea of “cultural translation.”61 Translations, so Burke argues, play a pivotal role in cultural
history and it is for this reason that they should have a central place in historical research. The
early modern period in particular is well suited for such research as it was a time of integrated
translations.62 Early modern translators continually strove to be both true to the original whilst
making it palatable to their target culture (i.e. the culture for which the translation is intended).
Besides potential differences in the narrative style that was popular in the source culture (i.e.
the culture that supplied the text to be translated) and the target culture, translators faced other
obstacles such as the translation of habits and interests that would require no explanation in the
source culture but were foreign to the target culture. One of the most telling obstacles, Burke
notes, is the difficulty of translating humour, which tends to be derived from culturally specific
circumstances or from language-specific puns.
Essential to Burke’s argument is the fact that translations are foundational to the major
cultural shifts in early modern Europe, and the study of these translations (or what was not
translated) offers unique insights into cultural proceedings and relations between the source
and target cultures at the time. This thesis aims to contribute to this line of inquiry but does so
by presenting a comparative imagological study focussed on the image of Spain in English and
Dutch plays and picaresque novels. This comparatist approach in imagology finds its roots in
Enlightenment France,63 before Hugo Dyserinck developed imagology studies on the basis of
this French comparatist approach in the 1960s. Based on Dyserinck’s Aachen Programme of
Comparatism, Joep Leerssen “established a study of the interaction between the discourse and
the political invocation of national characters and their rhetorical representation in literary
texts” within a European framework.64 Though Leerssen has primarily focussed on the
nineteenth century (the century of the emergence of the nation state), the present study
endeavours to analyse the evolution of the image of Spain against a European backdrop of
‘emerging’ nations. Despite the non-existence of the nation state in the seventeenth century,
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national thinking was already beginning to take shape in the early modern period.65 Therefore,
it is important to consider the development of national identity at this time, as it would
eventually lead to the creation of the nation state as we know it today.
The study of imagology revolves around the discursive creation of the ‘ethnotype’ (i.e.
the representation of national character).66 These ethnotypes are founded on the observation of
differences that are not empirically verifiable, but rather “either explicitly or implicitly
oppositional.”67 The emphasis on differences rather than similarities stems from the early
modern growing obsession with categorising the world. As a part of this growing trend,
national characters became systematically listed according to the characteristics which – or so
the authors of such works asserted – represented the whole nation, the so-called effet de
typique.68 The categorisation of ethnotypes in the early modern period was often based on the
supposed temperament of a given people. This temperament was not, initially, necessarily
connected to a particular nation, but was rather caused by climatological opposition.69 On any
scale, the north is always considered to be cool and cerebral, whereas the south is hot and
emotional.70 Throughout history, ethnotypes are subject to change; they are not historically
constant, even though they are presented at any point in time as representing ‘the’ truth. This
supposedly ‘truthful’ image always encompasses a dual characterisation: a set of characteristics
to valorise a character negatively, and a set of characteristics to valorise a character positively.
The study of characters and how they function in literary narratives is not new. Dating
back as far as Aristotle’s Poetics, a work which would greatly influence the way people thought
about literature in the early modern period, literary characters have been the object of study in
a variety of ways. In his Poetics, Aristotle aimed to discover what made people feel invested
in a narrative – what is it that captures us? Draws us in? – and part of his answer can be found
in the link between the construction of characters and plotlines. According to Aristotle,
audiences are drawn into a story when the characters therein behave in the way we would
expect them to, or in other words, if their behaviour and actions correspond to their role in the
plot. A hero cannot suddenly commit an act of cruelty, and a villain should not show kindness
and mercy. This ‘motivational link’ is what the Neo-Aristotelian French classicists of the early
modern period would call vraisemblance. The French classicists were not the first to look at
behavioural patterns of literary characters. Theophrastus’ Characters was one of the first
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attempts at systematic character writing.71 In it, he discusses thirty ‘typical’ characters,
systematised according to their moral values.72 By the sixteenth century, these characteristics
would become linked to specific nationalities, creating a systematised catalogue of national
images. One such work appeared in 1561 under the title Poetices libri VII by Julius Caesar
Scaliger. Scaliger included a list of national characteristics, including an entry on the Spaniard:
The Spanish have a dour life-style, they live it up when they sit at another man’s
table, they are fiery drinkers, talkative, busy, their arrogance is hellish, their
disrespect infernal, their stinginess amazing; they are strong in poverty, their
religious steadfastness is priceless, they are envious of all nations and all nations
are envious of them. One nation surpasses them in depravity and is even less
magnanimous: the Italians.73
Scaliger’s work would become “enormously influential all over Europe in the following
century,”74 though his comparative lists were not the only ones produced.75
The stark contrast between the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ was established in a variety of
literary works. In both original texts and translations, the ethnotypical differentiation shines
through, and whether reflecting upon people existing in the real world (by way of paratexts) or
on imagined characters in fiction, a similar image of the Spaniard was repeated by the Dutch
and English authors, printers, and translators. Because the creation of a mutual anti-Spanish
narrative in England and the Netherlands occurred at a time when people in Europe were
increasingly interested in differentiating and categorising the world around them, cultural
thought was subjected to systematisation and ethnicity became classifiable. This
systematisation led to the creation of stereotypes which enjoy a remarkably long afterlife, or
longue durée, continually influencing how the image of the self (‘auto-image’) and the image
of the other (‘hetero-image’) are constructed. Though these images are often presented as
unchangeable truths, they are not stable and tend to be reinvented and adapted over time. “The
end result”, as Joep Leerssen argues, “is that the available discursive-rhetorical reservoir of
ethnotypical statements about a given nation contains a layered, historical accumulation of
sharply contradictory elements.”76 The whole range of available images (both positive and
negative) is called the underlying ‘imageme.’
The study of national characters in literature before 1800, and particularly the
representation of these characters on stage, was first explored by Ton Hoenselaars.77 In his
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study, Hoenselaars reviews English play texts to analyse the correlation between the English
auto-image and the European foreigners’ hetero-image in Elizabethan, Jacobean, and Caroline
theatre. Recently, scholars have also turned their attention to the intersection of imagology and
translation studies. Luc van Doorslaer, Peter Flynn, and Joep Leerssen argue that the combined
approach is mutually beneficial because “We would be well advised […] to keep the historicity
of translation and image building in mind”; thus,
Imagology offers Translation Studies the conceptual apparatus to do so while
Translation Studies can trace the trajectories of images across language and
cultures and indicate the shifts ethnotypes and tropes undergo in crossing
language and cultural boundaries.78
This combined approach proves fruitful when in the same volume, Yolanda Rodríguez Pérez
discusses the ‘Amsterdam Spaniard’ in seventeenth-century Dutch pseudo-translations. She
emphasises a central theme of this thesis, namely that translations are not created in isolation,
but that they come into existence by way of the negotiation of one culture’s images into
another’s. Rodríguez Pérez emphasises that translations are not created in a vacuum, and
looking at the processes which led to the production of a particular translation can likewise
reveal the development of the image of Spain in early modern English and Dutch literature.79

Corpus and Chapter Overview
This study focuses on two literary genres: picaresque novels and play texts. These genres are
the most popular genres of Spanish literature in the seventeenth century, comprising some of
the best-known Spanish bestsellers. Spanish plays were appealing to Dutch and English
audiences for their intriguing plots and fast pace. One popular type of Spanish play was the
“cape and sword play”80 (sometimes called ‘cloak and dagger play’ or ‘cloak and sword
play’).81 The plot of these plays revolved around themes such as secrecy, deception, and
honour.82 Other popular plays derived from Spanish sources include honour-plays. In these
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plays, the subject is the code of honour rigorously adhered to by the early modern Spaniard.83
However, cape and sword plays were not the only popular type of Spanish literary work. As a
character, the Spanish rogue (or pícaro), the traditional protagonist of the picaresque novel,
likewise enjoyed immense popularity. These Spanish rogues were full of mischief, but they
also provided criticism on the societies in which they operated, and their narratives served as
didactic literature so that readers might avoid the sinful behaviour that typified this character.84
As noted above, both Spanish plays and picaresque novels greatly impacted the production and
development of English and Dutch early modern literature. It is for this reason that this study
focuses on these two genres in particular.
The corpus of primary source material was collected from a variety of bibliographical
sources. This study attempted to be as inclusive and complete as possible, though it does not
claim to present a complete bibliographical overview of English and Dutch seventeenthcentury play texts and picaresque novels translated or adapted from Spain or original literary
works featuring Spanish characters. Similarly, it has sought to include English and Dutch
original plays featuring Spanish characters but it may be that some plays were overlooked,
which may, in future research, be included. Original Dutch and English play texts featuring
Spanish characters were mainly gathered by going through the Dramatis Personae of plays and
through references found in other imagological studies such as Ton Hoenselaars’ Images of
Englishmen and Foreigners in the Drama of Shakespeare and His Contemporaries: A Study of
Stage Characters and National Identity in English Renaissance Drama, 1558-1642 (1992).
Fortunately, previous bibliographical studies greatly aided the collection of primary
sources, particularly for translations of Spanish plays and picaresque novels.85 An important
source of information for the translation of Spanish works in the Netherlands is J.A. van Praag’s
La Comedia Espagnole Aux Pays-Bas au XVIIe et au XVIIIe siècle (1922). Van Praag was the
first to examine the presence of the Spanish Comedia in the Netherlands in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and remains an invaluable source for the study of Spanish plays in Dutch
translation to this day. In 1962, Prosper Arents produced the bibliographical study titled
Cervantes in het Nederlands that looks at Dutch translations of Cervantes’ Don Quixote (1605)
and his novelas ejemplares (1613). One of these novels would inspire two Dutch play texts in
the seventeenth century.86 Finally, this thesis is greatly indebted to the OnStage database, which
has collected the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre’s repertoire, performances, popularity, and
revenues between 1637 and 1772 and made them publicly available.87 The OnStage database
likewise provides (where possible) information on a given play text’s author, translator, printed
editions, source text, and source text author. This made the study of Spanish literary works
adapted and translated for the Dutch stage more accessible.
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English translations of Spanish literary works have received more extensive attention
in the past. In 1944, Ramigio Ugo Pane published English Translations from the Spanish, 14841943: A Bibliography, which surveys five centuries of translations of all kinds of literature in
a dense volume. Similarly, Robert S. Rudder’s The Literature of Spain in English Translation:
A Bibliography (1975) looks at English translations from as early as the fifteenth century up to
the twentieth century. Focussing more specifically on the seventeenth century, Javier Sánchez
Escribano discusses English translations from Spanish through French editions,88 and recently,
the Early Modern Spanish-English Translations Database 1500-1640 became available
online.89 This database includes around 450 textual records and provides information on the
original source, the translation, the authors, and paratextual materials (including information
about dedicatees, patrons, printers, translators and translation aims). The database consists of
all types and genres of literature, and though the majority of the works included in it fall outside
of the time period discussed in this thesis, it offers invaluable, concentrated information for
any study on Spanish-English translations in the early-modern period.
The source selection for this thesis consists of picaresque novels and plays that were
produced between c.1621 and 1700. This includes reprinted or retranslated works that were
already present before this time period. As such, multiple editions of the same Spanish source
text are counted as separate novels or plays. In this time period, Spanish picaresque novels
were more often produced in England, where we find 13 picaresque novels translated from
Spanish, 1 picaresque novel translated from Dutch, 1 picaresque novel translated from French,
and 5 original picaresque novels (all belonging to the same series, The English Rogue (1666
onwards)). The corpus for the Dutch picaresque novels consists of 7 translations from Spanish,
1 translation from English, and 1 original picaresque novel. There are more picaresque novels
produced between c.1621 and 1700, but this study limited itself by including only those that
reflect directly on Spain and/or the Spaniard, as well as original English and Dutch works that
emulate the character of the Spanish rogue.
Although the genre of the picaresque novel appears to have seen more substantial
production in England, Spanish play texts instead enjoyed a warmer reception in the Dutch
Republic. The corpus for this study includes 9 picaresque novels, and 58 Dutch plays based on
Spanish literary sources, 2 Dutch translations from other sources (such as The Spanish Tragedy
(1592) by Thomas Kyd), and 5 original plays featuring Spanish characters. On the English side,
there are 32 play texts based on Spanish literary sources, 20 picaresque novels, 4 original play
texts, and 1 peculiar collected volume (Francis Kirkman’s The Wits (1668) that consists of 27
‘drolleries’ i.e. short plays).90 Though the aim was to be as complete as possible in collecting
the titles of these play texts, this study was not bibliographical in nature and it may be that
some plays have been overlooked which should have been included. Nevertheless, the corpus
is of such a size that a diachronic analysis of the image of Spain is representative of the
development of this image in England and the Dutch Republic in the seventeenth century.
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Besides looking at the image of Spain within the narrative itself, this study will also
explore the image of Spain as constructed in paratextual material. Paratexts bridge the gap
between the text and the reader, or as described by Gérard Genette, “these productions are to
be regarded as belonging to the text, in any case they surround it and extend it, precisely in
order to present it [i.e.] to make present, to ensure the text’s presence in the world.”91 These
paratexts, then, offer writers, printers, translators, playwrights, and others the space to reflect
upon the work at hand. In his seminal work, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretations (1987),
Genette further classifies everything outside of the narrative as ‘paratextual.’ He thereby
distinguishes between the peritext (within the book containing the narrative) and the epitext
(outside of the book).92 Genette’s notion of the paratext is, therefore, notably inclusive, as, for
example, even correspondence about the narrative is classified as epitext.93 Often, paratexts are
used strategically to try and gain a patron’s favour through dedications or to convince the reader
of the work’s quality. In the case of translations, the paratexts can build on the success which
the novel or play already enjoyed in the country of origin.94 Paratextual material can also be
used by the author or printer to reflect upon the socio-political environment of their time. In a
recent edited volume, the use and content of early modern paratexts was discussed in relation
to English literature. This volume by Belle and Hosington argues that the paratext is an ideal
place for the occurrence of cultural transfer. Paratextual material lends itself well for exploring
the imaginative, traditional and at times even manipulative practices in paratexts of early
modern England.95 It is for this reason that this thesis also includes the paratextual material of
the texts in this corpus.
This thesis is divided into four chapters which are not ordered chronologically. Rather,
each chapter focusses on a different theme to fully explore the various aspects of the triangular
relationship between England, the Netherlands, and Spain. Where possible, the chapters do
discuss the primary source material in chronological order so as to clearly show the diachronic
development of the image of Spain. This thematic approach allows us to thoroughly situate the
primary sources within the appropriate historical, cultural, and literary contexts.
Chapter 1 focusses on the picaresque novel and on the construction of the character
(and afterlife) of the Spanish rogue in England and the Dutch Republic. The three most popular
Spanish picaresque novels – Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554),
Guzmán de Alfarache (part 1 1599, part 2 1604) by Mateo Alemán, and La vida del Buscón
(1626) by Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas – were translated throughout Europe, particularly
between c. 1550 and 1650. Following this Spanish model, original picaresque novels started to
appear in England and the Dutch Republic in the second half of the seventeenth century and
would travel back and forth between the two countries. In 1666, for example, the first part of
The English Rogue by Richard Head (translated into Dutch under the title Den engelsen schelm
in 1679) appeared. In the Dutch Republic, Den verdorven Koopman (later translated into
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English as The Dutch Rogue, or, Gusman of Amsterdam (1683) appeared in 1682. Chapter 1
will look at the production history of the translated Spanish picaresque novels as well as the
original novels inspired by them, the paratextual material of these novels, and the character of
the Spanish rogue as represented by Lázaro, Guzmán, and Buscón. In seventeenth-century
Europe, the Spanish rogue had a particular presence in English and Dutch literature. The focus
will therefore be on this presence and on examining what it signifies on a protonational and
cultural level for the perception of Spanishness between 1621 and 1700.
The second chapter moves away from picaresque novels to the literary spheres of
London and Amsterdam and their production of translated Spanish Golden Age play texts.96
These literary spheres consists of everyone who has a hand in creating the translated play texts,
such as printers, translators, playwrights, and booksellers. By looking at the literary sphere in
London and Amsterdam, this chapter aims to expose the pervasiveness of Spanish material. It
is important to not only understand who made Spanish literary texts suitable for the stage, but
also understand the far-reaching influence of these texts. At the same time, a market revolving
around translated and adapted Spanish Golden Age play texts appears, which narrowly
corresponds with the theatrical staging of these plays in both cities. The literary spheres are
also responsible for the majority of the paratextual material enclosed in the printed editions of
the play texts, which often reflects on the Spanish source or the Spanish author – both positively
and negatively. Chapter 2 will, therefore, focus primarily on the accessibility of the image of
Spain and the Spaniard as represented in Spanish Golden Age play texts by looking at the
availability of these texts through print and performance, and at the image created in the
paratexts.
Chapter 3 focusses on three sociotypes (the nobleman, gracioso servant, and soldier)
and how these relate to Spanish honour.97 The Spanish nobleman in English and Dutch play
texts tends to be obsessed with honour – both by acquiring it and avenging its loss – and in this
representation, the inherent twofold concept of Spanish honour is notable. Whereas English
and Dutch only have a single word denoting a single concept of honour (‘eer’), in Spanish
Golden Age drama, the concept consisted of two different types of honour: honor (moral
honour gained through merit and achievements), and honra (gained through the acquisition of
corporeal goods and status). These inherently Spanish concepts have become ingrained in
English and Dutch play texts featuring a Spanish gentleman. A gentleman is usually attended
by a servant, and the gracioso servant fulfils this role with an additional purpose, aside from
serving his master. This typically Spanish character is known for his wit and humour, but unlike
other clownish figures on stage, the gracioso servant also carries the plot along, offers
invaluable advice to his master, and is generally portrayed as the common-sense mirror image
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of the gentleman he serves. Finally, one of the most infamous Spanish stereotypes of the earlymodern period, the Spanish soldier, is known for his excessive cruelty. However, the Spanish
soldier presents contradicting images on stage, and the figure is less monolithic than expected.
The last chapter of this thesis focusses on one of the cornerstone narratives of the Black
Legend: the Don Carlos story. Philip II, already accused of cruelty in the Low Countries, was
likewise accused of murdering his son, Don Carlos, and his third wife, Isabella de Valois. This
story gained widespread attention with the appearance of a French historical novel titled Dom
Carlos, nouvelle historique (1672) by Cesar Vichard de Saint-Réal. In this novel, Don Carlos
and Isabella are in love with one another, and in revenge, Philip drives his son to commit
suicide and orders his wife to be murdered by poison. The popularity of the novel is evident
throughout the centuries. In 1676, the novel was adapted into an English play (Don Carlos by
Thomas Otway), in 1787 Friedrich Schiller adapted the novel into a new play, and in 1867, the
opera Don Carlos by Guiseppe Verdi (based on Schiller’s play) was performed for the first
time. However, the Don Carlos story already enjoyed a rich afterlife even back in the
seventeenth century, and one in which Philip II is not necessarily cast as the primary villain.
Additionally, little attention has been given to the Dutch side of the afterlife of the Don Carlos
story, even though this has proven to be a particularly fruitful research object. As early as 1635,
a play featuring Don Carlos appeared on stage (in ‘d’Amsterdamsche Camer’ or ‘the
Amsterdam Chamber of Rhetoric’). In 1679, the successful Don Carlos play Karel, Erfprins
van Spanje (Carlos, Crown-prince of Spain) by Govert Bidloo was performed for the first time
in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre. By investigating these often-overlooked literary works
and by tracing the available historiographical material, this chapter will renegotiate the image
of Don Carlos and Philip II.
Between Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia: The Spanish Fascination in English and
Dutch 17th-century Literature argues that the image of Spain, though predominantly shaped by
the Hispanophobic Black Legend, is also shaped by a Hispanophilic narrative in English and
Dutch seventeenth-century literature. This tension between Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia
illustrates the complexity of the image of Spain in the early modern period. This thesis seeks
to diachronically explore this complexity by looking at the image of Spain not as a ‘black-andwhite’ opposition, but rather as a gradated spectrum ranging from Hispanophilic admiration,
appreciation and emulation of Spanish cultural productions to the Hispanophobic portrayal of
the Spaniard in line with the Black Legend narrative. By focusing on this gradation, the image
of Spain in England and the Netherlands in the seventeenth century is renegotiated. This
renegotiation shows that early-modern national thinking in England and the Netherlands
incorporated both the image of Spain as the enemy and that of Spain as an irresistible literary
and cultural source.
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Chapter 1 – The Spanish Rogue in England and the Dutch Republic
“What! more Rogues still?”98

Introduction
“Oh all Hispanics look roguish!”99 This exclamation is not taken from a seventeenth-century
play or even from a European source. One of the main characters in the American, animated
series Archer (2009−) makes the remark as she sees the man she is about to meet through a
restaurant window. The fact that he is a perfectly groomed Cuban man has little bearing on her
observation: Hispanic equals roguish. Later in the same episode, it is remarked that
“stereotypes exist for a reason.”100 The reason behind the easy and casual association between
‘Hispanic’ and ‘roguish’ finds its origin in sixteenth-century Western Europe with the
development of the picaresque novel.101 The first of its kind, the anonymously authored La
vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554), was the prototype after
which Guzmán de Alfarache (1599 part 1, 1604 part 2) and La vida del Buscón (1626) were
modelled.102 With Guzmán, the genre of the picaresque novel was established,103 whereas
Buscón already begins to parody the genre by mocking the pícaro’s persona.104 As “Europeanwide” bestsellers, the three novels were translated into multiple languages, and they set a
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precedent for the rise of similar characters in literature, facilitating the survival of the stereotype
to the present-day and around the world.105 In seventeenth-century Europe, the Spanish rogue
had a particular presence in English and Dutch literature, ranging from novels to plays. This
chapter will focus on this presence and examine what it signifies on a proto-national and
cultural level for the perception of Spanishness in the early modern period, and in the period
between 1621 and 1700 in particular.
This rise in the popularity of the rogue – a scheming, mischievous vagrant – and its
subsequent extensive afterlife is one of the reasons for closely examining this character in
relation to Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia. The picaresque novels follow the pícaro from
birth till death, and in between he takes the reader along on his many (mis)adventures. He
cheats, steals, lies, and begs, but he also learns his lessons along the way. His story is often put
forth as an example not to be followed. So how is the Spanish rogue represented in England
and the Dutch Republic? What is the difference between the English and the Dutch
representations of the Spanish rogue? And how is the Spanish rogue used to continue the protonational ‘othering’ in England and the Dutch Republic? To begin answering these questions, it
will be helpful to have a basic understanding of the genre of the picaresque and the rogue’s
place in it.
Exactly what the picaresque entails has been debated ever since the novels first piqued
the interest of scholars.106 As with any genre, the picaresque can be approached in different
ways, for example by focussing on the structural elements of the work. The books tend to be
structured episodically, to avoid “idealising epic or romantic conventions,” to be told from a
“temporally displaced narrative voice,” and to be, in appearance at least, autobiographical.107
Another approach focusses on the genre’s relation to the politics or culture of the time,
exploring such themes as “poverty, crime, prostitution, vagabondage, social mobility, and
aspiration,”108 or indeed its symbolic properties, such as “honour, dress, deportment and
physical and verbal manners in the constitution of individual identity.”109 This chapter,
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however, will approach the character of the Spanish rogue in terms of purpose or function.110
The picaresque is known for its satirical purpose, for letting its main character comment on the
injustices he sees around him, but also for displaying the type of behaviour one tries to
discourage in their own ‘kind.’ This also made the picaresque novels, and Lazarillo in
particular, “a propaganda gift to powers hostile to Spain”, as it directly addresses Spanish social
and political problems told by a ‘Spaniard’ in a Spanish ‘autobiography.’111 On the one hand,
then, Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzmán de Alfarache, and el Buscón were popular works inspiring
theatrical adaptations and original novels, but on the other hand, they were used to spread the
negative image of the Black Legend Spaniard.112 This dichotomy creates a natural tension
between the negative representation of the Spanish and the desire of Dutch and English
authors/translators to work with the Spanish character and material, combining what we could
call a Hispanophobic tendency and a Hispanophilic one that leans on cultural interest in a
certain literary source.
As a character, the rogue faces innate limits: even if he tries to grow, to overcome his
sinful ways by taking up employment, he will, inevitably, return to his lowborn, roguish state.
Despite these limits, he is often used as a vehicle to represent all manner of people from lower
social classes, including the criminal, the drifter, the soldier in between contracts, and any
previously upstanding citizens who, for a variety of reasons, have fallen on hard times.113 He
is driven most strongly by a need to survive, even in the trenches of human society. The rogue
is an antihero who offers both entertainment and moral advice, a feature exploited by Dutch
and English translations/adaptations of the works. Though there are some picaresque novels
about the pícara, a female version of the Spanish rogue, the majority of the canon revolves

J.A.G. Ardila argued that: “there are three core characteristics that typify the genre. (1) A picaresque novel
tells the life of its protagonist in order to explain a final situation. (2) A picaresque novel has a satirical purpose
and is committed to a social cause. (3) The protagonist of a picaresque novel is a pícaro, a literary character who
(a) comes from an infamous family, (b) hence carries a social stigma that conditions his life, (c) struggles to
overcome his egregious origins by seeking social ascent, (d) tries many different sorts of employment, although
he thrives in delinquency, and (e) as a thief the pícaro exploits his cunning” (Ardila, J.A.G. (2010). ‘Introduction:
Transnational Picaresque.’ Philological Quarterly 89 (1). 1-11. 4)
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Spaniard’ is offered by José Manuel Lopéz de Abiada’s in his entry on ‘Spaniards’ in Imagology: The cultural
construction and literary representation of national characters, A critical survey. Manfred Beller and Joep
Leerssen (eds.). Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi. 242-248.
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Commensurable Perspectives. Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 3-4. Focussing more on the hero
rather than the genre on the whole, Bernhard Malkmus outlines the character of the pícaro as follows: “The
picaresque hero embodies both the victim of social circumstances and the potential of human beings to survive
the severest hardships by virtue of their ingenuity. He represents the extreme form of Aristotelian zoon politikón
by showing both dependence on society, and how this dependence turns into a kind of depravity from which he
can only be disentangled by dissociating himself from the society while simultaneously playing sycophant at the
core of society.” (Malkmus, B. (2007). Picaresque Narratology: Lazarillo de Tormes and Edgar Hilsenrath’s Der
Nazi und der Friseur. In D. Robb (Ed.). Clowns, Fools and Picaros: Popular Forms in Theatre, Fiction and Film.
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around a male protagonist.114 Following the example of the Spanish rogue came The English
Rogue (in four parts, part one printed in 1667, the Dutch translation appearing in 1679),115 The
French Rogue (1672) and The Dutch Rogue, or Gusman of Amsterdam (Dutch 1682, English
1683). Stage adaptations appeared in England with The Spanish Rogue (1674), and Guzman: a
Comedy (1693), whereas Gusman de Alfarache of De doorsleepene bedelaars (1693) was
performed in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre.116 This steadily growing popularity of the
picaresque, starting at the end of the sixteenth century with Lazarillo and continuing into the
eighteenth century, is exceptional. Though other ‘typically’ Spanish types did not disappear
(see Chapter 3 of this thesis), none experienced a growth and development like the rogue.
However, despite the evident presence of the Spanish rogue and its derivatives, few studies
have looked at his existence in the Netherlands, and none have compared the English and Dutch
afterlives and their implications for figurations of Spain and Spaniards in literature.117 This
chapter aims to begin bridging this gap in our understanding by mapping the rogue’s nachleben
and showing how cultural and translational negotiations reflect Dutch and English perceptions
of a budding nation, in relation to attitudes toward the Spanish ‘other.’118
Previous studies on the Dutch picaresque tradition tend to isolate the production of
original Dutch (picaresque) novels from the already flourishing translations of Spanish
Alonso de Castillo Solórzano’s pícaras are probably the most famous examples. His novels include La niña
de los embustes, Teresa de Manzanares (1632), Aventuras del Bachiller Trapaza, quinta escencia de embusteros
y maestro de embelecadores (1637), and La garduña de Sevilla y anzuelo de bolsas (1642). In England, these
would be translated by John Davies of Kidwelly in 1665 (Ardila, J.A.G. (2009). The Cervantean Heritage:
Reception and Influence of Cervantes in Britain. New York: Routledge). The author/translator G. de Bay
translated several picaresque novels and his ‘t Alderwonderlijkste Leeven en Bedrijf, van den doortrapten en
kluchtigen Fielt, Bisschayer was printed in the same year. Four years later part two of this work was printed (Het
Tweede Deel van den Doorslepen Bedrieger, 1669), and in 1670 appeared ‘t Leeven en Bedryf van den doorslepen
bedrieger, meester van Bedrogh en Fieltery. Discussing gender in the picaresque genre is Coll-Tellechea, R.
(2002). ‘Pícaras and Pícaros: Female and Male Rogues in the Spanish Picaresque Canon.’ In J. Pérez and M.
Ihrie (Eds.). The Feminist Encyclopedia of Spanish Literature: N-Z. London: Greenwood Press. For a more
extensive study into the origins and development of the female rogue, see Kaler, A. K. (1991). The Picara: From
Hera to Fantasy Heroine. Bowling Green: Bowling Green State University Popular Press. Interestingly, in Dutch
pamphlets relating news about battles at sea, pirates were often referred to as ‘rogue’ (see Lunsford, Virginia W.
2005. Piracy and Privateering in the Dutch Golden Age. Palgrave Macmillan.128). See also Vles, J. (1926). Le
roman picaresque hollandaise des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles et ses modèles espagnols et français. Last accessed
through
the
DBNL
database
on
02/12/2019:
https://www.dbnl.org/tekst/vles001roma01_01/vles001roma01_01.pdf
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picaresque. Marleen de Vries remarks that “out of nowhere, around 1680, the Dutch picaresque
novel appeared, populated by scroungers, swindlers, adventurers, whores, and sex-crazed
students.”119 Though it is true that the first originally Dutch picaresque novels did not make an
appearance until the late 1670s, their existence did not spring from a vacuum. The appearance
of the Dutch originals is related to a variety of factors, not the least of which are the success of
the translations of the Spanish picaresque novels and the opening of the Amsterdam Municipal
Theatre in 1638, which brought on a huge influx of Spanish material, and the peaks in
production of Spanish literary works during the 1640s and 1660s in particular (see Chapter 2).
During these times, more Spanish works were translated, produced, adapted, and printed than
ever before. This includes originally Spanish play texts as well as picaresque novels. However,
the market became oversaturated due to this explosion in production, and for the duration of
the 1670s, it came to a near-halt. By 1678, production was picking up again, though it would
not reach the heights of the 1660s again.120 Seeing the re-emergence of the original Spanish
works, Dutch authors began imitating the style, with the popularity of the Spanish novels likely
boosting the new Dutch material. Therefore, it is not “out of nowhere”, as De Vries claims, that
the Dutch picaresque novel debuted around 1680; instead, it followed a period of increased
influx of similar Spanish works, which, as the market became oversaturated, had the book
industry looking for alternatives. The creation of a ‘native’ rogue that appealed to the public
provided just such an alternative. Additionally, the Dutch novel (aside from the picaresque)
saw an overall peak in production between 1678 and 1685 with, as noted by Inger Leemans,
no less than 23 different titles appearing in 1678 alone.121
Just as the Dutch picaresque novels did not appear from a vacuum, the first Spanish
picaresque novel, Alexander Samson argues, did not “spring fully formed from
nothingness.”122 The picaresque novel greatly influenced the development of the English novel,
but “to this day, a large number of analyses of the picaresque in English literature have been
grounded on misunderstandings relating to the first Spanish picaresque novels and overlook
virtually all research published in Spanish.”123 Even though scholars have begun to offer a more
complete picture of the Spanish picaresque in English in recent years, the field of English
literary studies is still coming to terms with the fact that Spanish influences helped shape the
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rise of the English novel from the early-modern period onwards.124 Looking at the original
novel The English Rogue (1666) and its afterlife, Leah Orr argues that it was only with the
appearance of this novel that the rogue narratives truly became popular in England.125 In her
analysis, Orr presents the original novel as a work unaffected by, for example, Guzmán de
Alfarache, noting that Guzmán was “not being as widely imitated as The English Rogue.”126
However, The English Rogue is a product of an ever-increasing interest in rogue narratives that
originates in the Spanish picaresque novels. Thus, while it is not a direct translation, The
English Rogue has to be placed in its appropriate context to fully understand what inspired its
creation and its subsequent afterlife. It is true that the most intense period of translation
occurred in the first half of the seventeenth-century (between 1558 and 1642, no less than 324
Spanish texts were translated into English, including Guzmán in 1621), and the second half of
the century saw the appearance of most of the adaptations/imitations in prose fiction.127
However, just like the Dutch picaresque novels appearing at the end of the seventeenth century,
the English original rogue narratives were inspired by and based on the Spanish picaresque
novels.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first focusses on the production of
English and Dutch translations of the three best-known Spanish picaresque novels (Lazarillo,
Guzmán, and Buscón), the production of the original English and Dutch rogues and their
translations, and the source selection for this chapter. The aim of this section is to explore the
presence of these novels in England and the Dutch Republic by looking at trends in the
production of these literary works.
The second section examines the paratextual material of the novels. Paratextual
material bridges the gap between the literary work and the ‘real’ world, between the reader and
the writer.128 Anything beyond the story, including titles, registers, dedications, and pro- and
epilogues, is categorised as paratextual material. It is for this reason that the founding father of
the study of paratextual material, Gerard Genette, argues that there can be a paratext without
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text, but it is almost impossible to have a text without paratext.129 Though meant to be an indepth study of paratexts in general, Genette’s study offers a way to discuss paratexts
specifically aimed at reflecting on translation practices as well. As shown by Marie-Alice Belle
and Brenda M. Hosington’s edited volume Thresholds of Translation (2018), a paratext is a
“liminal space” or, in Genette’s words, “a threshold of interpretation.”130 It is the place where
authors, translators, printers, and other people involved in the process of producing and selling
a book have the space needed to reflect upon the work at hand. Often, this space is used for
dedications – usually addressed to patrons – and for convincing the reader of the work’s quality.
Additionally, it is the place where authors, printers, and booksellers can express their views on
the work’s origins, on the changes they made, or on socio-political events taking place at the
time. Paratexts offer more liberty for such observations than the literary text itself.131 It is for
this reason that these paratexts will be examined in the second section of this chapter. When
viewed altogetjer, the paratexts show a trend of reflection on the forging of protonational
identities, on the art of translation, and on the (didactic) function of the work, and they may
also include commercial or ideological motivations. This gives us some sense as to the intended
purpose of the novels.132 In this, paratextual material belonging to either original or translated
works does not differ significantly other than that the translations enjoy the benefit of being
able to refer to the ‘past success’ of their source material to convince the reader of the quality
of the literary work at hand, as well as to stimulate sales.133
The third section delves into the content of the English and Dutch translations of
Lazarillo, Guzmán, and Buscón, and to a lesser extent the original novels The English Rogue
(translated into Dutch as Den engelsen schelm) and Den verdorven Koopman (‘the depraved
merchant’, translated into English as The Dutch Rogue or Guzman of Amsterdam), exposing
how this interest for Spanish picaresque narratives also enjoyed a cross-cultural afterlife
between England and the Dutch Republic. The primary focus is on how the character of the
Spanish rogue is established in the translations of the Spanish novels and whether traits
associated with the Spanish ‘other’ can be found in these works. Additionally, a comparison of
the characters of the various rogues (Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos) will be made, showing the
differences between the three and how these correlate to the development of the genre. Due to
the length of each novel, the analyses are by necessity limited. The aim of this chapter is not to
look at each source text at length, but rather to provide an overview of how the image of the
Spanish rogue is (re)created for Dutch and English readers and how this image links this
On the first page Génette argues “text is rarely presented in an unadorned state, unreinforced and
unaccompanied by a certain number of verbal or other productions, such as an author’s name, a title, a preface,
illustrations. And although we do not always know whether these productions are to be regarded as belonging to
the text, in any case they surround it and extend it” (Gennette. (1997). 1).
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prototypical Spanish character to typically Spanish traits. This section will also briefly touch
upon the English and Dutch rogues to consider how much of the form of their Spanish
predecessor is maintained in these original productions. It will not analyse the characters of the
English and Dutch rogues in depth because, as will become clear, their narratives consciously
step away from Spain and the Spanish, and this thus places them outside of the scope of this
study. Nevertheless, they are included because these novels are the most direct examples of the
emulation of this ‘typically’ Spanish genre, and the fact that they appeared in both England and
the Dutch Republic – and that the English rogue was translated into Dutch, and vice versa –
shows how pervasive the character of the Spanish rogue was in the seventeenth century. All of
these different layers in the analysis of picaresque narratives regarding Spain will reveal the
tension between the interest in Spanish literary materials on the one hand, and the conflicting
negative images in circulation regarding Spain on the other hand.

Section 1 - The Production of Lazarillo, Guzmán, Buscón, The English Rogue,
and The Dutch Rogue in England and the Dutch Republic
With the advent of the printing press, literature became more readily available and as a result,
literacy increased, and reading began to serve more as a source of entertainment. Reading was
a social activity, instead of it being the private pursuit we consider it to be today, and thus the
illiterate, to some extent, were also able to access the literary sphere.134 Based on the
publication dates and editions of the translations of Lazarillo, Guzmán, and Buscón, it is clear
that the picaresque novel was a popular genre in the Dutch Republic, but even more so in
England. The period between 1621 and 1700 saw 10 editions of Lazarillo in print in England
(as opposed to 6 in the Republic), 13 editions of Guzmán (again 6 in the Republic), and 2 of

Printing made books a “means of mass communication” and like with any expanding market, the printers
jumped at the opportunity of turning a profit, supplying the increasing demand to the best of their abilities (Kastan,
D. S. (2008). ‘Print, Literary Culture and the Book Trade.’ In D. Loewenstein (Ed.). The Cambridge History of
Early Modern English Literature. (pp. 82-116). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). At the same time,
books became more available to non-readers, according to Andy Kesson and Emma Smith, due to the social aspect
of reading. They rightly assert that “we do not know how many people might encounter any one copy of a book”
considering that one sold does not mean only one person read it, or indeed, heard its content (Kesson, A. and E.
Smith. (2013). ‘Introduction.’ In A. Kesson and E. Smith. The Elizabethan Top Ten: Defining Print Popularity in
Early Modern England. (pp. 1-14). London: Routledge).
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Buscón (4 editions appeared in Dutch).135 Another indication of its popularity in England would
be the many criminal semi-autobiographies which often bore titles resembling those of the
picaresque novels. For example, referencing Guzmán we find The English Gusman; or The
Third History of the Unparrallel’d (1652), and The Pleasant and Delightful History of Captain
Hind (1651) echoes Lazarillo.136 These works combined the narrative of the picaresque with
the real-life events of criminals. The line between what is fiction and what is fact is blurred in
these ‘semi-autobiographies’ and it is unsurprising that completely fictional works like The
English Rogue were often perceived as real autobiographies. These ‘intermingling’ works are
referred to by Van Gorp as “rogue literature,” which has become a popular term in scholarship
for discussing literature resembling the picaresque.137 The fact that the roots for this type of
literature lay in Spain is sometimes forgotten or overlooked, even though scholars have been
trying to “produce order out of chaos” in their efforts to survey the picaresque novel.138
The picaresque novel was more popular in England than in the Dutch Republic, as
showcased by Mabbe’s 1622 translation of Guzmán titled The Rogue. This translation was, in
fact, so popular that it eclipsed Mabbe’s earlier best-selling translation of Fernando de Rojas’
La Celestina (1599) (the unsold copies of this translation were added to the reissue of The
Rogue in 1634).139 The initial surge in popularity and the re-emergence of Lazarillo in the
1620s has, at times, been ascribed to the pro-Spanish court of James I, whose pursuit of a
Spanish match between his son Charles and the Spanish Infanta María Anna created a more

The following translations were available in the seventeenth century: David Rowland’s translation Lazarillo
or the excellent history of Lazarillo de Tormes, the witty Spaniard was first published in England in 1576 before
being reprinted seven times: Juan de Luna and Thomas Walkley’s translation The pursuit of the historie of
Lazarillo de Tormez was first printed in 1622 and reprinted in 1631. Finally, the translation by John Leake titled
The pleasant adventures of the witty Spaniard, Lazarillo de Tormes, was printed in 1688. In the Dutch Republic,
where the first translation had appeared in 1579, an anonymous translation under the title Het leven ende clugtige
avonturen van Lasarus van Tormes was published in 1632 and 1654. D.D. Harvy’s ‘t Wonderlyck Leven, kluchtige
Daden en dappre Schimp-ernst van Lazarus van Tormes came out in 1662. However, despite Lazarillo’s obvious
popularity, the genre of the picaresque attains its canonical form in Guzmán. First translated in England by James
Mabbe as The Rogue in 1622, it was reprinted in eight editions. In 1655, a new translation (A.S. Gent.’s The
rogue, or, The excellencie of history displayed, in the notorious life of that incomparable thief, Guzman de
Alfarache, the witty Spaniard) was published in England at the same time as the first Dutch translation was printed
Het leven van Gusman d’Alfarache: ‘t afbeelsel van ‘t menschelijck leven onder de gedaante van een Spaenschen
landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de alder-gheslepenste fielteryen ende schelm-stucken der wereldt vermakelijck
yder ten nut warden ontdeckt (this title is reminiscent of ‘t Alderwonderlijkste Leeven en Bedrijf van den
doortrapten en kluchtigen Fielt, Bisschayer, originally by Castillo Solórzano, see the MA thesis of Yolanda
Rodríguez Pérez titled Het Leven en Bedrijf van Duc D’Albas Hondt en ‘t Pirinesche Tooverhol (1658). Een
schelmenroman uit de 17de eeuw: vertaling of origineel werk? (1996). In 1704 another anonymous translation
under the title Het leven van Gusman d’Afarache was published. El Buscón was translated into Dutch by both
D.V.R. and Jacob de Lange in 1642. In 1699, a retranslation appeared titled Vermaeckelijcke historie van den
kluchtighen Buscon, beschreven in ’t Spaensch. In English, The life and adventures of Buscon the witty Spaniard
by J.D. was published in 1657 and 1670.
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Hispanophilic attitude towards England’s previous enemies.140 In this context, Lazarillo can be
viewed in a more neutral way, not like the exponent of Spanish vices. Though this undoubtedly
contributed to the novel’s popularity, it does not explain its continued popularity in the 1630s
and the re-invigorated market for the picaresque in the 1660s and 1670s. It is perhaps also
telling that the work spearheading the surge in popularity of the picaresque genre at this time
was Lazarillo de Tormes, a novel criticising Spanish society. Additionally, the original novel
The English Rogue soon grew into a four-part series of which most parts were reprinted at least
once.141 A year after part 1 became a success in 1667, a certain ‘T.T.’ adapted the story for the
stage under the title The English Rogue: a new comedy (1668), although it remains unknown
how successful the performance was. The following graphs illustrate the continuity and peaks
of production of the five main works discussed in this chapter (Lazarillo, Guzmán, Buscón,
The English Rogue, and The Dutch Rogue). These graphs do not include other works belonging
to the picaresque genre or pseudotranslations, though they do include the production of the first
editions of the translations from Spanish as well as reprints of the translations and originals.142
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Although these illustrations only show the presence of the three ‘classic’, originally Spanish
picaresque novels, as well as the Dutch and English counterparts in England and the Dutch
Republic,143 there is enough data to show a decisive difference between the English and Dutch
productions of Lazarillo, Guzmán, Buscón, and The Dutch Rogue and The English Rogue.
Despite the latter’s success in England, there is only one Dutch translation of part 1 of The
English Rogue, printed in 1679, during the heyday of the Dutch early-modern novel.144 In both
England and the Dutch Republic, the Spanish picaresque novel enjoyed a continuous presence.
When compared to translations from other languages, the Dutch Republic produced far more
Spanish picaresque novels.145
Looking at the timeline of the production of the novels as shown above, there is a clear
gap during the 1640s in both countries. In England, this is likely due to the Civil War (16421651),146 when the focus of print culture and the book trade turned to the production of
propagandistic newsbooks and pamphlets.147 Remarkable, however, is the fact that the number
of printers in London between 1640 and 1662 greatly increased as a consequence of the lapse
in regulations. Before, the English government had imposed strict rules on the number of
printers and the number of apprentices each was allowed to have.148 Additionally, Joad
Raymond argues that “probably by 1660 […] printed books had become part of everyday life
for a significant proportion of the population of England and Wales,” which suggests that the
1640s and 1650s were decades of development, of increased literacy, and of improved print
techniques.149 Perhaps, the focus on the political texts prevented the more frivolous and
entertaining literature from being printed, or the internal turmoil decreased the interest for
external troublemakers such as rogues. Either way, the focus once again shifted with the
Restoration in 1660, as the political climate settle settled down more or less to how it had been
before the Civil War. Now London’s population had more literate people than ever, and thus
reading material was likely in demand, which we see reflected in the increased production of
the picaresque novels after the Restoration.

143

They do not include such works as the Dutch Het Kind van de Weelde of de Haagsche Lichtmis (1679) and De
Leidsche straatschender (1679) nor such English translations as Gerardo, the Unfortunate Spaniard (1622) or
The sonne of the rogue (1638) since these fall outside of the scope of this chapter which aims, not at analysing all
picaresque novels, but specifically looks at the image of the Spaniard presented in the most popular narratives.
144
Inger Leemans shows that in the period of 1600-1670, only 32% of the novels produced were Dutch, but
between 1670-1700, this number increased to 50%. On average, in the first seven decades of the seventeenth
century, the Dutch produced on average 1,2 original novels per year, whereas this accelerated to roughly 6 titles
a year in the final three decades (Leemans. (2002). 53).
145
Ibid. 59.
146
For a detailed discussion of the English Civil Wars, see the massive study Britain in Revolution, 1625-1660
(2002) by Austin Woolrych.
147
David Scott Kastan notes that with the collapse of royal authority, the book trade became unregulated as well.
Additionally, he refers to the London bookseller George Thomason whose extensive collection included 22,000
items of propagandistic newsbooks and pamphlets, which he suggests was “a number that probably represents
only about two-thirds of what was actually printed” (Kastan. (2008). 107). Meanwhile Joad Raymond argues that
“from 1641 onwards press productivity can be shown to be sensitive to political crises” as texts were incorporated
into the political debate that went beyond the ruling elite (Raymond, J. (2011). ‘Introduction: The Origin of
Popular Print.’ In J. Raymond. The Oxford History of Popular Print Culture. (pp. 1-14). Oxford: Oxford
University Press. 6-7).
148
Kastan. (2008). 101.
149
Raymond. (2011). 7.
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In the Republic, on the other hand, the halt in production in the 1640s might be due to
the impending conclusion to the Eighty Years’ War. With the Peace of Westphalia, signed in
1648, the Dutch and Spanish finally resolved the lengthy conflict that had begun in 1568,
breaking apart the Northern and Southern Low Countries. However, the production of other
genres of originally Spanish literature, such as play texts, did not stop during the 1640s. In fact,
between 1640 and 1650, eight Spanish play texts translated into Dutch were printed and
performed, with two of these plays reprinted within the same decade.150 How the production
of picaresque novels relates to the production of Spanish play texts and the literary sphere in
London and Amsterdam will be discussed in Chapter 2. For now, suffice it to say that Lazarillo,
Guzmán, and Buscón hold a special place in the English and Dutch book production cycles.
Because of the number of works available to us, selections needed to be made for the
analyses below. For the paratextual analyses, as many picaresque novels as possible were
reviewed, both translations and originals. These include several prints of the same translation
as well as the paratexts of translated Spanish picaresque novels other than Lazarillo, Guzmán,
and Buscón. This broad approach allows us to construct a more accurate representation of how
translators and authors handled the Spanish material and the Spanish character of the rogue.
For the textual analyses, the following Dutch editions were selected: De holbollige Buskon
(1642) by D.V.R.;151 Het leven van Gusman d’Alfarache: ’t afbeelsel van ’t menschelijck leven
onder de gedaante van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de ader-gheslepenste
fielteryen ende schelm-stucken der wereldt vermakelijck under een ten nut werden ontdeckt
(1655 and 1696) by an anonymous translator;152 D.D. Harvy’s ‘t Wonderlyck Leven, kluchtige
Daden, en dappre Schimp-ernst van Lazarus van Tormes (1662 and 1669);153 Den engelsen
Schelm (1679) by an anonymous translator; and Leven, op-en Ondergang Van den verdorven
Koopman (1682) by an unknown author. The titles selected for the English side of the analyses
are: James Mabbe’s The Spanish Rogue, Or, The Life of Guzman de Alfarache (1622 and
1685);154 The Life and Adventures of Buscon The Witty Spaniard (1657) by J.D.; The English
rogue describd, in the life of Meriton Latroon, a witty extravagant: Being a compleat discovery
of the most eminent cheats of both sexes (1667) by Richard Head; David Rowland’s Lazarillo,
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Chronologically ordered: Van Heemskerk, J. 1641. De verduytste Cid. Amsterdam: Ravesteyn, reprinted 1650
by Houthaeck; Tengnagel, M.G. 1643 Het Leven van Konstance: De Spaensche Heidin. Amsterdam: Ravesteyn,
reprinted 1644 by Lacott; Verwers, K. 1644. Spanesche Heydin. Amsterdam: Vervouw; Karels, A. 1645.
Vervolgde Laura. Amsterdam: Lescailje; Vos, I. 1648. De Beklaaglyke Dwang. Amsterdam: van Germez; Vos, I.
1649. Gedwongen Vrient. Amsterdam: van Hilten; Heynck, D.P. 1650. De Gestrafte Kroonzucht. Amsterdam:
Houthaeck; de Wijse, J. 1650. Voorzigtige Dolheit. Amsterdam: van Hilten.
151
In the same year another Dutch translation of Buscón appeared done by Jacob de Lange but because later
editions (1656 and 1659) would be printed under De Lange’s name despite it being D.V.R.’s translation, this
edition was selected (see Van de Poel. (2018). 158-9).
152
This translation first appeared in 1655 before being reprinted in 1658, 1669, 1670, and 1696. For this chapter,
I have also reviewed the 1669 and 1670 editions. [Den engelsen schelm (‘the English rogue’); Leven, op-en
Ondergang van den verdorven Koopman (‘Life, rise and fall of the decayed merchant’); Het leven van Gusman
d’Alfarache (‘the life of Gusman d’Alfarache: the picture of the human life under the pretence of a Spanish tramp
and beggar, wherein the most sharp tricks and schemes of the world are entertainingly and usefully discovered’)]
153
Harvy’s translation appeared in 1653, 1654, 1662, and 1669.
154
Mabbe’s translation was printed first in 1622, and reprinted in 1623, 1630, 1655, 1656, and 1685.
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or, The Excellent History of Lazarillo de Tormes, The witty Spaniard (1669);155 and The Dutch
Rogue, or, Gusman of Amsterdam, translated by S.P. (1683). To maintain a broad approach,
the goal for both the English and Dutch selections was to include works from different decades
of the seventeenth century. Where possible, the later editions have been compared to earlier
editions to see if significant changes were made to the body of the text over time. A tentative
overall conclusion is that this is not the case. Rather, the majority of the changes appear to have
been made to the paratextual material.156

Section 2 - Paratextual Analyses of Picaresque Novels in England and the Dutch
Republic
“He thievish stole their heart, and bound their tongue / To speake his praise” writes I.F. in his
dedicatory poem to the 1630 edition of James Mabbe’s The Rogue: Or, The Life of Guzman de
Alfarache.157 He (Guzmán) first stole hearts, I.F. further notes, “o’re Alpes and Pyrene Hils
[…] To tell his Tale in Italy and France” before the “Guzmán Legend” finally crossed “the
Brittaine Seas.”158 Here, the manifold functions of paratext are displayed – it is where praise
can be bestowed, where the ‘track record’ of the work can be provided, and where the work
itself is introduced. Essentially, the paratext offers room for the author, translator, or printer to
express themselves outside of the narrative of the main body of text. Discussing the “rhetoric
of value-enhancement” and “however devious and paradoxical [it] may sometimes become,”
Genette argues that there is a “dissociation between subject (always praiseworthy) and
treatment (always unworthy)” in the early-modern period.159 The implication here is the
existence of what is sometimes called the modesty topos wherein the translator will ask his
audience to forgive him for his lack of skill or talent to translate the source text adequately.
Whether or not the quality of the translation is in need of such pardon is irrelevant: the
translator’s aim is not so much to apologise as it is to ingratiate himself with his audience.
Though a common rhetorical stylistic feature, it cannot simply be dismissed as false modesty,
as there is a genuine undercurrent in such apologies that reveals a reverence for the original
source text – it may well be that the translator greatly respects the original text and/or its author
and that he expresses this admiration by means of the modesty topos.
155

The Rowland translation was the most often reprinted edition of Lazarillo in the seventeenth century (the first
edition appeared in 1576, followed by reprints with at times slightly varying titles in 1586, 1596, 1624, 1636,
1653, 1655, 1669, 1677, and 1688). The use of the word ‘witty’ here is interesting as it invokes the image of the
gracioso servant (discussed in Chapter 3) whose defining feature is his wit. Because multiple translations of the
Spanish picaresque were reprinted in 1669 (2 English translations of Lazarillo, 1 Dutch translation of Lazarillo,
and 1 Dutch translation of Guzmán), I selected this edition for analysis here instead of an earlier edition.
156
Because this is not a philological comparative study (and what is relevant is to consider how the translation
functioned in the target culture as an independent text), the conclusion here is only tentatively drawn as I have not
compared extensive sections of each texts to the original Spanish, the (potentially) intermediate French, English,
or Dutch. However, the impression gained from the content of each text is that conceptually they are relatively
accurate, even if the wording at times deviates or short sequences are left out. Where relevant, these ellipses and
changes have been discussed in the analyses.
157
I.F. (1630). ‘To the exact Translator of the famous History of the infamous Guzman.’ The Rogue: Or, The Life
of Guzman de Alfarache. London. A3r.
158
Ibid. A3r.
159
Génnette. (1997). 209.
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Paratextual material does not only offer room for bestowing praise on the work’s benefactors,
on the original author or novel, or any other kind of praise. Dedications, prefaces, prologues
and epilogues often impart several messages at the same time. For example, authors may argue
the relevance of their work, or the joy the reader is sure to experience while reading it, thus
using the paratext for marketing purposes. Indeed, translators may refer to the success of the
originals to assure the reader that their production is a work of quality, if for no other reason
than that the original enjoyed success abroad. Here, a special note must be made regarding the
dedications of picaresque novels. As noted by Van de Poel, the dedications to this genre are
often already part of the satire. The ‘idealising’ dedications of, for example, romantic narratives
or chivalrous tales, with all of the Petrarchan notions of perfection, virtue, beauty, purity, and
so on, are reversed in the dedications of the picaresque, in which a fictional woman is
sometimes addressed to be praised for her ugliness. This is one of the themes frequently used
for humoristic purposes in the genre. The ironic, sarcastic, and somewhat grotesque humour is
a first sign that the dedication is not meant to be read as a genuine or truthful discourse. From
an imagological perspective, the co-existence of a positive and negative image in the same
work (positive in the paratext and negative in the text, for example, and vice versa) resembles
the concept of the imageme (combination of positive and negative images of a nation or
group).160
A common way to discuss the art of translation in early-modern paratextual material is
by referring to it metaphorically as ‘redressing’ the original.161 Whether this redressing
constitutes the embellishment of a text or rather providing it with a more sober garb depends
on the translator and the target culture. Here we see a clear cultural difference between the
Dutch and the English authors in that the English tend to highlight their improvement upon the
original Spanish work by embellishing it, and the Dutch frequently do the exact opposite. This
does not only occur in the paratexts to the picaresque novels but is likewise found in paratextual
material of play texts (see Chapter 3). For example, in the Dutch Guzmán d’Alfarache (1669),
the anonymous translator notes that:
Dese offeren wy nu, beminde Leser, aen uwe grage lust, gekleet in een mager
Hollands Kleedtje, ofte eerder ontkleedt; want wy hebben hem vele Kleederen
dare hy in’t Spaens meede praelde, en die ons te overvloedigh dochten,
ontnomen: Wy hebben hem Onderdanen van onse gelegentheyt gemaeckt.162
See Chris van de Poel’s De totstandbrenging van het satirische discours in vertalingen van Spaans satirisch
proza in de periode 1641-1645 (169). She further discusses how D.V.R. in his translation of El Buscon addresses
a realistically invented woman whom he refuses to name out of consideration, but whose ‘name’ could be seen as
a play on words to refer to a woman’s genitals.
161
This also occurs in ‘The Preface’ of The Novels of Dom Francisco de Quevedo Vilegas, Knight of the Order
of St. James. Faithfully Englished. Whereunto is added, The Marriage of Belphegor, An Italian Novel. Translated
from Machiavel (anonymous translator, 1671) where it is noted that the volume had been a long time in the making
because they had been waiting for someone who “could dress them so well in the English habit, as the Visions
did.” Other ways to metaphorically address translation practices is by comparing it to transferring liquid from one
bottle into another (Hermans. (1996) 11).
162
Unknown. (1669). ‘The Preface.’ Het leven van Gusman d'Alfarache : 't afbeelsel van 't menschelijck leven
onder de gedaante van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de alder-gheslepenste fielteryen ende
schelm-stucken der wereldt vermakelijck yder een ten nut werden ontdeckt Gusman d'Alfarache. Amsterdam.
[Now we offer you this, beloved reader, for your hardy appetite, dressed in a meagre Dutch garment, or rather
undressed, because we have taken away many clothes with which he paraded in Spanish but that we found too
abundant. We subjected him to our occasion].
160
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Here, the translator relates to the reader that the present work has been ‘undressed’ to be made
presentable in a ‘meagre Dutch garment’ to its audience. The translation has been toned down
in terms of pomp, for many of the items it was ‘parading’ in Spanish, which were deemed overabundant by the translator, have been removed. Especially noteworthy is the final sentence
where the translator asserts that they have ‘subjected him to our occasion.’ The term
‘Onderdanen’ or ‘Subjects’ invokes the rhetoric of dominion, only in this context, instead of
the Spanish dominating the Low Countries, the Dutch dominate something Spanish – not by
embellishing it, but rather by toning it down because their work does not need the superfluous
pomp the original was enriched with in Spain. To lend credence to his assertion, the translator
then continues to literally reduce the length of the text (from roughly 880 pages to about
290).163 The ‘toning down’ of Spanish decadence in literary works correlates to changing
aesthetic tastes in the second half of the seventeenth century with the rise of the neo-classicist
parameters as advocated by Nil Volentibus Arduum, a theatrical society dominant in the
Amsterdam theatre at the time (which will be discussed in Chapter 2).164
We similarly find the notion of redressing in Mabbe’s The Rogue, Or Guzmán de
Alfarache (1623), where it is geared towards enriching the Spanish material. Instead of
decreasing the splendour with which the Dutch translator felt the Spanish original was
decorated, Ben Jonson suggests in his prefatory poem that the Spanish work needed elevation:
Such Bookes deserve Translators, of like coate
As was the Genius wherewith they were wrote;
And this hath met that one, that be stil’d
More then the Foster father of his Child;
For though Spaine gave him his first ayre and Vogue,
He would be call’d henceforth, the English-Rogue,
But that hee’s too well suted, in a cloth,
Finer then was his Spanish [cloth]165
This new rendition of Guzmán is dressed (‘suted’) in a finer fabric than that in which it came
from Spain. By hailing Mateo Alemán a ‘Genius,’ Jonson simultaneously applies the same
label to Mabbe, since only those ‘of like coate’ could produce a translation of the work of such
an author. The improvement is of such quality that though Guzmán comes from Spain, he has
Primera parte de la vida de Guzman d’Alfarache is about 400 pages and the Segunda parte comes close to
600, depending on the edition one encounters (for the estimation of 880 and 290 I did not count title pages,
dedicatory material, registers, etc.). One of the things the Dutch translator did to shorten the novel was removing
the sub-headings of the different ‘books.’ Thus, there are no short summaries in the text revealing what is to follow
below. The Dutch translation left out parts of the original which were not directly related to the main storyline
(like, for example, the detour Guzman takes in telling a story about him and his father in book one which is not
necessary for the plot).
164
Nil Volentibus Arduum was a neoclassical theatre group whose influence in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre
grew steadily towards the end of the seventeenth century (some of their members became regents of the Theatre
after the its reopening in 1678). The N.V.A.’s play texts follow the rules of French-classicism and their repertoire
includes translated/adapted plays from French and Spanish (Holzhey, T. (2014). ‘Als gy maar schérp wordt, zo
zyn wy, én gy voldaan’: rationalistische ideeën van het kunstgenootschap Nil Volentibus Arduum 1669-1680. PhD
Thesis, University of Amsterdam).
165
Mabbe, J. (1623). The Rogue: or The Life of Guzman de Alfarache &The Rogue; Or the Second Part of the
Life of Guzman de Alfarache. London: Edward Blount. A4r.
163
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now fully integrated and has become an English rogue. Not only is this an example of
emulation, but the emulation is also noted by Jonson explicitly, who goes on a couple of lines
down: “And this / Faire Emulation, and no Envy is.”166 On analysing Jonson’s poem, Barbara
Fuchs focusses on the line “though writ But in one tongue, was form’d with the worlds wit”
and argues that here Jonson disavows the Spanish source and thus provides an example of
piratical translation.167 According to Fuchs, in the early modern period, translation was often
used as a tool for forcible imperialism – a cultural overpowering of an enemy by way of
conquering their language. Thus, a paradox is created in which the common anti-Spanish
sentiment operates side-by-side with the English turning to Spain as a source for literary
material.168 However, considering the lines above, where Jonson refers directly to the Spanish
original and the emulation of the work, I suggest that here we cannot speak of piratical
translation. Jonson is not hiding the work’s origins. On the contrary, he is emphasising that
“Spaine gave him his first ayre and Vogue.” Fuchs likewise addresses the poem in her
monograph Poetics of Piracy (2013) where she writes:
The project here, I will argue, is both to commend and to erase the labour of
translation by emphasising the quality of the finished English product over the
Spanish raw materials […] the poem to Mabbe suggests that culture cannot be
proprietary. Instead, it universalises literary value in order to allow those who
come second, such as the English translator of a Spanish original, equal or
greater claim.169
However, unlike such poets as John Dryden or John Crown who use their paratexts to
emphasise the superiority of their work in order to satisfy the higher standards of their English
audience compared to the original Spanish audience, Jonson’s tone in his poem allows for a
more positive interpretation than Fuchs offers. To be sure, I am not suggesting that in a
remarkable twist, Jonson considers the Spanish original work to be better than the English
product that follows, but rather that a desire to translate a work of such ‘genius’ may also be
seen as an unambiguous sign of literary appreciation. Naturally, Jonson suggests that the
English work at hand is ‘finer’ – this is, after all, a commendatory poem, also meant to convince
people to purchase and read the book – but he likewise notes how ‘such Bookes deserve
Translators.’170 Thus, even though Alemán’s genius is referred to in order to enhance Mabbe’s
skills, it is at the same time an admission of the quality of the Spanish original that it warrants
translation. This case is unlike that of John Dryden, who is intent on enhancing his own standing
by pointing out how much effort it took to make the original works ‘fit’ for the English stage
when he writes:
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Ibid. 12.
Fuchs, B. (2012). ‘Influence, Appropriation, Piracy: The Place of Spain in English Literary History.’ In R.
Hentschell and K. Lavezzo (Eds.). Essays in Memory of Richard Helgerson: Laureations. (pp. 3-18). Newark:
University of Delaware Press. 3-4.
168
Fuchs. (2013). 56. Fuchs further argues that “this paradox might be explained by a poetics of piracy that glories
England’s forcible taking from Spain in the cultural arena as the patriotic equivalent of privateering” (Ibid. 56).
169
Fuchs. (2013). 32.
170
My emphasis.
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To witness this I need go no farther than this Play: It was first Spanish and called
El Astrologo fingido; then made French by the younger Corneille: and is now
translated into English, and in Print, under the name of the Feign’d Astrologer.
What I have perform’d in this will best appear, by comparing it with those: you
will see that I have rejected some adventures which I judg’d were not divertising:
that I have heightned those which I have chosen, and that I have added others
which were neither in the French nor Spanish.171
Instead, Jonson points to the quality of the Spanish Guzmán to emphasise Mabbe’s mastery.
To do this effectively, there has to be genuine admiration to start with, otherwise the
commendation falls flat.
In the Dutch Republic we find a more convoluted message in the preface to Quevedo’s
Buscón:
dewijle men van de Spanjaarts segt dat sy selden of heel weynigh Boeken
schrijven, maar wanneer sy die schrijven, dat deselve dan gemeenlijk, ja altijd
van een schrandere inhoud zyn, en wel gewilt en getrokken worden, waar van
men veele Exempelen soude konnen toonen172
On the one hand, the Spanish are praised by the anonymous translator for the popularity of
their books in the Republic; on the other hand, he points to the erroneous lack of Spanish
literary production.173 It could be that certain anti-Hispanic prejudices are subtly at work in this
remark. Besides, it is noted that those that are produced are of ‘schrandere inhoud’ which can
mean two things: either they are sharp and witty, or they are meagre in content.174 Looking at
the preceding description ‘gemeenlijk’ (common, general, i.e. nothing special) does not clarify
which meaning is intended here. The passage is confusing in the sense that although the author
is willing to admit to the wittiness, popularity and demand of originally Spanish works, he
downplays Spain by suggesting that Spaniards were supposedly unable to produce a substantial
volume of literary works.
So far, we have seen that the paratexts are employed to create a distinction between
‘them’ and ‘us’ in the way the English and Dutch translators and poets approach the art of
Dryden makes this remark particularly in An Evening’s Love, or, The Mock-Astrologer (1668) where he uses
Calderón’s El astrologo fingido as a source.
172
Unknown. (1699). ‘Preface.’ De vol-Geestige werken van Don Francisco de Quevedo Villegas; Spaans Ridder.
Behelsende De wonderlijke Avonturen van Don Lucifuge, of den Waaghals by Nacht; de Historie van den
koddigen Buscon, neffens veele vreemde gevallen hem in sijn leven ontmoet; en de schrandere Brieven van de
Ridder van de Spaarpt. Als ook De seven Gesigten van den selven Autheur namentlijk de beseten Deurwaarder;
’t Gesigt van de Dood; ’t laatste Oordeel; de verliefde Dwaasen; de Wereld in sijn binnenste; de helle en sijn
hervorming. Op nieuws vertaalt, en met curieuse figuren verrijkt. In twee delen. Amsterdam: Jan ten Hoorn..
[While people say that Spaniards rarely or very sparingly write books, but that when they do they are hardly ever
menial but always with a shrewd content and they are well-wanted and popular, many examples of this can be
shown].
173
As argued in this chapter as well as throughout this thesis, translations of Spanish works were readily available
in large numbers throughout the seventeenth century.
174
Both meanings are listed in the Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal (Dictionary of the Dutch Language) with
equal validity (see http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M018907.re.5&lemma=
gemeenlijk&domein=0&conc=true). The word “schrandere” is also used in the 1579 Dutch translation of
Lazarillo de Tormes where the anonymous author of the Spanish work is praised as a “schrandere Spanjaard”
which may point to an implicit reference within the picaresque genre.
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translating. However, paratexts were also used to reflect upon the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ from
an ethnotypical perspective. As such, in 1669, the anonymous translator of Mateo Alemán’s
Guzmán de Alfarache writes: “Ick bid u haet hem niet om dat hy een Spangiaert is, de Namen
der Natien geven niet.”175 Also in 1669, Baltus Boeckholt (printer of the Drollige Bisschayer)
voices a similar argument in the paratext: “veracht hem niet al valt hy wat haeckachtigh van
handen, de aert van zyn landt brenght sulx mede.”176 Though we have no way of knowing who
copied who here, the timing of these requests – to not hate him for being a Spaniard because
the Names of Nations are of no consequence – is interesting because these translations appeared
at the height of production of Spanish materials in the Dutch Republic, leaving one wondering
just how much ‘hatred’ of the Spanish needed to be ‘overlooked.’ The author’s request is not
only communciated through the dedication; in fact, the notion is interwoven in the very title of
the work itself: Gusman d’Alfarache: ‘t afbeelsel van ‘t menschelijck leven onder de gedaante
van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de alder-gheslepenste fielteryen ende
schelm-stucken der wereldt vermakelijck yder een ten nut warden ontdeckt.177 This title echoes
the title of the Dutch translation of Lazarillo, which presents the book as a true reflection of
Spanish customs and characters.178 Key here is the mention of ‘‘t afbeelsel van ’t menschelijck
leven,’ telling the reader that this novel is first and foremost about life and only second about
a Spaniard.179 The Names of the Nations, then, bear little consequence to the translator: the
Spaniard is merely the vehicle of this entertaining though educational literary work. Yet, the
Spaniard is also described as being a ‘landt-looper’ (‘free-roamer’) – associated with deceitful
conduct as he roams through rural areas – and as a ‘bedelear’ (‘beggar’). Furthermore, the
Spaniard is accused of roguishness (‘fielteryen’) of the most cunning (‘alder-gheslepenste’)
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kind, which he shows in his ‘schelm-stucken’ (literally ‘rogue-pieces’ i.e. roguish tricks).180
Thus, we are faced with a dual message echoing the tension between Hispanophilic
appreciation for Spanish materials and Hispanophobia. On the one hand, the author requests
the reader not to judge the character solely for being a Spaniard, because his book is about life
in general and not about the Spaniard or the Spanish way of life. On the other hand, this account
of ‘life’ is centred on sinful behaviour that should be avoided, and all of the sinful behaviour
displayed just so happens to be stereotypically Spanish.181
In Richard Head’s original novel The English Rogue Described, in the Life of Meriton
Latroon; A Witty Extravagant; Comprehending Most Eminent Cheats of Both Sexes (1667),
the first part of the English Rogue series (counting four parts in total), we find the following
reflection on protonationalistic characterisation:
As if we could not produce an English Rogue of our own, without being
beholding to other Nations for him. I will not say that he durst vye with either
an Italian, Spanish, or French Rogue; but having been steept for some years in
an Irish Bogg, that hath added so much to his Rogueships perfection, that he outdid them all by out-doing one, and that was a Scot [.]182
Here, Head is proposing a hierarchy including the other protonational groups of the British
Isles. Although his novel features an ‘English’ rogue, the rogue is actually born in Ireland –
explaining the reference to his having “been steept for some years in an Irish Bogg.”183 Head
thus moves the figure of the rogue into his own British-Irish sphere. Echoing political statutes,
Head integrates a segregation policy first installed in the fourteenth century which “aimed
specifically to counteract the tendency of English subjects to adopt Irish manners,” regardless
of “one’s legal nationality [of] English subject or Irish outlaw.”184 In other words, the English
rogue’s superiority in this hierarchy is in part due to his having adopted Irish manners, or as
Head calls it, being Irish has “added so much to cultivating his Rogueships perfection.”
Similarly, being called a Scot in seventeenth-century England was not a compliment because
“Scottishness was used in insults to derogate a person’s character, and, in the early seventeenth
century, to allege that someone was a ‘Scots Runagate Rogue and Vagabond’ […] would be to
invite a slander suit in the church courts.”185 The English rogue is better because he is worse:
he ‘out-rogues’ his continental neighbours (Italian, Spanish, and French) as emphasised by the
Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal. ‘landlooper’ http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id
=M036300&lemma=landlooper&domein=0&conc=true
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use of the word “vye” (i.e. to strive for superiority). However, it is important to note that the
top three, according to Head, consists of the three parts of the United Kingdom, brought
together in 1603 by the Union of the Crowns, spear-headed by England.186 The English rogue
borrows expertise from the Irish and contrasts himself with the Scottish, and despite the fact
that both of them are inferior, they are still better than the Italian, Spanish, and French.
The idea that people are born with certain temperaments or characteristics has become
known as the climate theory.187 In essence, this theory sees the world divided into the cold
north, the moderate middle, and the hot south. “Every nation,” Joep Leerssen argues, “has a
tendency to place itself in the central, moderate zone” and from there they assign ‘typical’ traits
to their northern and southern neighbours.188 The idea that there is “a natural correspondence
between the emotional, inner state of human subjects and the external situation,” otherwise
known as ‘objective fallacy,’189 is clearly present in The English Rogue:
It is strange the Clymate should have more prevalency over the Nature of the
Native, than the disposition of the Parent. For though Father and Mother could
neither flatter, deceive, revenge, equivocate, &c. yet the Son (as the consequence
hath since made it appear) can (according to the common custom of Countrymen) dissemble and sooth up his adversary with expressions extracted from
Celestial Manna, taking his advantage thereby to ruine him […] Cheat all I dealt
withal, though the matter were ever so inconsiderable. Lie so naturally, that a
Miracle may be as soon wrought, as a Truth proceed from my mouth. And then
for Equivocation, or Mental Reservations, they were ever in me innate
Properties.190
Although both his parents are English, the English rogue is born in Ireland, and this, he argues,
is what causes his roguishness.191 The Irish climate in which he was born make him cheat, lie,
and deceive. As discussed previously, the English often contrasted themselves with the Irish,
suggesting the inferiority of the latter whilst enhancing themselves. In this passage, we see the
same: the Irish climate is blamed for the behaviour of the rogue whilst his English parents are
excused. His parents could not behave like rogues, nor were they petty criminals as they tend
to be in the Spanish novels. But despite the fact that he was conceived in England, the child
adopts the behaviour and customs of the country in which he was born, including his having
“Mental Reservations,” which refers to his secret adherence to Catholicism. Since Ireland was
a Catholic country, the English rogue also adopted this custom of outwardly pretending to be
186
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a Protestant whilst remaining a true Catholic within the mind.192 In short, it is telling that the
English rogue was not born in England, nor was the Dutch rogue born in the Republic, but
rather somewhere in the Southern Low Countries.193 In both narratives, then, the rogue is
externalised, much like how the English and Dutch externalised the original Spanish rogues.
They provide a point of reference, a contrasting agent, which confirms their image of the ‘self’
as incapable of behaving in such a despicable way, and their image of the ‘other’ as inherently
roguish. A similar example can be found in Rowland’s Lazarillo de Tormes of 1624, where
Lázaro’s character introduction reads: “a beggar in Spaine; A disease, which in respect of the
heat of the Climate, and the coldness of charity, is there holden incurable.”194
The title of the original version of The Dutch Rogue merits some attention. In 1682, the
unknown Dutch author published his Leven, op-en ondergang van den verdorven Koopman,
zederd weinige jaren herwaerts, in ’t roemrijk Holland, en meest binnen Amsterdam
voorgevallen. Vertoonende zijn aardige bedriegeryen, begeerigen handel, wellustige leven,
wonderlijke gonst en wangonst van ’t geval, which translates to The Life, rise, and demise of
the depraved Merchant, a few years ago, in the illustrious Holland, and mostly occurring
within Amsterdam. Showing his inherent nature’s cheats, gluttonous trade, luxurious lifestyle,
vagarious fortunes and misfortunes of the events. The word “aardig” in the Dutch title refers
to the inherent nature of a person.195 The author’s choice to include this word in the title is
noteworthy because it echoes one of the most pervasive early modern concepts regarding the
construction of a person’s character. The “nature” of a person’s character was determined at
least in part by their place of birth, which dictated some of the characteristics that would remain
with someone throughout their life. These characteristics were, therefore, inescapable, and this

‘Mental reservations’ withhold parts of what is in the individual’s mind which allowed Catholics in earlymodern England to remain true to their faith whilst publicly following the Protestant religion. Protestant polemical
writings opposing the practice portrayed it as “the new art of lying” and though it was not practiced solely by the
Jesuits, they were most often associated with it (Leites, E. (1988). Conscience and Casuistry in Early Modern
Europe. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 179.; Tutino, S. (2019). Jesuit Accommodation, Dissimulation,
Mental Reservation. In I.G. Županov (Ed.). The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits. (pp. 216-240). Oxford: Oxford
University Press; Eliav-Feldon, M. and T. Herzig (Eds.). (2015). Dissimulation and Deceit in Early Modern
Europe. New York: Palgrave Macmillan).
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in turn led to the “natural” superiority of some nationalities over others.196 One poignant
example of this hierarchy was discussed in the previous paragraph, namely Richard Head
assigning a ‘natural order’ to the existing rogues in Europe.
The title of the English translation of The Dutch Rogue, on the other hand, leaves out
this reference to the inherency of the characteristics of the rogue. S.P.’s The Dutch Rogue, or,
Gusman of Amsterdam, Traced from the Cradle to the Gallows. Being the Life, Rise, and Fall,
of D. de Lebechea a Decayed Merchant. Containing, Many Eminent Cheats, Notorious
Villanies, and Audacious Enterprizes, with their Various Events (1683) otherwise remains
relatively close to the Dutch title in describing the content of the volume to be about the whole
of the rogue’s life, particularly including all his cheats and villainies, but the references to the
“illustrious Holland” and his “inherent nature’s cheats” have been removed. Instead, S.P. added
“Gusman of Amsterdam,” which recalls the use of ‘Guzman’ in the titles of English semiautobiographies on criminals such as The English Guzman; or The Third History of the
Unparrallel’d (1652) as discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Additionally, the English
title emphasises that the text is about a rogue, and not a depraved merchant.197 The modifier of
his nationality is in line with the other rogue narratives previously mentioned, such as The
French Rogue and The English Rogue, placing The Dutch Rogue within a well-established
narrative genre that explicitly highlights the nationality of the character in question. However,
this highlighting is not applicable to the Spanish rogue until the edition printed in 1685. This
suggests that Spanish rogues did not need such identification because the character itself was
inherently connected to Spanishness.
In the preface to the original De verdorven Koopman (1682), the author claims to be
retelling the events of a real person’s life, though he is not willing to provide the name of the
person in question as he would not want anyone to think that “onse pen een Brand-staave is om
brandmerken te maken.”198 On the contrary, he argues it is “een Pinceel, om, gelyk in Tafereel,
alleen tot nut vermaak […] te vertoonen.”199 In other words, the novel is intended to be ‘useful
entertainment,’ or, a didactic literary work. This is a returning theme in picaresque novels. For
example, in the third print of the first part of The English Rogue (1671), Francis Kirkman
defends the work in his ‘The Epistle Dedicatory to the Booksellers of London’ – a necessity as
both Richard Head and Kirkman had claimed their stories to be real, merely written down
without the addition of fictional elements, and it had caused a stir in London’s book reading
population – with the words “I hope [this] will not be offensive to you in general, neither that
any particular Person will be offended, unless such as are guilty; and for their sakes it was
written, that they may see their vicious enormities, and amend them.”200 This point is reiterated
This belief in a “natural” superiority comes particularly to the fore in, for example, the early-eighteenth-century
Völkertafel which shows European nationalities exemplified by men dressed according to their nation’s custom.
It is a matrix with intersecting rows of geographical, moral, and social characteristics, moving from the west (on
the left) to the east (on the right). The first figure is that of a Spaniard, the last that of a Levantine. See Stanzel,
F.K., I. Weiler, and W. Zacharasiewicz (Eds.). (1999). Europäischer Völkerspiegel: imagologischethnographische Studien zu den Völkertafeln des frühen 18. Jahrhunderts. Heidelberg: C. Winter.
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in other parts and editions of the work as well.201 In the Dutch translations of Francisco de
Quevedo, the translator ‘recommends’ that “door het lessen van dit Boek uwe feylen en
gebreken […] so wel moogt leeren kennen” and then, consequently, “daar mede wijsselijk en
voorsigtiglijk u voordeel mee moogt doen.”202 In Quevedo’s Visions (1627), the translator,
Harinxma, added a ‘register’ listing the characters present in the novels according to who or
what they are.203 As such, we find that “Italianen sijn by de Duyvels onaangenaam” but
“Spanjaards om haar wreedheyt by de Duyvels onaangenaam.”204 According to Nelleke Moser,
Harinxma transformed Quevedo’s harsh satire, directed at malfunctions in Spanish society, into
a didactic and moralistic work for the Dutch public.205 Essentially, the picaresque novels were
intended as didactic entertainment, but part of the didactic feature could also imply that the
reader was being acquainted with the supposed traits and characteristics of Spaniards. In the
context of the Dutch Revolt, it is remarkable that picaresque narratives were also deployed as
a vehicle of the shared past with the Spaniards, as a medium for the incipient Dutch collective
memory of the Eighty Years’ War.206
Of course, the material presented in this chapter is but a selection of what is available,
but three themes are clearly visible. First, the paratexts feature reflections on the translation
strategy. For the Dutch translators, this means emphasising the quality of their work, not by
adding fancy elements or by claiming superiority directly, but by doing the exact opposite. The
Dutch translators fit their work into the target culture by supposedly stripping it of the typically
Spanish pompous over-abundance, an image which is reinforced by Spain’s dominant religion,
Catholicism, which itself is known for its ornate churches and buildings.207 The English
In part 4, for example, the dedication ‘To the Reader’ notes “I have in this small History given you a true
Account, of my wicked Debauch’t Life; which if well Considerd, will be as profitable as pleasant.” The dedication
is ‘written’ by the rogue himself – a common stylistic feature in the picaresque – and it repeats the desire for the
work to be both entertaining and didactic. (Head, R. and F. Kirkman. (1679) The English Rogue part 4. London:
Francis Kirkman. A2).
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translators, contrastingly, proclaim the Spanish material not rich and elaborate enough and so
rework the originals to meet the quality standards of the English literary public. In this sense,
the English translators implicitly present themselves as superior as well.
Second, there seems to be conscious reflection on the creation of a protonational
contrast between the ‘self’ (English or Dutch) and the ‘other’ (primarily Spanish). We see this
most clearly in the translators’ comparison of the quality of their translations to the originals,
their need to either embellish or tone down the Spanish material, and in the way they place
their novels within the context of other rogue narratives. They are aware of the extant rogues
from other nations, including the French, English, Dutch, and Spanish rogues, and they place
their own narrative within the picaresque discourse. At the same time, paratextual material
(such as registers) imparts important characterising information, reflecting the views held
regarding a particular stereotype. The format of the Spanish picaresque novel and particularly
the Spanish character of the rogue are used to distinguish between (proto)nationalities. In a
way, the originally Spanish material is used against its native country whilst it is simultaneously
adopted into the English and Dutch literary sphere and further emulated through the production
of original titles. Both the English and Dutch trends convey a mixed message: we are superior
to the Spanish, but their (picaresque) novels are better than our own. Though not always
expressed this plainly, the sheer number of Spanish picaresque novels circulating in both
countries, and the number of adaptations that stemmed from them – including play texts – show
rather than tell this conviction.
Third, both the English and Dutch picaresque novels are set up as didactic
entertainment. Whether the rogue is English, Dutch, or Spanish seems to have no bearing on
this intended use of the novel. Whether or not the picaresque novel was seriously considered
as didactic literature in the seventeenth century remains unknown. Either these novels
functioned exactly as the authors proposed, as guides to show the ways of life and the true
character of the rogue and thus how not to become one, or referencing the didactic purpose of
the work was a standard practice, a trope. Both are equally likely. In support of the view that
the picaresque was seriously considered a didactic form of entertainment, we find similar
arguments elsewhere. In his pamphlet Areopagitica (1644), for example, John Milton argues
in favour of attaining knowledge so as to be able to recognise and reject ‘evil’ and stay true to
the Christian way of life.208 Undoubtedly, picaresque novels were not at the forefront of this
particular poet’s mind, but the argument in the paratexts discussed above is the same: read and
learn about the ways of the rogue so that it may be helpful to you in detecting and rectifying
your own behaviour, or as Lázaro notes “There is no book so evill, but hath some goodnesse
in it contained.”209 However, there are a variety of tropes employed by early modern writers,
and considering the satirical nature of these novels, it may well be that the implication of the
work as didactic in some cases is intended to be satirical as well.
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Section 3 - Spanish Stereotypical Traits in the Characters of Lázaro, Guzmán,
and Pablos in English and Dutch Translation
“Until the novelist gave them a voice” Giancarlo Maiorino notes “no one wrote about the
dispossessed existence of common folks.”210 With Lazarillo de Tormes, and afterwards
Alemán, Quevedo, and others, new ground was broken as suddenly readers followed not “the
best and the worst” but “the mediocre.”211 Rogues were, in comparison to other literary figures
of the time, the most ‘mediocre’ representations in fiction. Though belonging by birth to a
lower social class,212, they move through all layers of society throughout their travels and
adventures, living a life free from moral obligations. Lazarillo, Guzmán, and Buscón offered
their readers a relatable protagonist who at the same time displayed sinful behaviour best
avoided. Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos all partake in this behaviour and in their own ways both
entertain and teach the reader.213 At the same time, the rogues present the reader with an image
of the Spaniard, an image which was, despite their narratives belonging to the realm of fiction,
often taken seriously by the Dutch and English readers, who used Lazarillo in particular as a
guide to Spain.214 What image of the Spaniard, then, do these rogues project to the Dutch and
English audiences? The character of the rogue is strongly associated with the Spaniard, and the
traits inherent to the Spanish stereotype (like untrustworthiness, and laziness) are often
exhibited by him. In England and the Dutch Republic, the picaresque novel was popular, and
after the prototypical Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzmán de Alfarache fully established the genre.
Buscón then began to parody the picaresque, and this novel by Quevedo clearly echoes Guzmán
in particular, though there are traces of Lazarillo as well. This section aims to look at the three
Spanish rogues which introduced, established, and parodied the popular novels in England and
the Dutch Republic: Lazaro, Guzmán, and Pablos. The three Spanish rogues each display traits
associated with the stereotypical Spaniard, and thus confirm the image of Spain already
existing in English and Dutch culture.
Before exploring the image of Spain as projected by the Spanish rogues, however, we
need to understand the production history of the translated novels. This history is important
because it will allow us to identify at what point certain changes (in the paratexts, content,
marketing, etcetera) were made, and which of these changes, therefore, are reflective of English
or Dutch views on Spain. Though a detailed discussion of the various translations of each of
novel falls outside of the scope of this study, it is vital that we know how the novels selected
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for analysis became available to English and Dutch readers. Multiple versions of the translated
novels were circulating in both countries, so we need to be clear on which versions were
selected for the analyses below, and especially on why they were chosen.
For the analysis of Lazarillo de Tormes, D.D. Harvy’s Dutch translation titled ‘t
Wonderlyck Leven, kluchtige Daden, en dappre Schimp-ernst van Lazarus van Tormes (1653)
was selected.215 The reason for this selection was that this edition was reprinted in 1662 and
1669, both years of significance in the overall production of Spanish play texts and picaresque
novels examined in this study. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, there were several peaks in
the production of originally Spanish material in the Dutch Republic, namely in 1662,
1669/1670, and 1679. Harvy’s translation was reprinted in the first two peaks, as opposed to
other Dutch versions of Lazarillo.216 For the analysis, I reviewed the 1653, 1662, and 1669
editions. The citations are taken from the 1662 edition, which is identical to the 1669 edition.
Though the first Dutch translation of Lazarillo in 1579 was based on an intermediary French
translation, Harvy’s translation appears to have been based on the Spanish original.217 For the
English translation of Lazarillo, this section consults David Rowland’s The pleasant history of
Lazarillo de Tormes, the witty Spaniard (1586). This edition continued to be reprinted
throughout the seventeenth century, with editions appearing in 1624, 1639, 1653, 1669, and
1677.218 I focussed on the 1669 edition for the analysis because of its correspondence to the
appearance of the Dutch translation. Rowland’s edition was based on both an intermediary
French translation and the original Spanish edition.219
Guzmán de Alfarache was by far the most popular picaresque novel in the seventeenth
century. Translations of this novel appeared in England in 1622, 1655, and 1685, and two stage
adaptations (in 1674 and 1693 respectively) were also created.220 For the analysis below, I
selected the first edition of James Mabbe’s The Rogue; or the Life of Guzmán de Alfarache
(1622) which was reprinted in 1623, 1630, 1631, 1633, 1634, 1655, and 1656. Mabbe translated
Guzmán directly from Spanish. In the Dutch Republic, an unknown translator produced Het
leven van Gusman d’Alfarache, the full title of which was discussed in section 2. This
translation appeared relatively late – in 1655 – and was reprinted twice during the second peak
in the production of Spanish material (an edition appeared in both 1669 and 1670). The
citations were taken from the 1669 edition, though the 1655 and 1670 editions were also
reviewed. It remains unclear which text served as the source text for the Dutch translation of
Gusman. The analyses below will reveal that of the translations reviewed (the English, French,
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and Dutch), the Dutch translation is more freely translated than either the English or the French
editions, which both remain relatively close to the Spanish original.221 At present, this thesis
does not offer the space for a philological comparison to determine whether the Dutch
translation of Gusman is based on the Spanish original or on the French intermediary
translation.
Both the English and Dutch translations of La vida del Buscón are based on a French
intermediate translation, L’Avantrier Buscon, histoire facesieve (1644) by La Geneste. As
argued by Van de Poel, D.V.R. based his Dutch translation almost entirely upon this French
source.222 Though Van de Poel does not discuss J.D.’s English translation of the novel, the
similarities between the English and Dutch translations (discussed below) make it seem likely
that this translation, too, was based on the French version. Both J.D. and D.V.R. omit this
intermediate source by suggesting that their novels were translated directly from Spanish.223
Some of the stereotypical descriptions explored below were already present in the French
translation. Two translations appeared in the same year in the Amsterdam literary sphere: Jacob
de Lange’s Vermaeckelijcke historie van den kluchtighen Buscon, beschreven in ‘t Spaensch
(1642) and D.V.R.’s De holbollige Buskon (1642). Though they all bear Jacob de Lange’s
name, it was D.V.R.’s text that was used for the reprinted editions (1656 and 1659). The
citations are taken from the 1642 text by D.V.R. There is only one translation of Buscón in
English: J.D.’s The life and adventures of Buscon the witty Spaniard appeared in 1657 and was
reprinted in 1670. Though the citations are taken from the 1657 edition, both editions have
been reviewed.
The Spanish rogue, as represented by Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos, is lazy, deceitful,
and dishonest, which means he embodies some of the stereotypical features of the Spaniard.224
Below, several passages will be examined to see how these features are used, how pervasive
they are, and what they signify. However, because each novel is of considerable length, the
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analyses must by necessity be concise, and thus cannot encompass the whole of the literary
work. In my selection of the passages for the analyses, I have tried to incorporate examples
from various points in the novel to try and show the consistent attribution of particular
characteristics to the image of the Spanish rogue. The first work analysed will be Lazarillo,
followed by Guzmán, and Buscón. After the Spanish rogues, we will briefly turn to the
characters of the English and Dutch rogues to see how these rogues step away from the
‘typically’ Spanish rogue.
Unlike Guzmán and Pablos, Lázaro’s roguishness has a clear moment of activation.
Though born with the traits of a rogue, and with a natural talent for scheming, Lázaro’s first
acts of roguishness do not happen until after he has been “waked” by the blind man, the first
master he serves.225 The blind man tells Lázaro that he “ought to know one trick more than the
Devil himself.”226 In response, Lázaro reflects “it seemed then immediately that I waked out of
simplicity, wherein I had of long time slept.”227 Similarly, in the Dutch translation, the blind
man says that he “moet een punt meer weten, als de Duivel” and Lázaro reflects “Bedaght van
mijn slegtigheidt, waar in ik door mijn jonckheit noch sluimerde, ontwaakte.”228 After this
reflection, Lázaro begins to develop his scheming and trickery. Driven by hunger, he devises
multiple plans to steal food and wine from under the nose of his master. Every time the blind
man catches him in the act, Lázaro is forced to hone his craft. In Lázaro’s words:
And therefore to confess the truth, if I had not found out means to help my self,
I had been buried long since. Wherefore oftentimes I would so prevent him all
his craft, that my portion should prove as good as his: and to bring my matter to
pass, I used wonderful deceits […] although sometimes my practising of them
did cost me bitter pains.229
In the Dutch translation by Harvy, the passage reads:
so dat ik al voor langh een spijs der Wormen gheweest had, indien ick geen
bedrog en loosheit gebruickt had, zo dat ik zijn slimmigheit zoo wel nabootste,
dat ik veel tijts ’t beste deel kreegh: En om dat te doen most ick duivelsche treken
uitrigten […] schoonse niet al to mijn voordeel sijn230
Lázaro knows that his schemes will not reflect well on his character (after all, they foreground
his deceitfulness), but he justifies his actions by arguing that he would long since have been
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dead and buried had he not done what he did.231 The use of the word “wonderful” in the English
translation when describing his “deceits” clearly shows Lázaro takes pride in his skills as a
rogue, and the word itself generally carries a positive connotation.232 Contrastingly, Harvy calls
Lázaro’s deceits “devilish” which echoes the blind man’s advice that Lázaro needs to know
one trick more than the devil. In this instance, the Dutch version follows the Spanish original,
where his tricks are also described as being “endiabladas” or, devilish.233 The addition of
“wonderful” is, therefore, specific to the English translation by Rowland.
From the start of Lazarillo, then, Lázaro’s untrustworthiness and scheming nature are
emphasised. This is a constant throughout the novel, particularly in Dutch. Serving his second
master, the Priest, Lázaro is once again starving and decides to steal bread from the locked box
containing multiple loaves.234 In Rowland’s edition, the act of stealing the bread in such a way
that the priest will not notice it is described as follows: “and to cut a little delicately of that
place where it was cut before.”235 The word “delicate” had multiple meanings in the
seventeenth century. The most frequently associated meaning is that of being “tender or feeble”
and “easily damaged.” However, another meaning which specifically relates to food (which is
obsolete now) is that ‘delicate food’ is “pleasing to the palate.”236 Immediately prior to the
description of Lázaro’s slicing bread, he relates how well the bread tasted because he had been
so hungry. Thus, Rowland’s use of the word “delicate” is fitting. In this case, Rowland’s
translation follows the Spanish original more closely as there too the word “delicado” is used
to describe Lázaro’s embezzlement. In Harvy’s translation, however, Lázaro relates “snijdende
zo listig als ik kon, een klein sneetje van ’t ontgonnen broot.”237 The act of cutting a slice of
bread is here described as “listig” which in English can be translated as “cunning,” “crafty,” or
“tricky.” Similarly, the bread is not described as a delicacy, but is simply said to be whole
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(“ontgonnen”). Thus, the English translation, again, is more nuanced in terms of the language
used to describe Lázaro and his tricks.
However, Lázaro is not only portrayed as a Spaniard who was born to scheme. Once he
leaves his second master, the priest, Lázaro finds himself on the streets of Toledo, where at
first he received charity from the people while recovering from the near-fatal blow to the head
that the priest gave him upon discovering his trick with the bread.
But after I was once whole every man would say Thou vagabond and loiterer,
why dost thou not seek a Master? Then I murmuring with my self wou’d say,
and where the Devil shall I find him, unless God, as he made the world, make
me one? But now I demanding almes from door to door for Gods sake, I found
little remedy238
Instead of finding a new master, then, Lázaro resolves to beg. The English translation remains
relatively close to the Spanish original, in which Lázaro is called a “bellaco y gallofero”
(“scoundrel and vagabond”), although there is no mention of the devil. Contrastingly, in the
Dutch translation, the notion that Lázaro is a vagabond and scoundrel/loiterer is left out
completely:
Maar zoo haast als ik genezen was, sei ’t volkje dat mijn de luyheit stack, en
waarom dat ik niet een meester zogt: Dies ik by my zelven zy: waar zal ik een
meester vinde ten ware dat ‘er Godt eerst een schiep gelijk hy de werelt dee.
Aldus gaande van deur tot deur bedelen, vont ik zeer luttel barmhertigheit239
Like the original Spanish, Lázaro does not invoke the devil as he curses the misfortune of losing
the people’s charity. The Dutch text, then, curiously renegotiates the image of Lázaro by
removing the references to his being a vagabond. The emphasis is placed on Lázaro’s laziness,
which is strongly tied to his preferring to go begging rather than actively finding a master to
serve. These types of beggars were called “sturdy beggars” in the early modern period,
referring to “those who reportedly shirked work in order to live off of alms.”240 Thus, the
Spanish rogue is exemplifying a type of behaviour that was well known and universally
disapproved of at a time when there was an “excessive preoccupation” with vagrants and
beggars and their place in society.241
That begging is practically as inherent to the character of the rogue as his scheming
becomes clear when, in the service of his third master, the nobleman, Lázaro remarks:
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en met een droeve spraak en jammerlijk aanzigt keerde ik weer tot mijn eerste
ambagt ’t welk ik by na als aan de borst geleert had, by mijn grooten meester
den blinden242
Which in Rowland’s translation reads:
with a low and sorrowful voice, my hands thrust into my bosom. I began to return
to my former practice, insomuch that […] I fell to beg bread from door to door,
and from house to house […] having learned this Trade in my sucking years, I
mean with the blind Master243
As argued above, Lázaro’s inherent roguishness was “waked” early on in his service to the
blind man. Although the episode with the blind man primarily focusses on Lazaro’s
development as a master-schemer, here he reveals that his skill in begging was in fact
developed at the same time and that it is as inherent to his character as scheming is. In fact, the
Dutch translation calls begging Lázaro’s “eerste ambagt” (“first trade”).
Both the English and the Dutch translations of Lazarillo show the image of Lázaro in a
negative light in line with the traits of a Black Legend Spaniard. Lázaro is a scheming,
untrustworthy, lazy character, and each of these traits is foregrounded throughout the novel.244
Furthermore, the idea that Lázaro’s abilities to scheme, lie, and beg were “waked” early in his
service to the blind man suggests that these abilities had been present within him prior to the
awaking.245 There is no such moment of awakening in either Guzmán or Buscón, as both simply
behave like rogues from birth. Both Rowland and the anonymous Dutch translator at intervals
adapt their narratives to present either a more nuanced image or an image which emphasises
Lázaro’s wickedness. Similarly, sometimes the Dutch translation stays closer to the Spanish
original, and sometimes the English follows the Spanish original more minutely. This varying
representation of Lázaro and inconsistent adherence of the translators to the original Spanish
novel make it difficult to say anything definitive about how the character of the Spanish rogue
was constructed for the English and Dutch reading audiences. They follow the original that was
already critical enough of the rogue, without expanding further in extra negative
characterisation. The satirical context of the Spanish original was probably taken at face value
by the readers.
In the first chapter of The Rogue Guzmán notes: “I should goe about to cover mine
owne weaknesses, by laying open those of my Ancestors.”246 Although it has been suggested
that Guzmán’s multiple returns to the ways of the rogue throughout the novel are is due to his
repetitive behavioural pattern,247 here Guzmán explains how his faults are essentially
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genetically determined and thus part of his nature.248 Guzmán’s father acquired a reputation for
his unsavoury business activities, activities which led to his going bankrupt two or three
times.249 But, so Guzmán notes “suclks is de Spaensche mode by de Kooplieden, daer sulcken
meenichte, sonder ghestraft te werden, dat plegen, dat het my toeschijnt dat het geen dievery
moet zijn.”250 This reference is similarly found in Mabbe’s English translation, as “these are
your Merchants stratagems, their fine shifts of wit, which (upon occasion) they practice when
and where they please; especially in Spaine, where they have found the tricke of getting. […]
If it were a delict, an evill thing, or a theft, it is a cleare case that it should be punished.”251 Of
these two translations, Mabbe’s edition remains closest to the original Spanish which also
includes the reference to the “stratagems” of the merchants “especially in Spain.”252 The
Spanish Guzmán’s reference to the inadequate stratagems of Spanish merchants reflects the
difficulty Spain faced in developing itself on a mercantile level, particularly in competition
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mode with the Merchants. Where such people, without punishment, can do that, it seems to me that it shouldn’t
be considered thievery] (Unknown. (1669). Gusman d’Alfarache, ’t Afbeelsel van ’t Menschelyk Leven: Onder de
gedaente van een Spaenschen Landlooper, En Bedelaer, Waer in de allergeslepentste Fielteryen en Schelmstucken
der Wereldt vermaeckelijck yder ten nut, worden ontdeckt. Part 2. Amsterdam: Baltus Boekholt. 14-15).
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Mabbe. (1622). 7. The sentence ends after ‘getting’ which may read as an incomplete sentence for a modern
audience, but here the word is used to replace ‘stealing.’
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The original Spanish reads: “Veys aqui sin mas aca, ni mas alla los linderos de mi padre, porque dezir que se
alço dos o tres vezes con haziendas agenas: tábien se le alçaron a el, no es maravilla, los hombres no son de azero
ni estan obligados a tener, como los clavos Que aun a ellos les falta la fuerça, y suelé soltar y afloxar. Estratagemas
son de mercaderes, que donde quiera se practican, especialmente en España, donde lo han hecho grangeria
ordinaria” (Alemán. (1604). 6). In the French translation by Chappelain, this passage reads “Voilà sans tant de
dictes, n’y redites le sommaire de la vie de mon pere:car de dise que deux ou trois fois il a fait banqueroute, il ne
s’en faut point entonner on lux en e bien fait autant, & les homes ne sonne pas de fer pour ester obligez à tenir
aussi fort que des clou, auxquels même a la sin la force manque & que souvent on voit se rompre ou se lâcher. Ce
sont des souplesses de marchands que se pratiquait par tout, nuocmam ne en Espagne, où ils en font mentir
marchandise: me ou en scandalisons point, qu’ils en fassent comme ils l’ente grand bien leur en puisse il faire
n'en rendent-ils pas conte à leurs confesseurs” (Chappelain. (1620). 11).
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with Dutch, English, and Italian enterprises that were quick to adopt a commercial mindset
which challenged “the old, aristocratic concept of wealth as rooted in land ownership.”253
Guzmán d’Alfarache clearly sets itself up as an educational though entertaining literary
work. His behaviour as a rogue, his trickery, thieving, and begging, are meant to serve as a way
for the reader to become aware of these practices without having to actually commit the acts
themselves. Or, so the Dutch translation reads, “Ick heb honger geleden, en toon u ‘t middel
om dat te ontvluchten: Ick hebbe schande en smaet verkregen, daer ghy u glorie uyt kondt
teelen: Ja alle ongelucken van de gantsche wereldt zijn my by nae overgekomen, die ghy uwe
voorsichtigheit lichtelijck soudt konnen voorkomen.”254 Important to note is that Guzmán feels
shame for his deeds – an emotion not present in Lazarillo, in which Lázaro will only go as far
as to admit that his actions will not reflect well on his character. Guzmán’s experiencing shame
is emphasised even more in Mabbe’s English translation:
Onely be ashamed to do any thing (as I sayd before) that is shame-worthy. […]
if I my selfe had not been ashamed, I should not have wasted so many sheetes
of Paper, as this volume contains, to acquaint thee with the sad Story of my
miserable life.255
This is what sets Guzmán apart from other rogues: the story is presented as a story of
redemption, and in order to be redeemed, one first needs to understand what one needs to be
redeemed for. The fact that Guzmán, looking back on his life, feels shame, indicates that he
has gained this kind of understanding. It shows that his character develops over time, as the
story progresses; unlike Lázaro’s in Lazarillo, or as we shall see, Pablos’ character in Buscón,
Guzmán is a complex, well-rounded character. As a result, a contrast is created between the
familiar negative aspects of the rogue (his stealing, begging, and cheating) and the experience
of shame which enables self-improvement and redemption.256 Whether or not Guzmán’s
desired redemption is sincere is a discussion that involves more genre questions within the
study of the picaresque tradition.257
Giancarlo Maiorino further notes that “prejudice against commerce and lack of mercantile ingenuity spawned
impoverishment” causing the population to toil in great poverty. Spain’s social (caste) system, to which the
concept of commercial profit is alien, “slowed the pace of cultural change” at a time when the emergence of
capitalism in the rest of Europe was on the rise (Maiorino, G. (2003). At the Margins of the Renaissance: Lazarillo
de Tormes and the Picaresque Art of Survival. Philadelphia: The Pennsylvania State University Press. 8-10).
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Unknown. (1669). 6. [I have suffered from hunger, and show the means to avoid that: I have acquired shame
and defamation so you can grow your glory from that: Yes almost all accidents of all the world have happened to
me, which you could avoid with some care].
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Mabbe. (1622). 105.
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Guzmán refers to his feeling ashamed multiple times (“immers ick schaemde my weder” [after all, I was
ashamed again] (Unknown. (1669). 65); “sulcke dingen, die ick my schame te melden” [such things, which shame
me to relate them] (Ibid. 75); and in the English translation “I was so ashamed” (Mabbe. (1622). 149) “… my
mayne stocke was still remaining with me, to wit, my lost shame. For what should a poore man doe with shame?
Bashfulness brings in no benefit. And the lesse shame I had, the lesse did those errors grieve me” (Ibid. 151); “I
was both contented therewith and ashamed” (Ibid. 165))
257
As Robert K. Fritz points out, Guzmán’s supposed reformation from his roguish ways to Christian
righteousness has been a divisive issue amongst critics. These critics tend to be divided into two camps: “those
who accept Guzmán’s conversion as sincere and those who find it less than convincing at best and a cynical
falsehood at worst” (Fritz, R.K. (2018). ‘Taste, Cognition, and Redemption in Guzmán de Alfarache.’ R.D. Giles
and S. Wagschal (Eds.). Beyond Sight: Engaging the Senses in Iberian Literatures and Culture, 1200-1750. (pp.
66-93). Toronto: University of Toronto Press).
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The character of Guzmán, perhaps in part due to this complexity, became the
undisputed favourite Spanish rogue of both English and Dutch readers and theatrical audiences.
Besides the fact that his narrative was translated more often than either Lazarillo or Buscón,
the name ‘Guzmán’ itself inspired the term “gusmanry” in England, denoting someone
behaving after “the fashion of Guzmán,” or, in other words: like a rogue.258 The story of
Guzmán was the only one of the Spanish picaresque novels adapted for play performance in
the seventeenth century in Thomas Duffett’s The Spanish Rogue (1674), Thomas Asselijn’s
Gusman d’Alfarache (1693) and Roger Boyle, Earl of Orrery’s Guzman: a Comedy (1693).259
Furthermore, the name ‘Guzmán’ is frequently used in plays featuring Spanish characters, and
most often the character bearing the name is a gracioso (a comical character who mirrors the
nobleman he serves and offers his advice and scheming services). In Chapter 3 of this thesis,
we will take a closer look at some of the Guzmán graciosos and how they portray Spanishness
in play texts.
Like Lázaro, Guzmán prefers to be lazy and to beg rather than work for his survival.260
In the English translation of the novel, he confesses “for ever since that time I have beene
troubled with a lazie kind of yawning,” a line which was evidently added by Mabbe, as it is
neither in the original Spanish, nor the Dutch translation of the work.261 Guzmán continues “het
edel Troggelen” in the streets of Madrid, because he is already perceived to be a “Bedelaer”
and “Gaudief,” and thus nobody wants to hire him.262 However, Guzmán enjoys his life as a
rogue, saying “nor would I change this life of a Picaro, this roguish life of mine, for the best
that any of my Ancestors ever ledde.”263 The rogue represents a kind of freedom which can
only come from lawlessness, a freedom which Guzmán is very much aware of:
What a fine kind of life was it, what a dainty and delicate thing without Thimble,
Thred, or Needle; without Pinsers, Hammer, or Wimble, or any other
Mechanicall Instrument whatsoever […] I had gotten me an Office whereby to
live: and such a kind of Office, as seemed to be a bit without a bone; a backe,
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Ardila, J.A.G. (2010). 4.
Where Asselijn’s play focusses on the episode of Guzmán as a guest of the compassionate Cardinal (a duke in
the play), Boyle’s play reinvents the character completely, transforming him into a foolish gentleman whose
cowardice, arrogance, and pride makes him pretend to be wealthy and successful. This adaptation of Guzmán’s
character was likely inspired by the character of Don Melchor de Guzman in the play by Boyle’s friend, John
Dryden’s An Evening’s Love, or, the Mock-Astrologer (1668) (a translation of Calderón’s El astrologo fingido
(1637)) in which the character is a gentleman of “decay’d fortune” (Boyle and Dryden’s friendship can be
observed in the letters exchanged between them in A collection of the state letters of the Right Honourable Roger
Boyle, The First Early of Orrery, Lord President of Munster in Ireland. […] Together with Some other Letters
and Pieces, of a different kind (1742) which was collected by the Reverend Thomas Morrice). Asselijn’s play was
not a success (it was performed only twice). Though we do not know the number of performances of Duffett’s
play, nor has it attracted the attention of scholars of literature, it has been described as “a very poor production”
(see Nicoll, A. (1924/2009). History of English Drama, 1660-1900. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
249). Dryden’s play, on the other hand, was a success.
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The pícaro often finds himself “at the boundary between begging and earning, or between work and theft”
which sometimes makes him appear as a “half-outsider” or someone who could potentially be both an ‘insider’
and an ‘outsider’ (Maiorino. (2003). 134). This “half-outsider” status also allows the reader to more easily connect
to the character as he is not completely alienated by his “outsiderism” (Ibid. 134).
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Mabbe. (1622). 113.
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Unknown. (1669). [the noble begging]. [Beggar and Crafty Thief].
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Mabbe. (1622). 113.
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without a burthen; a merry kind of Occupation, and free from all manner of
trouble and vexation264
Mabbe’s translation is close to the Spanish original, but although the Dutch translation reduces
the length of the passage, the same enviable enjoyment of freedom is emphasised:
Ick leefde nu in de Edele Vryheydt, welcke van de wijse soo seer gesocht, van
yeder een soo seer vergheert, ende van de braefste Geesten soo seer ghepresen
wordt, wiens waerdye met gheen Gelt van de Wereldt te betalen is.265
Guzmán presents the reader with an idea of what it is like to be completely free from
obligations. He is not troubled by work, he does not have to bear any kind of burden on his
back, and he believes himself fortunate to be able to live this kind of life. “I had taken a relish
of this Roguish life, and found the sweetnesse of it” he says in the English translation, “I could
tread the true Tracke of it, and was growne so perfect, that I could have gone blind-fold to my
worke, and not have stept a foot out of the way.”266 In the Dutch translation, Guzmán is more
sober, and he does not praise the life of the rogue like he does in the English translation (and
the Spanish original, to which Mabbe remains more loyal than the unknown Dutch translator).
Guzmán instead reflects “gelijck dese maniere van leven hatelick scheen, soo wiert sy my oock
haest tegen, te meer, om dat een yeder dar deur passeerde: want om gheen gelt van de werelt
en soud ick niet gewilt hebben, dat men my aldaer selfs met dit braef Offitie gevonden
hadde.”267 Initially, Guzmán is not at all happy with his return to beggary, but his outlook
changes once he becomes aware of the freedom that comes with it.268
Like in Lazarillo, begging is an essential part of the rogue’s life in Guzmán too, as it
allows two key traits of the rogue to flourish: being lazy and cheating. Not only is begging an
essential part of the rogue, it is also a central theme in the novel, and nowhere is this made
more clear than in the section where Guzmán flees from Genoa and finds himself in the
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Ibid. 113. The French translation by Chappelain likewise remains close to the Spanish original in that, like in
the Spanish and English version, the translator does not shorten the passage (“La gentille & plasante affair que
c’estoit, sans dé, sans fil & sans esguille, sans marteau, sans pince & sans villebrequin, bref, sans autre outile
qu’une hotte […] d’avoir office & benefice” (Chappelain. (1638). 165).
265
Unknown. (1669). 73-4. [I now live in the Noble Freedom, which the wise try so hard to find, which everyone
so dearly desires, and which is praised so much by the bravest Minds, of which the value cannot be afforded with
any money in the world].
266
Mabbe. (1622). 113.
267
Unknown. (1669). 71-2. [although this way of life seemed repugnant to me, it seemed even more so because
everyone passed through it: because for no money in the world I would have wanted that anyone would find met
there with this good Office].
268
Later Guzmán says “dat ick by den Bedelsack vroom en sober levende [..] Mijn leven was mijn doen
aenghenaem” [that I by that way of the Beggars’ bag lived devoutly and soberly […] My life was pleasant then]
(Unknown. (1669). 76). In the Dutch Republic as well as elsewhere in Europe, correctional facilities were founded
by the end of the sixteenth century forcing beggars to work for the upkeep of these institutions. In the Rapshuis
in Amsterdam, there was a special room to discipline those who refused to work or who did not do their fair share.
This room was designed to fill with water, and if the inmate did not pump the water out with a water pump, he or
she would drown. In this way, the Rapshuis hoped to reform the beggars and vagrants into productive citizens
(Beaudoin, S. M. (2007). Poverty in World History. London: Routledge. 48).
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company of other beggars.269 These beggars explain to Guzmán “The Lawes and Ordinances
that are inviolably to be observed amongst Beggers,” which include some particularly
interesting aspects of identity formation.270 Though the excerpts are relatively long, it is worth
quoting them in full as there are a couple of noticeable differences which need to be addressed:
Forasmuch as all Nations have their proper method of Begging, and are
distinguished and knowne by their sound, and by a differing forme from all
others; as are your Almanes by their singing, and going in troopes; your Frenchmen, by their praying; your Flemmings, by their making of legges, and their low
and frequent Congies; your Gipsies, by their importuning; your Portugals by
their weeping; your Italians, by their long Circumlocutions; and your Spaniards,
by their bigge lookes, and high language, as if they would swagger a man out of
an Almes whether he will or no271
Meanwhile the Dutch translation reads:
Aengesien yder Natie zijn differente maniere heeft om te bidden, en dat men
daer door de selvighe kendt ende onderscheit, gelijck de Duitschen, die al
singende met troppen trogghelen, de Fransen met vlyen, de Vlamingen met
reverentien, de Egyptenaers met ongeschaemtheit, de Portugijsen al huilende, de
Italianen met Oratien, ende de Spangiaarts met pocchen en blasen272
There is a lot to unravel here. First, the Ordinance states that beggars from different nations are
recognisable by mannerisms, appearance, and language, and each nation has a different,
appropriate way to beg. The beggars, then, are instantly recognisable and thus classifiable by
their outward appearance. It then continues with a list of nationalities and what sets their
begging apart from how others beg, or, in other words, which tricks they use to receive as many
alms as possible. In both the English and Dutch versions, Germans sing, the Portuguese cry
and the Italians make long speeches, but the other entries differ.273 Of particular interest for the
present study is the fact that Mabbe added information on the Spanish beggars that is not
present in the Spanish original, nor in the Dutch translation. Essentially, the Spanish beggars
In early-modern Spain, mixed groups of ‘vagabonds’ were often cast as the ‘other’ in literature of the period.
These groups were forged by the social rejection of the poor, disfigured, or disabled. Poverty in early-modern
Spain increased as a variety of factors (such as industrial underdevelopment, food shortages, and lack of
employment) continued to marginalise more and more people. Spanish early-modern literature also projects a
kind of paranoia towards these groups of vagabonds which, besides beggars also included pícaros, moriscos, and
Jews (Juárez-Almendros, E. (2017). Disabled Bodies in Early Modern Spanish Literature: Prostitutes, Aging
Women and Saints. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press. 35).
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Mabbe. (1622). 193.
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Ibid. 193.
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Unknown. (1669). 139. [Considering that each Nation has its different ways to beg and that is how one knows
oneself and their distinction, so the Germans beg whilst singing and beg in troops, the French with flattery, the
Flemings with reverences, the Egyptians by being unabashed, the Portuguese by crying, the Italians with orations,
and the Spaniards with bragging and puffing up].
273
In the Spanish original, Alemán uses the word “Gitanos,” i.e. Gipsies, which Mabbe copies faithfully. But in
the Dutch translation “Gitanos” is suddenly translated as “Egyptians.” This is not the only case in which the two
words (“Egipcios” and “Gitanos”) are accidentally mixed up, it also occurs in Francisco de Torrenjoncillo’s
religious historical work Centinela contra Judíos (1674), which means that instead of fleeing from the Egyptians,
the Jews are said to have fled from the gipsies (Soyer, F. (2014). Popularizing Anti-Semitism in Early Modern
Spain and its Empire: Francisco de Torrenjoncillo and the Centinela contra Judíos (1674). Leiden: Brill. 122).
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engage in more than just “bragging and puffing up” (“pocchen en blasen”), which corresponds
to the well-known stereotype of the bragging and haughty Spaniard; according to the English
translation, they are also thieves. Both sentiments were added to the translations, as the Spanish
original work only notes that Castillians were known for begging by wearing “braces” which
made them appear to be physically incapable of labour.274
Once the nations have been neatly characterised, the next law states “that none of our
brother Rogues, or beggars whatsoever, either wounded, or lame, of any of these Nations,
whence, or whatsoever, shall joyne and unite himself with those of another Country.”275 The
Dutch translation is, again, less elaborate, “voor eerst, verbieden wy aen alle Kreupele ofte
Beseerde Troggelaers, van wat Natie dat zijn, sich met yemant, wie het zy te koppelen.”276 The
Ordinance continues:
the poore of every Nation, especially in their owne Countries, have certaine
Taverns, and known victualling houses, where shall ordinarily preside and
governe, three or foure of the more ancient amongst them, having Staves in their
hands, as Ensignes of their precedencie, and authoritie277
Or in the Dutch translation:
dat de Armen van yder Natie in haer Vaderlandt, speciael een sekere plaets sullen
houden, alwaer drie of vier van hare outste het opperste gesagh, om naer
gelegentheidt van saken te ghebieden, met de Troggel-staf in de handt, sullen
hebben278
Thus, not only are the beggars commanded to separate themselves according to their
nationality, they are then likewise forbidden from joining beggars from nations other than their
own. Furthermore, each nation must be governed by three or four of the eldest beggars who
shall have absolute power and must settle at a particular “tavern” (in English) or “place” (in

The full citation reads: “Por quato las naciones todas tiene su metodo de pedir, y por el son diferenciadas, y
conocidas, como son los Alemanes, cantando y entropa, los Franceses rezando, los Flamencos revereciando, los
Gitanos importunando, los Portuguesses llorando, los Toscanos con arengas, los Castellanos con fieros, haziedose
malquestos, respondones y mal sufridos a estos, mandamus que se reporten y no blasfemen, y los mas que guarden
la orden” (Alemán. (1604). 152). The French translation by Chappelain again remains close to the Spanish original
(“Comme ainsi soit que chaque nation ait sa différente méthode pour demander: & que par icelle on y mette
différence & les reconnaisse, comme les Alémans que gueusent en chantant & de compagnie, les François en
priant, les Flamans en faisant de révérences, les Egyptiens en importunant, les Portugais en pleurant, les Italiens
en haranguant, les Espagnols avec rodomontades” (Chappelain. (1638). 16)).
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Mabbe. (1622). 194.
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Unknown. (1669). 139-40. [first, we forbid all Crippled or Hurt Beggars, of whichever Nation they are, to join
together with anyone, whoever they are].
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Mabbe. (1622). 194.
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Unknown. (1669). 141. [That the poor of every Nation in their native land, will keep a certain place where
three or four of their eldest will have paramount authority to judge over matters as they are presented, with the
Beggar’s staff in hand].
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Dutch).279 The laws dictate the division of nations according to stereotype and ethnicity, thus
reflecting Europe on a micro-level scale. Moments like these in Guzmán de Alfarache show us
that early modern authors were well aware of the existence of these stereotypes and that they
used said stereotypes to effectively amuse and engage readers as well as to highlight the
distinctions between the various early modern European nationalities.
Besides actively interacting with the culturally determined stereotypes of early modern
European nations, both the English and Dutch translations of Guzmán present the Spanish
rogue as a character who revels in living his life of roguishness, and particularly prefers laziness
and beggary (to which he returns multiple times throughout the novel). However, unlike in
Lazarillo and Buscón, the narrative of Guzmán contrasts this life of roguishness with Guzmán’s
ability to experience shame when he looks back on the life he has lived. This potential to feel
ashamed allows for the possibility of redemption. Guzmán’s sincerity in pursuit of redemption
is not as relevant as the fact that the possibility exists in the first place. When we look at Pablos
in Buscón, it is clear that redemption is not a possibility for this rogue, as the novel “disrupts
the redemptive drive” which is so particular to Guzmán de Alfarache.280 In fact, the character
of Pablos is primarily constructed by outside reflection, as he himself remains blind to his own
roguishness throughout the novel. This blindness is of course part of the irony, for while Pablos
continuously recognises roguishness in people he meets, he does not possess the ability to selfreflect, making him comically unaware of his own flaws.
Like Guzmán, Pablos becomes part of a society of rogues and beggars, though instead
of calling it a fraternity, the Buscón employs chivalric terminology, naming this association the
“Order of Industrie” (or “pracktijckige order” in the Dutch translation).281 He meets a “Knight”
of this Order on the road to Madrid, who explains to him that “Bedrog en list ons kost het eene
half jaer geeft: / Door list, en door bedrog me d’ander hellift leeft.”282 The English translator
(‘J.D.’) transforms this line into a short, rhyming poem, as befits a chivalric tale:
A Man by Art and by Deceit
Half a year may live compleat.
By the same Deceit and Art
He may live the other part.283
Pablos feels himself drawn in by this life-motto, seemingly without understanding that living
by these words would make him a rogue. Employing chivalric terminology allows Pablos to
maintain the distance between himself and roguishness – he is not a rogue, but a Knight of the
“Tavern” is used in the English translation which suggests a connection between drinking and the lower social
classes like vagabonds and beggars (Earnshaw, R. (2000). The Pub in Literature: England’s Altered State.
Manchester: Manchester University Press. 6). Earnshaw’s study explores the prominence the English pub, tavern,
ale-house, or drinking place had in English literature as well as in the role it played in the development of a
national identity. He argues that the “pub,” from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales (1372-1400) onwards, has been a
typically English institution. Thus, in the English translation of Guzmán, the use of “tavern” also shows how the
source text became “Englished” to better correspond with the cultural expectations of the target culture (Ibid. 2).
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Skolnik. (2012). 187.
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J.D. (1657). The life and adventures of Buscon the witty Spaniard. London: Henry Herringman. 152.; D.V.R.
(1642). De holbollige Buskon: Met den karigen ridder. Amsterdam: Tjercks de Vries. 141 [cunning order].
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D.V. R. (1642). 183 [Deceit and trickery gives us provisions for half a year / By trickery and by deceit, I live
the other half].
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Order which consists of rogues and beggars. Giovanni Levi argues that in Buscón, “the world
as it appears to us is a sham, concealing the true nature of things, an apparent reality under
which the real truth lies hidden.”284 Though Levi here refers to the use of parody, the use of
chivalric terms enhances this construction of an “apparent reality.” Readers of the Buscón, in
Spain, England, and the Dutch Republic alike, would have been familiar with the genre of the
chivalric romance which had been so famously parodied by Cervantes in Don Quixote, though
narratives such as Amadís de Gaule were also bestsellers in the early modern period. Though
this genre stems from the medieval period, over time “chivalric narratives focused more and
more on the figure of the perfect knight.”285 Because Pablos is incapable of seeing his own
imperfections, his blindness parodies not just the picaresque Lazarillo (who understood that
his behaviour was roguish) and Guzmán (who understood and potentially sought to rectify his
roguishness), but likewise parodies the chivalric whilst using the genre’s rhetoric to maintain
a distance from his own roguish reality.
In Buscón, beggary is presented as a skill at which the rogue excels. In Seville, Pablos,
in an attempt to reach the window of the woman he is courting, falls off a roof and lands on the
rooftop of his neighbour’s house. Two clerks passing in the street happen to see him and assume
he is trying to break into the home. Pablos is imprisoned as a result, though he is soon released.
Once out of prison, Pablos finds himself penniless and resolves to take up begging. He
describes his “Industry” as follows:
Ik wende een droeve stem aen, om ’t volk tot deernis te bewegen, in ’t oefenen
van ’t bedel-ampt, dat altemets niet weinig profijt geeft, alsmen ’t wel gebruykt.
[…] Met dese trek regende de stuyvertjes, en dubbeltjes, in een stuk van een
oude hoet dien ik had, by na soo dicht of ’t hagelde […]286
The English translation is similar to the Dutch:
I counterfeited my voice for that of a distressed Soul, who would move the world
to pity him, and thus I began to manage the wallet which sometimes brings a
pretty income with it, if duely understood. I got some extraordinary words in my
begging […] By this Industry the pence and farthings would sometimes fall like
a hail-storm into an old hat, which I held to receive alms.287
Levi, G. (2014). ‘Microhistory and Picaresque.’ In B. de Haan and K. Mierau (Eds.). Microhistory and the
Picaresque Novel: A First Exploration into Commensurable Perspectives (pp. 19-28). Newcastle upon Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 23.
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Pavel, T. G. (2013). The Lives of the Novel: A History. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 47. Pavel notes
how this idea of a “perfect knight” was actually epitomized for many writers (including Cervantes) by the
originally Spanish Amadís de Gaula (which was translated into both Dutch and English in the early-modern
period). For a thorough analysis of the role chivalric novels played in the cultural transfer between Spain, England
and the Dutch Republic, see Sabine Waasdorp’s PhD thesis Embodying and Rejecting the Black Legend Spaniard:
The image of Spain in sixteenth century Dutch and English literature.
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D.V.R. (1642). 218-9. [I employed my sad voice to move the people to pity in practicing the craft of beggary,
which sometimes does not give little profit if one uses it well. … With this obtainment, it rained pennies and
dimes, into a piece of an old hat which I had, almost as vast as hail]. The word ‘trek’ in this context refers to its
early-modern meaning of “obtaining, especially for benefit,” and the word is often correlated with money or
winning (see ‘trek’ in the WNT http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M070067&lemma
=Trek&domein=0&conc=true).
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This passage strongly echoes Lázaro’s description of his beggary as discussed above. Like
Lázaro, Pablos alters his voice and manner to invoke pity (something which, according to the
Ordinances in Guzmán, Portuguese beggars are known to do). And, like Lázaro, Pablos takes
pride in his ability to deceive. However, the English translation employs stronger rhetoric to
make this point than the Dutch does. Where the Dutch translation simply relates how Pablos
“used a sad voice,” in the English translation he “counterfeited” his voice not just to make
himself sound sad, but to sound like a “distressed Soul.” Likewise, in the English translation,
Pablos’ words are meant to “move the world to pity him,” whereas the Dutch translation refers
only to the “people.” Although both translations convey a similar message, the word
‘counterfeit’ has a strong association with criminal activities, a ‘distressed soul’ is more than
sad, and reaching the ‘world’ is a more ambitious goal than reaching the people in your
immediate surroundings. This subtle exaggeration in the English translation can be found in
part in the French intermediate translation – La Geneste also refers to the ‘world’, but only
mentions how Pablos “took on a doleful tone of voice.”288 Thus, it would seem that J.D.
consciously added these exaggerated elements to his translation. The Dutch translation, though
based on the French, is in fact closer to the Spanish original. In Quevedo’s Buscón, Pablos says
“imposome en la voz y frase doloridas de pedir un pobre que entendia del arte mucho; y assi
comen de luego a exercitarjo por las calles.”289 Here, Pablos admits to adapting his phrases to
sound like a poor man, that he is good at his art, and that he is practicing this art on the streets.
As may be expected from a rogue, Pablos practices his art with pleasure, which is only
one of the stereotypically Spanish traits referred to in the novel.290 As a teenager, Pablos travels
to the university of Alcala with his master and friend Don Diego, and they stop at an inn on the
road. There Pablos and Don Diego meet two young men whom Pablos heartily invites to dinner.
As he watches them eat, Pablos notes “then, and there did I find by woful experience, that a
Spaniard is no temperate man, when he eats at anothers charge,” or, in the Dutch translation,
“doe bevond ik in der daed dat een Spanjaert niet sober is, als hy tot een anders kosten eet.”291
By the end of the sixteenth century, this gluttonous behaviour had become associated with the
Spaniard – particularly when dining at someone else’s table.292 Similarly, both the English and
Dutch translations assert that because the Spanish are “such good Catholics” (“soo goet
Catholijk zijnse daer” in the Dutch edition), most of their “Comedies” (“Comedien”) are
religious.293 This is not present in the original Spanish edition, in which Pablos simply notes
La Geneste. (1635). 210. (“je pris un ton de voix dolent pour emouvoir le monde a compassion & de cette
sortela, je me mis a exercer le metier de la beface, d’ou il ne vient pas quelque-fois un mauvais revenue, quand
on le scait faire valoir”).
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In J.D.’s English translation, Pablos says “and from that hour, I took a great delight to be of Judas his Trade”
(J.D. (1657). 69), like D.V.R.’s Dutch edition notes “en sints dien tijd schiep ik groot geneugt in Judas Ambacht”
[and since that time I enjoy great pleasure from Judas’ trade] (D.V.R. (63). Both edition also include the Spanish
proverb “Haz como vieres” as a motivation to “amongst Rogues […] be as bad as the worst of them” (D.V.R.
(1642). 67) (in the Dutch translation: “een guyt met de guyten te zijn. Jae arger te wezen als zy zoo ik kon” [be a
rogue with the rogues. Yes be worse than them if I can] (61)).
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how he prefers plays that are not “moros y Christianos” (“serious and Christian”), without
mentioning his own nationality in relation to Catholicism.294 A consistent occurrence in the
English and Dutch translations of the novel is Pablos’ referencing Spain as though it is a foreign
country and not his native land. For example, he describes the landlord of his university
lodgings as a man with a “sowr scurvy look” (“zeer heersent aengezicht”), a description he
might be using to instil respect in the young men beforehand, or because it is “de aerd van deze
natie” (“the custom of that Nation”).295 Again, this is not present in the Spanish original.296
For each of the three Spanish rogues, the following holds true: “In order to survive in
the disordered and chaotic world, the protagonist must be able to divine the roguishness of the
world and to guarantee his own existence by joining it as a rogue. The world provides his
education as a picaro.”297 This is also precisely where both the Dutch and the English rogue
differ from their Spanish model. For Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos, their roguery was first and
foremost a reaction to the world – a reaction that would ensure their survival. However, neither
Meriton Latroon (the English rogue) nor Diomedes de Lebechea (the Dutch rogue) become
rogues for the sake of surviving in a hostile environment.298 Instead, we find rogue narratives
“celebrating their ingenuity and daring while condemning their criminality.”299 The existence
of both an English and a Dutch rogue shows a remarkable emulation of a typically Spanish
format into the Dutch and English literary spheres. However, besides the direct references to
Spain in the paratextual material (discussed in section 2), there is little in the narratives having
to do with the image of Spain. Head and the anonymous author of Den verdorven Koopman
both place their protagonists squarely outside of Spain, and there are only a handful of
references to Spain or the Spanish, even though the paratexts show an awareness of the origin
of the genre and the figure of the rogue. Arguably, the English and Dutch rogues are judged
more severely for their misconduct than their Spanish counterpart. Whereas the Spanish rogue
is an entertaining figure whose rogueries just so happen to also allow other people to learn
about the ways of life, the English and Dutch rogues were created precisely to embody this
didactic feature.
Even though the Spanish rogues and the French rogue Francion are born in the country
of which they become the rogue, neither the Dutch nor the English rogues are Dutch or English,
respectively; instead, they are from Ireland and the Southern Netherlands. Both of these rogue
narratives reflect only minimally on the image of Spain. In The English Rogue, the reader is

Quevedo’s Buscón reads: “[…] que yo me admire de que fuessen poetas porque pensava que el serlo era de
hombres muy doctos y sabios y no de gente tan sumamente lega y esta ya de manera esto que no ay Autor que no
escriba comedias ni representate que no haga su farsade moros y christianos” (Quevedo. (1626). 92)
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condicio quien no tiene buena ley” (Quevedo. (1626). 18)
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reminded that the Spaniard is both ‘noble’300 and ‘jealous.’301 In The Dutch Rogue, the author
describes the ‘Spanish illness’ of greed.302 Additionally, The Dutch Rogue reflects on trade
relations between Spain and the Netherlands, noting how the depraved merchant sent out ships
to Spain which led to his great demise. The story also opens with a reminiscing Diomedes de
Lebechea who relates the famous story of the Spanish silver fleet being captured by Pieter
Hein. However, these are all of the references to Spain found throughout the novels.303 The
Spanish are not the primary subject of these novels and they do not provide any major contrast
to the protagonists. In fact, those providing the starkest contrasts to the English and Dutch
rogues are the Irish and the inhabitants of the Spanish Netherlands. To do this successfully, the
authors draw from well-known historical events to lend credence to their suggestions, thus
appropriating and utilising a Spanish model in their own context.304 The Dutch Rogue has
received little scholarly attention, especially compared to its overseas relative, The English
Rogue, which is often reviewed in studies on early modern English picaresque novels,
reflecting the fact that England was instrumental to the development of the novel in the
eighteenth century.305 Even in the present day, The English Rogue remains more visible than
its Dutch counterpart, as the original seventeenth-century text (not a transcription, but a copy
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verlatende haar Man” [having taken her money … and perfectly possessed by the Spanish illness, left her
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“Ontrent deze tijd kwam tijdinge, dat het Schip, waar aan hy reden, en dat hy na Spanjen gezonden hadde;
gelijk wy hier voor verhaald hebben, gebleven was, soo dat hy, gehoopt hebbende dat hem dit tot verbetering van
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of the original novel) is often reproduced for the general public in new volumes, most recently
in 2018.306

Conclusion
The association between ‘Hispanic’ and ‘roguish’ finds its roots in the sixteenth century and is
so pervasive that it can still be found in popular media today. This association was established
and popularised with the framework of the picaresque narrative. The original Spanish
picaresque novels spread through Europe by way of translations and adaptations before authors
of different countries started to emulate the style completely by writing their own picaresque
novels. The Spanish rogue in particular enjoyed a noteworthy presence in English and Dutch
literature, in which the character can be found in some of the most often reproduced novels.
This chapter focused on the Spanish rogue and its representation in England and the Dutch
Republic to explore how the image of Spain was constructed for English and Dutch reading
audiences in the seventeenth century and how the characterisation of the rogue revealed
existing perceptions on different nations in early modern Europe.
The popularity of Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzmán de Alfarache, and La vida del Buscón
in seventeenth-century England and the Dutch Republic exposes the natural tension between
anti-Hispanism and Hispanophilic appreciation. On the one hand, these picaresque novels, with
their Spanish characters, Spanish settings, and Spanish authorship, presented an ideal
propaganda gift for England and the Netherlands to spread the negative image of the Spanish
Black Legend. On the other hand, the novels were clearly admired, appreciated, and used as a
model for a genre of literature which progressed the development of the Western European
novel. In both England and the Dutch Republic, there was clearly a desire to work with the
Spanish material and to invest time and effort into translating the works, but also to improve
upon the original – be it through either ‘underdressing’ or ‘dressing up’ the original Spanish
novel. The production and popularity of the Spanish picaresque novel together with its afterlife
in non-Spanish originals reveals precisely what this study aims to problematise, namely that
within the Hispanophobic predominance of the early modern period, there is likewise a
Hispanophilic inclination at work.
This Hispanophilic inclination is visible in the paratextual material of the picaresque
novels in three distinct ways. First, the English and Dutch translators/authors’ reflections on
how they approached the translation of the Spanish novels show an appreciation for the quality
of the original works, even though they also express a need for renegotiation of said works.
Despite the English’s preference for enhancing the splendour of the Spanish picaresque novel
by redressing it in finer clothes, to use the well-known ‘redressing’ metaphor, there is also
room for acknowledging the Spanish author’s or work’s “genius.” Reversing this rhetoric, the
Dutch note how they improved upon the Spanish work by removing the pompous exuberance
which they considered superfluous. Their translations present their readers with an ‘undressed’
novel (often literally shortening the length of the text). However, such adaptation may have
These so-called “classic reprints” are produced by several companies, including Fb&c Limited, Creative Media
Partners, and other institutions such as the Echo Library. Generally, these volumes are available for sale online.
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been necessary for the Dutch target audience, and the quality of the original works was not
disputed – even if according to some the Spanish did not produce very many literary works
which was obviously not the case in the early-modern period. Both the English and Dutch
translators present themselves as superior to the Spanish in this way, but this claim to
superiority is not mutually exclusive with an undercurrent of admiration.
Secondly, there appears to be conscious reflection on the construction of the image of
the ‘self’ (English or Dutch) and the ‘other’ (primarily Spanish). This reflection can already be
perceived in the assertion of superiority by the English and Dutch translators as noted above,
but it is actively utilised when they place their own narratives within the picaresque discourse.
Clearly aware of other extant European rogues, paratextual material will often impart important
character-constructing information to its readers. For example, registers may be included to
provide character descriptions, and general prologues may propose a hierarchy of national
rogues. In this way, the originally Spanish material is sometimes used against its native country
whilst simultaneously being adopted into the Dutch and English literary sphere, where it is
further emulated through the production of original titles. In this interaction, both the English
and Dutch trends convey a mixed message: we are superior to the Spanish, but their picaresque
novels are better than our own. The sheer number of Spanish picaresque novels in circulation
in both countries, and the number of adaptations that were inspired by them (including a couple
of play texts), attest to this undercurrent of appreciation, even if the sentiment is not always
expressed this plainly by the English and Dutch authors/translators.
Thirdly, the picaresque novels were set up as ideal didactic entertainment in England
and the Dutch Republic. The nationality of the protagonist seems to have had no bearing on
the intended use of the novel. The English, Dutch, and Spanish rogues each showcased
behaviour best avoided by the readership. This potentially exemplary function was consistently
highlighted by the authors, even though there is no consensus on whether or not these novels
were actually used as didactic literature in the seventeenth century. It may be that referencing
the didacticism of the work was simply standard practice, although similar arguments (to learn
about evil in order to avoid it) can be found in other types of literature as well. Of particular
interest is the fact that Spanish rogues are not portrayed as extraordinarily bad or even as the
worst of the European rogues. As noted in the paratextual analyses of section 1, Richard Head,
by imposing a hierarchy on the European rogues, actually highlighted the superior evil ways
of the English rogue in comparison to any of the others. In The Dutch Rogue, meanwhile, the
location of the bad deeds done by Diomedes de Lebechea is emphasised (they were committed
in the ‘United Netherlands’ (‘Verenigde Nederlanden’), and mostly within the powerful city of
Amsterdam). Although the author of this novel did not intend to negatively brand anyone with
his pen, he notes how his depraved merchant shows, as in a mirror, the evil ways of men. The
judgement of the bad deeds of the Dutch rogue becomes more and more severe while reading
the text itself, as he is not accused merely of petty crimes or beggary, but rather of hardened
criminal activity committed as an independent merchant.
The main difference between the English, Dutch and Spanish rogues lies precisely in
the motivation for the crimes committed. The English and Dutch rogues step away from the
prescribed Spanish form by being placed in a wholly different social class, and by being
distinguished for their criminal activities rather than their tricks and schemes. Whereas the
Spanish rogues (Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos) are primarily motivated, particularly at first, by
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a need to survive, both the English and the Dutch rogue are portrayed as men of the middle
class who could have survived without resorting to criminal activities but do not. This inability
to go through life as decent citizens is as much attributed to their place of birth (Ireland and the
Southern Low Countries) as it is to their unwillingness to fight this supposed roguish nature.
The three Spanish picaresque novels discussed in this chapter (Lazarillo, Guzmán, and
Buscón) each approached the genre in a different way. Whereas Lazarillo presented a prototype
– fittingly with a moment of “awakening” for Lázaro’s roguishness – Guzmán fully established
the genre, and el Buscón already moved towards parodying the picaresque. Each of these
Spanish rogues presented the reader with an image of the Spaniard, and each displayed
stereotypical traits of the Spanish ethnotype. Specifically, the novels emphasise the Spanish
rogue’s untrustworthiness and laziness. Lázaro, Guzmán, and Pablos all prefer begging to
working as long as the begging is profitable, and their schemes and tricks provide ample
opportunity for the reader to be convinced of their untrustworthiness. Their characters are both
entertaining and didactic, engaging and polarising, and their behaviour is both predictable and
yet, through inconsistent translation, not necessarily portrayed as equally negative throughout
the novels. The reader is asked to review their own behaviour by judging the behaviour of the
Spanish rogues. This joins readers together in their enjoyment of the same literary works (and
widely enjoyed they certainly were, considering the production history of the picaresque
novels) whilst allowing readers to distance themselves from such figures as the Spanish rogue.
In this way, the Spanish picaresque novels aided in the creation of a sense of ‘self’ versus the
‘other.’
The ‘self’ versus the ‘other’ process is also represented by the reflections on national
thinking in Guzmán and el Buscón. The Ordinances in Guzmán de Alfarache are a clear
example of the use of national stereotypes to categorise groups of people (in this case, the
beggars). A similar sentiment is expressed in Buscón, in which Pablos often reflects on the
‘typical’ aspects of the Spanish nation (like a sour facial expression or the extravagant
consumption of food at another’s expense). These narratives show how national images were
actively used by authors and translators to create dynamic narratives that were likely to offer a
point of reference for the reader whilst at the same time reaffirming these existing images. It
must be noted, however, that (especially in Guzmán, the most popular novel of them all) the
use of national images to differentiate between the ‘self’ (i.e. the reader) and the ‘other’ (i.e.
the Spanish rogue and other nationalities listed) is not confined to the Spanish alone. Negative
imaging was invoked for multiple nations, even though the protagonist’s Spanishness would
undoubtedly have underscored the bad traits of the Spanish ethnotype most of all. In this way,
the processes aiding the development of European national thinking are reflected in the
picaresque novels.
The image of the Spanish rogue in the English and Dutch translations of Lazarillo,
Guzmán and Buscón is centred around laziness, cunning, deceit, and dishonesty. These traits
are portrayed in a slightly more negative way in the English and Dutch translations than they
are in the Spanish original. At times, the English or Dutch translators will foreground these
traits (such as Lázaro slicing the bread in a “cunning” way (“listig”) in the Dutch translation
by D.D. Harvy, or the English translation by James Mabbe of Guzmán adding that the Spanish
beggars are not just “bragging and puffing up” but that they are also “thieves”). These types of
additions shape how the image of the Spanish rogue is constructed for the Dutch and English
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audiences, as they reaffirm the existing image of the Spaniard as a lazy, cunning, deceitful, and
dishonest person. Yet there are also instances in which the Spanish rogue’s image is more
nuanced in the translations than it is in the Spanish original. For example, Rowland’s
translation of Lazarillo calls Lázaro’s deceits “wonderful,” despite both the Spanish and Dutch
edition calling them “devilish.” These types of renegotiations reveal the mixed feelings of the
translators towards the character of the Spanish rogue.
The Spanish picaresque novels, then, served both as confirmation of the image of the
Black Legend Spaniard for the reader, and as a source of invaluable inspiration for the Dutch
and English translators. The genre enjoyed even more popularity in England than in the Dutch
Republic, with 10 editions of Lazarillo, 13 of Guzmán, and 2 of Buscón appearing in English
between 1621 and 1700, versus 6 editions of Lazarillo, 6 of Guzmán and 4 of Buscón in Dutch.
This greater popularity was reaffirmed by the appearance of the series titled The English Rogue
in four parts. In the paratextual material of all of the picaresque novels reviewed for this
chapter, there appears to be a preoccupation with national thinking which expands to include
other European countries. The differences between European nations in the early modern
period was emphasised, and sometimes (notably in The English Rogue), these differences were
used to establish a hierarchy of European peoples.
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Chapter 2 – The Image of Spain in Amsterdam’s and London’s
Literary Spheres
“In Spanjen gebooren”307

Introduction
When the Dutch playwright Leonard de Fuyter refers to “dien Godt der Poëten”308 in 1647, he
is not referring to a Dutch author, and when, in 1671, Samuel Tuke writes about “the Nation
of the World who are happiest in the force and delicacy of their Inventions,” he is not referring
to his native England.309 Rather, De Fuyter is bestowing praise on the Spanish author Félix
Lope de Vega Carpio (1562-1635), and Tuke is complimenting Spain because a Spanish play
by “a celebrated Spanish Author” forms the foundation for his tragi-comedy.310 Both De
Fuyter’s Verwarde Hof (1647) and Tuke’s The Adventures of Five Hours (1661) are
translations/adaptations of Spanish Golden Age play texts. Instead of keeping their sources a
secret, they openly praise the Spanish authors for the quality of their writing. Despite the fact
that Spain had been an enemy of the Dutch Republic for almost eighty years and that England,
too, had been confronted by Spain’s military in historical key episodes like the Armada
enterprise (1588), this enmity and appreciation for Spain’s culture and literary production were
not mutually exclusive. By focussing on the literary spheres of seventeenth-century Amsterdam
and London, this chapter aims to show what the impact of Spanish plays (short for Spanish
Golden Age play texts) was in each city respectively, and how they contributed to the creation
and (re)negotiation of the image of Spain.
The literary sphere encompasses anyone who is involved in the process of producing a
book for consumers. For originally Spanish play texts, the literary sphere therefore includes
translators, authors, booksellers, and printers. By focussing on the literary spheres, we will be
able to understand the impact Spanish plays have had on cultural production in Amsterdam and
London.311 Additionally, the paratextual material accompanying these originally Spanish
works offers insight into how the two literary spheres regarded the original sources and their
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authors.312 As noted by David Scott Kastan, “printing allowed books to become a means of
mass communication,” and so the images represented in books (and paratexts) became widely
available.313 Considering the interconnections between authors, translators, printers, and
booksellers will go a long way to understanding the impact Spanish Golden Age plays had in
London and Amsterdam, and by involving the paratextual material, insight will be gained into
how the literary spheres reflected upon the image of Spain and its cultural productions.
Spanish literary works found a welcoming reception in the Dutch Republic. In
seventeenth-century Amsterdam, where the book production industry was fiercely competitive,
there were a number of prolific booksellers (who were often also the printers and/or
bookbinders) producing Spanish materials. There are a few booksellers who stand out for their
production of literary works translated from Spanish. One of the best-known seventeenthcentury printers and booksellers, Baltus Boekholt, for example, primarily produced novels,314
and throughout his career (which lasted from 1659 till 1689), he printed and sold a number of
picaresque novels translated into Dutch from Spanish, including Lazarillo de Tormes and
Gusman d’Alfarache.315 Meanwhile, , the production of play texts increased after the opening
of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre in 1638, and so too did the production of translated
Spanish Golden Age play texts. Though there are a number of printers who attempted to make
this segment of the market the place of their fortune, the names that feature most often in
relation to Spanish play texts are Michiel de Groot (with his cousin Gysbert, and after his death,
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account of the Netherlands’ bloody wars with her neighbours and elsewhere, surrounding the solidification of her
state, up until this present time] (see Blok, P.J. and P.C. Molhuysen’s (1914). Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch
woordenboek. Deel 3).
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Boekholt printed three editions of Lazarillo de Tormes (as translated by D.D. Harvy), namely in 1653, 1662,
and 1669. Likewise in 1669, Boekholt produced A. de Castillo y Solorzano’s ’t Leeven en bedryf van den
doorsleepen bedrieger, meester van bedrogh en fieltery (translated by G.D.B.). One year later, in 1670, he printed
an edition of the Dutch translation of Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. Boekholt also reprinted the
anonymous translation of Gusman d’Alfarache in 1670. As will be discussed in section 1 of this chapter, 1669
and 1670 were peak years in the production of Dutch translations of Spanish play texts and picaresque novels.
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Gysbert’s widow),316 Jan Bouman,317 the brothers Dirck and Tymon Houthaeck,318 and
Nicolaes van Ravesteyn.319 However, none were as prolific as the printer/bookseller who will
serve as a focal point for section 1 of this chapter: Jacob Lescailje.
Jacob Lescailje (1611-1679) started as an apprentice in Dordrecht after having escaped
religious persecution in his native Geneva in 1634. Eventually, his marriage to his second wife
Aeltje offered him the opportunity to run a printing press and bookshop in Amsterdam. This
press/shop had previously belonged to Aeltje’s first husband, and she had continued the
business after his death. Lescailje’s children would all work in the book production industry in
some capacity.320 His printing press and bookshop were not large, and thus instead of
competing with the larger printing houses, he focussed on printing play texts, which were
relatively cheap.321 When in 1657 Lescailje became the Municipal Theatre’s official printer –
a position he would retain until his death – his influence amongst the literary sphere of
Amsterdam was solidified. As discussed by Jautze, Álvarez Francés, and Blom, Lescailje was
a central figure in the network of poets, translators, and printers involved with the production
of Spanish theatre in Amsterdam.322 Though Jautze, Álvarez Francés, and Blom discuss
Lescailje’s prominence, their study does not look at the play texts he produced, nor at exactly
how he contributed to the dissemination of translated Spanish Golden Age play texts.
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Michiel de Groot (1634-1680) was active between 1656 and 1680. After his death in 1680, the widow of
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Jan Bouman (1645/6-1686) was a remarkably active printer though he was not a member of the guild in
Amsterdam. He often worked together with other printers to produce literary works (such as Jan ten Hoorn) and
it seems likely that he competed with Lescailje considering they produced similar works (and sometimes the same
text) (van Eeghen. (1965)).
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J.A. Worp notes that Dirk Cornelisz Houthaak (1597-1658) was an unsuccessful actor for the Municipal
Theatre but that he printed many of their plays. Besides, Houthaak provided “books, writing utensils, and beer”
(Worp, J.A. (1920). Geschiedenis van den Amsterdamschen schouwburg, 1496-1772. Last accessed through the
DBNL database on 02/12/2019: https://dbnl.nl/tekst/worp001gesc03_01/). His brother Tymon (sometimes spelled
‘Timon’ or ‘Tijmon’) appears to have done the same, as Worp notes that the Municipal Theatre paid him 13
guilders on the 4th of January 1649 for 500 new-year songs (Ibid.).
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Nicolaas van Ravesteyn (1613-1672) continued his father’s printing press in 1635. Van Ravesteyn printed a
variety of books, including play texts, theological texts, and educational texts. He seems to have worked in what
Blok and Molhuysen call “a traditional direction” which here refers to his printing only texts to be sold at the
bookshops of others. For example, he printed Bellerophon of lust tot wijsheid (1638) as well as Theodore
Rodenburgh’s Geboorte Christi (1639) for Dirck Houthaeck (see Blok, P.J. and P.C. Molhuysen. (1912). Nieuw
Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek. Deel 2. Last accessed through the DBNL database on 02/12/2019:
https://dbnl.nl/tekst/molh003nieu02_01/).
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Besides Grabowsky’s doctoral thesis Op zoek naar de ware Jacob: een biografisch en bibliografisch onderzoek
naar de Amsterdamse drukker, boekverkoper, uitgever en dichter Jacob Lescailje (1611-1679) (1991),
biographical information on Lescailje is scarce. In 1960, Dr. Maria J. E. Sanders’ article ‘De Familie Lescaille’
was published in Amstelodamum: Maandblad voor de Kennis van Amsterdam. Other studies have been included
in the bibliography of this studuy.
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One such larger presses was the one operated by the Blaeu family in Amsterdam (now best-known for Joan
Blaeu’s Atlas Nova et Acuratissima Terrarum Orbis Tabula (1648)) (van Netten, D. (2014). Koopman in kennis:
De uitgever Willem Jansz Blaeu in de geleerde wereld (1571-1638). Zutphen: Walburg Pers; Donkersloot-de Vrij,
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Additionally, their study only covers the time period between the opening of the Theatre in
1638 and its temporary closure in 1672 due to the Disaster Year. Section 1 of this chapter aims
to look in more detail at exactly which works were produced by Lescailje, how they contributed
to the dissemination of Spanish play texts, and what happened after the reopening of the
Municipal Theatre in January 1678. It will also look at whether or not there is a correlation
between the production and performance of Spanish Golden Age play texts.
In London, the book production industry developed at a vastly different pace than it had
done in Amsterdam. The English book trade “was not in the vanguard in embracing the new
technology.”323 As a consequence, P.G. Hoftijzer argues, the British book trade was slow to
develop in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which meant that British books did not find
a welcome market on the Continent as their production was not advanced enough to compete
with, for example, the Dutch Republic, which had taken a central role in producing and trading
books on a European scale.324 The following interesting case Hoftijzer discusses shows just
how far apart the two countries were in terms of producing and distributing books. The 1643
catalogue published by the widow of a Parisian bookseller (Guillaume Pelé) shows that of the
884 titles in Latin (the lingua franca of Europe), only 26 (or less than 3%) were printed in
England, whereas 429 titles were from the Dutch Republic (or 48.5%).325 Additionally, books
originally printed in London would often be reprinted in the Republic,326 and due to the
religious persecution of non-conformist Puritans in England, the Republic saw an increase in
English refugees which led to Amsterdam becoming “the hotbed of radical English Protestant
printing.”327
Another part of London’s printing culture which did not aid the production of printed
play texts was the fact that there was no centralised theatrical institution, and thus there was no
single printer appointed to officially produce play texts. However, there is one (mostly)
successive line of booksellers/printers which stands out for their interest in producing play texts
(including the English translations of the Spanish Golden Age plays). One of the most
important early booksellers of play texts was Humphrey Moseley (d. 1660), who paved the
way for other booksellers/printers interested in this genre. Moseley was admitted to the
Stationers’ Company as a freeman in 1627.328 He was a prolific printer who produced around
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Kastan, D. S. (2007). ‘Humphrey Moseley and the Invention of English Literature.’ In S. Alcorn Baron, E.N.
Lindquist, and E. F Shevlin (Eds.). Agent of Change: Print Culture Studies after Elizabeth L. Eisenstein. (pp. 105124). Boston: University of Massachusetts Press. 112. As noted by W. Boutcher, Moseley “is known to modern
book historians as the ‘inventor’ of English literature as he published Crashaw, Shirley, Suckling, Beaumont and
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and William London.’ In M.A. Belle and B.M. Hosington (Eds.). Thresholds of Translation: Paratexts, Print, and
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(Ibid. 256).
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300 titles in 25 years.329 Moseley’s publications were mostly literary and historical, and one
folio in particular must be mentioned: the collected works of Beaumont and Fletcher printed in
1647.330 Many of the plays in this folio had not been printed before, and of the 35 plays it
included, at least 10 were based on Spanish sources.331
Although Moseley’s contribution to the development of London’s book trade is
invaluable, it was his successor, Henry Herringman (bap. 1628-1704) who reinvented the
business strategy of the industry.332 Herringman will be the focal point of section 2 of this
chapter. His career as a printer/bookseller began in 1644 when he became an apprentice with
Abel Roper, a London bookseller. In 1652, Herringman was registered as a freeman of the
Stationers’ Company, and from then on his business developed rapidly. Through the 1660s and
1670s, his shop continued to grow, and his position within the literary sphere of London was
solidified. His business strategy was innovative and based on a “model of buying rights,
repackaging books and extracting value over the long term.”333 Essentially, Michael Bhaskar
argues, Herringman “was a foremost owner of copyrights, a rentier capitalist, who dealt with
the intangibles of intellectual property and financial instruments to net gains and build a
business.”334 Herringman was able to do this because, unlike in Amsterdam, London’s book
trade was more tightly regulated by the Stationers’ Company which increased its control over
the “intellectual property” of the book market through successive Licensing Acts from 1662.335
After Moseley’s death in 1660 all of his copies were purchased by Herringman, and throughout
the century he would buy rights to key writers in English literature (like John Donne, John
Milton, and Thomas Middleton). One disastrous event which aided Herringman’s career was
the Great Fire of London (1666). During the Great Fire, which raged for 5 days, many books
were lost, as the booksellers had transferred their wares to St Paul’s Cathedral for safekeeping
329
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after which the Cathedral burned down. Herringman’s stock had not been lost because his
bookstall had been far enough away from the fire in the New Exchange. The fire had stopped
near Temple Bar, to the west of the New Exchange, and so whereas Herringman’s competitors
were suddenly left without merchandise, Herringman continued to grow his business.336
Herringman also had a remarkable relationship with the well-known Restoration
playwright John Dryden. Before Dryden, who uniquely shares his views on translation and
adaptation with his readers in prefaces to his works, had gained a reputation, he had been hired
by Herringman to write prefaces to new books to be sold at Herringman’s shop. With
Herringman’s support (by way of connections, and a proven ability to sell books), Dryden
began his writing career.337 Until 1678, Herringman printed all of Dryden’s works including
his translations/adaptations of Spanish Golden Age play texts. Additionally, following in
Moseley’s footsteps, Herringman produced the second edition of the Beaumont and Fletcher
folio in 1679. This second edition was new and improved and contained not 35 but 51 plays,
of which 13 are based on Spanish sources and 1 features Spanish characters.338 The majority
of the translated Spanish Golden Age play texts in London were produced and sold by
Herringman. Section 2 will, therefore, examine exactly which editions were produced by him,
how they contributed to the dissemination of Spanish play texts in London, and if there is a
correlation between the production and performance of Spanish Golden Age play texts.
Because this chapter will be looking at popular commercial cultural productions of the
seventeenth century, it is important not to forget that economics played an important role in the
creation of translated versions of Spanish Golden Age play texts. After all, the book industry
revolved around making a profit, and the theatre offered the industry wholly new avenues to
be explored. The Amsterdam Municipal Theatre in particular provided an impulse to the book
production industry, which made the production of play texts a popular enterprise.339 But, apart
from printing and selling books, bookshops had another function. Both Lescailje’s bookshop
and Herringman’s bookstall were meeting points for a wide variety of literary enthusiasts and
members of the literary sphere such as translators, dramatists, other printers, and regents of the
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theatre.340 As such, their enterprises are not merely important for the production and
dissemination of the translated Spanish play texts but also for the potential dissemination of
cultural ideas about other nations and their literary production within the literary sphere. This
potential dissemination was likely aided by the presence of the translated Spanish plays
throughout the seventeenth century.
However, as Jan Bos notes, not all books printed in the seventeenth century have
survived, and of those that have, the number of editions printed per play do not offer a reliable
estimate as to their popularity.341 The general rule, he suggests, must be that “the more there
were, the fewer remain.”342 Similarly, Emma Smith and Andy Kesson point out that “such
ephemeral moments of print popularity are difficult for us to pinpoint, since their
manifestations can look to quantitative methodology like print failure.”343 However, to combat
this obstacle in the analyses of the popularity of early-modern Spanish play texts, we will crossreference the known number of print runs per play with the known number of performances.
As a result, we can generate a more accurate notion of the success enjoyed by a particular play,
for it is likely that if a play was printed multiple times and it was performed often, that the play
was indeed successful. We need to consider the study of the popularity of a work within the
context of human networks, their publication and distribution, as well as how books continued
to be used throughout the seventeenth century.344
The primary sources for this chapter were not specifically selected, but rather, any
known play based on a Spanish source text (both novels and plays) written by a Siglo de Oro
author has been included.345 This resulted in the inclusion of 83 plays in total, all of which have
been reviewed for their paratextual material, the number of prints, who printed/sold them, and
the number of performances. Of these 83 plays, 51 are Dutch346 and 32 are English, and they
are based on a total of 65 Spanish original sources. Seven of these Spanish originals were
P.J. Verkruijsse notes that “Some authors had a regular publisher, or – formulated differently – some publishers
had gathered a regular circle of authors around them and their publication house functioned as a cultural meeting
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translated into both English and Dutch.347 Remarkably, in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre,
a relatively high number of Spanish source texts were translated and adapted more than once,
which perhaps reveals how competitive the market for play text production in Amsterdam was.
At times, these competing translations appeared in quick succession. Of the five originally
Spanish plays that were translated into Dutch in two different versions, four appeared within
two years from one another at most. For example, Mattheus Tengnagel’s De Spaensche Heidin
was printed in 1643, and in 1644 Katharina Verwers’ translation/adaptation of the same
Spanish novella (La gitanilla de Madrid (1613) by Cervantes) appeared as well. Similarly, in
1671, two editions of Lope de Vega’s El mayor imposible (1631) by Joan Blasius and Nil
Volentibus Arduum, both titled De Malle Wedding, were published, though it was the N.V.A.’s
edition which enjoyed success on stage. In England, there are only two Spanish works that
were translated more than once. The first, Cervantes’ Las dos doncellas (1613), formed the
foundation of John Fletcher’s Love’s Pilgrimage (c.1615) before John Dryden adapted it under
the title The Rival Ladies in 1664. As for the second, Gonzalo de Céspedes y Meneses’ Poema
trágico del español Gerardo (1615) saw two adaptations, titled The Spanish Curate (1622) and
The Maide in the Mill (1623), both produced by Fletcher. By reviewing the primary sources, it
becomes clear that in the Dutch Republic, the majority of the plays with a Spanish source were
derived from plays by Lope de Vega and Calderón de la Barca, as well as a number of other
Spanish playwrights.348 In England, on the other hand, the majority of the plays with a Spanish
source were derived from Calderón and Cervantes’ novellas.
The following illustration provides an impression of the number of English and Dutch
adaptations/translations from Spanish Golden Age sources per Spanish author:
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Figure 1.

This illustration shows that apart from some overlap in the production of certain authors (like
Calderón), there are more authors who remain particular to either England or the Dutch
Republic. For example, England had renditions of play texts by Moreto, Coello, and Céspedes
y Meneses, whereas in the Republic, play texts by Solórzano, Alarcón, and Montalván were
produced. One interesting discrepancy that must be noted here involves the number of plays
based on the works of Lope de Vega and Calderón in the Dutch Republic as shown in the
illustration above and the number of performances of these authors in the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre. Jautze, Álvarez, and Blom generated the following table to show the
popularity of Spanish play performances in the Amsterdam Theatre between 1638 and 1672:

Figure 2 – Number of performances per playwright in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre between 1638 and
1672.349

Here, it is clear that Lope de Vega outperforms every other author (including the Dutch national
poet Joost van den Vondel) and that in comparison, Calderón is performed roughly 8 times less
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often than Lope, despite the fact that Calderón is the second-most often translated/adapted
Spanish playwright for the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre (between 1638 and 1700). The
majority of Calderón’s plays were adapted/translated before 1672 (10 out of 14, 12 of the 14
were performed in Amsterdam). However, with the exception of N.N. Schouwenburgh’s Het
Leven is maer een Droom (1647, printed in Amsterdam for the first time in 1654), Calderón’s
greatest successes were first performed relatively late in the seventeenth century (from 1670
onwards). Meanwhile, the plays by Lope de Vega which were performed between 1645 and
1700 had success rate of roughly 50%. Of the 20 plays performed during the seventeenth
century, 8 became incredibly successful,350 4 were performed more than 10 times,351 and the
remaining 8 were performed up to 10 times.352 The sheer volume of Lope de Vega’s plays in
the Amsterdam Theatre and the early time from which these works began to be
translated/adapted, however, ensured a far higher number of performances in total than the
plays by Calderón.
The primary focus of this chapter is to look at the presence of translated Spanish Golden
Age play texts in Amsterdam and London to be able to determine how widespread the image
of Spain and the Spaniard constructed in these texts and paratexts was. Understanding the book
production industry in both cities is vital to understanding the dissemination of this image. In
section 1, the focus will be on the production and performance of the translated Spanish sources
in Amsterdam. The Amsterdam Theatre is unique because the Municipal Theatre’s records
have been preserved, documenting which plays were scheduled, how much revenue they
generated, and how often they were performed. This source material has been collected into a
single database, OnStage. This database greatly improves the accessibility of these sources and
thus aided the analysis of the production of Spanish Golden Age play texts in Amsterdam. In
section 2, the focus will shift to London, which unfortunately did not have a central theatrical
institution, and many of the records of the individual companies were lost over time, which
may be a contributing factor to the discrepancy in the number of surviving play texts. However,
the large amount of scholarly attention for early modern English plays did aid the analysis of
Spanish play text production in London. Section 3 focusses on the paratextual material of both
Dutch and English play texts based on originally Spanish Golden Age sources. The paratexts
350

Ordered by the number of performances: (1) Izaak Vos, Beklaaglyke Dwang (1648). Performed: 1648-1788,
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times; (11) Theodoor Rodenburgh, Hertoginne Celia en grave Prospero (1617). Performed: 1658-1678, 19 times;
(12) Hendrick de Graef, Joanna Koningin van Napels, of Den Trotzen Dwinger (1664). Performed: 1664-1671,
16 times.
352
(13) Theodoor Rodenburgh, De Jaloerse Studenten (1617). Performed: 1644-1646, 10 times; (14) Catharina
Questiers, Den Geheymen Minnaar (1655). Performed: 1655-1657, 9 times; (15) Gilles van Staveren, De Dolheyt
om de Eer (1661). Performed: 1661-1662, 5 times; (16) Unknown, Stantvastigheid in ’t Ongeluk (1656).
Performed: 1656, 5 times; (17) Joan Blasius, De Malle Wedding (1671). Performed: 1671-1672, 4 times; (18)
Hendrick de Graef, Den Dullen Ammirael (1670). Performed: 1670, 3 times; (19) Adriaen de Leeuw, Kosroés
(1656). Performed: 1656, 3 times; (20) E.D.S.M. Spaensche Comedie, De Mislukte Liefde, en Trouw van Rugero
Prins van Navarren (1674). 0 times.
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reveal that the image of Spain was constructed in more than one way by the literary spheres of
London and Amsterdam through their reflections upon Spain and their cultural productions.

Section 1 - Spanish Golden Age Play Texts in Amsterdam: Production and
Performance
In the early modern period, the Dutch Republic functioned as a cultural transfer node for the
transmission of European drama and other literature.353 In Amsterdam, Spanish Golden Age
play texts enjoyed what could be called a ‘Gold Rush’ in production in the 1660s and 1670s.
Although consistently present from the opening of the Municipal Theatre till the end of the
century (1638-c.1700), the popularity of Spanish plays appears to increase significantly in these
decades, reaching its peak in 1669, after which the production suddenly comes to a nearstandstill (likely due to the closure of the theatre in the ‘Disaster Year,’ 1672). By the end of
the 1670s, production picked up again, though for a far shorter time period. The following
graph shows the number of printed Spanish plays, colour-indicated according to whether they
were a first, second, third or other edition:

See Blom and Van Marion (2017); as well as Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2016). ‘‘Neem liever een Spaans spel’.
Nieuw onderzoek naar het Spaanse toneel op de Noord- en Zuidnederlandse planken in de zeventiende eeuw.’ De
Zeventiende Eeuw. Cultuur in de Nederlanden in interdisciplinair perspectief 32(1). 2–11.
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Though production was already steadily increasing in the 1650s, it is clear that the most rapid
growth occurred between 1661 and 1670. As the colours indicate, the years 1654-1659 saw the
appearance of primarily first editions, together with a number of second and third editions. But
from 1661 onwards, first editions are increasingly joined by reprinted editions of older works,
some of which appear in their fifth, sixth or even seventh editions. This indicates that as the
demand for Spanish plays grew, Dutch printers and booksellers tried to satisfy it by turning to
those works already in their possession. This ‘ripple effect’ in popularity becomes even more
clearly exemplified when we cross-reference the production of Spanish plays with the
production of the picaresque novels (discussed in Chapter 1), with a specific focus on the years
1654-1672 which encompass the lead-up to and pinnacle of the increased production of Spanish
plays:

Dutch Spanish Golden Age Plays

Dutch Picaresque Novels
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Figure 4. Dutch translations of Spanish Golden Age play texts and picaresque novels produced in Amsterdam.

Here we can see a remarkable trend. The first and second peaks in terms of Spanish play text
production occurred in 1656 and 1662, and in the years leading up to both, plays and picaresque
novels were printed regularly. However, as the production of plays goes down after 1662, the
picaresque novels are not reprinted. At the third peak, in the year 1669, the plays are once again
joined by reprints of several picaresque novels. Despite the continued if less frequent printing
of Spanish plays, the picaresque novels once again remain absent until the fourth peak of this
period, in 1679, when after 2 years of increased play text production, another picaresque novel
finally again appears. This last cessation in production may have been influenced by the 1669
proclamations against the printing of licentious books. With the Placaet van de Staten Generael
der Vereenighde Nederlanden, tegens het licentieus drucken, verkoopen ende divulgeren van
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fameuse Libellen, vuyle ende ergerlijkce Geschriften en Boeckskens,354 the States General
aimed to placate both the Puritan church and Louis XIV of France, both of whom vividly
opposed the dissemination of “lewd and obscene books.”355 The real-life effects of the ban are
questionable. As argued by Inger Leemans, the Dutch government would not start actively
censoring books on grounds of obscenity before the 1800s.356 And yet, the ban appears to be
reflected in the production of picaresque novels, or rather, the lack thereof after 1670. However,
it could also be that the cessation of the appearance of new editions of the translated Spanish
picaresque novels correlates with the momentary halt in production of translated Spanish
Golden Age play texts due to the closure of the Municipal Theatre. It is difficult to know for
sure, but considering the continued correlation between the appearance of the picaresque novels
and the peaks in the production of the play texts, I would argue that the increased popularity of
the Spanish plays on the Amsterdam stage at least partly affected the production of the
picaresque novels.
Though information regarding the production of Dutch translations of both Spanish
Golden Age play texts and Spanish picaresque novels gives us an idea of the popularity and
marketability of these works, there is only limited information available on the circulation and
outreach of these printed editions. Additionally, we cannot be sure if each of these editions was
indeed new and not merely an unsold copy refurbished with a new title page, nor how many
copies made up each print run. To further investigate just how far-reaching the image of Spain
as represented in translated Spanish plays was, therefore, it is useful to cross-reference our data
on printed editions with the data on stage performances. To cross-reference each play of this
chapter’s corpus was not feasible for this study, considering the number of plays included. As
such, three plays have been selected which, based solely on the printed records, give rise to the
expectation that they were successful on stage.
The three plays selected were chosen at random, though three relevant criteria were
applied. First, they needed to have been reprinted more than five times within the time period
c.1621 – 1700 so as to be sure they were representative of the four peaks in production
identified above. Second, they needed to be performed more than 100 times in total to make
sure that they were, indeed, popular plays on stage. And third, they had to be by different Dutch
playwrights to minimise the chance of one play selling well because of the past success of a
similar play by the same author. Though this left us with a number of options,357 I selected De
verduytste Cid (1641) by Johan van Heemskerk, Veranderlyk Geval, of Stantvastige Liefde

354

The tract is included in a large volume titled Groot placet-boeck, vervattende placaten, ordonantien ende
edictten van de Hoogh Mogende Heeren Staten Generael der Vereenighde Nederlanden [etc.] collected by
Cornelis Cau and printed in 1683 which groups tracts of a particular subject together. The placard against
licentious printing can be found on pages 520-522.
355
Leemans, I. (2018). ‘The Sex Shop of Europe: Sex and Commerce in the Dutch Republic 1660-1720.’ Das
achtzehnte Jahrhundert 42 (2). 195-219. 204-206.
356
Ibid. 206.
357
Other options were W. G. van Focquenbroch’s Min in ‘t Lazarus-Huys (1674) which was performed 138 times
between 1683 and 1818 and printed 7 times between 1674 and 1702; L. de Fuyter’s Verwarde Hof (1647) which
was performed 142 times between 1647 and 1759, and printed 7 times between 1647 and 1699; and NN
Schouwenburgh’s Het Leven is een Droom (1647), performed 148 times between 1654 and 1788, and printed 10
times between 1671 and 1705.
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(1663) by Dirck Pietersz. Heynck, and Beklaaglyke Dwang (1648) by Izaak Vos.358 The Cid
went through 13 editions and was performed 230 times; Veranderlyk Geval was printed 7 times
and performed 197 times; and Beklaaglyke Dwang saw 12 editions and 165 performances.
All three plays were performed almost every year with the exception of the years 16721677 when the Municipal Theatre was closed due to the Disaster Year and the outbreak of the
plague. The regularity of performances of The Cid was not tied to the emergence of a new
printed edition. This play was printed in 1641, 1650, 1662, 1663, 1669, and 1670, but between
1641 and 1670, it was performed multiple times a year (except for 1657 when it was performed
only once), showing no increased or decreased regularity surrounding the appearance of new
editions. However, when the theatre reopened in 1678, and The Cid reappeared on stage, a new
edition printed by Jacobus Bouman in Amsterdam was printed, followed by another edition in
1680 by M. de Groot. The reprinting of the play in 1678 right as the theatre reopens and The
Cid was once again being performed suggests that the bookseller (in this case Bouman) timed
his edition to correspond to the theatre’s performance of the play. Supporting this idea is the
fact that Bouman’s two earlier editions of the play appeared in 1662 and 1669, precisely in the
years when interest in Spanish plays peaked. A similar pattern can be found when we look at
Beklaaglyke Dwang, of which editions appeared in 1648, 1655, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1669, 1671,
1672, and 1677. Again, the regularity of performances remains unaffected by the emergence
of new editions, but the printers seem to time their editions to follow the market and capitalise
on the reopening of the theatre. Finally, Veranderlyk Geval partly continues the trend, for
though it does appear around the first three peaks (with editions in 1655, 1662, 1667, and 1669),
it is not reprinted during the last peak around 1679. Instead, it is reprinted in 1692, 1696, 1697,
and 1701. That Beklaaglyke Dwang reappears at the end of the century is not surprising, as a
steady production flow seems to have established itself by 1690 (see Figure 1 above). Both the
Cid and Veranderlyk Geval were reprinted during the last decade of the seventeenth century as
well.
To determine whether or not there is a diachronic correlation between the increased
production of translated Spanish Golden Age play texts and the number of performances of
these plays, it will be useful to turn to a particular feature of the OnStage database which shows
the Top 50 of most performed plays in adjustable time periods. The following illustrations
show the Spanish plays, their ranking, and the number of times they were performed during
the indicated time period:359

358

De verduytste Cid is based on the French Le Cid by Pierre Corneille which in turn is based on the Spanish Las
Mocedades del Cid (1605-1615) by Guillén de Castro y Bellvís. Veranderlyk Geval is an adaptation of an
unknown source text by Juan Ruiz Alarcón y Mendoza and Antonio Amescua’s Examinarse de Rey o Más (1601).
Beklaaglyke Dwang is a translation of Lope de Vega’s La fuerza lastimosa (1609).
359
All the data encompassed in these tables has been extracted from the OnStage database.
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.
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Each of the three time periods above includes at least one peak in production. The closure of
the Amsterdam Theatre is split between the second and third time period. The division into
these three time periods is meant to give an impression of the popularity of the Spanish Golden
Age play texts in the seventeenth century, though different results may be generated when
different time periods are selected. What these illustrations show is that, first and foremost, the
number of performances of Spanish play texts did not increase significantly during the 1660s,
which was the most intense period of Spanish play text production. With a peak in both 1662
and 1669, it would not be unthinkable to expect an increase in play performances in this decade
as well. However, the Spanish plays are performed less often in comparison to other plays of
the period, as can be seen from their relatively low ranking in the Top 50. In both the period
before and after, the number of performances may be lower, but the plays ranked higher overall.
That the performance of Spanish plays in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre remained
relatively steady between its opening in 1638 and its temporary closure in 1672 is also
discussed by Blom, Jautze, and Álvarez who generated the following graph:360

Figure 8.

The opaque line shows the overall number of plays performed by the Amsterdam Theatre and
the light grey shows how many of those were, in fact, Spanish plays. The performance of those
Spanish plays remained even more steady than the performances of non-Spanish plays (as can
be seen around 1654 and 1664). However, the Spanish plays were no longer performed nearly
as often after the theatre reopened in 1678.
Between 1676 and 1700, the 50 most performed plays amounted to a total of 2179
performances in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre. This is a significantly higher number than
in the previous two time periods discussed here. Between 1638 and 1656 the 50 most performed
plays constituted 1504 performances, whereas this number declined to 1471 between 1657 and
1675. Yet the number of Spanish plays performed went from 274 in 1638-1656, and 286 in
1657-1675, to only 232 between 1676 and 1700. So even though the book trade experienced
its third peak in Spanish play text production and saw the rise of a relatively stable market by
the 1690s, Spanish plays were actually performed less often on stage.
From these observations we may argue that there does not appear to be any influence
of the production of Spanish Golden Age play texts on the actual programming of stage

360

Blom and van Marion. (2017). 158.
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performances in the Municipal Theatre. Conversely, the return of plays on stage does appear
to affect the printing of Spanish play texts. What is evident is that Spanish plays had a
prominent place in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre’s repertoire. It is for this reason that
Blom and Van Marion argue that “Spanish theatre invaded the Dutch realm and gloriously
conquered the people’s taste in the Netherlands.”361 Their statement plays with the well-known
Black Legend rhetoric representing the Spanish as the ‘aggressors’ even though there is no
evidence that suggests that the Spanish playwrights had any international aspirations – the
Spanish Golden Age authors did not write their works to ‘invade’ foreign realms, they wrote
them for their own theatrical tradition.362 Their prominence in the Dutch theatrical tradition is
better described as owing to a Dutch obsession and fascination with Spanish literary works and
theatre, rather than owing to the Spanish ‘conquering’ anyone’s taste.363
A likely motivation for the first peak in production in 1656 was the recently brokered
peace between the Dutch Republic and Spain of 1648 which made the cultural transfer of
Spanish literary sources more accessible.364 The increased production in the year 1650 (see
Figure 1) corresponds to the most successful period in the theatre for Lope de Vega’s plays
(1642-1649) and, as shown above, book production tends to follow the successes of the theatre.
It is less easy to determine a possible reason for the second peak in 1662. With 6 play texts
(none of which are ‘new’ works), the year sets itself apart in terms of production, but there is
no clear-cut reason for this increase. While a peak in print production often indicates a peak in
the number of performances by the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre (as will be discussed below),
1662 was not an extraordinary year for this institution. When we look at the 50 most often
performed plays for this year and tally the numbers, we come to 132 performances. In fact, the
number of performances in 1662 marginally decreased in comparison to 1661 (139
performances), and increased to 144 performances in 1663. In other words, 1662 was not an
extraordinarily bad year for the Municipal Theatre, but it was not a particularly good one either.
And yet, there is a peak in the production of Spanish play texts. Though we cannot be absolutely
certain as to why this peak occurred, it is indicative that no new translations were printed in
this year. All of the translated Spanish play texts produced in 1662 are reprinted editions of
previously published plays. As such, it may be that the printers/booksellers tried to satisfy a
continued demand of the readers for new material, but without any new plays appearing on the
stage of Amsterdam’s Municipal Theatre, they turned to previously produced plays.
The third peak in production in 1669 followed a surge in performances of the Municipal
Theatre in the same year. When we look at the cumulative number of performances for the 50
most often performed plays per year in 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, and 1671, it becomes clear
that throughout this time period, the Municipal Theatre directly affected the number of editions
361

Ibid. (2017). 156.
As Susan Paun de García discusses, the Siglo de Oro dramatists wrote for the “aesthetic preferences of their
intended audience” and to fit their work within the confines of the Spanish corrales (theatre). Their aim was much
the same as the Dutch playwrights’: to give the audience what they wanted. And like the Dutch turned to Spain
for inspiration, the Spanish turned to Italy. However, no dramatist set out to write a play befitting an international
stage (Paun de García, S. (2015). ‘Porous Boundaries: novela or comedia?’. In H. Erdman and S. Paun de García.
Remaking the Comedia: Spanish Classical Theater in Adaptation. (pp. 211-228). Woodbridge: Tamesis. 216).
363
Blom and Van Marion (2017) and Fuchs (2013) turn to metaphors of conquest and piracy in their studies on
Dutch-Spanish and English-Spanish theatrical relations respectively.
364
As Blom and Van Marion argue “Only by 1645, as serious peace negotiations preluded the final conclusion of
the war, the [cultural] transfer window was reopened” (Blom and Van Marion. (2017). 158).
362
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of Spanish Golden Age play texts printed per year. As such, while in 1667, the top 50 amounted
to 154 performances, this number had risen to 169 in 1668, and by 1669, the 50 most performed
plays accounted for 196 performances.365 Yet in 1670, the number of performances dropped to
134, and a similar number appears in 1671 (131 performances). 1669 was clearly a peak year
for the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre, and the production of Spanish play texts followed suit.
This steady increase culminating in the 1669 peak suggests that theatregoing overall enjoyed a
rush of popularity nearing the end of the 1660s. Considering the fact that printed play texts
were sold at the entrance to the Amsterdam Theatre with every performance, an increased
production of printed play texts seems to be a logical consequence.366 With such a rise in the
number of performances, the book market evidently responded in kind. This beneficial
relationship was mostly one-sided. It is not unthinkable that the existence of printed play texts
could have aided the popularity of Spanish plays on the Amsterdam stage, but if it did, there is
no significant indication of this in the correlation between the appearance of printed play texts
and the Theatre’s performances. The book market was invigorated by the Theatre’s
performances – but the Theatre’s performances were not necessarily equally invigorated by the
book market.
After 1669, and in accordance with the closure of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre,
the production of Spanish play texts almost came to a halt until, again in accordance with the
reopening of the Amsterdam Theatre, the production increased exponentially between 1677
and 1679. The fourth peak, then, appears to be due to the fact that Spanish plays were once
again performed on stage. Though Spanish plays continued to be performed successfully on
stage during the 1680s,367 few new editions of the works appeared, likely because the
productive surge during the last three years of the 1670s had produced ample material to last
through to the middle of the 1690s, when production ‘settled down’ into a more stable sequence
of between 1 and 3 play texts a year.
In Amsterdam, the primary producer of Dutch translations of Spanish Golden Age play
texts was Jacob Lescailje. Below, we will look in more detail at exactly which works were
produced by Lescailje, how this contributed to the dissemination of the Spanish play texts, and
what happened after the reopening of the Municipal Theatre in January 1678. During his
lifetime, Lescailje’s bookshop functioned as a congregation for some of the biggest literary
names in Amsterdam at the time. As mentioned above, Álvarez, Jautze, and Blom demonstrate
just how well connected Lescailje to those involved in the creation of Spanish plays in the
following illustration:
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These numbers include both Spanish and non-Spanish plays and they were generated by the OnStage database.
Blom and Van Marion. (2017). 156.
367
The three plays discussed above (De verduytste Cid, Beklaaglyke Dwang, and Veranderlyk Geval) were
performed every year between 1680 and 1690, and other Spanish plays like, for example, Don Louis de Vargas
(1668) by Dirck Pietersz. Heynck actually began their most successful runs in this decade despite having been
first performed and printed at the end of the 1660s.
366
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Figure 9.368

The larger the dot with the name, the more connected that person is, so this illustration shows
that Lescailje had the most connections within the network of people who were involved in
some way in bringing Spanish plays to the Amsterdam stage. This central role was, as noted
above, largely due to his appointment as primary printer for the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre
between 1657 and 1680.369 As shown in the illustration, his position meant that Lescailje was
connected to fellow printers Dirck and Timon Houthaak, to Leonard de Fuyter (whose
adaptations of Spanish plays are generally based on Jacob Barocas’ prose translations), to
members of Nil Volentibus Arduum such as David Lingelbach, and to playwrights like Thomas
Asselijn who did not only produce works based on Spanish sources, but also worked from other
‘Spanish’ sources (for example, his adaptation of the picaresque novel Guzmán and the
historical event of the Duke of Alva’s execution of the Counts of Egmont and Hoorne).
Lescailje’s specialisation in the production of play texts and volumes of poetry was not
accidental.370 For smaller bookshops, finding a niche and dominating it was a necessity –
competition in Amsterdam book industry was fierce, directly competing with large printing
houses was economic suicide,371 and by 1650, Amsterdam counted no less than 232 established
booksellers (this number excludes those trading in books illegally or outside of the guilds).372

In the network-visualisation graph, the ‘S’ refers to ‘(intermediate) connection’; ‘AD’ stands for ‘author-poet’;
‘SD’ for ‘chief playwright for the Amsterdam Theatre’; ‘PD’ for ‘periphery poets’; and ‘Z-NL’ for ‘poet from the
Southern Netherlands.’ Here, Lescailje is clearly the biggest connecting point.
369
Jautze, Álvarez, and Blom. (2016). 19.
370
Hoftijzer, P.G. (1987). Engelse Boekverkopers bij de Beurs: De Geschiedenis van de Amsterdamse
Boekhandels Vruyning en Swart, 1637-1724. Amsterdam: APA-Holland Universiteits Pers. 36.
371
Ibid. 36.
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Salman, J. (2013). ‘Pedlars in the Netherlands from 1600 to 1850: Nuisance or Necessity?’ In R. Harms, J.
Raymond, and J. Salman (Eds.). Not Dead Things: The Dissemination of Popular Print in England and Wales,
Italy, and the Low Countries, 1500-1820. (pp. 53-74). Leiden: Brill. 55.
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Of the 51 Dutch plays included in the corpus of this chapter for the period between1621-1700,
28 went through Lescailje’s shop at some point (16 of these 28 were first editions). Lescailje
was not an active producer of translated Spanish Golden Age play texts during the first peak in
1656, but in 1657, he printed 3 play texts which were based on Spanish sources.373 Because the
Amsterdam Municipal Theatre did not perform newly translated Spanish play texts in 1662 and
1669, Lescailje did not produce any first editions in 1662 and 1669. In 1662, 12 plays based
on Spanish sources were performed by the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre, and three of them
were reprinted by Lescailje.374 Similarly, in 1669, of the 16 originally Spanish plays performed
in the Theatre, Lescailje reprinted 3.375 The evident popularity of the originally Spanish plays
likely contributed to the appearance of 1 newly translated Spanish play in 1663,376 followed by
another 2 in 1664,377 and 3 newly translated Spanish plays in 1670.378 The appearance of these
new plays coincided with the performance and reprinting of other plays about Spain and the
Spaniards around the same time, such as Don Jeronimo, maerschalk van Spanjen (1621) by
Adriaen van den Bergh (reprinted in both 1662 and 1669), and Beleg ende ontset der stadt
Leyden (1644) (reprinted in 1663 and 1670).379 The fact that both plays have strong
Hispanophobic contents indicates that both anti-Spanish and neutral/positive figurations of
Spain could be presented to the Dutch public at the same time without problems. All of these
editions sprang from Lescailje’s press, suggesting that Lescailje was responding to the
increased popularity on stage by maintaining a continuous supply of these plays in print.

Thomas Asselijn’s Den Grooten Kurieen, of Spaanschen Bergman, Katharina Verwers’ Spaensche Heydin and
Joannes Serwouters’ Den Grooten Tamerlan.
374
In 1662, the Municipal Theatre performed Karel en Kassandra (1617); De verduytste Cid (1641) 4 times;
Vervolgde Laura (1645) 2 times; Gewdongen Vrient (1646) 2 times; Het is leven is een droom (1647) 2 times;
Verwarde Hof (1647) 2 times; Beklaaglyke Dwang (1648) 3 times; Alexander de Medicis (1653) 2 times; Den
grooten Tamerlan (1657) 2 times; Hester, oft de verlossing der Joden (1659) 2 times; and Dolheyt om de Eer
(1661) 2 times. Lescailje reprinted De verduytste Cid, Het leven is een droom, and Beklaaglyke Dwang.
375
In 1669, the Municipal Theatre performed Karel en Kassandra (1617) 2 times; De verduytste Cid (1641) 3
times; Vervolgde Laura (1645) 2 times; Gedwongen Vrient (1646) 2 times; Het leven is maar een droom (1647)
2 times; Verwarde Hof (1647) 2 times; Voorzigtige Dolheit (1650) 3 times; Alexander de Medicis (1653) 2 times;
Den grooten Tamerlan (1657); Den Grooten Kurieen (1657) 2 times; De looghenaar (1658); Het Veranderlyk
Geval (1663) 2 times; De Spookende Minnaar (1664) 3 times; Joanna, Koningin van Napels (1664) 4 times; and
Don Louis de Vargas (1668) 3 times. Lescailje reprinted Den Grooten Kurieen, Joanna, Koningin van Napels,
and Veranderlyk Geval.
376
Dirck Pieterszoon Heynck’s Veranderlyk Geval (1663), a translation of Examinarse de Rey o Más (1601)
commonly attributed to Antonio Amescua.
377
David Lingelbach’s De spookende minaar (1664), a translation from Calderón’s El galán fantasma (1637),
and Hendrick de Graef’s Joanna koningin van Napels, of Den Trotzen Dwinger (1664), translated from Lope de
Vegas La reina Juana de Nápoles (1615).
378
Adriaan Bastiaanszoon de Leeuw’s De toveres Circe (1670, translated from Calderón’s El mayor Encanto
amor (1637)), Hendrick de Graef’s Den dullen ammirael, of Stryt om d’Eer (1670, translated from Lope de Vega’s
La batalla del honor (1601)), and Adriaen Peys’ De nacht-spookende Juffer (1670, translated from Calderón’s La
dama duende (1636)).
379
Don Jeronimo and Beleg ende ontset der stadt Leyden [siege and liberation of the city of Leiden] were two of
the most popular plays featuring Spanish characters in the seventeenth century. The former was based on Thomas
Kyd’s famous The Spanish Tragedy (1592) and the latter on the historical events surrounding the occupation and
liberation of Leiden (1573-1574). Lescailje also printed The siege in 1660 (this was the first edition printed in
Amsterdam, as this year was the first time it was performed by the Municipal Theatre. Previously, The siege had
only been printed in Leiden. Afterwards, editions of the play would be produced in Amsterdam (by M. and G. de
Groot), Leiden (by D. Burghoorn), Delft (by A. Dissius), Utrecht (by J. van Poolsum), and Rotterdam (by G. van
Weyn).
373
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Spanish Golden Age play texts had a significant impact on the Dutch perception of the
Spaniard and on Dutch literary culture on the whole. Their presence is undeniable, and though
it falls outside of the scope of this study to address the reception of these plays, it is not
impossible to imagine that they greatly aided the creation of the image of Spaniard in the Dutch
public sphere. Plays were the mass media of the seventeenth century, to paraphrase Joad
Raymond,380 and the regularity of their programmed performances could be seen as their
ratings.381 Looking at the Spanish plays, their presence in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre
and in Amsterdam’s book production industry suggests that their impact was incredible. This
impact is important to keep in mind when discussing the construction of the image of Spain
because, as will be discussed in section 3 below, the paratexts of the translated Spanish play
texts often reflect upon the Spanish source or the Spanish author. Furthermore, if an originally
Spanish play features Spanish characters, the Dutch translators/adaptors would need to
consider how to represent these characters, since the Spanish theatrical tradition was not
affected by a Spanish Black Legend narrative in the way the Dutch was.

Section 2 - Spanish Golden Age Play Texts in London: Production and
Performance
Unlike the Dutch book production industry, the English book industry was not at the forefront
of the European market. This was in part due to the slow development of printing press
technology on the island until the early modern period.382 However, by the beginning of the
seventeenth century, London’s book trade had established itself as a thriving commercial
market. The development of this commercial market can be seen in, for example, the number
of apprentices who were bound to the Stationers’ Company. Whereas in 1557 only 11
apprentices were bound to the Company, in 1626 there were 100, in 1646 and 1656 there were
105, and in 1682 there were 94.383 At the end of the century (between 1686 and 1700 to be
exact) the number of bound apprentices ranged between 51 and 71.384 This increase in the
number of apprentices of the Stationers’ Company shows that the market grew, thus requiring
more staff to accommodate the increase in production. Equally indicative of the development
of the book market are the annual book production numbers. For example, between 1556 and
1560, 698 books were produced in London, but between 1621 and 1625, no less than 3022
books were printed, a number which grew to 5635 between 1625 and 1630.385 This exponential
growth indicates that London’s book production industry was rapidly developing to
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accommodate the ever-increasing demands of the reading audience for new material. The new
material included Spanish literary works, including Spanish Golden Age play texts.
It is perhaps unsurprising that fewer originally Spanish play texts can be found in
London than in Amsterdam, as there were a number of circumstances which did not work in
favour of literary relations between Spain and England. During the first half of the seventeenth
century, political tensions and war often made travelling between Spain and England virtually
impossible, and the stricter censorship on English play texts by the Master of the Revels
prevented any play alluding to political, social, and religious circumstances from being
performed/printed.386 Additionally, the Catholic nature of some Spanish plays meant that they
were excluded by law from being allowed to be adapted for the English stage.387 However,
although the circumstances were not necessarily ideal for literary or cultural transfer between
England and Spain at a time when crucial theatrical developments were taking place in both
countries, English authors continued to be interested in Spanish literary works.388 Especially
during the 1620s, this interest caused a significant rise in the number of English translations of
Spanish literature produced in London.389 Even so, the exchange between Spain and England
still remained less open than relations between England and the Dutch Republic and France.390
Towards the end of the seventeenth century, the English’ connection to the Dutch allowed them
to read Spanish comedies and even see them performed in Amsterdam.391
Unlike the Dutch literary sphere, which both partook of the literary sphere of the
Southern Netherlands and functioned as a node of European theatrical exchange in the early
modern period, the English literary sphere was less directly exposed to Spanish dramatic works,
especially during the first half of the seventeenth century.392 However, the production of
translated Spanish Golden Age play texts increased in London after the English Civil War and
subsequent Protectorate (1642-1660). With the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660, the
theatres, which had been closed during the Interregnum, were re-opened.393 Re-opening the
theatres was one of Charles II’s first acts upon his return to London. He also gave licence to
two courtiers to form theatre companies.394 Thomas Killigrew received the King’s patent, and
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his company, the King’s Men, had “the exclusive performance rights for most of the pre-Civil
War plays.”395 Meanwhile, Sir William Davenant’s the Duke’s Men did not possess many
patents to existing plays, forcing them to be innovative by introducing female actors and new
stage machinations to draw in crowds in the meantime, until new plays were produced.396 Early
Restoration theatre is often considered a period of transition, coming right before the
‘characteristic’ Restoration plays of the 1670s that would establish a distinct theatrical
tradition.397 Yet, as Tim Keenan rightly points out, this has often led to dismissal of the first
decade of Restoration theatre in scholarship, even though this time period in fact proved crucial
for the establishment and innovation of London’s theatres, bringing the construction of new
theatrical spaces, experimentation with stage machinations, and increased use of play texts to
convey information related to the physical staging of the play.398
During this first decade of innovation, the production of Spanish Golden Age play texts
in London increased significantly as well. Killigrew’s reworkings of pre-Civil War plays
reintroduced the works of Fletcher, Beaumont, and Jonson (including their adaptations of
Spanish works), and newly translated Spanish plays were soon added to the repertoires of both
the King’s and the Duke’s Men. This increased interest for Spanish sources continued
throughout the rest of the seventeenth century, indicating that the circumstances which had
previously hindered literary relations between Spain and England had changed. As can be seen
in the illustration below, Spanish Golden Age play texts continued to be produced steadily after
1660:
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The table above excludes the collected volumes of Beaumont and Fletcher’s plays (first edition 1647, second 1679), the collection of ‘wits’ (i.e. shortened plays performed
during the Interregnum when theatre performances were prohibited) by Francis Kirkman (1663), and the collection of Dryden’s plays (1695) – these will be discussed separately
below.

Figure 10. English translations of Spanish Golden Age play texts production in London.399
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The illustration above shows that, even though London’s booksellers and printers produced
multiple editions of the same works, the numbers were still only roughly half that of Spanish
translated play text production in Amsterdam. Whereas in Amsterdam, there was even case of
a thirteenth edition,400 the work most often reprinted in London reached only a sixth edition
between 1621 and 1700.401 This difference in the numbers of translated Spanish works printed
in Amsterdam and London suggests that these Spanish plays enjoyed greater popularity in
Amsterdam.
Upon closer examination of Figure 10, what stands out is that the production of first
editions of translated Spanish Golden Age play texts occurs primarily before 1675 which
corresponds with the establishment of the ‘characteristic’ Restoration play (with the exception
of 2 titles in the 1680s and 1 in 1694). Although critics are not necessarily in agreement as to
what a ‘characteristic’ Restoration play is, it generally refers to the heroic tragedy which
became a popular mode of writing after 1675, and the comedies by such playwrights as
Etherege, Wycherley (who also adapted a couple of Spanish play texts) and Congreve.402
Though only 3 plays based on Spanish sources were produced after 1675, existing Spanish play
texts continued to be reprinted, particularly in the last decade of the seventeenth century. It may
be that the increase in production of the 1690s is due to more material surviving from the end
of the seventeenth century, or it may signal the beginning of the turn towards Spanish materials
which continued in the eighteenth century.403
Although fewer Spanish Golden Age plays were printed in London, the London printers
and booksellers produced more picaresque novels than their Dutch counterparts between 1621
and 1700. Cross-referencing the production of Spanish plays with that of picaresque novels
reveals a different production trend in London than in Amsterdam:
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Figure 11. English translations of Spanish Golden Age play texts and picaresque novels produced in London.

This illustration shows a shift in production, with the first peak in 1655 mostly revolving
around the production of picaresque novels and the second peak in 1664 consisting solely of
the production of originally Spanish plays. After 1667, however, the production of both genres
of Spanish literature stabilises and remains both consistent and equal in numbers. In
Amsterdam, there was a correlation between the success of the Spanish Golden Age plays and
the appearance of new editions of picaresque novels. In London, there does not appear to have
been such a correlation, considering that both Spanish plays and picaresque novels enjoyed
independent peaks in production prior to both productions stabilising in a similar way.
At this same point in the analysis of the production of Spanish Golden Age play texts
in Amsterdam, this study turned to a set of individual play texts and their performance ratios
to establish whether or not there is a correlation between the performance and publication of
an originally Spanish play. Unfortunately, because of the scarcity of information regarding
London’s play performances in the seventeenth century (particularly prior to the Restoration),
a similar analysis cannot be performed here. Instead of focussing on three plays in particular,
which was the premise in section 1, this analysis will include all available information
regarding the performance of Spanish Golden Age texts performed in London. The objective
remains the same, namely to see whether or not there is a correspondence between the
performance of a play and its publication. As the only information available is on play
performances after 1660, the focus will be on the performance and printing of originally
Spanish play texts between 1660 and 1700. The illustration below includes only confirmed
performances.404
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Figure 12.

The illustration shows that there appears to be a correlation between the increased number of
performances of Spanish plays and the number of editions printed in London during the 1660s.
After 1672, however, this correlation is no longer visible. A likely reason for this trend not
continuing is that the performance records for the 1670s are incomplete and/or have been lost
over time, as the continued (re)printing of Spanish Golden Age play texts suggests that they
did maintain their popularity. The fact that new originally Spanish plays were
translated/adapted for the English stage in the 1680s likewise suggests that the popularity of
these plays did not disappear. Furthermore, as will be discussed below, there are other factors
which support the notion of sustained popularity of Spain and its cultural production in
London’s literary sphere.
One of the most important publications for the present study is the second edition of
the Beaumont and Fletcher folio, produced in 1679. The primary driving force behind this
edition was Henry Herringman who, as mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, was one
of the most prolific characters in London’s literary sphere from the 1650s onwards.405 The
second Beaumont and Fletcher folio was new and improved, 580 pages thick, and now included
51 plays.406 The first edition of the collected works of Beaumont and Fletcher (printed in 1647
by Herringman’s predecessor, Humphrey Moseley) had included 35 plays, 10 of which were
based on Spanish sources.407 Out of the 51 works in the second edition, 13 plays were based
For example, in the year 1668 alone, Herringman’s titles account for six per cent of the overall book production
in London, and by the end of the seventeenth century, he was one of the major figures in London’s publishing
congers (McKenzie, D.F. (2009). ‘Printing and publishing 1557-1700: constraints on the London book trades.’ In
R. Gameson, L. Hellinga, and J. Barnard. The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain Volume 4. (pp. 564-565).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 564).
406
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Rule a Wife and have a Wife, , The Little French Lawyer, The Chances, The Pilgrim, The Captain, The Knight of
the Burning Pestle, Loves Pilgrimage, The Double Marriage, The Maid in the Mill, The Coxcomb, The Fair Maid
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on Spanish sources and 1 play featured Spanish characters.408 The folio’s share of Spanish
Golden Age play texts in English translation constitutes a significant portion of the overall
production of translated Spanish play texts in London.409
In part because of this folio, Herringman became the main printer and seller of Spanish
Golden Age play texts in English translation in the mid-to-late seventeenth century, despite the
fact that the Beaumont and Fletcher plays all originated in the Jacobean era (1603-1625).
Furthermore, his contract with John Dryden ensured that Herringman was the one who
facilitated the production and sale of the plays Dryden based on Spanish sources. Altogether,
Herringman printed and sold 21 of the 32 plays translated/adapted from a Spanish source text
of this chapter’s corpus.410 These 21 plays were all first editions, and most of the plays
(excluding the Beaumont and Fletcher folio) would be reprinted by Herringman as well.
Herringman’s primary goal was to run and develop a successful business, and his strategies
changed London’s literary market.411 This economic aspect was likewise prioritised by Dryden.
Steven N. Zwicker shows that Dryden’s works “were, first of all, merchandise, then polemic,
and only then art and eternity.”412 Writing “with an eye on the commerce of the stage and
print,” Dryden steadily produced play texts for Herringman to print and sell.413 Herringman, in
turn, used the popularity of the Spanish plays to further develop his business.
In 1670, following the success of Tuke’s The Adventures of Five Hours (1663),414
Killigrew’s The Parson’s Wedding (1663),415 Sydserf’s Tarugo’s Wiles (1667),416 Dryden’s
The Rival Ladies (1664),417 The Indian Queen (together with Ron Howard, 1664),418 and An
408
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Evening’s Love, or the Mock-Astrologer (1668),419 Herringman reprinted the picaresque novel
The life and adventures of Buscon the Witty Spaniard (1657).420 Similarly, after Dryden’s The
Assignation (1672),421 Wycherley’s Love in a Wood (1672)422 and The Gentleman DancingMaster (1673),423 Herringman produced a 1673 reprint of The Visions of Dom Francisco
Quevedo de Villegas (1668).424 The appearance of these two Spanish works after the success
of originally Spanish play texts reflects the broader trend discussed above. The peaks in the
production of originally Spanish play texts (in both London and Amsterdam) were often
accompanied by the appearance of translated Spanish novels. Taking into consideration this
trend and the fact that Herringman was the leading m in London’s book trade, it seems unlikely
that the reprinting of Quevedo’s Buscón and Visions was accidental. A broader study could
look at other genres of Spanish literature and correlate them to the production of Spanish texts
translated and adapted for the stage. With this information, it would be possible to see if this
trend was established by Herringman himself or if he copied the success formula from
elsewhere.
Herringman was the main producer of English play texts derived from Spanish literary
sources for commercial purposes. Because of this preoccupation with commercial success,
Herringman did not consider the literary or artistic value of a particular work when selecting
texts to print and sell, or at least there is no evidence to suggest that he did. Considering
Herringman’s continued production of these translated Spanish plays, and the fact that
Herringman’s bookstall, like Lescailje’s shop, served as a meeting place for fellow printers,
literary enthusiasts, authors, translators, and playwrights, it is not surprising to see Spanish
themes appear in play texts not based directly on a Spanish source.
One of the clearest indications that Spanish themes not only pervaded English literature
but were also a popular eye-catcher is the use of ‘Spain,’ ‘Spaniard,’ or ‘Spanish’ in the titles
of these works (not to mention the title pages that refer to the work at hand being a translation
“from Spanish”). In 1622, for example, Leonard Digges’ novel Gerardo, the unfortunate
Spaniard appeared.425 In the same year, Fletcher and Massinger’s play based on this novel
(titled The Spanish Curate (1622)) was performed, though it would be printed for the first time
much later, in 1647. One year later, Middleton’s play The Spanish Gipsie (1623) was performed
for the first time,426 and in 1631 James Mabbe’s translation of La Celestina (1499) titled The
Spanish Bawd represented in Celestina was printed.427 Other titles include The pleasant history
of Lazarillo de Tormes, the witty Spaniard (1576), Guzman d’Alfarache, the witty Spaniard

Based on Calderón’s El astrologo fingido (1637)
This translation of La vida del Buscón was translated by J.D., as discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
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(1655), The life and adventures of Buscón the witty Spaniard (1657),428 The Cruelty of the
Spaniards in Peru (1658),429 The Spanish Fryar (1680),430 and The Spanish Wives (1696).431
Although the Dutch Republic also produced some texts with references to Spain in their titles
(or, as discussed above, to the original Spanish authors), the inclusion of ‘Spain’ as a modifier
in titles appears far more often in the English context. This indicates that a Spanish subject
functioned as an eye-catcher for potential reading audiences (and viewing audiences, too,as
these titles were also used on placards advertising the Theatre Companies’ upcoming
performances).
Not only was ‘Spain’ an eye-catcher, Spanish play texts continued to be produced and
reinvented, even at the most unlikely times. When London’s theatres were ordered to close and
all play performances were forbidden in 1642, a prohibition which would continue until the
end of the Interregnum (1642-1660),432 playwrights found new, innovative ways to continue
practicing their trade. An important part of this innovation was the re-adaptation of English
translations of Spanish literary works, and the invention of new genres, with stage productions
focussing on Spain as the subject.
In 1658, Sir William Davenant designed a combination of a masque and ‘operatic’
performance titled The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru.433 Though the Spanish themselves
play only a small part in the story, the title expressly calls the reader’s attention to the wellknown Black Legend trait of Spaniards’ “cruelty.” In part due to the report of the Spanish priest
Bartolomé de las Casas (Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias (1552)), which
detailed Spain’s treatment of the indigenous people in the West Indies, the anti-Hispanic
rhetoric of Western Europe focussed on the cruelty of the Spaniard towards other
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nationalities.434 Davenant’s play (printed by Herringman) touched upon contemporary political
topics, and within the field of English literary studies, it is often suggested that The Cruelty of
the Spaniards in Peru was “party to the colonialist ambitions of the Protectorate.”435 This
would explain Davenant’s choice of subject matter. Early-modern European expansionism was
competitive and from the fifteenth century onwards, Spain was a powerful and dominant player
on an increasingly global stage.436 Spain, as a competitor to England, and with an established
anti-Spanish narrative already in place, was an ideal antagonist for Davenant’s innovative play.
Davenant manages to make the cruelty of the Spaniards the primary focal point of the play
without focussing on the Spaniards themselves. He does so by telling the story from the point
of view of the cruelly treated Amerindians. By doing so, Davenant ticks several boxes: his play
is innovative, incorporating elements from masques, dances, and music so as to avoid censure;
it employs the well-known image of the Black Legend Spaniard by drawing attention to the
Spaniard’s supposed cruelty; and it engages with real-life topical issues of Commonwealth
England.
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The work was seized upon by both England and the Netherlands, and at least four English translations appeared
between 1583 and 1646, as well as no less than fifteen translations into Dutch between 1578 and 1664. At the
same time, French translations of the work were printed in Amsterdam, and in some cases (such as in the Le
Miroir De la Cruelle & horrible Tyrannie Espagnole perpetree au Pays Bas, par le Tyran Duc de Albe, & aultres
Comandeurs de par le Roy Philippe le deuxiesme On a adjoinct la deuxiesme partie de les Tyrannies commises
aux Indes Occidentales par les Espagnoles (1620)) these translations were printed together with translations of
other anti-Hispanic works such as Johannes Gysius’ Oorsprong en voortgang der Nederlandtscher beroerten
[Origin and progress of the disturbances in the Netherlands]. This volume was printed by Jan Evertszoon
Cloppenburch who was associated with the Dutch Reformed Church and printed Bibles, patriotic and religious
works. This work essentially comprises a history of the Dutch Revolt against Spain and it contains events like the
sieges of Haarlem and Leiden as well as the execution of the Counts of Horne and Egmont. The first French
translation of the Brevísima was produced by the Flemish Protestant preacher Jacques de Miggrode in 1579, an
important translation as the watercolour drawings accompanying this edition formed the basis for the famous
engravings by Theodor de Bry in his Latin and German translations of the Spanish Brevísima in 1598 and 1599
respectively (see Adorno, R.(2019). ‘The Not-So-Brief Story of the Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las
Indias.’ In D.T. Orique and R. Roldán-Figueroa (Eds.). Bartolomé de las Casas, O.P.: History, Philosophy, and
Theology in the Age of European Expansion. (pp. 29-57). Leiden: Brill). Matthew Restall argues that Las Casas’
views on how the Spanish conquistadors abused the indigenous people made him an unpopular figure among “the
entire class of Spaniards of any education, office, or connection to church or court” (Restall, M. (2019). ‘“There
Was a Time When We Were Friends”: Las Casas and Cortés as Monstrous Doubles of the Conquest Era.’ In D.T.
Orique and R. Roldán-Figueroa (Eds.). Bartolomé de las Casas, O.P.: History, Philosophy, and Theology in the
Age of European Expansion. (pp. 58-77). Leiden: Brill). In England, Las Casas’ pamphlet was translated under
the telling title The Tears of the Indians: Being an Historical and True Account of the Cruel Massacres and
Slaughters of above Twenty Millions of Innocent People; Committed by the Spaniards in the Islands of Hispaniola,
Cuba, Jamaica, &c. As also, in the Continent of Mexico, Peru, & other Places of the West-Indies, To the total
destruction of those Countries in 1656 by John Philips.
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Language Review 89. 832-841. 833. It is likewise noted by Frohock, R. (2001). Sir William Davent’s American
Operas. The Modern Language Review 96. 323-333. Ricardo Padrón argues, in a comparison between Calderón’s
La aurora en Capocabana and Davenant’s play (both set in Spanish occupied Peru), that The Cruelty of the
Spaniards in Peru took up “one of the themes of Hapsburg imperial ideology, which justified the Spanish presence
in the Americas by appealing to Castile’s evangelical mission. [However] it is up to England, the masque suggests,
to liberate America and overthrow the Spaniards […] Spain can only offer tyranny and a false religion” (Padrón,
R. (2007). The Empire of the Idol: Calderón’s La aurora en Copacabana. Bulletin of Spanish Studies 84 (1). 1336. 24).
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M. Quilligan. Rereading the Black Legend: The Discourses of Religious and Racial Difference in the Renaissance
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Another way in which the theatrical community continued operating despite the ban on
play performance, which was supported by both the city of London’s magistrates and Puritan
preachers,437 was through the invention of what are commonly called “drolls.”438 However,
“drolls” are not a straightforward genre, as noted by Sanion and Roscoe:
drolls may be said to be short sketches or playlets, both comic and non-comic,
simple in plot and language (though rhetorical and bombastic on occasion),
limited in cast and easily staged. With roots lying in medieval drama and folk
entertainment, the majority of them were either direct reworkings of Elizabethan
jigs or abridgements from Pre-Commonwealth drama. […] Mounted on their
temporary scaffolds, drolls soon became part of the contemporary cultural scene
and thus were largely ignored by the authorities.439
Through drolls, then, plays could continue to be performed, though they were now at times
intermixed with puppet shows, dance scenes, or the appearance of a ‘monster’ to divert
attention away from the theatrical elements.440 It is through these drolls that originally Spanish
plays, too, were still being performed, and that Spanish characters continued to be portrayed
on stage.441 One volume of drolls – collected and printed by Francis Kirkman, who also
authored and printed The English Rogue (from 1669 onwards) as discussed in Chapter 1 –
contained a large number of originally Spanish play texts.
In The Wits, or Sport upon Sport (1662), 27 shortened play texts (i.e. drolls) were
collected, with an index indicating the source text of each droll. Seven of these shortened plays
were based on a Spanish source and five of them featured Spanish characters (though for some
drolls, the nationality of the characters cannot be determined, including one droll of which the
characters may be either Spanish or Italian).442 In other words, about a quarter of the plays
included are connected to Spain in some way. That Spain should be present in the volume is
almost to be expected when considering the second part of the title. Following The Wits, or
Sport upon Sport, the title continues: Together with variety of humours of several nations, fitted
for the pleasure and content of all persons. In Chapter 1, it became clear that Kirkman was
familiar with (and comfortably employed) the climatological humours assigned to specific
nations, excusing some of his English rogue’s behaviour by pointing out that it was beyond the
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Based on Spanish literary works in English play text translations are droll 5 ‘(‘Sexton, or the Mock-Testator’
out of The Spanish Curate (1622) by Fletcher and Massinger), droll 7 (‘An Equal Match’ out of Rule a wife and
have a wife (1624) by Fletcher and Beaumont), droll 8 (‘The Stallion’ out of The Custom of the Country (c.1619)
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rogue’s ability to control certain aspects of his character because he was born in Ireland.443 Of
the 27 drolls, 5 feature Spanish, 4 feature English, 2 feature French, 1 features Danish, and 1
features Italian characters. There are likewise 3 drolls that use names related to ancient Greece
or the ancient Middle East.444 The majority of the short plays, however, do not use character
names at all, and due to their limited length, there are few (if any) references to locations or
specific characteristics of the characters. Most explicit, therefore, are the references to the
Spanish characters.
Apart from the characters in the drolls, the preface by Henry Marsh also indicates that
the ‘national humours’ were purposefully employed. Kirkman and Marsh expect their
audiences to be familiar with the plays shortened and bundled in The Wits,445 and it is with this
in mind that Marsh writes satirically:
Now know ye that I think fit in compliance with the Design to usher in this Body
of Humours with a Preface, for no other reason, nor to others purpose, then to
humour and imitate the Mode of Writers […] To be a little serious: I was told by
people that know better then my self, they […] may be mockt out by one or other
of these merry attemperatures and resemblances, which will most efficaciously
manifest its Folly as in a Glass.446
In this passage, Marsh refers to the four bodily humours (black bile, yellow bile, blood, and
phlegm). It was widely understood that these bodily humours were affected by the temperature
(i.e. the climate) of the area where one lived.447 Marsh is aware that the representation of these
humours in relation to nationality may be offensive to some. However, those who may be
offended, he continues, are only offended because they recognise themselves in the characters
(as if they are looking in a mirror). Because of the implied familiarity of the audience with the
original plays (which are listed in the index), and the fact that both the title and the preface
prove that these drolls are meant to play with national stereotypes, it is likely that even though
the characters’ nationalities were not listed explicitly, the audience would still be able to
recognise their nationalities. Thus, these drolls, many of which are connected to Spain, likely
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kept the stereotypical Spaniard foregrounded during a period in time when play performance
was prohibited.
Spanish cultural productions pervaded London’s literary sphere in a variety of ways.
Besides the adaptation/translation and performance of originally Spanish play texts, printed
versions of the Spanish plays were steadily (re)printed in seventeenth-century London. The
main driving force behind the production of Spanish Golden Age play texts in London was
Henry Herringman, whose successful and market-changing business formula placed him at the
heart of London’s literary sphere. Additionally, the use of ‘Spain,’ ‘Spanish,’ and ‘Spaniard’
in the main titles of dramatic works suggests that Spanish subjects were popular enough to be
used for advertising purposes. Furthermore, Spanish Golden Age plays continued to be
performed in truncated form during the Interregnum, and these “drolls” explicitly include more
Spanish characters than any other European national characters. Spain, therefore, remained a
central focal point even at times when play text production and performance came to a nearhalt. Interest in originally Spanish play texts seems to have decreased significantly after 1675,
once the ‘characteristic’ English Restoration play had been developed. The reproduction of
previously translated Spanish plays did not stop, but only 3 new translations of originally
Spanish works appeared between 1675 and 1700. This suggests that with the development of
their own ‘new’ theatre tradition, London’s playwrights and authors turned away from Spanish
materials as a source for inspiration, though formerly translated works did not disappear from
London’s literary sphere.

Section 3 - The Image of Spain in English and Dutch Paratextual Material of
Spanish Golden Age Play Texts
As the book industry developed in the early modern period, the printing of play texts no longer
encompassed the content of the play alone, but began to include prefatory materials.448 This
development was partly due to the effect paratextual material had on the marketability of a
particular work. As an established practice within the printing of regular novels and collected
volumes of poetry, paratexts were known to appeal to readers,449 Regarding translations,
paratexts have proven to be an extremely fruitful source for “revealing how translators engaged
(or sometimes refrained from engaging) with the political and ideological debates of their
times.”450 As discussed in Chapter 1, paratexts offered authors, printers, booksellers and others
the chance to express themselves outside of the main body of text. Thus, paratexts form the
threshold between the text and the reader. In comparison to most other types of literary works,
play texts were cheap to produce,451 and so, as they were more accessible to the public, the
images constructed in the paratextual material to these texts would have reached a wider
Lesser, Z. (2011). ‘Playbooks.’ In J. Raymond (Ed.). The Oxford History of Popular Print Culture, Volume 1:
Cheap Print in Britain and Ireland to 1660. (pp. 520-534). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 520.
449
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Though cheaper than the production of the average novel, the cost of producing play texts was by no means
low enough to allow the texts to be available for everyone. As Zachary Lesser shows, a playbook was generally
sold for around sixpence, meaning that buying one playbook “would have cost about six times the cheapest price
of admission to the Globe or the Rose” (Lesser. (2011). 530).
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audience as well.452 The aim of the analyses below is to show how Dutch and English paratexts
present all aspects of Spanishness. As will become clear, there is a significant difference
between the image of Spain as presented in the respective Dutch and English paratexts.
The aim of this section is to show the existing gradation in the representation of and
reflection on Spain, its inhabitants, and its cultural productions. The image of the Spaniard in
the paratext may be different from the one shown in the main body of the literary work. When
analysing how the image of the Spaniard is constructed in the main body of a text, the focus is
on particular characters in novels or plays. These characters have natural restrictions: they
behave in the same way throughout the story. If their behaviour deviates too much from the
expected norm, they risk becoming unbelievable and uncompelling for the audience according
to classical dramatic rules.453 The writers of the paratexts were not inhibited by such restrictions
and had the chance to move more freely within such a paratextual threshold. As such, their
accounts can present images that conflict with the ones constructed in the play texts themselves.
Regarding perceptions on Spain and its people, the paratexts of Spanish Golden Age plays
prove an ideal transection zone to play with, nuance and sometimes challenge current
stereotypes and prejudices. In this way, what can be seen as the ‘Black Legend Spaniard’ is not
the only type of Spaniard that is involved. Sometimes, shades of grey leaning towards
Hispanophilia also come to the fore in the representation of Spain.
Paratexts may be used to comment on the track record of the translated work or bestow
praise on the work at hand. It is also an ideal place for criticism, particularly when said criticism
is geared towards other writers or genres. Similarly, paratexts give the authors a chance to
appeal to patrons who could provide them with future support and protection. What is of
particular import for the section at hand is the paratextual material’s function of introducing,
praising, and commending the literary work. Not all translated Golden Age Spanish play texts
discussed in this chapter are accompanied by paratexts (that is, some have none beyond the
title page). Of the 51 Dutch plays included in this chapter’s corpus, 23 are accompanied by
paratexts (going beyond a Dramatis Personae), and of the 32 English plays, 15 are prefaced by
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paratextual material (this number excludes the Beaumont and Fletcher folios).454 Below, we
will first look at the references to Spain and the Spanish in the Dutch paratexts, before turning
to the English so as to compare how ‘the Spaniard’ is constructed in both.
In the paratextual material of the Dutch play texts, a variety of viewpoints towards
Spain are expressed. The earliest mention of Spain occurs in Izaak Vos’ Gedwongen Vrient
(1646).455 This play, translated by Jacob Barocas from Lope de Vega’s El amigo por fuerza
(1614), was a success both on stage (98 performances between 1646 and 1744) and in print.456
In the prefatory remarks, Vos writes:
Derwijl ik mij vast in deeze woorden bekommert vondt, is my de Geest vanden
verstorven doch eeuwigh in heughnis leevenden Madritsche Apoll, en grooten
Spaensen Poët Lope de Vega Carpio opghewekt457
Besides commending the Spanish poet for his excellence, Vos suggests that by reading the play
and becoming enraptured by the words, the spirit of Lope de Vega with which the text had been
imbued was revived and thus revealed itself to him. Furthermore, it is clear from the text that
Vos was not only aware that the original play text was Spanish, but that he knew who Lope de
Vega was and that by 1646, the poet was no longer alive.458 Considering the play text was first
printed and performed two years prior to the end of the Eighty Years’ War, this open admiration
for a Spaniard may be seen as surprising. However, Vos was not the only one admiring the
poetical prowess of the Dutch people’s sworn enemy.
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In the same play, Gedwongen Vrient, fellow playwright Leonard de Fuyter provides a
commendatory poem which is wrought with praise for Lope de Vega.
De traanen die u oogh om Vega heeft gekreeten,
Stremmen tot tongen aan zijn heylige Troffeen.
De tijt genaakt dat uyt zijn asse wort herbooren
Een Zon, die in de glans van d’eerste zigh verlust:
En zoekt dat zelve spoor, kloek-moedigh naa te spooren
Tot eer van Vega, die geen eeuw zijn glory blust.459
Lope de Vega was often referred to as a phoenix (as “el Fénix de los Ingenios” in Spanish),
and De Fuyter here suggests that Vos in this play is likewise a phoenix reborn from the ashes
of the Spanish poet. Being born from De Vega’s ashes, Vos intends, bravely, to follow the
same path. The phrase “Tot eer van Vega” has a double meaning here. Flowing as it does from
the suggestion that Vos is the reborn Lope de Vega, it may, on the one hand, mean that Vos
intends to achieve the same level as Lope achieved in the context of the rhetorics of translatio,
imitatio, and aemulatio. On the other hand, it can also mean that Vos’ intention to follow Lope
de Vega’s path serves to honour the Spanish poet whose glory cannot be diminished by time.
The crux is the word “tot” which can mean both “until” and “to.” In other words, Lope de Vega
is here presented as the exemplar whilst Vos is both honouring and imitating him in a masterful
way.
The reference to a Spanish poet as a phoenix is likewise found in D. Lange’s
commendatory poem prefacing a play by Leonard de Fuyter, J.P. de Montalvans Stantvastige
Isabella (1651).460 “O Spaansche Fenix!” D. Lange writes, “hier ten hoogen hemel wassen; /
En gy verdient by ons, als Spanje om dees stof / Geen minder dichters roem; maar vry veel
meerder lof.”461 By praising the “Doorluchte Montalvan,”462 in Stantvastige Isabella and “Dien
Vega, die Madril […] Vereerden door zijn Pen”463 in Gedwongen Vrient, the authors not only
pay homage to their sources, they likewise give the impression that the play at hand is of high
quality. After all, so De Fuyter reassures his readers, “Wy hebben dien grooten Spaanschen
Poëet in zijn Voor-schriften zo nauw gevolgt als het ons mogelijk was.”464 This strategy is part
of the common modesty topos which is often found in prefaces, particularly those of
translations. As noted by Theo Hermans, the playwright is likely to praise the translator or the
original author. At the same time, those who provide commendatory poems for a translated
work will resort to the hyperbolic by raising the original (in this case Spanish) author onto a
De Fuyter, L. (1646). ‘Roem Vaarzen, Op de Gedwongen Vrient, Van Izaak Vos.’ Gedwongen Vrient. A3.
[The tears which your eyes spilled because of Vega / Congealed into tongues to [commend] his holy Trophies /
The time approaches that from his ashes will be reborn / A Sun, who loses himself in the glory of the first / And
searches boldly to follow the same path / To/Until the honour of Vega, whose glory is not diminished by time].
Sullivan notes that De Fuyter had contributed some heroic quatrains in alexandrines to Vos’ Gewongen Vrient
(Sullivan. (1983/2009). 49).
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pedestal and then equating the (in this case Dutch) author of the translation with the original
author. In this way, the craftmanship and artistic skill of the translating author are praised
indirectly.465
Though his praise may be part of the modesty topos referred to above, Leonard de
Fuyter presents a unique case. Known as an “adapter of Spanish dramas,”466 De Fuyter
emphasised his admiration for the Spanish source texts and their authors in every play he
rhymed after Jacob Barocas had translated them into prose. In his Lope de Vega Carpioos
Verwarde Hof (1647),467 De Fuyter continues in the same vein as in his commendatory poem
to Vos’ Gedwongen Vrient printed a year earlier. De Fuyter notes how he tried to rhyme “de
eelste vruchten der harssenen van den grooten Spaensche Poët Lope de Vega Carpio” because
he has dared to follow “dien Godt der Poëten.”468 His praise is not only reserved for Lope de
Vega and Pérez de Montalbán, but extends to Antonio de Guevara who “in sijn Gulde
Spreucken zeyt seer wel, dat een Edelmoedige ziel meerder moet dulden dan straffen.”469
Similarly, “Den grooten Calderon” is mentioned in his Don Jan de Tessandier (1654).470 This
consistent admiration for Spanish poets sets De Fuyter apart. No other author (Dutch or
English) is this openly positive about Spanish works and the ones who produced them,
particularly in the years leading up to and following the Peace of Westphalia.
Leonard de Fuyter was a prominent figure in the literary sphere of Amsterdam. De
Fuyter worked together with the Sephardic Jewish translator Jacob Barocas. He was also a
friend of Adam Germez who, according to Molhuysen and Blok, enjoyed the fame of being the
“beste toneelspeler van zijn tijd.”471 However, De Fuyter was not universally praised, as Jan
Vos disapproved of his rendition of Verwarde Hof and called it “een mismaken van de Vega’s
spel.”472 Regardless of Vos’ disapproval, De Fuyter’s Verwarde Hof was a huge success on
Hermans, T. (1996). Nederlandse Beschouwingen over Vertalen: Door eenen engen hals 1550-1670. ’s
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on 02/12/2019. Sullivan notes that De Fuyter acted in other Spanish plays which may have contributed to his
enthusiasm for Spanish plays (Sullivan, Henry W. 1983/2009.Calderón in the German Lands and the Low
Countries: his reception and influence, 1654-1980. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 48).
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This play was a translation from El palacio confuse (1600) by Lope de Vega. It was performed 104 times
between 1647 and 1759, and reprinted in 1656 (Jan Bouman, Amsterdam); 1665 (Jan Bouman, Amsterdam); 1668
(Jan Bouman, Amsterdam); 1671 (Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam); 1679 (Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam); and 1699
(weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam).
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De Fuyter, Leonard. 1647. Lope de Vega Carpioos Verwarde Hof. Amsterdam: J. Jacot. A2r. [The noblest
fruits of the mind of that great Spanish poet Lope de Vega Carpio … that God of poets].
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De Fuyter, L. (1654). Don Jan de Tessandier. Amsterdam: Jacob Vinckel. A2r. [said very well in his golden
sayings, that an honourable soul must suffer more than he causes suffering]. This phrase echoes the Libro Aureo
dela vida y cartas de Marco Aurelio, Emperador, y eloquentissimo Orador newly translated by Guevara in 1647.
De Fuyter’s play was a translation though the source text (by Pedro Calderón de la Barca) has been lost. It was
not a success, being performed only 6 times and printed only once in 1654. Sullivan calls this play “an authentic
Calderonian puzzle” which was produced even before the famous translation/adaptation of Quevedo’s Sueños
(Life is a Dream) appeared on stage in Amsterdam (Sullivan. (1983/2009). 48). For the role of bestselling author
Antiono de Guevara in Dutch and English perceptions of Spain, see the PhD thesis by Sabine Waasdorp
Embodying and Rejecting the Black Legend Spaniard: The image of Spain in sixteenth century Dutch and English
literature.
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Ibid. A2r. [The great Calderon].
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Blok, P.J. and P.C. Molhuysen. (1921). Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek. Deel 5. [best actor of
his time].
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Blok, P.J. and P.C. Molhuysen. (1924). Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek. Deel 6. [a deformation
of Vega’s play].
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stage, where it was performed 104 times between 1647 and 1759. His choice to include his
Spanish sources in the titles of his plays may have been a marketing ploy. Of the four plays to
his name, three were based on Spanish works, and each of them was produced during the initial
surge in popularity of Spanish plays (see section 1 above).473
Although De Fuyter is an exception rather than the norm, early modern Dutch
paratextual materials do appear to show neutral acknowledgement of the Spanish originals.474
The neutral references to Spanish sources that can be found in the paratextual material of
translated Spanish Golden Age play texts are, therefore, noteworthy as it reveals the translators’
awareness of the origins of their works and their willingness to acknowledge their sources. For
example, Hendrick de Graef notes that his play Joanna Koningin van Napels (1664) is “uyt het
Spaens vertaelt.”475 Likewise Dirck Pieterszoon Heynck acknowledges that he rhymed his play
“na dat het my uit het Spaans door d’E J. Barokus was vertaalt.”476 Nil Volentibus Arduum477
admits their De Malle Wedding (1671) is “eenigsins uit het Spaansch en Fransch ontleent,”478
whilst Jan Hendrik Glazenmaker lets the reader of Vervolgde Laura (1645) know that he has
taken the story from “mijn meester Rotrou, die ‘t zelfde in Frans uit het Spaens van Loopes de
Veego gedaen heeft.”479 Meanwhile Catharina Questiers writes that she has dressed “Lope de
Vega Carpio, met Nederduytsche klederen.”480 Again we find credit given to Barocas in Izaak
Vos’ De Beklaaglyke Dwang (1648) by the simple acknowledgement that “‘t Is uyt het Spaans
my overgezedt door den Heer Barokes.”481 In De Dolheyt om de Eer (1661), the prefatory poem
includes the lines “Kunst-gretige, geef dank aan Stavrens wijse schacht, / Die Spanjens eerDe Fuyter’s first play, Bedekten Verrader (1646) was based on a French novella (see Blok and Molhuysen
1924), the other three (Lope de Vega Carpioos Verwarde Hof, J.P. de Montalvans Stantvastige Isabella, and Don
Jan de Tessandier) were all based on Spanish sources, the first two were published with the names of the Spanish
authors on the title pages whereas the last contains the dedication to “Caldurons Don Jan de Tessandier.”
474
These neutral acknowledgements had, for a long time, been overlooked or even purposefully omitted. J. te
Winkel first expressed surprise at finding them so little discussed in academia (te Winkel, J. (1881). ‘De invloed
der Spaansche letterkunde op de Nederlandsche in de zeventiende eeuw.’ Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsche Taal-en
Letterkunde 1. 59-114). As discussed by Yolanda Rodríguez Pérez, Te Winkel argued this omission was probably
due to an earlier study of Dutch literature by De Clerq (J. te Winkel’s Verhandeling over de invloed der vreemde
letterkunde (1826) which barely referenced the Spanish influence on Dutch early-modern literature. Rodríguez
Pérez then shows how, until recently, the study of Dutch literature has significantly been affected by the Black
Legend narrative (Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2016). ‘“Neem liever een Spaans spel” Nieuw onderzoek naar het Spaanse
toneel op de Noord-en Zuid-Nederlandse planken in de zeventiende eeuw.’ De Zeventiende Eeuw 32. 2-11).
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De Graef, H. (1664). Joanna Koningin van Napels. Amsterdam: Jacob Lescailje. A3. [translated from Spanish].
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Heynck. D. P. (1663). Veranderlyk Geval, of Stantvastige Liefde. Amsterdam: Jacob Lescailje. A2r. [after it
was translated for me from the Spanish by J. Barokus].
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The following men worked on the adaptation of De Malle Wedding: Lodewijk Meyer, Ysbrand Vincent,
Joannes Bouwmeester, Andries Pels, Joannes Antonides van der Goes, Willem II Blaeu, and David Lingelbach,
and the surgeon Antonius van Coppenol.
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N.V.A. (1671). De Malle Wedding. Amsterdam: Adriaan van Gaasbeek. *3. [somewhat derived from the
Spanish and French]. This play was also translated by Joan Blasius, but where Blasius’ play still resembled the
original, the N.V.A.’s version is decidedly different. From the N.V.A.’s notes and documents we know that
Blasius’ play was the first translation and that they spent a great deal of time and effort on transforming it into a
play they considered fit for the Amsterdam stage (Dongelmans, B.P.M. (1982). Nil Volentibus Arduum:
Documenten en Bronnen. HES Publishers).
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master Rotrou, who has done the same in French from the Spanish of Lope de Vega].
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Questiers, C. (1655). Den Geheymen Minnaar. Amsterdam: Gerrit van Goedesberg. A2. [Lope de Vega Carpio
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Vos, I (1648). De Beklaaglyke Dwang. Amsterdam: G. Loosten. A2r. [has been transferred from Spanish for
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stuk op ons Speel-burg heeft gebracht.”482 Finally, at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
the unknown author of Don Felix de Mendoza (1708) reveals that his play is “Een Spel, dat uit
het Spaans, op Nedertuitsche toonen, / Door ons gevolgd is.”483 However, most literary works
made their way to the Dutch Republic through France, and it is not uncommon to find
intermediate French translations of Spanish play texts or novels.484 This is partly why,
occasionally, the Dutch translators mistakenly pinpoint the original source to be the French
rather than the Spanish source text.485
Because paratexts are zones of transaction, they are also the place where playwrights
and translators could be more critical of Spain, the Spanish, and the Spanish source material.
For example, in 1671, Joan Blasius published his version of De Malle Wedding (The silly
bet).486 In the preface, Blasius discusses the Spanish playwrights and how they “hunne
maaxelen, schoon ontijdige misvallen, apelijk vlyen en streelen.”487 He continues:
doolende achter den afgod van besprookke verwaantheid en vergalde
eigenliefde, die hun alles noch bedrieglijker doet begluuren, als welkers gesicht,
met geelsucht overloopen, alles bedrieglijk en avrechts aanschowt.488
Blasius is specifically discussing “den Spaanschen Toneeldichter” [‘the Spanish Playwright’]
and he does so by employing a number of Black Legend traits in his rhetoric. According to
Blasius, Spanish poets “wander aimlessly” after the “idol of bespoke vanity and galled selflove.” This vanity and self-love, in turn, makes them assume everything around them is “more
deceptive.” “Geelsucht” here refers to a desire for money or riches, or in other words,

I.B. (1661). ‘Op het hoogdravend Spel De Dolheyt om de Eer’ De Dolheyt om de Eer. Amsterdam: Jacob
Lescailje. *3r. [Art-enthusiast, give thanks to Staveren’s wise pen, which brought Spain’s honour-piece to our
Theatre].
483
Unknown. (1708). Don Felix de Mendoza, of de Verwarde Argwaan. Amsterdam: Erfgenamen van Jacob
Lescailje. *2. [A play that from Spanish has been followed by us in Nether-Dutch tones].
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In comparison to other European countries, the number of people who could read Spanish in the Dutch Republic
was relatively high. (see Vosters, S.A. (1985). Spaanse en Nederlandse Literatuur. De wederzijdse invloeden.
Luister van Spanje en de Belgische steden 1500-1700. 205-224. 208).
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Het Spoockend Weeuwtje (1670) notes that the play has been brought to the Netherlands from France (referring
to Antoine Le Métel d’Ouville’s l’Esprit follet (1641) but overlooking Calderón’s La dama duende (1636)).
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In the same year, directly competing with Blasius, Nil Volentibus Arduum published their own
translation/adaptation of the play likewise titled De Malle Wedding (1671). This version was radically different
than Blasius’ but would become incredibly successful on stage after its first performance in 1680.
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Blasius, J. (1671). De Malle Wedding. Amsterdam: Jacob Lescailje. *8. [their fabrications, though sometimes
failures, ridiculously flatter and caress].
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‘covetousness’ or ‘greed.’489 All of these traits – pride, vanity, and greed – are traits associated
with Spanishness in the Black Legend.490
The rhymer of Vervolgde Laura (Persecuited Laura 1645), Adam Karels, was not in
favour of the Spanish, referring to them both as ‘cruel’ and as the Dutch’s ‘inherited enemy’ in
his dedication:
Gelooft, dat my waerlijk leet is, dat ik hier moet trachten, U.E. te doen gelooven,
dat deeze Laura, die zelf van den wreeden Spanjard geëert, van de rustige
Vranken bemint en verheven is, noch binnen Amsterdam de aldervernaemste
plaets der vryheid, de vervolging zoo onbescheiden moet bezuren; en dat zo zeer
niet om datze in Spanjen gebooren, en derhalven een kint van onzen erfvyand is:
maer alleen, om dat ik my onderwonden heb haer duits te leeren spreeken491
It pains Karels to relate how Laura is honoured by the cruel Spaniard and loved by the placid
French, only to find harsh persecution in Amsterdam. This persecution is not, however, due to
her being a ‘child’ of the nemesis, but rather because of Karels’ translation of the work into
Dutch, which was evidently not well-received. In this passage, there is a clearly present tension
between the Hispanophobic references to the cruelty of the inherited enemy (Spain) and the
more Hispanophilic admission that the work was popular elsewhere and thus inspired Karels
to attempt to successfully translate it. Karels juxtaposes Amsterdam and Spain by emphasising
the position of Amsterdam as the city of foremost freedom and Spain’s inherited status as the
nemesis of the Dutch. At the same time, Karels is disappointed that a well-loved Spanish work
translated by him did not find welcome reception in Amsterdam.
Karels’ reference to the ‘cruel Spaniard’ as their ‘inherited enemy’ in his 1645 play is
not out of place as peace between the Dutch Republic and Spain would not be settled until 1648
with the Peace of Westphalia. However, it is not the case that every text produced prior to 1648
is anti-Spanish by default. In fact, Johan van Heemskerk’s preface to his wildly popular De
verduytste Cid (The Dutchified Cid,1641) asserted that the text was:
uyt de Spaensche ghedenck-schriften by een ghesamelt het geheele leven en
bedrijf van desen beroemden Cid. Dat ick te liever dede door dien ick my liet
duncken een Hollandts hert in een Spaenschen boesem ghevonden te hebben;
dat is een onversettelijcken voorstander der Vaderlandsche vryheyt, en een
oversaeght teghenspreecker van den opdrangh der uytheemscher heerschappye:
Die dese Cid afweert met woorden recht weerdigh om door een vryen Hollander
tegen den heersch-sucht der huydendaegsche Spanjaerden uytghesproocken te
According to the Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal, ‘geelsucht’ means “in schertsende toepassing op de
begeerte naar geld of rijkdom, den gouddorst” [in a jocular fashion to the desire of money or wealth, gold-fever].
http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M017823&lemma=geelzucht&domein=0&conc=tr
ue
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Associated University Presses. 46.
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Karels, A. and J. H. Glazenmaker. (1645). Amsterdam. *4. [Believe me that it is truly a pain that I have to try
here, your honour, to make you believe that this Laura, who is honoured by the cruel Spaniard, is loved and
exhalted by the placid French, but must within Amsterdam the foremost place of freedom, endure the persecution
so irreverently; and that not so much because she is born in Spain, and thus is a child of our inherited enemy: but
only because I resolved to teach her how to speak German].
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sijn; En des te aenmerckelijkcer om datse de Cid door de penne van een
Spaenschen Jesuit (heftigh onder de hevige) inde mondt ghegeven werden. Dit
wilde ick niet, billicke Leser, dat u onbewust soude sijn492
Though Van Heemskerk refers to the typically Spanish ‘ambition,’ it is remarkable that he
argues that his work is worth reading because his Spanish protagonist is comparable to a
Dutchman in terms of what he represents. The Cid Roderigo, the medieval Spanish national
hero who defeated the threat of Moorish oppression as captain of the Spanish army (see Chapter
3), embodies the concept of honour. He is a nobleman, and a brilliant military commander, but
more importantly, he is truly Spanish and not a Dutchman in disguise.493 Additionally, Van
Heemskerk emphasises the Spanish origins of the works – that it was written by a severe Jesuit
even494 – thus establishing a distinction between the ‘present-day Spaniards’ whose ambition
it is to rule over the Republic and those who created cultural products such as The Cid. Van
Heemskerk shows the tension between literary Hispanophilia and Hispanophobia by paying
the Spanish work the highest possible compliment, claiming to have found a ‘Dutch heart in a
Spanish bosom’, whilst condemning the Spanish’ ‘imposition of foreign supremacy’ upon the
Republic.
Finally, there is the curious case of Lodewijk Meijer’s De looghenaar (The liar 1658).
The paratexts to the first and second editions of this work (1658 and 1667 respectively) have
some significant differences, particularly when it comes to their acknowledgement of the
Spanish source. Both paratexts start the same way by revealing that “een Looghenaar, die in
Spanjen ghebooren, en Vrankrijk doorreist hebbende, nu ook Nederlandt voorheeft te
bezichtigen.”495 In this way, Meijer also subtly refers to the translation and/or literary route the
work followed from Spain through France to the Netherlands. However, as we continue
through the text, the first edition reveals that the play was derived from “twee zo uitsteekende
gheesten, als Lope de Vega, en Kórneille”496 after which there are no more references to the
sources of the play at hand. In the second edition, on the other hand, the paratext reads as
follows:
Ik had U.E. tot teeken mijner dankschuldigheidt iet deftighers […] toeghedacht;
maar, dat noch niet voldraaghen zijnde, en overweeghende dat zo uitsteekend
492

Van Heemskerk, J. (1641). De verduytste Cid. Amsterdam. [Gathered together out of Spanish history works
the whole life and conduct of this famous Cid. This I preferred to do for I let myself believe to have found a
Spanish heart in a Dutch bosom; that is an unmovable proponent of patriotic freedom, and a dauntless opponent
of the imposition of foreign supremacy: which this Cid rejects with words right worthy to be spoken by a free
Hollander against the thirst for dominance of the present-day Spaniards; And all the more remarkable because the
Cid was given these words to speak by the pen of a Spanish Jesuit (severe amongst the severe). This, dear reader,
I did not want you to be unaware of].
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Not every character with a Spanish name is, in fact, Spanish in behaviour. Don Roderigo is decidedly Spanish
as becomes clear in the analysis of his character in Chapter 3.
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A Jesuit authorship was invented by Van Heemskerk to create a stark contrast between the ‘good’ content of
the work and the ‘bad’ producer of it considering that Jesuits (the Society of Jesus) were, as John W. O’Malley
notes “From their earliest days … reviewed as devils and dissemblers, revered as saints and savants” as they were
known for their devout Catholic fanaticism (see O’Malley, J. W. (2013). Saints or Devils Incarnate? Studies in
Jesuit History. Leiden: Brill).
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Meijer, L. (1658 and 1667). De looghenaar. Amsterdam: Jacob Lescailje. *2-*2r. [a liar who, born in Spain,
and having travelled through France, now also intends to see the Netherlands].
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Meijer. (1658). *3r. [two such excellent minds as Lope de Vega and Corneille].
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een gheest, als Kórneille, zijn brein en dit stuk werks, om het op het Fransche
Tooneel te voeren […], en des zelfs inhoudt zo aartigh, zo wel beleidt, en boven
maaten ghreetigh, oordeelt, dat hy schrijft, niets in ’t Spaansch, dat hem het
vernoeghdt heeft, ghezien, en dikwijls ghewenscht te hebben, de twee fraayste
stukken, die hy ghemaakt heeft, te gheeven, en de Dichter hiervan gheweest te
zijn; heb ik mij laaten voorstaan, dat het door mijne vertaaling zo mismaakt niet
konde gheworden zijn, dat […] dien ik zijn Fransche Meester op ’t spoor
volghende […] op zeer veel plaatsen zuiverer Duitsch, en betaamlijker en
vloeyender doen spreeken, voor de tweede maal onder uwe ghoede ghunst
Neederlandt door te laaten wandelen497
Suddenly, Lope de Vega’s name is omitted and the excellency of his mind (i.e. skill) ignored.
Meijer also refers to Corneille’s work, suggesting that the French edition was already a great
improvement of the Spanish original. Now, with this second edition, Meijer himself has further
enhanced the play for the Dutch audience. The most curious aspect of the passage is the
omission of Lope’s name, since the edition was printed in 1667, during a period of increased
interest in and popularity of Spanish works that reached its peak a mere two years later.
Additionally, it is curious that Meijer does not omit the Spanish origins of the work altogether
but only removes Lope de Vega from the paratext, even though his name would certainly have
been familiar to the perusers of play texts.498 As noted by Álvarez Francés, Lope de Vega’s
name enjoyed the most recognition in the years 1619, 1646, and 1647. However, her assertion
that his name is not mentioned in printed first editions after the Peace of Westphalia (1648) is
not accurate, considering the fact that the first edition of Meijer’s play appeared a decade after
this event and clearly refers to the ‘Apollo of Madrid’ by name.499 Paradoxically, Lope’s name
enjoyed such familiarity because it continued to be included in reprinted editions of works
produced originally in the 1640s, whereas in Meijer’s case we find that he removed the Spanish
playwright’s name from the second edition.500 Exactly why he decided to leave out the
reference to Lope cannot be determined from the text itself, and considering the increased
popularity of Spanish works in Amsterdam at the time, it is difficult to understand this decision.
The Dutch paratextual material features the whole range of positive to negative
reflections on the Spanish authors and/or their works. This shows that Dutch playwrights were
actively engaging with the transnational aspect of their works, regardless of whether or not they
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Meijer. (1667). *3r. [I had, Your Excellency, in line with my debt of gratitude, imagined something more
stylish, but that not being fully grown yet, and considering that such an excellent mind as Corneille’s, his brain
and this piece of work, presented it on the French Stage […] and judges the same content so well, with such
conduct and such eagerness, that he writes that he had seen nothing in Spanish that pleased him, and often to have
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O. van Marion. (2017). ‘Lope de Vega and the Conquest of Spanish Theatre in the Netherlands.’ Anuario Lope
de Vega. Texto, literatura, cultura 23. 155-177). As Leonor Álvarez Francés argues in her article ‘Fascination for
the “Madritsche Apoll”: Lope de Vega in Golden Age Amsterdam’ (2014) his name was praised in the Amsterdam
theatre throughout the seventeenth century.
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admired or improved upon the Spanish originals. Though not all play texts in the corpus of this
chapter include paratextual material, of the 51 Dutch translations/adaptations, 23 plays are
accompanied by paratexts exceeding the customary Dramatis Personae. Of these 23 plays, 19
refer to Spain (in a good, neutral, or negative way). There are fewer instances of paratext in the
English translations/adaptations of Spanish Golden Age play texts (paratexts feature in 15 out
of 31 plays). Of these 15 play texts, 9 refer to Spain and the majority of them are critical of the
quality presented by the Spanish playwrights. The other Spanish Golden Age play texts omit
Spain altogether. We will now turn to the English aithors and explore how they reflected on
the origins of their works, and what kind of image of the Spaniard they construct.
A telling example of English negotiation between co-existing Hispanophobia and
Hispanophilia in a paratext is clearly on display in James Mabbe’s The Spanish Bawd
represented in Celestina: Or, The Tragicke-Comedy of Calisto and Melibea (1631). The
bestselling Celestina (1499) has been a major influence on literature in Western Europe, and
this influence is visible in both England and the Netherlands as well. The Spanish edition was
printed in Antwerp, making it easily accessible in the Low Countries where the Dutch
translation would go through several editions.501 The tragic story of the Celestina centres on
the star-crossed lovers Calisto and Melibea and the matchmaker Celestina, the owner of a
brothel. Calisto’s friends do not trust Celestina’s offer to help Calisto and they resolve to make
a deal with the matchmaker to aid her efforts to unite Calisto and Melibea in exchange for a
portion of the money Calisto paid her to do so. Celestina, however, has no intention of paying
the two men, and when they discover this, they murder her in her brothel. In turn, the prostitutes
murder the two men. Without Celestina’s help, Calisto resolves to climb a ladder to reach
Melibea’s window but he falls and dies in the attempt. Melibea, relating the whole story to her
father, cannot live without her beloved and commits suicide by jumping off a tower. Though
the story of the Celestina was well known in England, most other plays or editions have been
lost. Thus, besides the 1525 edition printed by John Rastell, Mabbe’s 1631 translation is the
only one remaining until Captain Stevens’s rendition in 1707 in The Bawd of Madrid.502
Writing about the character of Celestina in the preface, Mabbe notes:
Her life is foule, but her Precepts fair; her example naught, but her Doctrine good;
her Coate ragged, but her mind inriched with many a golden Sentence; And
therefore take her not as she seems, but as she is, and the rather, because blacke
sheepe have as good Carcasses as white […] The barke is bad, but the tree good503
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In Dutch the Celestina was printed in 1550, 1574, 1580, and 1616. There are different versions of these latter
two editions which still raises the question of authorship and source text for these translations. See Behiels, L. and
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Here the author renegotiates the original ‘corteza/moello’ (“bark/core”) argument made by
Teresa de Cartagena when justifying the authorship of her theological work Arboleda de los
enfermos. As Elizabeth Howe explains, “So Teresa employs an image drawn from the natural
world. A tree’s bark or corteza is ‘very robust and strong and resistant to the weather,’ while
the core or moello ‘is weak and delicate.’”504 Mabbe reapplies this metaphor – which was
initially intended to signify the strength of men and how it protected the weakness of women
– to translation by specifically using it in concordance with the “redressing” analogy commonly
employed to signify early modern translation practices. Here the Spanish and English
“Carcasses” (i.e. the bare bones), Mabbe argues, are equally good in quality. In other words,
the outward appearance of the Spanish black wool and bad bark does not hinder the fact that
the story itself is “inriched with many a golden Sentence.” Once stripped of the bad bark and
the black wool, Celestina’s core is like that of the English. The reader is advised not to take her
at face value, for her outward appearance is Spanish, but to see beyond her looks and perceive
her true character, one with a good Doctrine, and fair Precepts.505 What Mabbe is trying to say
here is not that Celestina is virtuous or selfless; he is rather referring to her role as discrete
mediator between Calisto and Melibea, the two illicit lovers in the story. Celestina is known,
according to Mabbe, for her extraordinary understanding of what drives the other characters,
and for being eloquent and fair in her dealings with them.
Intermingling a sense of admiration and superiority is Samuel Tuke in The Adventures
of Five Hours (1663).506 Though he mistakenly credits Calderón as the author of the original
Los empeños de seis horas (1642) (it was actually authored by Antonio Coello), Tuke notes
that the “celebrated Spanish Author” created “incomparably the best Plot that I ever met
with.”507 Furthermore, Tuke reveals that he was directed towards the Spanish play by none
other than King Charles II himself, who presented the play as being of “an Excellent Design.”508
In gratitude, Tuke writes that he “design’d the Character of Antonio as a Copy of Your [i.e. the
king’s] Stedy Virtue.”509 Yet, Tuke also notes that “if I may be allow’d to do my self justice, I
Sor Teresa was forced to defend her work publicly when “after its appearance, a number of people questioned
whether a woman, especially one who was deaf, could have written a work that drew on Scripture and religious
sources as this one had” (Howe. (2008). 25).
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might acquaint the Readers, that there are several alterations in the Copy, which do not disgrace
the Original.”510 Thus, when in his description of The Adventures of Five Hours Tuke
comments that “the Plot is Delightful, the Elevations Natural, the Ascents Easie, without any
great Embellishments,” he is not so much commending the original play by Coello, but rather
congratulating himself on how well the translated play turned out.511
A sense of self-congratulation is also present in John Dryden’s preface to An Evening’s
Love, or, The Mock-Astrologer (1671). Though Dryden refers to Spanish material in three plays
– The Indian Queen (1664, co-written with Ron Howard),512 The Rival Ladies (1664), and An
Evening’s Love, or the Mock-Astrologer (1671)513 – he is most elaborate by far in the last. In
The Indian Queen, he writes that “The Spanish Plays pretend to more, but indeed are not
much,”514 whereas in The Rival Ladies, Dryden expands his criticism to include Italian and
French works, all of which are inferior to the English play texts due to their being “writ in
Rhyme.”515 However, in An Evening’s Love, Dryden argues:
Tis true, that where ever I have lik’d any story in a Romance, Novel, or foreign
Play, I have made no difficulty nor ever shall, to take the foundation of it, to
build it up, and to make it proper for the English Stage. And I will be so vain to
say it has lost nothing in my hands: But it always cost me so much trouble to
heighten it, for our Theatre (which is incomparably more curious in all the
ornaments of Dramatick Poesie, than the French, or Spanish) that when I had
finish’d my Play, it was like the Hulk of Sir Francis Drake, so strangely alter’d,
that there scarce remain’d any Plank of the Timber which first built it. To witness
this I need go no farther than this Play: It was first Spanish and called El
Astrologo fingido; then made French by the younger Corneille: and is now
translated into English, and in Print, under the name of the Feign’d Astrologer.
What I have perform’d in this will best appear, by comparing it with those: you
will see that I have rejected some adventures which I judg’d were not divertising:
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that I have heightned those which I have chosen, and that I have added others
which were neither in the French nor Spanish.516
In the passage, Dryden refers to Sir Francis Drake. Drake was the English privateer who played
an essential role in raiding and plundering against the Spanish fleet during Elizabeth I’s reign.
The reference is therefore fitting, as Dryden himself is now ‘plundering’ Spanish plays.517
According to Dryden, in order to make a foreign play reasonably presentable for the English
stage, it needed to undergo significant changes – changes which were both numerous and
demanding. Although Dryden acknowledges his source, he also makes it clear that the play at
hand only resembles the original in the “foundation of it.” The quality of English playwrighting
– and Dryden’s own by extension – is highlighted in this passage which serves to clearly
distinguish between the inferiority of foreign cultural productions and the superiority of the
English stage. The English theatre is, simply put, more extraordinary and thus requires more
extraordinary plays than the unaltered French or Spanish play texts had to offer.518 Considering
that he expressed a similar sentiment in both The Indian Queen and The Rival Ladies, it is clear
that Dryden used his translated and adapted works to elevate the status of the English theatre
as well as his own.
Dryden’s claim that Spanish works were in need of enhancement before being fit for
the English stage is echoed in John Crown’s Sir Courtly Nice: Or, It cannot Be (1685). Like
Tuke, Crown was charged to write his play by king Charles II who received “the greatest
pleasure” from comedies.519 Crown then writes “I received the Employment as a great Honour,
because it was difficult; and requiring no ordinary skill and pains to build a little Shallop, fit
only for the Spanish South Seas, into an English Ship Royal.”520 Like Dryden, Crown
seemingly laments the effort he had to put into transforming the inferior Spanish work (as being
a ‘little Shallop, fit only for the Spanish South Seas,’ or in other words, a small boat only
suitable for gentle waters) into something worthy of the English stage (‘an English Ship Royal’
which could traverse any ocean). Crown essentially does the same as Dryden by arguing that
the difficulty of the task at hand proves his capabilities as playwright, thus elevating his own
status through the translation and adaptation of a Spanish work whilst emphasising the
superiority of the English stage. Both Crown and Dryden use naval metaphors to get this point
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across. According to Barbara Fuchs, this is not surprising, as the idea of translation serving as
“a heroic conquest of far shores” was a common theme in early modern English paratexts.521
Taking a wholly different approach in constructing the image of the Spaniard in the
paratextual material is Thomas Shadwell, whose play The Libertine (1676) is a translation of
El burlador de Sevilla (1616) by Tirso de Molina. The play – which features a deceiving,
raping, and murdering protagonist (Don John) – is an early example of the Don Juan story. In
the paratext, Shadwell is apologetic, writing “I hope the Readers will excuse the Irregularities
of the Play, when they consider, that the Extravagance of the Subject forced me to it.”522 For,
so he explains, “The story from which I took the hint of the Play, is famous all over Spain,
Italy, and France: It was first put into a Spanish play (as I have been told) the Spaniards having
a Tradition (which they believe) of such a vicious Spaniard, as is represented in this Play.”523
Shadwell asserts that not only do the Spanish have this ‘tradition’, they also ‘believe’ in it,
which suggests that the appearance of the vicious Spaniard in the play reflects the existence of
Spanish men like him in real life. Like Dryden and Crown, Shadwell claims superiority, but he
does so on moral grounds. In fact, Shadwell distances himself by specifying that “the Character
of the Libertine, and consequently those of his Friends, are borrow’d.”524 Though Shadwell
admits he took the plot from the original play, he insists that “all the rest is very much varied
from any thing which has been done upon the Subject.”525 However, Shadwell does not reveal
the Spanish author or the original play, but rather directs the reader’s focus towards the
viciousness of the Spanish protagonist, and asks his reader to “not be offended at the
representations of those Vices.”526
Overall, Spain and the Spaniard are represented more negatively in the English
paratextual material than in the Dutch. In the Dutch paratextual material, there is room for
genuine admiration for both the Spanish author and the original Spanish play text, whereas the
English paratexts tend to convey a sense of superiority by the playwright having adapted the
original Spanish text.527 The Dutch paratextual material of translated Spanish Golden Age plays
reveals that the Dutch literary sphere reflected the whole spectrum of Hispanophobia to
Hispanophilia in the seventeenth century. The content of the paratexts does not seem to be
influenced by the time of the text’s production. Genuinely positive reflections appear before
521
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and after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, such as in The Dutchified Cid (1641) and Don Jan
de Tessandier (1654). Anti-Spanish sentiments also appear both before, as for example in
Vervolgde Laura (1645), and after 1648, as for example in De Malle Wedding by Blasius
(1671). The majority of the paratextual material, however, mentions the fact that the source is
Spanish without any particular opinions being attached to these remarks. On a scale from
positive to negative, these tacit acknowledgements in the Dutch paratexts represent neutral
ground between anti-Spanish sentiment on the one hand, and a fascination for Spanish material
on the other.
Such tacit acknowledgements as found in the Dutch paratexts are not present in the
English paratextual materials to the translated Spanish Golden Age play texts. Though there is
some genuine admiration (as in Mabbe’s Celestina (1631)), this admiration is also easily
intermingled with the English playwright’s sense of superiority (as in Tuke’s The Adventures
of Five Hours (1663)). The majority of the English paratexts, however, present a more critical
attitude towards their Spanish sources. This criticism tends to underline the superiority of the
English playwright, whose efforts transformed the original Spanish work into a work fit for the
English stage. This criticism, as seen in Dryden’s prefaces, was not necessarily limited to the
Spanish, but they are often a focal point thereof. The English paratexts contrast Hispanophilic
admiration and fascination for Spanish materials – the playwrights still turned to the Spanish
works/authors and put in the effort to translate/adapt them for their own national stages – with
Hispanophobic disdain of Spain as inferior. This shows the tension between the mixed feelings
on opposite ends of the spectrum.

Conclusion
Spanish Golden Age play texts thoroughly saturated the literary spheres of both London and
Amsterdam in the seventeenth century. In both print and performance, the originally Spanish
plays engaged the Dutch and English audiences, and translators, printers, and playwrights
consistently produced adaptations and translations to satisfy the demand for new material. This
great popularity also created a tension between the familiar anti-Spanish rhetoric and image of
Spain, and Hispanophilic admiration of the Spanish texts and the Spanish authors. This tension
particularly came to the fore in the paratextual material of the adapted/translated Spanish
Golden Age play texts, where the literary sphere was offered the space to reflect upon their
work as well as upon their work’s country of origins. The Dutch literary sphere generally made
use of this space more often than the English literary sphere did, but in both cases, the opposing
forces of Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia are clearly detectable.
This chapter cross-referenced, where possible, the known number of print runs per play
with the known number of performances in an effort to combat the unavoidable obstacle of
time. Between the seventeenth century and the present day, a lot of material has undoubtedly
been lost, and so any study that looks at the production of these materials to make any type of
assertion regarding their popularity or impact in the literary sphere which produced them has
to find a way to handle this problem. This study has been particularly fortunate in this respect
because of the preserved records of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre and their digitised
publication in the online database OnStage. For each of the 83 play texts based on Spanish
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Golden Age material in this corpus, the number of printed editions was cross-referenced with
the number of performances of that play. This was a more fruitful approach for the 51 (of the
83) Dutch adaptations/translations of the Spanish source texts, though it was also helpful in
analysing the 32 English adaptations/translations of Spanish sources, for which information
regarding their performances was limited. It has been suggested by scholars that the more
popular it was, the fewer editions of the text remain, yet this was not the case for the corpus of
this chapter. Every play text of which multiple editions survive to this day was likewise
successful on stage in Amsterdam.
The corpus also revealed that there are 7 Spanish source texts that were
translated/adapted into both Dutch and English. Additionally, of 5 Spanish sources, multiple
translations into Dutch exist, and of 2 Spanish sources, 2 different translations/adaptations into
English exist. 65 Spanish source texts in total were used to facilitate the production of the 83
play texts included in the corpus. This indicates that the English and Dutch audiences had
different tastes when it came to the types of Spanish Golden Age play texts they preferred on
stage. In the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre, plays by Lope de Vega were by far the largest
influence (Lope de Vega’s plays even out-performed those of Joost van den Vondel). On the
London stage during this same time period, most plays were based on the novelas ejemplares
(1613) by Cervantes. This preference was probably influenced by the popularity of Cervantes’
Don Quixote (1605) and potentially by the Spanish picaresque novels which were extremely
popular in England (as discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis).
In Amsterdam, the literary sphere was not deterred by social or political tensions
between the Low Countries and Spain from importing Spanish cultural productions. With the
opening of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre in 1638, the first Dutch renditions of Spanish
plays began to appear. Though the number of editions of these Spanish plays varied over time,
they were consistently produced. The production history of the Spanish Golden Age plays
features four recognisable peaks in production. The first occurred in 1656 and was likely the
result of a growing interest in Spain after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. Though production
had steadily been increasing in the 1650s, the analyses above clearly show that the most rapid
growth occurred in the 1660s. It should therefore be unsurprising that we find two peaks of
production in this decade. The second peak occurred in 1662 and, following a decade of
growing interest in Spanish materials, the third peak occurred in 1669. After 1669, the
production of the originally Spanish plays came to a near-halt due to the temporary closure of
the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre in 1672. When the Theatre reopened in January 1678, the
fourth and final peak in production soon followed, namely in 1679. With the return of Spanish
plays to the Amsterdam stage, the interest in their printed versions soared. Towards the end of
the century, the production of the Spanish Golden Age play texts stabilised to between 1 and 3
printed editions a year.
At the heart of this Spanish Golden Age play text production was one printer/bookseller
in particular: Jacob Lescailje. His appointment as the official printer for the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre meant that the majority of the Spanish Golden Age play texts were, at least
at some point, printed and sold by him. Lescailje was appointed in 1657 (right after the first
peak in Spanish play text production) and would retain this employment until his death in 1679.
This central position made Lescailje’s bookshop the ideal meeting place for authors,
playwrights, other printers, translators, booksellers, regents of the theatre, and literary
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enthusiasts. One of the people Lescailje was acquainted with was Leonard de Fuyter who, as
discussed in section 3, expressed great admiration for the Spanish sources he worked with to
produce his plays. Other contacts include David Lingelbach, a member of the Nil Volentibus
Arduum, who had worked on De Malle Wedding, of Gierige Geeraardt (1671), an adaptation
of Lope de Vega’s El mayor imposible (1647). Considering the continuous presence of
originally Spanish play texts in Lescailje’s shop, it is quite plausible that the literary sphere of
Amsterdam discussed these plays during their gatherings.
Amsterdam’s book market was incredibly competitive and the only way for a smaller
printer like Lescailje to survive and thrive was to find a niche in the market and specialise in
it. Like Lescailje in Amsterdam, Henry Herringman in London also found his niche in play text
and poetry production. Herringman, following in the footsteps of Humphrey Moseley,
revolutionised the market by applying a wholly new business strategy based on intellectual
property rather than physical copies of a book. His large-scale acquisition of copyrights for the
production of play texts, poetry, and (some) novels meant that Herringman, primarily in the
second half of the seventeenth century, produced the majority of the translated/adapted Spanish
Golden Age play texts. Herringman became a central figure in London’s literary sphere, with
his bookstall, similar to Lescailje’s shop, functioning as a meeting point for fellow printers,
translators, authors, playwrights, and literary enthusiasts of the city.
Though we have less information on London’s production of Spanish Golden Age play
texts (and though it is likely that fewer play texts survived from seventeenth-century London,
in part due to the Great Fire in 1666), we do know that production peaked in 1664, 1675, and
1693. The first peak was likely caused by the reopening of the theatres in 1660 after the
Restoration of King Charles II. The second peak occurred at a turning point in London’s
theatrical culture, as after 1675, the ‘characteristic’ English Restoration theatre would become
the most popular type of theatre in the city. The third peak took place in the middle of a
successful decade for originally Spanish play texts. It may be that more texts from the end of
the seventeenth century have survived to this day, or that the tastes of London’s theatregoing
audience were starting to turn back to Spain, a turn that would continue in the eighteenth
century.
Conditions for play performance in London were vastly different than those in
Amsterdam. There was, for example, no centralised theatrical institution, and compared to
Dutch theatre and book production, London was subjected to more strict censorship.
Nevertheless, throughout the seventeenth century, Spanish Golden Age play texts remained
central to London’s theatrical culture. Even during the Interregnum – when play performance
was forbidden – playwrights found new ways to continue their performances, including the
performance of Spanish plays and works about Spain. For example, William Davenant created
a ‘play/opera/dance/acrobatic’ performance titled The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru (1658),
and Francis Kirkman later published 27 ‘drolleries’ which were performed during the
Interregnum, 7 of which were based on Spanish play texts, and at least 5 of which featured
Spanish characters (perhaps more of them did, but some of the drolls’ characters remain
ambiguous). In general, ‘Spain,’ ‘Spanish,’ and ‘Spaniard’ were often used in play titles,
suggesting that these terms were effective at catching the attention of London’s playgoing
audience. The presence of Spain in London’s literary and theatre sphere was continuous
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throughout the seventeenth century and the Spanish Golden Age play texts were a great
commercial success for such printers as Henry Herringman.
In both Amsterdam and London, a noticeable pattern in the production of Spanish
Golden Age plays occurs. At peaks in originally Spanish play text production in both cities,
there tends to be a reproduction of a picaresque novel. For example, in Amsterdam, a
picaresque novel appeared in 1661 and 1662, corresponding to the second peak in play text
production. Similarly, in 1669, two picaresque novels were printed, corresponding to the third
pea in production, and 1679 (the fourth peak in production) saw the appearance of another
picaresque novel. In London, Herringman produced a copy of the Buscón in 1670, following
the success of 6 originally Spanish plays, and in 1673, after the success of another 3 plays, he
printed a new edition of Quevedo’s Visions. However, in London, where the picaresque novel
appears to have been more popular than the Spanish play texts, the production of the novels is
equal to that of the plays between 1668 and 1674. This particular trend suggests that printers
and booksellers tried to use the popularity of the Spanish Golden Age play texts to further
stimulate the sale of Spanish materials. This hypothesis regarding the correlation between the
production of originally Spanish plays and other types of Spanish literature does, however,
require further research before any definitive assertions can be made.
Spanish Golden Age play texts thoroughly saturated the literary spheres of London and
Amsterdam, and how these literary spheres reflected upon the Spanish works and their authors
differs significantly. In Amsterdam, the image of Spain ranges from Hispanophilic genuine
admiration for the poetic geniuses of that country to Hispanophobic references to Spain as the
cruel archnemesis of the Dutch. In between these two extremes, there are neutral
acknowledgements of the country of origin (i.e. instances when the playwright simply states
that the work originally comes from Spain but does not attach any opinions to this statement).
These neutral acknowledgements make up the majority of the reflections found in the Dutch
paratextual material. The varying shades of grey between the ‘white’ and ‘black’
representations of Spain here are similar to the ones found in the paratextual material of the
Dutch translations of and original picaresque novels discussed in the previous chapter. The
image of the Spanish authors and/or their works in the paratexts produced by the literary sphere
of Amsterdam is, therefore, one of nuance and negotiation, ranging between finding a “Dutch
heart in a Spanish bosom” to taking plays from the “cruel Spaniard” or the Dutch’s “inherited
enemy.”
In the English paratextual material accompanying the translated Spanish Golden Age
play texts, London’s literary sphere is primarily negative towards the Spanish authors and/or
their works. Though there are exceptions (such as James Mabbe’s Celestina (1631)), the
English paratexts generally assert superiority over Spain. The overarching argument is that the
English theatre requires plays of a higher standard than foreign plays can provide, and that it is
therefore necessary for the English playwrights to (painstakingly) improve upon the foreign
works so as to make them fit for the English stage. This message is frequently conveyed
through the use of naval (piracy) and imperial metaphors in the context of political rivalry.
Though paratextual materials to play texts are scarcer in England, the sentiments expressed
therein are in line with the sentiments expressed in the paratexts to English picaresque novels.
The English literary sphere comments regarding the originally Spanish play texts do range on
a spectrum. The most positive reflection excuses the adaptation of a Spanish source by arguing
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that the bare ‘carcass’ of the Spanish play is as good as that of an English play (Mabbe). The
most negative reflection asserts complete superiority over the original Spanish play and
emphasises that it was a great ordeal to bring it up to English standards (Crown). In between,
we find a mixture of the two, with the English playwrights both admiring/acknowledging the
original works and commenting upon the effort it took to translate them. One exception is
Shadwell’s paratextual remarks to The Libertine (1676). In the paratext to this play, Shadwell
uses the space to create distance between himself and the Spanish protagonist. Shadwell
stresses that, though he reinvented many parts of the play, the “vicious Spaniard” has been
taken from the Spanish original.
Based on the findings discussed in this chapter, the Dutch were more obsessed with
translating and adapting Spanish source materials than the English during the seventeenth
century. When the originally Spanish play texts proved successful, more and more were
produced by Amsterdam’s literary sphere. This is reflected in the paratextual material to these
works, which allows for genuine admiration, neutral acknowledgements, and criticism,
whereas in London’s literary sphere. picaresque novels appear to have been more popular
instead, and there was a stronger sense of superiority overall. Appreciative remarks in the
English paratexts are almost inevitably either followed by reminders that either the original
text required the translator to put in a lot of effort, or paired with compliments to the translators
themselves or the texts they have produced. In both London and Amsterdam, Spanish Golden
Age play texts saturated the literary spheres, inspiring new texts, new translations, adapted
(short) versions, and inclusion of the original Spanish author or of references to Spain in the
titles. Spanish cultural productions thereby affected the literary development of the literary
spheres in both cities, showcasing the co-existing tension between Hispanophilic admiration
and Hispanophobic discourse.
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Chapter 3 – The Spanish Ethnotype and the Nobleman, Servant, and
Soldier Sociotypes in English and Dutch Play Texts
“Nothing but fair Honour, O sweet Honour”528

Introduction
In seventeenth-century English and Dutch play texts, the dramatis personae often describe the
characters by listing their nationality. As such, it is not unusual to find descriptions such as “a
Spanish gentleman,” “a Spanish gipsy,” or “a Spanish friar.” In the corpus of this study, three
types of characters stood out in particular for the frequency with which they were included: the
nobleman, servant, and soldier. These sociotypes tend to gravitate towards the ethnotype of the
Spaniard and the traits and behaviours exhibited by each reveals how their Spanishness was
constructed and (re)negotiated in English and Dutch plays.529 Mapping this “gravitation” is a
promising perspective in imagological studies because, just like stereotypes are not born from
a vacuum, “ethnicity as a frame is not absolute and never operates in isolation.”530 Including
sociotypes in the study of the construction of a national image may reveal which traits of a
particular character are ethnotypical in nature, and which belong to the sociotype and may thus
also be found in relation to other ethnotypes. At the same time, different sociotypes may also
be considered in relation to a particular ethnotypical trait to fully understand how this trait is
utilised in the construction of the image of that (proto)nation. This chapter explores the
relationship between ‘Spanish honour,’ a core element pertaining to the image of
“Spanishness,” and the sociotypes of the gentleman, servant, and soldier. As will become clear,
the concept of ‘Spanish honour’ is versatile in its application and each sociotype relates to it in
its own way, creating both a negative and a positive image of the Spaniard.
But what exactly is a sociotype? As Leerssen suggests, a sociotype includes class and
age, as well as, “social self-presentation.”531 Though social self-presentation is “determined by
the social paths open to individuals from different circumstances” it is nevertheless “to some
extent a choice.”532 In other words, sociotypes (just like an ethnotypes) dictate the expected
behaviour of a particular character while leaving room for a variety of representations of this
behaviour. For example, as will be discussed in section 1 below, a Spanish gentleman is
expected to defend and avenge his honour. This obsession with honour is motivated by his
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social class and age and when a Spanish gentleman’s honour is affected, some type of action
is warranted. However, even though his sociotype and ethnotype require him to respond to an
infringement upon his honour, how he responds is not predetermined. As such, though the
Spanish gentleman is best known for his violent vengeance in matters of honour, there are
examples which show the Spanish gentleman purposefully taking a different – non-violent –
approach to restore his honour. By looking at the sociotype as well as the ethnotype, the image
of Spain in seventeenth-century English and Dutch play texts may be renegotiated, as this
approach offers a way to discuss varying representations of specific ethnotypical
characteristics. The sociotype determines how the interaction between the Spanish ethnotype
and this ethnotype’s hallmark traits, in this case honour, is represented.
This chapter will look at both ‘flat’ and ‘round’ characters.533 ‘Flat’ characters carried
the brunt of the humour in seventeenth-century play texts. These flat characters were
constructed around a single idea or characteristic, and were both easily recognised and easily
remembered by the reader which made them powerful tools in the affirmation of pre-existing
prejudices. Unlike round characters, flat characters cannot experience internal conflict. This
lack of internal conflict makes their representation of a given national stereotype more accurate
(and straightforward) in their simplicity than representation of the same stereotype by a round
character. Round characters are complex and multi-layered. It is this complexity which
necessitates carefully sifting through the characteristics of such round characters to determine
which characteristics are inherent to the sociotype and which to the ethnotype. For example,
the characteristic ‘honour’ is inherent to the sociotype of the gentleman. However, the
association between the Spaniard and ‘honour’ was likewise part of the Black Legend of Spain
in seventeenth-century Europe. Therefore, the question that arises is what makes the Spanish
gentleman’s representation of ‘honour’ stereotypically Spanish in English and Dutch play
texts? How does the association between the characteristic ‘honour’ and the Spaniard affect the
behaviour of the nobleman? And what does this reveal about the Dutch and English
understanding of Spanish honour? This chapter aims to answer questions such as these.
In Spanish, the concept of Spanish honour has a dual meaning: honor and honra. It is
important to understand that the concepts of honor and honra are deeply ingrained into early
modern Spanish society, inspiring the Spanish playwrights to produce what we now call the
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‘honour plays.’534 Furthermore, Erika Fischer-Lichte notes that Spain’s Golden Age popular
stage primarily featured characters “with personalities which are constant or cunning, always
ready to defend their honour, to lie, to deceive, even to kill for it.”535 Because both England
and the Dutch Republic imported these plays, they simultaneously imported these concepts,
even if they were not always aware of the distinction between them. The concept of ‘Spanish
honour’ thus came to embody a variety of traits and characteristics. By teasing the two apart,
it will be possible to see just how familiar English and Dutch playwrights were with the duality
of the Spanish concept.
The difference between honor and honra is not straightforward and has been the object
of much detailed scholarly attention.536 Both words stem from the Latin honōs and they are
synonymous in use, which often complicates the discussion of which concept is implied in the
text.537 However, as A. Robert Lauer argues, “If honra is seen as the highest worldly good,
honor is the patrimony of the soul.”538 What Lauer is referring to is the fact that honra is the
type of honour bestowed upon one by a superior and it is often “associated with the idea of
surplus, ambition, property, wealth, power, high office, war, and culturally specific masculine
values.”539 This ‘honour’ could be acquired or won, but above all, it needed to be recognised
by those superior in the social hierarchy. On the other hand, there is the concept of honor which
revolves around the honourableness of one’s heart, soul, and mind. Essentially, honor cannot
be acquired, for it is present in the inherent goodness of a person. Although this might sound
like a more ‘noble’ form of honour, it directly relates to fame and reputation and thus requires
outward recognition of the good deeds done.540 However, the fact that the terms were used
synonymously allowed playwrights to sometimes create “twists” in their plays which had “to
do with the ambiguity in the use of the terms.”541 In other cases, playwrights might employ the
stark and irresolvable difference in meaning as a way to invoke scenes of “acute violence.”542
And yet another way playwrights used these differing concepts to their advantage was by
As Jorge Braga Riera argues “before any affront, the Spanish gentleman of the Siglo de Oro comedies would
draw his sword and blades would immediately be crossed, supposing the movements of unsheathing the weapons
and entering into combat. These movements are translated quite faithfully into English, or made even more explicit
in the target text. Sometimes, too, the translator may create them even though they are not present in the original”
(Braga Riera, J. (2009). Classical Spanish Drama in Restoration English (1660-1700). Amsterdam: John
Benjamins Publishing Company. 155).
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creating “honourable conflicts in a temperate way” which could often only be resolved by the
king.543
But unlike Spanish, both English and Dutch only have one word to describe “great
respect, esteem, or reverence received, gained, or enjoyed by a person or thing; glory, renown,
fame; reputation,” namely: ‘honour’ or ‘eer.’544 One question that arises, then, is whether or
not the English and Dutch playwrights were aware of these two different types of Spanish
honour. For not only do honor and honra imply different concepts, there is also a legal
component involved. When one received honra from a superior, this was legally recognised,
since it often involved such elements as ownership (of land or goods) or an elevation from any
social class (including plebeians, the poor, or outsiders) to that of the gentry.545 In other words,
when ‘honour’ is the main driving force behind the plot (as it is in a variety of Spanish plays
or plays about Spain), how are we to interpret it? And how does it affect the presentation of
Spanish characters? By looking at the characters in these plays not merely for how they are
represented ethnically, but also in terms of social position, we can attempt to answer this
question and perhaps discover whether or not Dutch and English seventeenth-century
playwrights were aware of the different uses of Spanish honour.
Most plays that involve Spanish honour (and/or the loss thereof) revolve around one of
two things: the murder of a family member, or the honour of the female characters in the play.
In case of loss of honour due to the murder of one of the family members, the focus tends to be
on justice (through revenge if necessary). However, the honour of female characters – which
is not a type of personal honour but rather represents family honour – is usually tied to jealousy.
“Honour,” Steven Wagschal notes discussing Lope de Vega’s honour plays, “is evidently a
much more noble sentiment than jealousy.”546 Honour is more than self-worth; it is connected
to that person’s whole being and can therefore be damaged even without personal affront.547
The loss of female honour through a woman’s reproachable conduct is an often used theme in
early modern plays, just as the jealous protection of female honour is often used for the purpose
of comedy.548
For this chapter, three sociotypes (the gentleman, servant, and soldier) were selected
based on their prominence in the English and Dutch play texts of this study’s corpus. However,
considering its fruitful and long-lasting afterlife, one other sociotype might have been expected
to be included: the friar. Considering the Spanish friar’s prominent position in later centuries,
and particularly in the gothic literary tradition, it is surprising to find that he is hardly present
in early modern Dutch and English plays. Even though Spain’s Catholicism fuelled many anti-
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Spanish narratives,549 there is only one English play that features a Spanish friar as its main
character: The Spanish Fryar (1681) by John Dryden. This play was especially appealing to
Georgian audiences and was performed no less than 191 times between 1737 and 1789.550 The
image of the Spanish friar would gain popularity in the gothic literature of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (for example in Matthew Gregory Lewis’ novel The Monk (1795).
As mentioned above, three sociotypes were selected from this study’s corpus of English
and Dutch play texts. The total number of plays in this corpus amounts to 94 play texts (58
Dutch and 36 English plays).551 Genre did not play a role in the selection of the texts, and only
those plays featuring a Spanish character were eligible, bringing the number down to 25 Dutch
plays and 23 English plays.552 These numbers potentially reveal a discrepancy in motivation
for the import of Spanish source materials in England and the Dutch Republic. Of the 51 Dutch
plays based on a Spanish source, only 18 feature a Spanish character, whereas of the 32 English
plays based on a Spanish source, 19 include a Spanish character. These numbers suggest that
Dutch translators/playwrights turned to Spanish materials at large but did not ‘Hispanize’
characters or intentionally present a huge number of Spanish characters on stage or print,
whereas the English playwrights/authors appear to have been drawn in by the Spanish
characters as much as the plays/novellas themselves. However, the Spanish characters in the
Dutch plays are generally allowed to maintain their ‘Spanishness’, whereas in the English plays
– as discussed below – the Spanish characters tend to be ‘Englished’ more often.
Section 1 of this chapter will focus on the inherent duality of the concept of Spanish
honour (honor versus honra) and the presence of this duality as represented by the Spanish
nobleman in English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts. As mentioned above, Spanish
honour may be classified in two ways: the honour gained by the acquisition of worldly goods,
status, and titles (honra) or the honour acquired through morality and merit (honor). A
simplification of these terms would boil down to ‘physical honour’ and ‘moral honour.’ The
distinction will be elucidated below. In section 2, the focus turns to the Spanish servant, and in
particular to the gracioso servant. A gracioso servant is a witty, intelligent, and important
advisor whose presence on stage is not intended solely to entertain but also to move the plot in
a specific direction. How the gracioso servant engages with Spanish honour is markedly
different from how his master – the nobleman – approaches honour. In the third section, the
focus shifts to the Spanish soldier. This character more than any other demonstrates the
existence of contrasting images of Spain in England and the Dutch Republic, since it is mainly
connected with images of welfare, oppression and violence in line with anti-Hispanic
549
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narratives. The character of the Spanish soldier in the play texts examined encompasses two
roles: he is both a military man and a person of notable rank in civilian life. The Spanish soldier
represents yet another way in which a ‘typically Spanish’ character interacts with a ‘typically
Spanish’ trait such as honour.
This chapter will show how the dual concept of Spanish ‘honour’ (honor/ honra) which
was integral to the Spanish Comedia was likewise integrated into the character of the Spanish
nobleman in seventeenth-century English and Dutch play texts. In the character of the Spanish
nobleman, this duality is detectable even when the concept is presented to the English and
Dutch audiences in a singular form, as ‘honour’ or ‘eer.’ Mirroring the Spanish noblemen, we
often find a gracioso servant. Gracioso servants themselves were not particularly interested in
acquiring or defending honour. However, the gracioso servant serves his master loyally and
aids his quest to acquire, defend or avenge his honour, and thus remains indirectly related to
Spanish honour. Finally, the Spanish soldier shows the versatility in the representation of a
character of the same ethnotype and sociotype. Specifically, Spanish honour is used in
juxtaposition to cruelty, a trait strongly associated with the Spanish soldier. In various ways,
then, Spanish honour remains foregrounded in English and Dutch seventeenth-century play
texts revolving around Spanish characters, and may be used to create a nuanced image of the
Spaniard.

Section 1 - The Spanish Nobleman in Seventeenth-Century Dutch and English
Play Texts
This section takes as its starting point a selection of translated, adapted, and original plays
which revolve around how honour is represented by Spanish noblemen, and whether or not this
‘honour’ is attributed to their ethnotype or sociotype. Whereas the role of the servant cannot
be adequately investigated without examining the interaction between them and their masters
(the nobles), and the Spanish soldier tends to play a double role, also playing his parts as either
nobleman or commoner, the noblemen as a separate category can be investigated without
looking at their interaction with other social classes or functions.553 As discussed in the
introduction, it was important for a nobleman (or woman) to be recognised for their honour
amongst their peers and by those above them in the social hierarchy, partly for legal reasons.
In the plays selected for analysis below,554 tension is created by transgressions of honour by
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one noble family against another. These transgressions and the resulting actions intended to
rectify the situation all revolve around male family members, for “a man was supposed to
exhibit the masculine qualities of physical strength and moral courage in defence of his family,
whose honour was deposited in his keeping.”555 The plot is set in the ‘nobility’ tier of the social
hierarchy and does not move beyond said tier. The servants in these plays are not integral to
the story – they mainly deliver messages, and mostly do so in silence. Unlike in, for example,
The Cid, the noblemen in these plays do not serve a double function (such as portraying a
soldier as well as a nobleman) and their honour cannot be won on the battlefield; it may only
be restored in a duel.
The difference between honor and honra is distinguishable in John Fletcher’s The
Chances (c. 1613), which is based on Cervantes’ Señora Cornelia (1613).556 The two Spanish
gentlemen Don John and Don Frederick each represent one of the two types of honour.557 This
play, though written before the time period covered by this thesis, continued to be performed
throughout the seventeenth century.558 The character of Don John, a supposed womaniser in
the vein of Don Juan, is consistently associated with honra, such as when he saves the Duke of
Bologna and the following conversation ensues:
The Duke:
Don John:
The Duke:

Don John:

The Duke:

555

My thanks to you brave, Sir, whose timely Valour,
And manly Courtesie came to my rescue.
Ye had foul play offer’d ye, and shame befall him
That can pass by oppression.559
May I crave, Sir,
But thus much Honour more, to know your Name?
And him I am so bound to?
[…] to know me further
Will little profit ye; I am a stranger
My Country Spain, my name Don John, a Gentleman
That came abroad to travel
I have heard, Sir,
Much worthy mention of ye, yet I find
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Fame short of what ye are.560
In this exchange, Don John’s honra (i.e. honour gained by worldly goods or physical prowess)
is emphasised by the Duke. The Duke attributes to Don John a number of characteristics which
constitute honourable behaviour. He notes Don John is ‘brave,’ and that he has ‘valour,’ ‘manly
courtesie’ and ‘fame.’561 Furthermore, the Duke comments it is an honour to know Don John’s
name, and even though Don John and his cousin are merely travellers in Italy, the Duke has
heard “much worthy mention” of him. The Duke’s admiration of Don John stems from his
performance in breaking up the fight which had threatened to overwhelm the Duke, and the
recognition of honourable behaviour is thus based on physical rather than moral strength.562 As
discussed in the introduction, without the Duke’s recognition of this honourable behaviour (the
Duke being of a higher social class than Don John), the event would not contribute to Don
John’s honra. Meanwhile, the audience hears very different stories about Don John throughout
the play, most of which directly contradict the Duke’s praise, such as this description of his
character by his landlady: “There’s the younger, Don John, the errant’st Jack in all this City
[…] he’s been a Dragon in his days […] the most incomprehensible Whoremaster, twenty a
night is nothing; the truth is, whose chastity he chops upon, he cares not. He flies at all.”563
Contrastingly, the Spanish Don Fredrick is consistently commended for his honourable
behaviour and the goodness of his character, which is showcased, for example, in the following
dialogue:
Constantia:
Frederick:
Constantia:
Frederick:
Constantia:

Frederick:

Constantia:

Are ye a Gentleman?
I am
Of this place?
No, born in Spain
As ever you lov’d honour,
As ever your desires may gain their ends,
Do a poor wretched Woman but this Benefit
For I am forc’t to trust ye.
Y’ave charm’d me,
Humanity and Honour bids me help ye;
And if I fail your trust ---The time’s too dangerous
To stay your Protestations: I believe ye,
Alas, I must believe ye564

Constantia has never heard of Frederick, but she has heard of at least two traits of the Spanish:
the adherence to honour, and their supposed untrustworthiness. While she instantly
acknowledges that the Spanish love their honour, she is also ‘forc’t’ to trust him, and the phrase
‘Alas, I must believe ye’ is not exactly ringing with confidence either. However, Frederick will
560
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prove to be true to his word; he treats her kindly, and protects her from the harm that may befall
her at the hands of other men.
The distinction between Don John’s honra and Don Frederick’s honor is most
poignantly emphasised by Don John himself when he says to Don Frederick:
Art thou an Ass?
And modest to her blushes? What a Blockhead
Would e’r have popp’d out such a dry Apology,
For his dear Friend […]
But you have such a spiced consideration,
Such Qualms upon your Worship’s Conscience,
Such Chilblains in your Blood, that all things pick ye,
Which Nature, and the liberal World makes Custom,
And nothing but fair Honour, O sweet Honour,
Hang up your Eunuch Honour: That I was trusty,
And valiant, were things well put in; but modest!
A modest Gentleman! O Wit where wast thou?565
Here, Don John is fuming at Don Frederick for the way in the which the latter described him.
He can second the attainable qualities (trust and valour) but not the quality that must be inherent
to a person (modesty). Likewise, John mocks Frederick’s emphasis upon honour – a trait that
to Frederick means goodness of character – as John considers it to be essentially something
that stands in between him and enjoying a woman (hence him calling it ‘Eunuch Honour’). The
ending of the play, too, underlines the assignation of honra to Don John and honor to Don
Frederick, as John marries the second Constantia (thus acquiring a wife) and Fredrick is left to
receive praise for his character.566
A different approach to the attribution of honour is taken by Mary Pix in her 1696
original play The Spanish Wives.567 Pix plays with the ethnotype of the Spaniard and of the
Englishman as well as with the concept of honour which, in this play, is primarily understood
in the honor (moral honour) sense. One of the two plots of the play revolves around three
characters: the governor of Barcelona (who is introduced in the Dramatis Personae as “a merry
old Lord, that has travel’d, and gives his Wife more Liberty than is usual in Spain”), the
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governor’s wife, and an English colonel.568 The governor is significantly older than his wife,
and though their marriage is a happy one, soon the wife and colonel come dangerously close
to embarking on an affair. Anne J. Cruz argues that “the cuckold and his adulterous wife act
out stereotypically Spanish characters” though “through these characters, Pix also makes fun
of English moral laxity, since their behaviour has been influenced by having lived in
England.”569 When the governor finds out, he confronts the colonel who says to him:
Colonel:

Tho unarm’d, I will not stir from hence, if you practise a thousand
Cruelties upon me, unless I have your Promise, that you will not
hurt your Wife ---- I have Honour, tho’ the Rules are now
transgress’d. Nor can I leave a Lady (whom my Love has entic’d)
to the Resentments of a Spanish Husband.570

In this reply, the English colonel emphasises that he has honour, and this honour springs from
the inherent goodness of his character, as he is willing to undergo any type of punishment for
as long as the governor spares his wife. Yet the governor has not acted like a ‘typical jealous
Spanish husband.’571 It has been clear from the beginning that his wife enjoys more freedom
than is customary, and even after she appears to abuse this freedom, the governor is forgiving.
His wife explains that “I swear I love this old Governor, and nothing but this charming
Englishman cou’d have tempted me to break my Vows.”572 At the very end of the play, the
governor and his wife meet the colonel at a ball where they seek him out so the lady can ask
the colonel not to see her anymore. Finally, the governor says “And d’ye hear – if you prove a
Man of Honour, about Threescore Years hence I may leave ye Tittup for Legacy, and
abundance of wealth, a World of Wealth, by the Honour of Spain ---- nay ‘tis worthy staying
for.”573 In this line, the meaning of ‘honour’ shows its duality: if the colonel proves to be a man
of honor, then he will receive honra from the governor after his death in the form of leaving
him his wife. The widow of the governor will be endowed with wealth and abundance – more
so than befalls a colonel – and so the colonel would acquire not just social status by marrying
her, but also access to this wealth which is integrated into the concept of honra. All the colonel
needs to do is remain faithful to his love for about thirty years, a prospect which does not seem
to be appealing to him as he exclaims “Threescore years hence, quotha!”574
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The last English play to be discussed in this section is John Dryden’s An Evening’s
Love, or, The Mock-Astrologer (1671). This play, which is loosely based on Calderón’s El
astrologo fingido (1637), centres around two English gentlemen (Bellamy and Wilbloud) and
three Spanish gentlemen (the old Don Alonzo, the young noble Don Lopez, and the gentleman
of decayed fortune Don Melchor de Guzman). The primary focus of the analysis will be on
Don Lopez and Don Melchor as neither is a main character of the play, and both are presented
to the audience as being young, noble, Spanish gentlemen, though their stories unfold very
differently. Don Lopez, who hosts Bellamy and Wildbloud for the Carnival, is in love with
Aurelia. But before he realised how much she meant to him, he had already promised his friend,
Don Melchor, to help him secure her hand in marriage. “I promis’d him” Don Lopez says “To
serve him in his love; and I’ll perform it howe’r repugnant to my own concernments.” 575 The
reason for his repugnance is that Don Melchor is not faithful to one lady but rather chases two.
Don Melchor’s other love, Theodosia, is Aurelia’s cousin, and one night Don Melchor intends
to serenade Theodosia with the help of Don Lopez. Once in her gardens (in disguise), they
meet with the Englishmen, though neither side recognises the other. Dryden describes the
meeting as follows: “The two Spaniards and the English fight: the Spaniards are beaten off the
Stage.”576 After the fight, when only the Englishmen’s servant Maskal remains, Don Lopez
returns to the scene. Asking Maskal what he saw, Don Lopez soon suspects the servant of lying:
Don Lopez:
Maskal:
Don Lopez:

I find there is some secret in’t and you dare not trust me.
If you swear on your Honor to be very secret, I will tell you
As I am a Cavalier, and by my Beard, I will.

Maskal cleverly plays at Don Lopez’ sense of honour, and Lopez, being a Cavalier (meaning a
gallant gentleman trained to arms), gives his word.577
Don Lopez consistently shows his honor (moral honour) in the play. For example, until
the Englishmen persuade him otherwise, Lopez continually tries to secure Theodosia’s hand in
marriage from her father, Don Alonzo. His love for Aurelia is unwavering and he remains loyal
to her throughout the play. In this, Don Lopez is contrasted by Don Melchor whose name
already hints at what kind of character he is. Don Melchor de Guzman is a natural deceiver,
just like his roguish namesake, or as Don Lopez says to Aurelia and Theodosia towards the end
of Act 5: “Now, Madam, the truth is evident. And for this Cavalier he might easily be deceiv’d
in Don Melchor, for I dare affirm it to you both, he never knew to which of you he was most
inclin’d, for he visited one, and writ Letters to the other.”578 Don Melchor himself refuses to
see his own faults as the final line of the play attests: “Yet I have the comfort of a cast Lover:
I will think well of my self; and despise my Mistresses.”579
In An Evening’s Love, the honour of both Don Lopez and Don Melchor is mocked for
different reasons. In Don Lopez’ case, his honour fuels his naivety. He believes the Englishmen
Dryden, J. (1671). An Evening’s Love, or, the Mock-Astrologer. London: Henry Herringman. 2.
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whenever they appeal to his honour, an example of which was discussed above. Don Melchor’s
honour, on the other hand, is caricatured, as he does not behave honourably. He promises
fidelity to two women at the same time, and though his name is that of a gentleman, he has no
fortune to substantiate it. However, the Englishmen are not exempted from humorous scrutiny.
Both Bellamy and Wildbloud are thoroughly enjoying everything Carnival has to offer
(gambling, drinking, women, etc.) and they lie and cheat easily. When Bellamy tells Theodosia
“I am plain and true like all my Countrey-men,” then, the irony of the statement is evident.
Similarly, when Wildbloud remarks “I hate your Spanish honour ever since it spoil’d our
English Plays,” this meta-literary remark is humorously playing at the fact that Dryden
regularly uses Spanish sources to create his own plays. The line also reveals that Dryden was
aware of the association between the Spaniard and honour, and thus suggests that his
application of this trait to Don Lopez and Don Melchor was done with some thought.
Don Melchor’s honour lies more in the realm of honra, as he tends to be focussed on
acquisition and physical objects rather than morality. Throughout the play, Don Melchor keeps
attempting to marry Theodosia because her father is wealthy, and this is exactly why he has
asked Don Lopez to speak in his favour.580 However, Don Alonzo does not intend to let his
daughter marry Don Melchor, and after Theodosia gives Melchor a diamond ring to keep safe
for her, Don Alonzo accuses him of stealing. Don Alonzo says “I know what you would say,
Sir, that a man of honor is not capable of an unworthy action; but therefore I do not accuse you
of the theft, I suppose the Jewel was only put into your hands.”581 When asked how the ring
came into his possession, Don Melchor answers “By honorable ways I assure you, Sir.”582
Unlike Don Lopez – for whom the narrative focusses constantly on how he keeps his word and
the loyalty he has for his friends – Don Melchor’s honour is only discussed in relation to
corporeal things. Whether the story is about him attaining a wife or a diamond, the focus is
invariably on how Melchor’s honour aids him in the acquisition of worldly goods.
In An Evening’s Love, then, both types of honour are represented in two distinct
characters, with Don Melchor representing honra and Don Lopez representing honor. The way
honour is represented by these gentlemen is also the primary source of ridicule for both
characters in the play.583 On the one hand, Don Lopez’ honor is shown as a noble attribute,584
but on the other hand, his adherence to moral honour makes him blind to the fact that his fellow
noblemen may not behave according to the same code of honour. This makes it easy for the
Englishmen to repeatedly lie to him, and it is the realisation that Don Melchor is not following

Don Lopez tells Don Alonzo that Don Melchor “is infinitely ambitious of the Honour ---” before being
interrupted by the old man (Ibid. 37). This line suggests that Don Melchor will go through great lengths to acquire
his goals.
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the same honour code which finally makes him turn away from his friend. At the same time,
the play does not pass judgement on Don Melchor’s deceptions, and he does not receive any
form of punishment for his actions. Spanish honour in Dryden’s play is not related to violence,
and it is exhibited by two comparable characters (in terms of age and social position) who each
express it differently. These different expressions coincide with what was integral to the
Spanish discourse. The inclusion of both types of honour shows that Spanish honour in the
early modern period was a multi-faceted trait which could be interpreted both positively and
negatively.
In the English plays discussed above, both types of Spanish honour are occasionally
represented, but in the Dutch plays discussed below, the representation is far more one-sided.
In Don Louis de Vargas, of Edelmoedige wraek (1668), an adaptation/translation of Juan Ruiz
Alarcón y Mendoza’s El tejedor de Segovia (1619) by Dirck Pieterszoon Heynck, for example,
the focus is decidedly on honra.585 The play deals with the execution of the innocently accused
father of Don Louis by the king who has been manipulated by two of his advisors into believing
Louis’ father to be conspiring with the Moors. The king rewards the two advisors, saying “En
wy na diensten u met eer verheffen mogen / Rijst Graef, wy maken u Stehouder in Madrid.”586
By bestowing a new title upon the count, the king increases the honra the count already
possesses. In this play, ‘ownership’ is a constant theme in relation to honour. This is
demonstrated again when, after their father is tried and innocently executed for treason, Louis
has the following conversation with his sister:
Louis:
Lizandra:
Louis:
Lizandra:
Louis:
Lizandra:
Louis:
Lizandra:
Louis:
Lizandra:
Louis:
Louis:
Lizandra:

585

Gy moet my missen, so gy my weer vinden wilt,
Of anders wer u eer, en mijne, bey gespilt.
Wat wilt gy dat ik mis, om u dan weer te winnen,
Ik bid u broeder, zegt?
Gy ’t leven, ik mijn zinnen.
Het leven!
Ja, ons eer is ons wel zo veel waerdt.
En wie beneemt het my?
Zelf d’eer, nu zo ontaerdt
D’uitvoerder, wie zal ’t zijn?
Ik.
Gy, wat kan ’t uw raken?
Ik zelf, ‘k heb volle macht, het zijn mijn eigen zaken.
[…]
Gy moet de straf gedogen.
Waerom?
[…]

Henry W. Sullivan notes that, although the play was initially believed to be originally by Calderón, it was
actually a source text by Juan Ruiz de Alarcón (El tejedor de Segovia) which inspired Dirck Pieterszoon Heynck.
Furthermore, “in the original, the hero is named Don Fernando Ramírez and his father’s and sister’s names are
also different, but Heynck’s translation otherwise conveys the pruned Spanish text with uncanny accuracy”
(Sullivan, H. W. (2009). Calderón in de the German Lands and the Low Countries: His Reception and Influence,
1654-1980. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 55). It was performed 142 times between 1668 and 1788,
and printed in 1668, 1678, 1701, and 1707.
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Heynck. D. P. (1668). Don Louis de Vargas, of edelmoedige wraek. Amsterdam: Jacob Lescailje. 30. [And we
according to your services raise you up with honour, rise, Count, we make you Stadholder in Madrid]. It is
interesting that Heynck uses the term ‘Stehouder’ (‘Stadholder’), as this is a function which did not exist in Spain.
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Louis:

Den Graef, die hem in quat noch guw’len niet en swicht,
Wil uwe kuisheidt noch met wil of dwang genieten587

As the last remaining male of the family, Louis assumes ‘ownership’ of his sister and demands
her death in order to preserve what family honour they have left. Her chastity as of yet still
belongs to the family, but as Louis points out, the count wants it, either voluntarily or by force.
Legally, Louis’ statement “I have full power, it is my own business” holds true. His judgement
– that her life is worth less than their honour – therefore becomes Lizandra’s death sentence.
Don Louis is the avenger in this play, but this quest is not shown in a negative light.
Rather, Louis’s justifications as expressed by his fellows on stage inspire the audience to root
for him. “Uw daden / O dapp’ren Don Louis verdienen ons genaden,”588 says the king, and
even Julian, who is on the receiving end of Louis’ vengeance, exclaims as he lays dying, ‘O
hemel! ‘k heb mijn straf regtvaerdig hier geleden. […] ‘k bidt, wilt het my vergeven,”589 just
as Suërto’s dying words are “west nu te vreên: / O Vargas! Want gy hebt gewenste wraek
bekomen […] ‘k Bidt vergeef het my, gelijk / Ik u mijn doot vergeef.”590 All surviving
characters agree that the course of action Louis followed was not only justifiable, but was in
fact the right thing to do. Besides, Louis takes no pleasure in seeking revenge. In fact, he notes
the following: “‘k Volvoer dan (doch uit noot) dit Treurspel al te droef.”591 Even though Don
Louis exists for the sole purpose of avenging his family – appearing on stage at the onset of the
revenge scene with the play concluding immediately after he has avenged his family’s honour
– he is not the Black Legend ‘avenging Spaniard’ since the play goes out of its way to convince
the audience of the righteousness of his pursuit. From the king to those whose blood satisfies
his revenge, Louis is acknowledged to be entirely within his rights and his family’s honour is
once again restored, by the highest authority in the play: the king.
In Don Louis de Vargas, the honour theme intersects with one of the most typical
representations of Spanish characters in seventeenth-century drama: the revengeful/avenging
Spaniard. Probably one of the most famous plays of the period, Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish
Tragedy (1592), was a prototype for the subgenre of the revenge tragedy. In Kyd’s play, we
find the Spanish Hieronimo, a grieving father who is denied justice for the murder of his son

Ibid. 34-5. [Lou: ‘You will need to miss me before you may find me again or else your honour and mine would
both be taken.’ Liz: ‘What do you want me to miss, to win you again, I pray, brother, say?’ Lou: ‘You your life,
I my sanity.’ Liz: ‘Life!’ Lou: ‘Yes, our honour is worth that much to us.’ Liz: ‘And who will take it from me?’
Lou: ‘Your honour, now so uprooted.’ Liz: ‘The executioner, who will it be?’ Lou: ‘Me.’ Liz: ‘You, how can it
affect you?’ Lou: ‘I myself, I have full power, it is my own business […] You must tolerate the punishment.’ Liz:
‘Why?’ […] Lou: ‘The Count, who in evil and cruelties is not relenting, wants your chastity either voluntarily, or
by force’].
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and thus decides to take revenge (this play is discussed in section 3).592 A Dutch translation by
Adriaen van den Bergh appeared in 1621 – right at the end of the Twelve Years’ Truce – and
when the Amsterdam Theatre opened in 1638, an adaptation of this Dutch translation appeared
on stage.593 By introducing this genre to the Dutch stage, and thanks to the immense success
the play enjoyed besides, Don Jeronimo greatly impacted how the Dutch theatrical tradition
looked at ‘avengers’ on stage. The image of the Spaniard as the over-the-top, honour-driven
avenger who may exact revenge with or without justifiable cause was confirmed with this play.
In recent studies, however, this image of Hieronimo and the reputation of The Spanish Tragedy
as one of the most Hispanophobic plays of the early modern period has been contested and
renegotiated.594
When we compare Don Jeronimo to Don Louis, we clearly see the shift in the image of
the Spanish avenger from cruel and excessive avenger to justified rectifier of family honour.
Jeronimo first came to the Republic as hostilities with Spain resumed. The play would have
resonated with an audience that had once again been confronted with Spain as the enemy. It
was performed 121 times between 1638 and 1753 (an impressive runtime) and (re)printed five
times.595 However, right as Spanish play text popularity reached its all-time high in the Dutch
Republic (between 1667-1670; see Chapter 2), Don Louis appeared on stage, in 1668, where it
would remain until 1788, being performed 142 times and (re)printed eight times.596 Both plays,
then, were performed for an almost equally long time (115 years for Jeronimo and 120 for
Louis), but even though Jeronimo is the better-known of the two, Louis was actually the more
successful play. Especially telling are the years in which the plays were reprinted. Whilst
Jeronimo stopped being printed in 1669, Louis would continue to be reproduced well into the
eighteenth century. It almost seems as though Jeronimo passed the baton to Louis as the image
of the cruel avenger made way for that of the justified avenger at the apex of Spanish play text
production in the Republic. This transition shows how evolving political circumstances
(continuation of war versus twenty years of peace since the Peace of Westphalia in 1648)
affected public reception of the image of the Spaniard on stage. Jeronimo was clearly not
rejected outright, as the image he represented still resonated with the recent historical memory
of the Dutch, but after twenty years of peace, there was room for a more positive representation
of the avenging Spaniard.
In 2014 a new edition of Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy appeared edited by J.R. Mulryne, and with an introduction
and notes by Andrew Gurr. On the relation between ‘Spanishness’ and The Spanish Tragedy as a revenge tragedy,
see Calvo, C. (2016). ‘How Spanish is The Spanish Tragedy? Dynastic policy and colonial expansion in revenge
tragedy.’ In Nicoleta Cinpoeș (Ed.). Doing Kyd: Essays on The Spanish Tragedy. (pp. 111-128). Manchester:
Manchester University Press. Meanwhile, Katharine Goodland explores Hieronimo’s revenge in relation to the
female characters and Hieronimo’s play-within-a-play (Goodland, K. (2016). ‘New Directions: Female Mourning,
Revenge and Hieronimo’s Doomsday Play.’ In T. Rist (Ed.). The Spanish Tragedy: A Critical Reader. (pp. 175196). London: Bloomsbury). Looking at the development of the genre of revenge tragedy in England, see Rist, T.
(2008). Revenge Tragedy and the Drama of Commemoration in Reforming England. Aldershot: Ashgate
Publishing.
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The driving force behind Joan Blasius’ Edelmoedige Vyanden (1658) is likewise the
Spanish nobleman’s desire and need for justified vengeance over the loss of family honour.597
In this play, two plotlines revolving around the protection and restoration of honra intertwine
to form a humorous display of the lengths Spaniards will go to in order to maintain their
family’s honour. Don Pompeo’s brother is (supposedly) killed by Don Pedro, but Pompeo had
offered Pedro sanctuary in his house before he discovered his supposed crime. Upon his
discovery, Pompeo offers a lengthy monologue on stage which may be summarised by the
following:
Gedenk ik dan mijn woord niet meer?
[…]
Hier moord en wraak; daar eer en trow.
De keur, die licht schijnt, is licht quaadste.
Wel op mijn hart! verkies het laatste,
En stel de wraak uit na de row.
Veel liever ik geen broeder wreek
Eer ik mijn trow-eed eerloos breek.
Aan trowheid diend meer eer, als aan de wraak gegeeven.598
Pompeo faces a dilemma in choosing either “murder and revenge” or “honour and loyalty.”
Although this choice would seem self-evident with the Black Legend narrative in mind (murder
and revenge, surely), Pompeo decides to honour his word instead, even if it could cost him his
chance to avenge the death of his brother. Pompeo’s decision is motivated by honour, or more
precisely, by the amount of honour either path would afford him. Loyalty, he concludes, gains
him more honour than revenge would give him. Purposefully deciding not to become the
stereotypical vengeful Spaniard – and subsequently not becoming disloyal and untrustworthy
– Pompeo shows how honour may be utilised in a less negative way. The loss of honour and
desire for revenge still form the main plot device, but instead of bein portrayed as a bloodthirsty
Spaniard, Pompeo is shown to approach the problem more logically, weighing his options in
terms of which would enhance his honour most. This type of honour is congruent with the
honor side of the Spanish concept. Don Pedro, on the other hand, shows how honra is employed
in this play.
Don Pedro returns at the agreed upon time and place and in the conversation between
him and Pompeo which ensues, their honourable behaviour is the source for great comedy.
Since they last saw each other, Pedro has been charged by his father to regain his family’s
Obligados y ofendidos by Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla and l’Ecolier de Salamanque ou les ennemis genereux
by Paul Scarron were the source texts for this play. It was performed 8 times between 1658 and 1671. Its lack of
stage-success may be due to the fact that, according to C.W. Schoneveld, the theatrical society Nil Volentibus
Arduum (which had major influence in the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre, particularly towards the end of the
seventeenth century) found in Blasius’ piece “vele aanknopingspunten voor hun kritiek” [many connection points
for their critique] which was geared against the popular spectacular aspects in plays (such as the use of flight
machines) (Schoneveld, C.W. (1992). ‘t Word grooter plas: maar niet zo ‘t was. Nederlandse beschouwingen
over vertalen 1670-1760 Vertaalhistorie Deel 3. ’s-Gravenhage: Stichting Bibliographia Neerlandica).
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honour – this was necessary as a man had been discovered by his sister’s window. Thus, Pedro
says to Pompeo “Ik ben nu sonder eer, men heeft de eer ontrooft […] En iemand sonder eer en
kan u niet versaden.”599 Honour has become a tradable product here, the very embodiment of
honra as a worldly good. At the moment, Pompeo could not gain Pedro’s honour because Pedro
has none to offer. Therefore, Pedro suggests, they should postpone Pompeo’s vengeance until
after Pedro has restored his family’s honour. Pompeo accepts this proposal, saying:
O Ridder vol moed,
Ik stel de wraak noch uit, gy sult my nimmer vinden
Ten halven moedig. Neen. ‘k wil u voortaan verbinden
Tot vriend, die vyand waart, en worden siel gemeen,
Ga, ga dan, wreek de hoon, die vader heeft geleen.600
Pompeo insists on mending Pedro’s honour in Pedro’s stead. It is important for Pedro to remain
undetected as there are men in the street currently looking for the supposed murderer of
Pompeo’s brother (i.e. Pedro). Should these men find Pedro, Pompeo will lose his chance for
(postponed) revenge. Therefore, Pompeo offers Pedro the protection of his house once more.
Before parting ways, with Pedro staying put and Pompeo heading out to find the ‘third man,’
Pompeo tells Pedro:
Uw edelmoedigheid dwingt siel, en hart, en sinnen,
Dat ik u, schoon gy sijt mijn vyand, moet beminnen.
Wy souden ook voorlang geweest sijn vrienden weer,
Soo ’t ons was toegestaan door wetten van de eer.601
This scene is humorous in more than one way. They are over-the-top polite to one another,
expressing reverence and respect even though Pompeo believes Pedro is his brother’s murderer,
and Pedro knows Pompeo is intent on killing him. The way they treat each other adds to the
sense of ridicule or parody that is generated by the audience knowing something that both
characters do not: that the man at the window – the man who dishonoured Pedro’s family –
was actually Pompeo himself.
In Edelmoedige Vyanden, Pompeo embodies the concept of honor. His sense of moral
honour exceeds his desire for vengeance, and his courtesy towards Pedro shows a different
kind of ‘Spanish avenger,’ unlike Don Louis and Don Jeronimo who, with or without
justification, instantly resort to physical action to restore their family’s honour. Meanwhile,
Pedro’s sense of honour is closer to that of honra. Honour for Pedro becomes almost like a
tradeable good – before he can start the negotiations with Pompeo, he must first possess the
subject of the negotiations, his honour. Both concepts of Spanish honour are employed in a
humoristic way – there is an excess of honor in Pompeo which leads him to behave in an
Ibid. 27. [I am now without honour, my honour has been stolen […] and someone without honour cannot
satisfy you].
600
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to connect to you as a friend from now on, who was my enemy, and become of one soul. Go, go then, avenge the
injury that your father has suffered].
601
Ibid. 30. [Your magnanimity forces soul, and heart, and mind, that I, though you are my enemy, must love you.
We would before long have been friends, if we had been allowed by the laws of honour].
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exaggeratedly polite manner towards Pedro, and Pedro’s sense of possessing honra as a
worldly good leads him to treat his family’s honour as tradeable item.
Spanish honour in English and Dutch seventeenth-century plays is therefore not
necessarily synonymous with violence. Though some of the more famous ‘Spanish avengers’
use honour as the motivation for their revenge, there are examples of Spanish honour being
used as a nuancing factor. Spanish honour is both commended and ridiculed, and it can serve
to justify revenge on the one hand or be what pushes revenge too far on the other. For the
noblemen in the plays discussed above, honour revolves primarily around the family’s
reputation. The loss of family honour is usually caused by the loss of female honour or by death
of or affront to a male member of the family. Most of the plays above are based on Spanish
plays or novellas, and they copy the inherent honor/honra rhetoric found in these original
sources, even though the distinction is lost in the process of translation. In these Spanish works,
the individual is subordinate to larger familial or communal values. This subordination
accounts for the acceptability of the death of one or more family members in order to secure
the honour of the greater familial structure.602 In the Dutch and English renditions of Spanish
noblemen on stage, this principle is the bane of the existence of the sociotype, but his
Spanishness foregrounds it sometimes to the point of ridicule. Spanish honour as related to
noblemen is, therefore, a tool which can be used to exaggerate and ridicule the Spaniard, and
to justify his actions, but also to underline his capacity for cruelty. There are thus two narrative
strands at work here: the most anti-Hispanic and the most nuanced one.

Section 2 - The gracioso Servant in English and Dutch Seventeenth-Century
Play Texts
There are various accounts as to exactly what a gracioso is and what his behaviour is like.
There is general agreement that the gracioso follows his European literary antecedent, the
‘simpleton’ who is “simple-minded, materialistic, a glutton and a coward.”603 Despite sharing
these characteristics to some degree, the character of the gracioso was influenced over time by
a variety of factors. The gracioso has been linked to such characters as the parasite of Roman
comedy, the clever lackey of Italo-classical plays, and the commedia dell’arte’s zanni and lazzi
characters.604 However, the gracioso is also a figure who existed and functioned in real life.
With humour stemming from a place of moderation, and characterised by courtesy and urbanity
(decidedly avoiding the vulgar), the gracioso also had a place at the Spanish court where he
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entertained the nobles with witticisms between the fifteenth and seventeenth century.605 The
gracioso has mistakenly been described as being simply a Spanish zanni, or a Spanish
Shakespearean clown. Though these early modern European theatrical characters undoubtedly
had some influence on the development of the character of the gracioso in the Spanish
Comedia, his character is unique to the Spanish tradition. Often, the gracioso is portrayed by
the servant, but this is not necessarily the case, for the set of behaviours assigned to the gracioso
could also be performed by other characters such as the soldier, shepherd, farmer, or Moor.606
This section will look only at the sociotype of the servant and how the servant represents the
gracioso in English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts.
The gracioso’s behaviour is not easily defined or schematised. In Spanish Golden Age
theatre, the role of the gracioso servant was “to provoke situations typical of Spanish comedies
of intrigue, at times coordinating two plots simultaneously, while remaining the adviser.”607 It
is this role as adviser which sets a gracioso apart from other types of early modern clownish
figures. For although one of the main purposes of a gracioso servant was to be entertaining and
humorous, he was also a pivotal character in the play. Different plays will highlight different
characteristics of the gracioso servant, especially when there are multiple graciosos performing
alongside one another.608 Common traits encountered in the character of the gracioso servant
are loyalty, trickery, and wittiness, but he can also behave like a coward, a materialist, and a
buffoon.609 However, in all plays that feature a gracioso servant, it is his common sense which
tends to be emphasised. This particular focus on the ‘down-to-earth’ attitude of the character
is primarily due to his function in the play. The gracioso servant contrasts his master (a
nobleman) and acts as his main adviser throughout the play. In this role, the gracioso does not
express any personal ambition but rather aids the realisation of his master’s goals.610 Because
of his master’s role as a nobleman, this means that most of the time, the gracioso servant is
trying to help his master attain or re-establish honour, or to attend him in other matters
involving the pursuit of honour. In this way, the gracioso remains closely connected to Spanish
honour even though he himself is not the one in pursuit of it.
Because of his behaviour and the freedom with which he operates in the play, the
gracioso servant is easily likened to the figure of the rogue. The gracioso’s natural ability to
scheme, plot, and survive is also reminiscent of the rogue.611 In fact, this association was clearly
on the forefront of the minds of early modern Dutch and English playwrights. In the play texts
discussed below, the name ‘Guzmán’ will frequently appear to indicate the gracioso servant.
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Less often, but still noticeable, is the use of a version of Lazáro (like Lasaril). Like the Spanish
rogues, the gracioso’s “element is one of constant change, to which he adapts for the sake of
survival and physical intactness.”612 However, despite the association between the Spanish
rogue and the gracioso servant, the character is not as often encountered in the English plays
as he is in the Dutch. As Braga Riera suggests when discussing the translation of the Spanish
character into English, “in the process of translation much of the original character was lost,
though the comic spirit always remained.”613 Additionally, the servants who are presented as
individual characters are often ‘Englished’ to the point where they are Spanish only in name.
In the Dutch Republic, contrastingly, the gracioso servant remained Spanish in his
characterisation.
The analyses below will start with the graciosos in the Dutch plays before turning to
the English plays. In these analyses, the focus will be on the Spanish traits exhibited by the
gracioso servant(s). However, to fully investigate the role of the gracioso, his master cannot
be left entirely out of the conversation. Because the gracioso mirrors his master, the interaction
between them is an important part of the construction of the character of the gracioso. The
analyses will begin with Gilles van Staveren’s De wyze Krygsman of de dappre Raedsheer
(1658), followed by Hendrick de Graef’s Aurora en Stella, of Zusterlijcke Kroon-zucht (1665),
and Joan Pluimer’s De School voor de Jaloerschen (1691). For the English part of the analyses,
this section turns to Samuel Tuke’s The Adventures of Five Hours (1662) and George Digby’s
Elvira, or the worst not always true (1667) before looking briefly at a number of other English
plays. In the Dutch play texts, the gracioso servant is portrayed as the ‘showrunner,’ or the
architect behind the plot, whereas in the English plays the gracioso servant’s presence is less
pronounced. In both theatrical traditions, the gracioso servant remains associated with
cleverness, trickery, loyalty, and the figure of the Spanish rogue.
In Gilles van Staveren’s translated play De wyze Krygsman en de dappere Raedsheer
(1658), we find two gracioso servants: Gusman and Gonzales.614 Both fulfil the role of advisor
to their respective masters, Don Fernando and Don Jan, and steer the plot in that capacity.
However, where both Don Fernando and Don Jan are honourable gentlemen, both graciosos
are eager to avoid any action that would lead to the acquisition of honour. For example, in the
following exchange between Don Jan and Gusman, the gracioso tries to the best of his abilities
to pretend they are not being called to battle:
Don Jan:
Gusman:
Don Jan:
Gusman:
Don Jan:
Gusman:
Don Jan:
612

Pas op, waer is myn helm en wapen!
Wat wil me joncker?
Hoor, en hebt gy geen gehoor?
Op, wapen! Wapen, op! De Moor! De Moor! De Moor!
Ick zweer u by myn trou, gy maeckt my zelfs verwondert,
Bezwyckt gy nu de lucht met stock en tromlen dondert
Ziet daer, men roept my door dat onverwacht geluit
Waer toe?
Tot een triumf, en nieuwen oorlogsbuit

Fischer-Lichte. (2002). 95.
Braga Riera. (2009). 249.
614
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Gusman:
Don Jan:
Gusman:

Maer wie volhart alhier zo luit alarm te schreeuwen?
Om meer te hitsen op de moed der moed’ge Leeuwen
Myn Heer, Bermuda zent de veldheer Ferdinand
De Navarresche macht tot hulp en onderstandt.
Ick zoeck alleen met stael de dolle Moor te klincken
Ick zoeck alleen myn buick vol wyns, en anders niet, te
drincken.615

First, Gusman pretends not to hear the drums of war, even swearing on his loyalty that it is
only thunder. Then, as Don Jan is called to go into battle, Gusman maintains ignorance by
asking ‘where to?’ as though completely oblivious to the war. Still trying to get out of
accompanying his master onto the battlefield, Gusman then emphasises how Don Fernando
will already be sent to handle the oncoming threat as he (and not Don Jan) is the commander
of the army. But Don Jan persists, driven by the promise of attaining spoils of war and triumph
(and potentially, therefore, additional honra) and as he is getting ready to fight, Gusman can
only grumble that he would really rather drink wine instead. In other words, Gusman does not
care for the potential gains of victory in battle, and he attends Don Jan primarily because his
master is the one who provides for his livelihood. In the end, neither Don Jan nor Gusman
make it to the battlefield as Don Ferdinand has already defeated the Moors.
Meanwhile, Gusman’s friend and fellow gracioso Gonzales attempts the same evasion
of responsibilities on the battlefield. As Don Fernando is conferring with his men to plan the
best course of action, Gonzales becomes increasingly anxious about the information he is
receiving, for the enemy is coming and outnumbers them three to one. He says to his master
“En sterf ick niet van vreeze!” to which Fernando scoffs “Lafhartige.”616 Gonzales does not get
a chance to escape, as Fernando rightly suspects that his servant’s intention is to flee: “Ick bid
myn vriendt blyft staen” he says, “Indien ‘t myn Heer gelieft, ick volg hem achter aen”
Gonzales replies, “O neen, geen noot.”617 Once in the middle of the battle, Gonzales could not
care less about his honour or whatever riches may be won:
Gonzales:

Val aen, ick wyck, daer is een reus gelyck een spar,
En broeder, ick en ben geen David, die zyn slinger
Vol tichelsteenen stack, en d’opgeschote dwinger
Deed zwymen618
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Referencing the story of David and Goliath, Gonzales avoids the battle as much as he can,
whereas his master, in contrast, seeks it out and bravely defeats the Moors.
Both Gusman and Gonzales are graciosos and not simply comical cowards. They are
both sought out for their advice and function as the counterparts to the two heroes of the play:
Fernando and Jan.619 Neither cares about what the other characters in the play think of them.
Their sense of self is not tied to the concept of honour; instead, they are led by a sensible
rationale which allows them to make humorous observations whilst seeking to aid their
masters’ quests for gaining honour. Though desertion from battle was anything but uncommon,
here it is juxtaposed to the noblemen’s express desire to face mortal danger and thus enhance
their honour, courage and valour, implying that the graciosos behaviour is instead motivated
by common sense.620 The graciosos are interested in staying alive, not in gaining honour, and
are therefore not particularly keen on putting themselves in danger for the opportunity to gain
honour in battle. As their masters’ course of action potentially threatens the graciosos primary
concern of survival, their natural response is to trade in loyalty for safety. This again juxtaposes
the graciosos with their masters, whose loyalty to their country (and the honour this loyalty
will generate) drives them to charge into battle courageously. In this way, De wyze Krygsman
of de dappre Raedsheer plays with mirroring the function of the sensible gracioso servants and
their masters, showing that what one considers to be bravery, the other considers to be
foolishness.
Though graciosos are generally intelligent, this does not mean that their advice is by
definition good. In fact, in Hendrick de Graef’s Aurora en Stella, of Zusterlijkcke Kroon-zucht
(1665),621 there are two graciosos, one named Lasaril and one named Gusman. The names
Lasaril and Gusman are not used in the Spanish original, and because these names are an
adaptation of ‘Lázaro’ from Lazarillo de Tormes and ‘Guzmán’ from Guzman de Alfarache,
the audience would immediately recall the Spanish rogues from the picaresque novels. The use
of the names Lasaril and Gusman in this play is an example of Hispanisation. This
Hispanisation already occurred in the French intermediate translation (Philippe Quinault’s Le
Coupe de l’Amour (1655)) where the names ‘Gusman’ and ‘Lazarille’ are used for Lother and
Rogier’s servants. The connection between these roguish characters and Spanish graciosos
seems to have a wide transnational reach beyond the English and Dutch contexts. De Graef
followed this French model. Nevertheless, the names aid the audience’s understanding of these
characters. Lasaril’s character is roguish, and his advice to his master (which, as a gracioso
servant, he is supposed to provide) is based on deception and trickery, two traits strongly

For example, Gusman tells Don Jan “Myn voorbeelt geeft aen u een duidelycke leer / Zyt wyzer, ick vertreck:
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ask “Wat zal ick dan het Ryck, en al de stadt gaen scheeren?” (referring to the metaphor used by Gusman to
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a clear teaching, be wiser, I depart, do you understand me my Lord?’ ‘Very well…Will I then shave all the
Kingdom and the city?”] (54). At the same time, though Fernando and Gonzales’ relationship is less amicable
than Gusman’s and Jan’s, Fernando still says “Uw tong doorboort myn ziel” [Your words pierce my soul] (ibid.
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associated with the character of the rogue. As such, he tells his master, Lother (whose name is
Lotario in the Spanish original):
Lasaril:

Verdiensten gelden niet by Grooten in het Rijck
Zoo gy de list vol list wilt nemen tot uw wijck,
Zult gy, al eer gy ’t weet, ten eertroon zijn gesteegen,
Mijn listigheydt zal u, door onbebaande wegen
Een wegh bebaenen tot uw onverwacht geluck622

Here, Lasaril assures his master Lother that he will not find his way to the “honour-throne” by
way of merit, but rather through deceit. Luckily, Lasaril is an expert in this and offers to guide
the nobleman through (for him) unknown territory. If he is willing to follow Lasaril’s advice
(and allow deceit to become part of his ‘wijck’ (i.e. neighbourhood, or familiar area), he will
soon achieve his goals.
Unlike Gusman and Gonzales in De wyze Krygsman, the graciosos in Aurora en Stella
do not mirror their masters. Instead, Lasaril and Gusman mirror each other. Lasaril is the mirror
image of the second gracioso in the play: Gusman. Unlike Lasaril, Gusman aims to guide his
master Rogier through the play by way of noble deeds. For example, the play opens with
Gusman saying “Mijn Prins, de Rijcx-Princes is om uw hulp verlegen, / Wijl aen dees velt
slagh hangt, de neederlaegh, of zegen.”623 Needing further assistance, Rogier cries out “O
Gusman, seght my doch.”624 The two stay on an honourable course throughout the play, and
right until the very end, it seems as though they are, in fact, wrong to do so. Lasaril’s conviction
– that deceit is worth more than merit – lifts Lother higher in the princess’ esteem than the
merit-based strategy advocated by Gusman does for Rogier. However, at the very end,
righteousness wins out and Lother and Lasaril’s deceit is discovered. Gusman is ecstatic (“Wat
schatten staen hier nu voor Gusman al te hoopen!”) whereas Lasaril despairs (“‘t Geluck is
Lasaril, o Gusman! al ontloopen”).625
In Aurora en Stella, the representation of the Spaniard is not straightforward. Because
of the mirror function of Gusman and Lasaril, the audience is confronted with two characters
who are virtually fulfilling the same role (both are servants, advising their masters, and named
after famous Spanish rogues). However, Lasaril knowingly steers his master away from the
right path, instead suggesting deception and trickery to acquire honour. Meanwhile, Gusman
is tasked with the same objective to help his master gain honour. But where Lasaril instantly
turns to deception, Gusman consistently counsels his master to stick to the honourable path. At
the end of the play, the righteous prosper (Gusman and his master Rogier) and the wicked are
punished (Lasaril and his master Lother). Thus, Gusman and Lasaril serve to highlight both the
good and bad parts of the Spaniard, and every action is motivated by the same thing: honour.
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Spanish honour, then, is not represented as inherently ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ The road to gaining
honour is not predetermined, nor is it inflexible. Both ‘good’ and ‘bad’ means may be employed
to aid the acquisition of honour, and the gracioso servants Gusman and Lasaril show that the
Spaniard is capable of both.
In Joan Pluimer’s De school voor de Jaloerschen (1691), a Governor named Karel is
aided by the gracioso servant named Gusman.626 The Governor is attempting to see his sister
but her jealous husband is keeping the virtuous young woman locked away. To teach him a
lesson, Karel charges Gusman with playing a trick on the husband. “Laat ‘er my eens mee
began / Vrees niet, ik zal onze aanslag behendig genoeg besteeken”627 Gusman says to his
master. It is imperative that Gusman keeps the Governor’s role in the scheme a secret, as tbe
latter’s social class restricts his partaking in such affairs. Therefore, even though Gusman refers
to “onze aanslag” (“our scheme”), he alone is the one concocting and executing the façade that
will teach the husband that his wife is virtuous and loyal. In this way, Gusman assumes the role
of ‘showrunner’ in the play, and not only does he appear to be comfortable in this position, he
is also excited to show his skill (“Selderment! hoe zal ik hem foppen”).628 The audience is
frequently reminded that Gusman is acting as an extension to Governor Karel in such
interactions as:
Gusman:
Karel:
Gusman:

‘K ga alles vaardig maaken
Ik laat het op u staan, pas ter deegen op je zaaken
Wees niet bekommerd629

Karel:

Gusman, dien my getrouw
‘K zal u beloonen
Daar behoef je niet voor te vreezen.
‘K zal maaken dat de dingen komen daar ze moeten weezen
Heb geen zorg, ik weet hoe men omspringen moet
Met een grinsbek, die niemand deugd en doet630

And

Gusman:

In both these interactions, Karel entrusts Gusman with the execution of a scheme that, were it
discovered to have been done in his name, would severely damage Karel’s reputation. The
stress on ensuring the secrecy of the plot, though, is hardly necessary, for Gusman’s years of
experience in orchestrating events like these make him an expert. Indeed, Karel does not need
to worry, for even when the jealous husband in the play almost discovers the scheme, Gusman
quickly adapts and steers the plot right where he wants it to go. In his role as ‘showrunner,’

This play is a translation/adaptation from Moliére’s L’école des jaloux, ou le cocu volontaire (1664).
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Gusman fulfils one of the main tasks of a gracioso: he affects the plot. This is one of the key
features which sets the Spanish gracioso apart from other servant characters.
In the Dutch plays, the gracioso servant maintains his Spanishness in his role as adviser
to his master. As an adviser, the gracioso servant mirrors the nobleman and aids him in his
quests, which are usually related to the acquisition or maintenance of honour. The gracioso
servant in the Dutch plays acts as a ‘showrunner,’ and is able to develop schemes and execute
them on behalf of his master so that his master’s honour is not jeopardised. The Spanish Golden
Age gracioso was welcomed onto the Dutch stage in this capacity, starring in some of the most
popular plays of the seventeenth century. In the English plays, on the other hand, the gracioso
servant tends to be deprived of his Spanishness. The gracioso loses parts of his autonomy and
becomes less able to scheme and thus less paramount to the development of the plot.
In Samuel Tuke’s translation of Antonio Coello’s Los Empeños de seis horas (1642),
The Adventures of Five Hours (1662), almost half of the characters are servants (six of the
thirteen).631 Although the majority of these servants have been stripped of their original roles
as graciosos and do not affect the plot, latent traits belonging to the gracioso servant can still
be found in the interactions between master and servant. The gracioso servants continue to
mirror their masters in two ways: by presenting a similar image and by presenting an opposing
image. Antonio’s servant, Sancho, for example, mirrors his master’s needs. Sancho acts as an
extension of Antonio rather than as his opposite. His advice tends to be limited to facilitating
Antonio, for example:
Since you are here, Sir, earlier than you thought
Why might you not go shift out at the Post-house?
And be back here, before Ernesto come,
Howe’re , ‘tis better, that he wait for you,
Than you for him i’th’ open street.632
Sancho’s advice concerns his master’s image – it is better for Antonio to wait for his second
servant inside than on the street – but it does not significantly contribute to the plot. It is exactly
this contribution to the plot development which gives the gracioso servant a more prominent
position on stage, but in Sancho’s case, no such prominence exists. Additionally, apart from
Sancho’s name, there is little in his behaviour which sets him apart as Spanish. His Spanishness
has been neutralised, though his name would undoubtedly have prompted the association
between him and Spain considering the popularity of Don Quixote in England. Without the
typical trickery of a gracioso servant, however, Sancho presents London’s theatre-going
audience with a less threatening image of the Spanish servant.

Ingo Berensmeyer argues that Tuke’s play, which is set against the backdrop of the Spanish Wars of Religion
in the Netherlands, was purposefully adapted to aid in the public’s “forgetting the cruelties of the Civil War” in
England (Berensmeyer, I. (2006). ‘The art of oblivion: Politics of remembering and forgetting in Restoration
England.’ European Journal of English Studies 10 (1). 81-96. 85). In Berensmeyer’s words “the way in which
The Adventures deals with the dangerous passions of jealousy and exaggerated honour is perfectly aligned to the
play’s function of teaching the civic virtues of obedience” (Ibid. 85).
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Whereas Sancho thinks along with his master, and thus reflects his master’s needs and
preferences, Diego mirrors his master in a very different way. Diego and his master Octavio (a
gentleman) have the following exchange, showing an outspoken opposition between the two:
Diego:

Octavio:

Sir, you may call it what you please, but I
Dare boldly say, there lives not in the world
A more Valiant Man, than I, whilst Danger
Does keep its Distance; but when sawcily
It presses on, then (I confess) ‘tis true,
I have a certain Tenderness for Life,
That check my Ardor, and enclines my Prudence
Timely to withdraw
Your Style is wondrous civil to your self;
How you Soften that harsh word, call’d Cowardice;
But the Danger is not always evident,
When you are pleas’d, my Friend, to Run away
[…]
You have more Light, Diego, I see, than Heat;
But I’ll allow your Wit and Honesty
To come to Composition of your want
Of Courage633

In The Adventures of Five Hours, Diego mirrors Octavio as his opposite. Unlike Sancho who
acts as an extension of his master Diego’s outlook on life starkly contrasts with that of Octavio.
What Octavio calls cowardice, Diego describes as common sense, much to the amusement of
Octavio who recognises that Diego is trying to project a more positive image of his lack of
valour when danger is close-by. Octavio argues that his gracioso servant has “more Light […]
than Heat” (i.e. he presents a more courageous image than he is able to substantiate with his
behaviour), but at the same time acknowledges his servant’s sensibility when he notes that
Diego is endowed with “Wit and Honesty.” In the citation above, Octavio points out that Diego
may not always be able to anticipate danger and thus may not always be able to escape the
necessity of bravery. Octavio relies on Diego’s common sense, insight and advice. However,
Diego’s inability to always foresee danger ends up causing his master trouble, and Octavio
betrays his reliance on the gracioso servant’s common sense when he says: “Where was thy
Soul, had Fear quite Banish’d it? / And left thee not one grain of common sense?”634 Octavio
had trusted his gracioso servant to help him navigate the intricacies of his love life, but Diego
failed to do so.
Meanwhile, George Digby’s Elvira, or the Worst not always True (1667) is steeped in
Spanish features as it makes ample use of disguises, focusses entirely upon the preservation of
family honour, and features a gracioso servant by the name of Chichon.635 His fellow servants
(Fabio and Fulvio) fulfil the part to some extent but are not nearly as actively present and witty,
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nor do they offer advice so much as just the information their masters need to plan their own
courses of action. Chichon’s character provides plenty of comedic relief, primarily in his
interactions with his master Don Zancho.636 For example, when Chichon criticises Zancho’s
fickleness in love, the following exchange ensues:
Chichon:

Don Zancho:

Chichon:
Don Zancho:

Last week left gasping for Elvira’s love,
And scarce revived, when presently expiring
For Blanca’s again; I did not think Don Cupid
Had been a Merchant, of such quick returns.
Thou art an Ass, and want’st distinctiveness
T’wixt love and love; that was a love of sport,
To keep the serious one in breath.
Faith Sir, I must confess my ignorance
[…]
Prithy leave fooling637

This is hardly the only time Zancho will tell his servant to stop his ‘fooling’ and Chichon’s
inadvertent continuation is a constant source of entertainment.638 At the same time, Chichon is
known to drop lines of ‘wisdom’ every once in a while, such as when he observes “An open
door may lead to a face of wood”639 or “Her looks are all milk and honey.”640 Both these sayings
are, as Braga Riera observes, “autonomous creations” made by the English playwright who,
rather than translating a Spanish expression, often opted to replace Spanish idioms with English
ones.641 Regardless of the source of these idioms, it is important to note that in uttering them,
Chichon sets himself apart from his fellows in a typically gracioso fashion. This effect is
primarily achieved by Digby’s skill as a translator. Digby modelled Chichon after the character
of Ginés in the original play, and as Braga Riera points out, he “employs substitution of the
original wordplay by another in the target language as the method of translation.”642 Chichon’s
character, therefore, remains close to the original character in function and even in terms of the
words he speaks.
In both Tuke’s play and Digby’s Elvira, the nobles are singularly focussed on defending
and repairing honour and reputation. The gracioso servants in these plays thus remain
connected to the acquisition and maintenance of Spanish honour through their loyalty to their
masters. In both The Adventures of Five Hours and Elvira, the graciosos are allowed to
maintain their humoristic function. This is not the case in John Dryden’s An Evening’s Love,
or the Mock-Astrologer (1675), where Dryden “deprives [the figure] of much of its comedy”
The name ‘Zancho’ again recalls Don Quixote’s squire. In the Spanish original, ‘Don Zancho’ is called ‘Don
Diego,’ and in both the English and Spanish plays the character is a typical young nobleman who is in love with
a young lady (Donna Blanca) whom he marries at the end of the play (Braga Riera, J. (2010). ‘The adaptation of
17th-century Spanish drama to the English stage during the Restoration period.’ In C. Gill (Ed.). Theatre and
Culture in Early Modern England, 1650-1737: From Leviathan to Licensing Act. (pp. 106-118). Farnham:
Ashgate Publishing. 113).
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though he generally follows the plot, scenes, and characters of Calderón’s original faithfully.643
Here we see, then, an active renegotiation of the character resulting in the near-absence of his
‘typically Spanish’ traits. Due to the fact that the servant’s name is ‘Maskal’, it is arguably
likely that the English audience, which would not necessarily be aware of the play’s origins,
would not pick up on his Spanishness either – especially as he serves the only two English
gentlemen in the play.
In other English plays, such as Samuel Rowley’s The Noble Souldier (1634), Thomas
Middleton’s The Spanish Gipsie (1653), Dryden’s The Conquest of Granada (1672), and
William Wycherley’s The Gentleman Dancing-Master (1673), the servants are simply listed as
‘servants.’ They are not presented as explicitly Spanish, nor do their tasks go beyond carrying
letters or answering the door. One of the exceptions is The Comical History of Don Quixote
(1694) by Thomas D’Urfey in which Sancho plays an important role as squire to Don Quixote.
His character is introduced to the reader as “Squire to Don Quixote, a dully, heavy, Country
Booby in appearance, but in discourse, dry, subtle and sharp, a great repeater of Proverbs,
which he blunders out upon all occasions, tho never so absurd, or far from the purpose.”644 In
other words, Sancho is introduced to us as the exemplary gracioso: the contrast between his
appearance and wit creates a comical effect, his witty proverbs serve to advise his master, and
his wit is ‘dry, subtle and sharp’ and not vulgar or rude. The connection between the character
of Sancho and that of the gracioso servant could be an interesting venue for the study of the
popularity of Don Quixote, because this overlap does not occur on the Dutch stage and therefore
seems to be particular to the English imagination. This play, however, must be interpreted
against the backdrop of the reception of Don Quixote in England, which is too rich and complex
to be addressed here.
The gracioso servant’s mirroring function shows that the definition of Spanishness in
seventeenth-century plays was not a fixed concept. Whether mirroring a fellow gracioso, or
his master, the gracioso servant may possess and utilise both good and bad traits. As such, the
gracioso servant does not necessarily represent a negative image of Spain. Through his
connection to the nobleman, who (as discussed in section 1) is perpetually either obtaining
additional or avenging honour, the gracioso servant remains closely associated with Spanish
honour. However, his actions are not driven by the pursuit of honour but rather by common
Ibid. 249. It may not be surprising that Dryden’s characters are not as comical in English as they are portrayed
in the Spanish original. As noted by Bridget Orr, in relation to Spain and their “grand project of universal empire,”
Dryden focussed in particular on the heroic representation of those being conquered (such as Montezuma in The
Indian Queen) (Orr, B. (2001). Empire on the English Stage 1660-1714. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
141-142). Dryden primarily turned to Spanish “attractive reservoir of exotic literary materials and heroic themes”
to write plays which “attempted a reconciliation between the aristocratic mode of heroic romance and the epic
celebration of kingship and empire associated with absolutist monarchy” (Ibid. 135-136). Additionally, Dryden
“pitted a comedy of wit (and witty conversation) against a comedy of humors and humor characters,” arguing that
‘wit’ and ‘humour’ are not the same even though both may be used for comic purposes (Paulson, R. (2004).
‘Dryden and the energies of satire.’ In S.N.Zwicker (Ed.). The Cambridge Companion to John Dryden. (pp. 3758). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 44). The gracioso servant is a “humor character” per excellence,
and Dryden’s “de-humouring” of such characters is in line with his approach to the genre of comedy in general
(Ibid. 44-45).
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sense and a sober outlook on life. Though akin to the character of the rogue, which increases
the likelihood of the audience recognising the character as Spanish and may have aided his
popularity on stage, the gracioso servant’s tricks and deceptions are not for his own benefit,
nor do they always spring from a-moral motivations. The gracioso servant is a versatile
character who demonstrates that his Spanishness does not make him inherently bad. In fact, he
shows that Spaniards are capable of both deception and virtue as he guides his master in his
quest for honour. In the Dutch context, the gracioso servant is allowed to retain more of his
Spanishness than in the English context, wherein some of the key features of the gracioso are
diminished. One such feature is the autonomy with which the gracioso servant operates in the
play. In the Dutch play texts discussed above, the graciosos moved, planned, and schemed
independently, whereas in the English plays, they remained under stricter control of their
masters. This comes to the fore in the type of advice offered by the Dutch and the English
gracioso. The Dutch gracioso’s advice is crucial for moving the plot along in the right
direction. The English gracioso largely loses this function, as his advice is primarily meant to
assist his master in more trivial matters. This difference in the representation of the gracioso
servant is likely due to the differing cultural preferences in England and the Dutch Republic.
Considering that all plays discussed in this section are translations, and all belong to the same
genre (comedy), there is no reason for the English playwright to tone down the Spanishness of
the gracioso based on the source material. Yet, apart from Digby’s and Tuke’s plays, no other
English plays in the corpus of this chapter include a Spanish gracioso servant, which indicates
that the character was less popular on stage in England than he was in the Dutch Republic. The
Dutch translated plays, in comparison, remain closer to the Spanish originals by maintaining
the gracioso’s hallmark characteristics.

Section 3 - The Spanish Soldier in English and Dutch Seventeenth-Century Play
Texts
The Spanish soldier is associated with one of the most central traits of the Black Legend in the
early modern period: excessive cruelty (particularly in comparison to Dutch or English
soldiers). Evidence for the Spanish soldier’s use of excessive cruelty was provided, according
to the Dutch and the English, by Spain’s treatment of the people of the Americas and the Low
Countries.645 The arrival of the Duke of Alva in the Netherlands in 1567 to suppress the Dutch
rebellion confirmed the image of Spanish soldiers as cruel and destructive.646 In the Low
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Countries, these events were used to try and unify the Provinces against Spain.647 The image
of the Spanish soldier as unnecessarily cruel was likewise propagated in England where plays
like A Larum for London (1602) about the sack of Antwerp and The Cruelty of the Spaniards
in Peru (1658) by William Davenant focussed on the aspect of cruelty. Both the English and
the Dutch overlooked, however, the fact that the Spanish army was ethnically diverse and
consisted of fewer Spaniards than Walloons, Germans, and Italians.648 Both likewise
overlooked the ‘Spanish soldiers’ who defected to fight on the side of the States-General which,
Geoffrey Parker argues, was “made easier because men of the same ‘nation’ fought on both
sides.”649 In English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts, however, the Spanish soldier is
distinctly portrayed as Spanish, though not all of the Spanish soldiers in these plays were
negatively portrayed.
This section explores the image of the Spanish soldier in some of the most popular
English and Dutch play texts performed and printed in the seventeenth century. Though the
image of the Spanish soldier in the early modern period is predominantly linked to cruelty, they
are also strongly associated with honour and bravery, or in the words of Gombrich, “they were
indescribably brave and indescribably cruel.”650 As will become clear, these opposing images
are echoed in the English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts discussed below.651
Both England and the Dutch Republic were, at various points in the seventeenth
century, involved in military conflicts with Spain. It is therefore not surprising that the Spanish
soldier featured in some of the most popular plays of the seventeenth century. In this section,
the primary focus will be on the English and Dutch translations of The Cid, The Spanish
Tragedy (1592) by Thomas Kyd and The siege and liberation of Leiden (1644) by Reinier
Bontius. In The Spanish Tragedy, after the celebrated commander of the Spanish army, Don
Hieronimo, returns from the war with Portugal, his son is murdered by the captured prince of
Portugal. A difference in social class, as Hieronimo is not part of the nobility, prevents him
from seeking justice through legal means. Hieronimo therefore plans his own revenge upon the
prince and those who help him escape being held responsible. In planning and executing this

Schmidt points out that the majority of the soldiers fighting for Spain during the Eighty Years’ War were not
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revenge, however, Hieronimo creates an unnecessarily bloody spectacle which pushes his
actions beyond what can be considered honourable revenge.
Kyd’s play transcended borders652 and was soon welcomed in both the Dutch Republic
and Germany.653 In 1621 – as the Twelve Years’ Truce came to an end and Spain and the
Republic resumed the Eighty Years’ War – a complete translation/adaptation of The Spanish
Tragedy found its way to the Dutch stage. Adriaen van den Bergh’s Don Jeronimo, maerschalk
van Spanjen (Don Jeronimo, Marshal of Spain) was first staged in Utrecht in 1621 by a
Chamber of Rhetoric (‘Uutrechte Liefd’ or ‘Utrecht’s Love’), but after the opening of the
Amsterdam Municipal Theatre in 1638, it became a stock play in their repertoire, being
performed 121 times in the period between 1638 and 1752.654 Over time, scholarship has
proposed different reasons for its success and subsequent longevity.655 Mieke B. Smits-Veldt,
for instance, argues that the Dutch version remained popular due to the play’s focus on
vengeance, jealousy, love, and lust.656 Yet Van den Bergh’s edition is not a version that enjoyed
success on the Amsterdam stage, and it was not a direct translation from the English source but
rather a version based on the play performed by a troupe of English travelling actors. Despite
the different starting points of the English and Dutch plays – the English play starts after a
battle between Spain and Portugal, whereas the Dutch version starts with the battle itself – the
two stories run parallel. Therefore, though the Dutch version that was featured in the
Amsterdam Theatre was not a line by line translation of Kyd’s original, it still follows the plot
closely and does not leave out the bloody display of Hieronimo’s revenge.657
The siege and liberation of Leyden (1644) was dramatised by Reinier Bontius in 1644,
70 years after the historical event took place.658 The play is based on the siege of Leiden, which
was an attempt of the Spanish to regain control over the city of Leiden. In 1573, the regents of
Eric Griffin discusses how Kyd’s play also reflects on the unification of the Iberian Peninsula under Philip II
and how such “large composite states” in early-modern Europe likewise offered the opportunity to reflect on
national identity and national boundaries (Griffin, E. (2010). ‘“Spain is Portugal/And Portugal is Spain”:
Transnational Attraction in The Stukeley Plays and The Spanish Tragedy.’ Journal for Early Modern Cultural
Studies 10 (1). 95-116).
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Leiden had been warned of the oncoming siege, so in order to survive it, they rapidly stocked
up on supplies. By the end of March 1574, the Spaniards broke the siege to fight elsewhere.
Despite William of Orange’s warnings that the Spaniards might return, the city did not restock
its supplies. The siege of 1574 was therefore a far more catastrophic event (around a third of
the inhabitants died of starvation and diseases). Nevertheless, the city held out until they were
liberated on the third of October by the ‘geuzenleger’ (‘scalawag army’) who purposefully
breached dykes to flood the surrounding land and force the Spaniards to retreat.659 Bontius’
The siege of Leyden relates the events of the siege with a particular focus on the cruelty of the
Spanish army against the Dutch.660
Very different from The siege and liberation of Leiden, and leaning far more towards
the Hispanophilic side of the spectrum, is the originally Spanish El Cid, which relates a part of
Spanish history. The Cid was translated into English in 1637 by Joseph Rutter and into Dutch
in 1641 by Johan van Heemskerk. Both of these translations were faithfully translated from the
French intermediate translation titled Le Cid (1636) by Pierre Corneille. Corneille had
reworked the Spanish play El Cid (c.1605) by Guillén de Castro who, in turn, was inspired by
El Cantar de Mio Cid (c.1140), a medieval epic poem. This story that revolves around Roderigo
Díaz de Vivar, the Spanish national hero by excellence, is one of the few play texts which was
translated into both English and Dutch and thus presents an interesting case for comparison
with the well-known The Spanish Tragedy and The siege of Leiden, original works presenting
a certain image of Spain and the Spaniards.
But who was the Cid? Born in c.1043, Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar was a Castilian nobleman
and military leader in medieval Spain. His remarkable career earned him the title ‘El Cid’ on
the side of the Moors (meaning ‘the Lord’)661 and ‘El Campeador’ in Spain (meaning
‘outstanding warrior’). His story became a legend, and would over time reach mythical status,
being placed on a pedestal as the example of Spanish heroism in the nineteenth century.662
Within the Spanish context, he is to be compared to Arthur, Roland or Siegfried, as a national
hero whose destiny is inextricably linked to that of his country. Remembered as a heroic
commander fighting on the Spanish side against the Moorish conquerors, it is not surprising
that the figure of the Cid came to be used as a symbol in the fight against oppression and
tyranny.663 In Chapter 2 of this thesis, Johan van Heemskerk’s paratext to De verduytste Cid
(1641) was discussed. In his preface, Van Heemskerk shares with the reader how, upon reading
the source text, he found a kinship between the Dutch people and the Spanish protagonist
659
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Roderigo.664 Van Heemskerk does not inform his readers that the Cid is a medieval hero who
fought against the Moors, which suggests that either the figure of the Cid was so well known
that he required no introduction, not even in the Dutch Republic, or that Van Heemskerk
himself was unaware of the cultural importance of the Cid in Spain.
In their translated forms, the Dutch and English Cid are still strikingly similar. Both
works were translated from the French El Cid by Pierre Corneille, which is, as it turns out, only
loosely based on Guillén de Castro’s original Las Mocedades del Cid (c.1605).665 Corneille’s
edition was met with hostility in France, but it was his version that inspired both the Dutch and
English translations.666 As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, the ‘French connection’
has bearing on the image that reaches the target culture, but the assumption is that the translated
versions should address the translators’ own ‘national’ public. Though Joseph Rutter’s
translation667 appeared earlier than the Dutch one (1637 and 1641 respectively), the only
information of its performance available to us stems from the second half of the seventeenth
century.668 From this information, however, we gather that it was not a popular play on stage,
unlike its Dutch counterpart which was performed no less than 230 times in the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre between 1641 and 1768, earning it fifth place in the overall ranking of most
Van Heemskerk, J. (1641). De verduytste Cid. Amsterdam: N. van Ravesteyn. (Original citation: “ick my liet
duncken een Hollandts hert in een Spaenschen boesem ghevonden te hebben; dat is een onversettelijcken
voorstander der Vaderlandsche vryheyt, en een oversaeght teghenspreecker van den otpdrangh der uytheemscher
heerschappye: Die dese Cid afweert met woorden recht weerdigh om door een vryen Hollander tegen den heerschsucht der huydendaegsche Spanjaerden uytghesproocken te sijn; En des te aenmerckelijkcer om datse de Cid door
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often performed plays.669 The story of the Cid as an exemplary soldier is driven by honour, and
from the onset it shows all the signs of developing into a revenge tragedy. Roderigo duels
Cimena’s father when the latter has insulted Roderigo’s family. In the duel, Cimena’s father
dies and Cimena, according to custom, seeks to get justice for her father from the king.
However, Roderigo’s father persuades his son that if he seeks death he might as well do so in
service of the king and in defence of his king and country. As such, he joins the army as
Captain, and becomes a celebrated hero, exalted in honour (in the honra sense) and valour.
Roderigo as a sort of ‘supra-national’ hero with roots dating back to the middle ages is
strongly connected to the ethnotype of the Spaniard, and as his heroism was derived from his
role in the army, his figure presents us with an excellent opportunity to examine the sociotype
of the Spanish soldier. This is a different perspective than usual, considering that scholarship
tends to focus on the Spanish soldier as he is constructed in, for example, the originally English
play The Spanish Tragedy (1592) by Thomas Kyd or the originally Dutch play Het beleg ende
ontset der stadt Leyden (1644) by Reinier Bontius, both of a Hispanophobic nature.670 In these
plays, both of which will also be discussed below, the Spaniard is portrayed very differently.
A key difference between The Spanish Tragedy and The siege of Leiden on the one hand and
The Cid on the other hand, however, is that the sociotype of the soldier in the first two plays is
created outside of Spain, whereas The Cid’s foundations are located within Spain. The analysis
below will look at two important moments in the play: first, there is the audience’s introduction
to the character at the start of the play in which we are made to understand his noble lineage;
and second, his becoming ‘the Cid.’ The analysis will also compare the construction of the
sociotypical Spanish soldier as presented by Roderigo with other stage-famous Spanish
soldiers such as Hieronimo (The Spanish Tragedy) and Baldeus (The siege of Leyden).
The audience is first introduced to Roderigo in the opening scene by – somewhat
ironically – Count Gomes, Cimena’s father (whom will be killed by Roderigo only a few scenes
later). His description in Dutch goes as follows: 671

Rodrigo boven al en heeft niet eenen treck / In ’t aensicht die sijn moed ten
vollen niet ontdeck’, / En die niet uyt en beeld de Ridderlijcke daden / Van sijn
manhafte huys, met Laur-looff overladen. / Sijn Vaders dapperheyt was sonder
weder-paer / … / Zijn Zoon belooft niet min672
In Rutter’s edition, this introduction is likewise given by the Count:
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The siege and liberation of the city of Leiden was an extremely popular play. It was performed 304 times in
the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre and printed editions appeared in 1645, 1647, 1652, 1656, 1659, 1660, 1661,
1663, 1664, 1667, 1670, 1671, 1679, 1682, 1684, 1686, 1693. 1697, and 1699. The play was based on the historical
events of the siege of Leiden in 1573-4.
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In the original the lines read: “Dom Rodrigue sur tout n’a trait en son visage, / Qui d’un homme de Coeur ne
soit la haute image, / Et sort d’une maison si seconde en guerriers, / Qu’ils y prennent naissance au milieu des
lauriers. / La valeur de son pere, en son temps sans pareille, / … / ie promets du fils ce que I’ay vue du pere.”
(Corneille, P. (1636). Le Cid. Paris: Augustin Courbe. 2).
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But above all, in Roderigo’s face / There’s not a line which speaks not a brave
man; / His family has been fruitfull still in souldiers, / As if they had beene borne
ith’ midst of lawrels. / His fathers valour, in his time, unequall’d, / … / And
Roderigo’s person seemes to promise / The vertues of his father673
However, the Spanish original is nothing like these adaptations. So much so that there is no
material for comparison to the lines quoted above. The Spanish original starts with a
conversation between the king and the fathers of both Cimena and Roderigo, and it greatly
differs from the later French, Dutch and English versions. Although Roderigo’s father does
refer to him having passed on all his formidable qualities to his son with the line “Honra a mi
sangre en Rodrigo,” the conversation is primarily a discussion about who would be the better
tutor for the prince: Cimena’s father or Roderigo’s father. This discussion will ultimately lead
to the death of Cimena’s father, as the king chooses him over Roderigo’s father who refuses to
accept this outcome. There are no corresponding lines further along in the Spanish play either,
indicating that this important moment of character construction is engineered by Corneille,
whose description of Roderigo does not stray from the image generally assigned to the Cid in
the early modern period. If anything, it brings out his qualities more strongly, establishing him
as the indisputable hero of the play.
The second excerpt is the moment in which it is explained how and why Roderigo
became ‘the Cid’ to the Moors, and so, too, in Spain.674 In English, it reads as follows:
But the two captiv’d Kings which thou hast taken, / Shall give thee thy reward,
they both have nam’d thee / Their CID before me; which in their tongue sounds
/ As much as Lord in ours, and this faire title / I will not envy thee; from
henceforth be / Their CID, that at thy name the Moores may tremble. / And that
my Subjects hearing it may know / Thy value, and how much to thee I owe.675
The Dutch version, like the English, resembles the French:676
Twee Koningen, die ghy my sels hier brength gevangen, / Die sullen u doen ’t
loon van desen dienst ontfangen; / Sy hebben u genoemt haer Cid, dat is haer
Heer, / En ick misgun u niet dien hoogen naem van eer. / Sijt vry voortaen De
Cid voor wien het al moet wijcken, / Die schrik en angst breng aen de Moorsche
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Rutter, J. (1637). The Cid. London: John Haviland. 1-1r.
Both the original Las Mocedades del Cid by Guillén de Castro and Corneille’s Le Cid also use ‘Spain.’
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Corneille. (1636). 80-81. “Mais deux Roys, tes captifs, feront ta recompense, / Jls t’ont nommé tous deux leur
Cid en ma presence, / Puis que Cid en leur langue est autant que Seigneur, / Je ne t’enuieray pas ce beau tiltre
d’honneur. / Sois de sormais le Cid, qu àce grand nom tout cede, / Qu’il deuienne l’effroy de grenade & Tolede, /
Et qu’il marque a tous ceux qui vivent sous mes loix / Et ce que tu me vaux & ce que ie te dois.”
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Koninckrijcken, / En dat by desen naem mijn gantsche Land beken, / Wat ghy
my waerdigh zijt, en ick u schuldigh ben.677
As expected, this is not quite what happens in the Spanish original:
Rey Moro:
Rodrigo:
Rey Moro:
Rodrigo:

¡Gran Rodrigo!
¡Oh, Almançor!
Dame la mano, ¡el Mío Cide!
A nadie mano se pide / donde está el Rey mi Señor. / A él le presta
la obediencia.
Rey Moro:
Ya me sugeto a sus leyes / en nombre de otros tres Reyes / y el
mío. – ¡Oh, Alá! paciencia.- (aparte)
Don Sancho: El ‘Mió Cid’ le ha llamado.
Rey Moro:
En mi lengua es ‘Mi Señor’, / pues ha de serlo el honor / merecido
y alcançado.
Rey:
Esse nombre le está bien.
Rey Moro:
Entre Moros le ha tenido
Rey:
Pues allá le ha merecido, / en mis tierras se le den. / Llamalle ‘el
Cid’ es razón, / y añadirá, porque asombre, / a su apellido este
nombre, / y a su fama este blasón.678
Again, Corneille adapts the Spanish original – still following the main storyline – to underscore
the honra Roderigo has gained by defeating the Moors. In De Castro’s original, it takes four
different characters in dialogue to establish what Corneille does in a single utterance by the
character in the play with the most authority: the Spanish king, the only one who could enhance
Roderigo’s honra. One interesting aspect of the Spanish original which did not make it into the
French and therefore likewise not into the Dutch and English editions, is the appearance of the
Moorish kings on stage, which adds to Roderigo’s superiority as his newfound status is
acknowledged by all superior parties, both friend and foe. The Moorish kings are not present
on stage in any of the translations at all: their role is abstract.
What truly set The Cid apart from other plays about the Spanish soldier, Spanish
honour, or vengeance, is its lack of spectacle. There are no dramatic scenes in which a character
677
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is slain, visually engaging the audience with blood and gore – unlike in The Spanish Tragedy.
As noted by Mieke B. Smits-Veldt, this is in part what made the Nil Volentibus Arduum
society679 continue performance of the play; its success was due to its “penetrative language,
in which noble feelings are expressed, to the soul!”680 The Nil Volentibus Arduum’s primary
reason for establishing itself as a separate society from the Amsterdam Theatre – though their
plays were performed there even when they were not regents of the Theatre – was their belief
in the superiority of French classicism.681 Following the model of the French Academy, the
N.V.A. aimed to advance plays following the rules and structure of ancient classics like those
described by Aristotle and Horace. It is the adherence to these rules which likely caused the
discrepancy between the Spanish original Las mocedades del Cid and Corneille’s Le Cid,
considering the fact that Corneille was one of the forerunners of French classicism together
with Jean Racine and Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (better known as Molière).682
In both England and the Dutch Republic, the image of the Spanish soldier on stage was
generally constructed in a negative way because of the playwrights’ focus on the Spanish
soldier’s cruelty against the backdrop of historical animosity and conflict. Because of this
predominant image of the Spanish soldier as cruel, some alterations to the character of
Roderigo may be expected in English and Dutch translations of The Cid. However, these
expected alterations do not occur. Although comparing the excerpts above demonstrated that
Corneille’s version of the play is only loosely based on the Spanish original (though the story
is still a typical Spanish Comedia honour play), both Rutter and Van Heemskerk closely
adhered to Corneille’s work, which may provide a partial explanation for the positive
representation of the character of Roderigo in both the Dutch and English plays. 683 As noted
by Van Heemskerk in his preface, he found a Dutch heart in a Spanish bosom in The Cid.
Roderigo, as a defender of freedom and fighter against oppression, would have resonated with
the Dutch audience who were, at the time the play was written and first performed in 1641, still
679
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fighting for their freedom from Spanish ‘oppression.’ Likely also aiding the popularity of the
play was the style in which it was written. In the Dutch Republic, French classicism was more
influential than in England, and plays that did not explicitly show violence on stage were
popular. A case in point is The siege of Leyden (1644) which describes in great detail what kind
of cruelties would be inflicted upon the Dutch population of Leiden, but does not show these
events– they do not actually occur on stage, though backdrops were used to show the horrific
outcomes.684 Similarly, in The Dutchified Cid, the audience is informed of the death of
Cimena’s father only after the fact, and none of Roderigo’s fighting against the Moors is acted
out on stage. This shows that for the Dutch audience, bloody spectacle was not a prerequisite,
even when some more explicitly violent plays were also successful. Contrastingly, English
plays, particularly in the Restoration period, were known for enthusiastically embracing
horrific spectacles. As Jean I. Marsden notes:
French neo-classical theory dictated that scenes of violence occur offstage, and
some French critics condemned the English stage for its ‘barbarism.’ English
dramatic practice, however, never adhered to such rules; although many English
playwrights, such as John Dryden and later John Dennis, respected French
theorists, most English writers attacked the decorum and orderliness of French
drama for its blandness and insipidity. By contrast, English drama, with its
battles, violence, and elaborate spectacle, was seen as ‘manly’ and ‘lively,’ a
testament to the vigour of the nation and its people.685
The Cid, without its display of overt violence, may not have resonated as much with the English
audience as it did with the Dutch. The key ingredient of The Cid which Van Heemskerk found
so appealing (the fight against oppression) had less of a foothold in England, as they were not
fighting against Spanish supremacy. In the Dutch Republic, a shared sentiment against
oppression and a preference for the dramatic style of The Cid aided its success, whereas in
England, neither of these things would have been particularly appealing to the audience. It is
therefore perhaps unsurprising that The Cid did not become a huge success on the English
stage.
Even though The Cid was not successful on the English stage, other plays featuring a
Spanish military captain called Roderigo did enjoy success. Although we cannot assume that
every military captain called Roderigo is a representation of Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar, it is
intriguing to find that the same positive traits and characteristics are assigned to these
characters. In John Fletcher and Frances Beaumont’s Love’s Pilgrimage (1615), a play based
on the Cervantian novella Las dos Doncellas (1613), and in Fletcher’s The Pilgrim (1621),
based on Lope de Vega’s El Peregrino en su Patria (1604), for example, the character of
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captain Roderigo resembles that of the Cid.686 Both plays portray Roderigo as an exceptionally
noble, valiant, and capable captain (of the outlaws in The Pilgrim and of the gallies in Love’s
Pilgrimage) who has proven his worth in battle and now enjoys the respect of his subordinates
as well as of his enemies. Although captain Roderigo in Love’s Pilgrimage is a lawful and
respected Spaniard, in The Pilgrim, Roderigo has lost his status at court and become a captain
of the outlaws. At the end of the play, Roderigo is redeemed and restored to his former glory.
However, even while he is still an outlaw, Roderigo is considered marriage material because
of his valour. As Don Alphonso remarks: “I grant ye Rodorigo is an out-Law, An easie
composition cals him in again, He is a valiant man, and he is a rich man.”687 In fact, Roderigo’s
valour is often commented upon by other characters throughout the play.688
Though it will remain uncertain whether or not Beaumont and Fletcher were inspired
by the Spanish Cid, it is not unthinkable that they would have heard of him. In Miguel
Cervantes’ Don Quixote de la Mancha (1605), and the first English translation of 1612,689 the
Cid is referenced a number of times, often in relation to valour. For example, the reader is
informed that “Cid Ruydiaz was a very good Knight” with a note in the margin explaining that
Cid Ruydiaz is “A famous Captaine of the Spanish nation.”690 Further along in the novella, the
following is noted: “the good Rodericke Vivar behaved himself that day like an honourable and
valiant Knight”691 (both characteristics are also referred to by Rutter) and nearing the end of
part 1, as Quixote argues why he did his native county proud, he says “Reade in the holy
Scripture the Acts of Judges: for there you shall finde surpassing feats and deeds, as true, as
valorous. Portugall had a Viriate: Rome a Cesar: … Valencia a Cid.”692 In part 2, Don Quixote
is said to be behaving like “a Cid in Armes, and a Cicero in eloquence.”693 The title of the
translation itself already emphasises the trait: The History of the Valorous and Wittie KnightIn 1616, G.A. Bredero’s chivalric play Rodd’rick ende Alphonsus appeared which features a protagonist named
‘Rodderick,’ a Dutchified version of Roderigo. The language used in the play strongly echoes the Spanish
chivalric novel Palmarin (Eymael, H.J. (1894). ‘De berijmer van den ‘Schijnheiligh.’’ Tijdschrift voor
Nederlandse Taal- en Letterkunde 14. 182-225. 210). Annemieke Houben notes that the names ‘Roderigo’ and
‘Alonso’ were well-known Spanish names in early-modern Spanish stories and plays, and that Bredero’s use of
both may point to a connection between Rodd’rick ende Alphonsus and Guillén de Castro’s Las Mocedades del
Cid and Lope de Vega’s El caballero de Olmedo (1620) though this cannot be concluded with certainty (Houben,
A. (2018). ‘De onbekende Franse bron van Bredero’s Rodd’rick ende Alphonsus.’ Neerlandistiek: Online
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letterkundig
onderzoek.
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errand Don Quixote de la Mancha. Of course, Cervantes is satirising the medieval chivalric
romance which usually features legendary knights “celebrating an idealized code of civilized
behaviour that combines loyalty, honour, and courtly love” whilst “masculine military heroism
predominates.”694
For Love’s Pilgrimage, Fletcher and Beaumont partly relied on one of Cervantes’
Novelas ejemplares, namely Las dos Doncellas (1613).695 In the play, both Theodesia and
Leocadia disguise themselves as young men so as to be able to travel undisturbed. They meet
each other and Philippo at an inn, and decide to travel together to Barcelona, which is where
the Gallies (with two characters on board named Mark Antonie and Rodorigo) are going to
make landfall. Mark Antonie has signed marriage contracts with both Leocadia and Theodesia,
and both women are going after their love. But because Theodesia’s contract preceded
Leocadia’s, Mark Antonie decides to remain with her in the end. Rodorigo’s presence in the
play is not essential – his part is minimal and most of the time he spends on stage, all that
happens is that he is lauded by the other characters. So why did Fletcher and Beaumont include
him in their play? There is also a captain in Cervantes’ original, but he has no name and his
role is reserved for the end of the novella, when the Gallies arrive in Barcelona and chaos
ensues. In the play, the character of Rodorigo – who offers a positive representation of the
Spaniard – was therefore added by Fletcher and Beaumont. It may well be that the use of the
name ‘Rodorigo’ created an associative link with the positive character of the Cid, just as in
the previous section, the use of the name of ‘Gusman’ for a gracioso servant called up the
image of the devious rogue.
The Pilgrim, like Love’s Pilgrimage, is based on a Spanish source, and again the
original Spanish play (Lope de Vega’s El Peregrino en su Patria (1604)) does not feature a
Roderigo, but rather follows the protagonists Pánfilo and Nise. Fletcher’s version the story,
however, revolves around Pedro (the pilgrim), and Roderigo (a former military Captain who
has fallen out of favour with the court). Roderigo apprehends Pedro in the woods and because
their fathers were each other’s nemeses, he resolves that he, too, must have Pedro as his
nemesis. However, in the end, it is Pedro who convinces Roderigo to join him to go the chapel
to make amends for his past behaviour, and it is Roderigo’s friendship with Pedro which
facilitates his re-instatement at court. Pedro first questioned Roderigo’s noble nature (“Yet
some men say thou art Noble”)696 going as far as to say “Thou sham’st the Spanish honour.”697
Once Roderigo resolves to turn his life around, however, Pedro immediately adjusts his opinion
and tells him “The noble Roderigo, now I call ye.”698 Whereas there is some debate, then, on
whether or not Roderigo is ‘noble’, no such doubts are ever raised about his valour, nor about
his military skill. His gravest error in the play is employing those two attributes on the wrong
side of the law and this, in turn, affects his ‘noble’ nature, but there is no question of his
possessing the first two. We are thus presented with a ‘typical’ Roderigo, a valiant military
leader, despite no such character existing in Lope’s original.
Oxford Reference ‘chivalric romance.’
This is clearly visible in the main characters’ storyline which revolves around Teodosia, Leocadia, and Marco
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In both plays, then, the name Roderigo becomes associated with a certain type of
military man. In Love’s Pilgrimage, the character of the captain already existed, but Fletcher
and Beaumont foregrounded it and named it Roderigo. In The Pilgrim, meanwhile, even though
Roderigo is a Captain of a band of outlaws, he remains associated with certain Spanish traits
often found in relation to the Cid (valour and honour, for example). This suggests, at least, that
there was some familiarity with the character. Whereas in England, the plays featuring a
Roderigo-like character were more successful than the play in which he serves as the actual
protagonist, the exact opposite is true in the Dutch Republic. As noted above, De verduytste
Cid was an incredibly popular play, with the translation closely following the French edition.
It is surprising, therefore, to find only one other Captain Roderigo in the Amsterdam Theatre’s
repertoire, namely in Philips Theodoor Toll’s Blanche de Bourbon, Koninginne van Hispanien,
Stantvastige Onnoselheyt (1662).699 In this play, Roderigo is the Captain of the guard and his
part is small though significant: he apprehends the main culprit (Fernando) and so effectively
puts an end to the strife between Blanche and Pedro (king of Spain) which forms the central
problem in the plot.
How, then, does Roderigo Díaz de Vivar, the Cid, compare to other Spanish soldiers?
In both Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (1592) and Bontius’ Beleg ende Ontset der Stadt Leyden
(1644), we find Spanish military commanders that are more in line with the Black Legend
narrative. Though the sociotype and ethnotype remain the same, the representation of them
could not contrast more starkly with the image of Roderigo. Because Kyd’s Hieronimo has
been discussed at length in scholarship, this chapter will base the construction of his character
on previous studies so as to leave more room for the less often considered The siege and
liberation of the city of Leiden.700
Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy can justifiably be called a pivotal play in early modern
701
theatre. It was a prototype for what would grow into the genre of the revenge tragedy, it
mixes Virgilian and Senecan tropes,702 and it draws from both Christianity and classical
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mythology in its construction of the world.703 The play enjoyed a remarkable afterlife both in
England and on the continent, and particularly in the Dutch Republic as mentioned before.704
In England, the play and its protagonist were often alluded to in seventeenth-century parodies
– a genre that suggests that its audience has at least some latent knowledge of the original –
notably 111 times according to Claude Dunrap.705 However, the play also gained a reputation
for being one of the most Hispanophobic plays of the early modern English stage, a reputation
which it does not wholly deserve. Amongst those who argue that The Spanish Tragedy needs
to be reconsidered is Eric Griffin, who shows that Kyd’s representation of Spanish cruelty
differs from how it was represented in the geopolitical discourse of the Black Legend.706 In
fact, he argues, “the earliest printed version of The Spanish Tragedy largely fails to register the
Black Legend of Spanish Cruelty” which slowly but steadily enters into the play in later
editions.707 Likewise, Ralf Haekel argues that the anti-Spanish propaganda which was gaining
popularity at the time Kyd’s play was first staged cannot be found in the text, nor does it show
Spain in any way as possessing “a corrupt society” lacking moral standards.708 On the contrary,
the king in The Spanish Tragedy – though arguably failing Hieronimo in providing justice for
the murder of his son – is generous and courteous.709 This nuance has only recently been offered
to counter the earlier, pervasive scholarly assumption that, considering the environment of its
creation, the growing anti-Spanish narrative, and the Spanish setting of the play, it must
therefore display a thoroughly critical attitude towards the Spanish.
However, both Griffin and Haekel discuss the supposed Hispanophobia of The Spanish
Tragedy in relation to the text on the whole, without discussing any particular images
represented in it. Although the image of the Spanish soldier carried the potential of adding
weight to the Hispanophobic narrative, upon closer inspection of the character, it is evident that
it does not contribute as such. A central problem in the play is Hieronimo’s revenge: up to what
point is it justifiable? This problem is largely created by Hieronimo’s social status and the
play’s construction of a justice system. Although closely linked to the suggestion by Haekel
and Katherine Goodland that Hieronimo is ‘justified’ in his vengeance because of play’s justice
system failing him – in part due to the social hierarchy – more recent studies do not consider
this failure to be caused by the ‘Spanishness’ of the society which facilitates the play’s
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events.710 ‘Spanishness’ may have some bearing on the extremity of Hieronimo’s revenge, but
it is not the primary reason for Hieronimo to want/need revenge in the first place. In fact, Turner
points out that “The Spanish Tragedy can be seen to exploit questions raised by the sometimes
wayward course of English justice, [and] it should therefore be understood in relation to both
stereotypical portrayals of Spanish cruelty and violations of English legal norms.”711 Ton
Hoenselaars had already showed that the Englishmen present in the first Masque of The
Spanish Tragedy provided an image for the English audience to connect to, thus “providing a
foreign story with a native English perspective.”712 This supports Turner’s suggestion that the
play was not only about Spanish stereotypes but likewise reflected on England, since the
Masque “looks back to England’s great past on the Iberian peninsula.”713
In short, Hieronimo’s vengeance is not necessarily derived from his ethnotype. This
leaves the question of whether it is derived from his sociotype. It is clear that Hieronimo fulfils
more than one sociotype: he is both a (high-ranking) soldier and not a member of the nobility.
It is as a soldier that he gains his status as brilliant military commander, and it is the middleclass status provided by this sociotype which causes the impossibility of obtaining justice
which propels the play towards its bloody ending. The war has ended and Hieronimo is no
longer actively in service, but the king does not acknowledge the honra he earned as a war hero
outside of the war setting. In this instance, the honra acquired on the battlefield does not
translate to honra in society – unlike Roderigo in The Cid, whose newly won title on the
battlefield is acknowledged by the king and thus elevates his social status. On the one hand,
Hieronimo is a war hero whose son is murdered without justifiable causation and who is denied
justice by the king he has so loyally served. On the other hand, he is an avenger whose
vengeance is pushed beyond what could be considered honourable revenge.714 The
gruesomeness of his planned revenge is not congruent with the justice that is owed to him but
which is – infuriatingly – denied due to the fact that Hieronimo belongs to a lower social class
than the perpetrators.715 The play asks the audience to experience conflicting emotions, for they
are asked to feel both empathy and sympathy for Hieronimo whilst simultaneously being
repulsed and horrified by the unfolding revenge plot on stage.
Whereas in The Cid, Roderigo personifies the sociotype of the Spanish soldier as a
valiant and virtuous person per excellence, The Spanish Tragedy mostly casts Hieronimo as a
This is also noted by Chris McMahon who argues that Hieronimo’s vengeance is not intended to serve only
his purposes but rather to change how others will be treated in the future: “This commitment to ‘justice’ not only
sees Hieronimo opposing the corrupt mechanisms by which the guilty attempt to elude punishment. Hieronimo’s
argument is that though he cannot himself find justice, he will try and make sure others are treated justly. He will
be spilling ‘blood for blood,’ not for himself, but in the name of the victims (3.6.35-9)” (McMahon, C. (2012).
Family and the State in Early Modern Revenge Drama: Economies of Vengeance. New York: Routledge. 6).
Hieronimo’s struggles with the justice system are similarly explored in Jennifer Waldron’s Reformations of the
Body: Idolatry, Sacrifice, and Early Modern Theatre (2013).
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controversial figure that can be interpreted as either justified or going too far. A third example
will show yet another side of this multifaceted sociotype: the Spanish soldier in Beleg ende
Ontset der Stadt Leyden. The Spanish are the epitome of cruelty in this play, as it was inspired
by the historical events of the 1573-4 siege of Leiden. Not only does this play obviously stand
in stark contrast to The Dutchified Cid, it also contrasts with earlier plays and poems on the
siege of Leiden. Meijer Drees notes, for instance, that in Bontius’ play, there is more emphasis
on the suffering of the people due to hunger and disease by zooming in on the starvation of
women and children in the city. This attention for human suffering is likewise present in the
detailed descriptions of the cruelties committed by the Spaniards against the people of other
cities.716
Both The Cid and The Siege were written around the same time (De verduytste Cid in
1641 and The siege in 1644), performed over roughly the same period of time (Cid 1641-1768,
Siege 1660-1766), and incredibly successful (Cid with 230 performances and 13 printed
editions, The Siege with 304 performances and over 20 printed editions). And yet their
representation of the Spanish army could not be at more opposing ends of the pole. Take as an
example the following passage from The Siege of Leyden:
En ick, door Konings last, laet oock de bloet-vlag voeren:
En liet den Suygeling wel aen mijn lance snoeren:
Ja, ruckten ’t van de Moer, en kneusden ’t midden deur.
Voor ’t Moeders droevig oog, en lachten om ’t getreur.
‘k Heb oock in men’gen storm de swangerige wyven
Tot arbeydts noodt gelaên, in ’t water laten dryven
Laatst binnen Naerden noch, daer ick een swanger wijf.
In ’t aensien van de man, de vrucht sneê uyt het lijf,
En sleurdent by een been met mijn bebloede handen,
En worp het in een vyer, en liet het soo verbranden.
En na dees kloecke daet de man tersont vermoort,
Die in sijn eygen bloet doen pijn’lijck wier versmoort.717
…
‘k Meen ’t Haerlem noch gedenckt, doen sy van mijn gevangen,
De Vrouwen by de borst soo pijnlijck sagen hangen,
De Mannen aen de strop, de voeten bloot gemaeckt.
…
De Moeder nam ick ’t Kind seer wreed’lick uyt de hant.
En heb het doot getrapt, en in een vuur verbrant,
Veel Maegden, hoop aen hoop, te samen vast gebonden

See Meijer Drees, M. (1992). ‘Burgemeester Van der Werf als vaderlandse toneelheld; een politieke autoriteit
in belegeringsdrama’s.’ De zeventiende eeuw, jaargang 8. 167-173.
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Zijn van mijn volck tot proy my in mijn Tent gesonden 718
These words are spoken by the Spanish commander, Baldeus (Valdés), to his inferiors. It is the
first and most detailed passage displaying the cruelties committed by the Spaniards against the
Dutch people. Throughout the play, Bontius uses shorthand references to reiterate the passage,
always underscoring just how cruel, bloodthirsty, and untrustworthy the Spanish are.719 The
image constructed here shows the Black Legend in its full glory: there is no room for anything
positive regarding the Spanish – they are villainous etcetera to their core.
How can two such opposing images co-exist, and even thrive within the same literary
and cultural sphere? The two plays were actually often performed in close proximity to one
another. After The siege of Leiden was first performed – consecutively throughout April – it
was shortly followed by a performance of The Cid on the third of May. And again, on the 17th
of September 1671, The Cid is performed, and 11 days later, so is The siege. As can be seen in
the table below, the revenue generated by both plays shows that they were sure to turn a profit.
Though The Cid generally brought in lower revenues, this may also be because it had already
been staged for 19 years before The siege made its debut.

De verduytste Cid (first performed 1641)
03-05-1660
• fl 188,175 / €1.799,22
17-09-1671
• fl 250,75 / €2.918,68
06-09-1685
• fl 316,30 / €3.348,52
28-10-1700
• fl 325,05 / €3.251,44

Beleg ende Ontset der Stadt Leyden
(first performed 1660)
30-03-1660
• fl 354,30 / €3.369,97
28-09-1671
• fl 600,00 / €7.004,84
22-09-1685
• fl 292,40 / €3.094,20
07-10-1700
• fl 428,00 / €4.281,90720

Of course, the two plays are situated in different contexts (set in Spain and the Dutch Republic
respectively, with the Spanish being the heroes in the former and the Dutch being the heroes in
the latter), but this just points to the flexibility of the audience’s perception of the Spanish
characters: they were presumably not disappointed, shocked or averse to seeing the Spanish
718

Ibid. 15-16. [I reckon Haarlem still remembers, when they were captured by me, / Saw the Women hang so
painfully by the breast, / The men by the noose, the feet made bare, / … / The Mother I took the Child most cruelly
from her hand / And kicked it to death, and burned it in a fire, / Many Virgins, side by side, bound together / Were
by my people sent to my Tent as prey].
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doodt de Burgery met ‘t swaert, met vuur, en touw, / Sijn moordt-lust groeyden aen en spaerde Maegt noch Vrouw.
/ To Haerlem desgelijcks veel Burgers sy verdroncken” [He kills the Citizens with a sword, with fire, and rope, /
His lust for murder grew, and spared neither Virgin nor Woman. / In Haarlem likewise they drowned many
Citizens] (Ibid. 23); “dese Vader-Beuls” [these Father-Executioners] (Ibid. 25); “Hoogmoedig ketter Volck!
[Leidenaren] verwacht nu d’eerste proeve / Van dees aenstaende storm; hoe sult gy u bedroeve / Als ick beverwen
sal mijn handen met u bloedt” [Haughty heretical people! Expect now the first taste / Of this oncoming storm,
how will you be saddened / When I shall paint my hands with your blood?] (Ibid. 47).
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army portrayed as a superior force, and more clever, stronger, and more tactical than their
opponents in the case of the Moors. Martínez Luna suggests that the reason for the Spanish
being represented as formidable in pamphlets was so the Dutch would come across as even
more formidable – they had to be since they were victorious against Spain on stage.721 The
image of the Spanish soldier on stage, however, is not this straightforward. As we have seen,
in a different setting, the soldier was actually allowed to be genuinely admired for his bravery,
valour, and tactical thinking. The Cid sharply contrasts other representations of Spanish
soldiers who are portrayed as cruel.
In short, the sociotype of the Spanish soldier is not straightforward or one-dimensional.
At least three very different images co-existed in the seventeenth century, and each enjoyed
immense success on stage, particularly in the Dutch Republic. The figure of Roderigo presents
the sociotype in a positive light. The figure of Hieronimo embodies the vengeful Spaniard, but
not due to his being a soldier but rather because he is denied justice for the murder of his son.
Finally, the Spanish soldier as spearheaded by Baldeus (The siege) portrays the well-known,
stereotypical sociotype as exceptionally cruel. The sociotype of the soldier shows that there is
no single set of ethnotypical characteristics that complement the sociotype, as it ranges from
brave and valiant to cruel and bloodthirsty. There is, of course, one fundamental yet crucial
difference between the three plays discussed here: the setting. Both The Cid and The Spanish
Tragedy are set in Spain (at the Spanish court to be precise) whereas The Siege takes place in
the Dutch Republic (switching from locals in the city of Leiden to the Spanish military camp).
This difference in setting also determines the difference in the opponents of the Spanish army:
the Moors, Portuguese, or Dutch. There is only room for the positive representation of the
Spanish soldier in a play where the opponent is not Dutch or English.

Conclusion
The Spanish nobleman, gracioso servant, and Spanish soldier were, each in their own way,
associated with Spanish honour in English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts. This
‘typically’ Spanish trait was not by definition shown in a negative light. Instead, by looking at
the representation of Spanish honour by three different sociotypes, the co-existence of
Hispanophilic and Hispanophobic narratives within the spectrum was revealed. Spanish
honour, therefore, can be viewed on a spectrum from Hispanophilic admiration to
Hispanphobic Black Legend representations.
In English seventeenth-century play texts, the Spanish nobleman primarily appeared in
comedies. Spanish honour in these plays is used for humorous purposes, caricaturing the
Spanish nobleman’s adherence to honour and his willingness to go above and beyond to defend
it or avenge it. In the comedies, this dedication to honour is not warranted – the conflict
inspiring the behaviour tends to be exaggerated or misinterpreted, a fact which the audience
721
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knows but the characters do not. One example of this can be found in John Dryden’s An
Evening’s Love where Don Melchor de Guzman pretends to be extremely honourable in his
affections towards two ladies. The audience is aware of Guzman’s involvement with two
women, and every time he is confronted by one of them, he claims his honour would never
allow him to injure a woman in that way. Don Melchor’s objective in the play is, in fact, gaining
fortune, as he is an impoverished gentleman and the ladies he pursues are wealthy. Don
Melchor is, therefore, obsessed with the acquisition of honra – honour in the form of worldly
goods.
Both honor and honra are used distinctively in the English plays. In The Chances, for
example, Don John’s character is imbued with honra as he chases wealth, women, and having
a good time (in the fashion of Don Juan). His cousin, Don Frederick, on the other hand,
embodies honor with his pledge to protect Constantia made and kept primarily on moral
grounds. His word, given as a nobleman, cannot be broken, which he proves throughout the
play. Similarly in Dryden’s An Evening’s Love, Don Lopez’ honour is derived from the honor
sense of the word which makes him naïve and allows the English gentlemen to take advantage
of him, and as mentioned above, Don Melchor embodies honra. In Pix’s The Spanish Wives,
English honour is comically contrasted to Spanish honour by the English colonel who
comments how he does not wish for Tittup to be punished for her near-indiscretion, as he is
aware of the custom of Spanish honour that would require her husband to do so. His English
honour, however, cannot allow that to happen. The old Spanish nobleman (Tittup’s husband)
meanwhile behaves atypically as he cannot bring himself to adhere to the custom of his country
and defend his honour by regulating his wife (for example, by locking her away). Pix clearly
plays with the concept of honour and uses it to create a contrast between the English and
Spanish way of maintaining and defending it. In this, she uses both the honor and honra sense
of the concept. For example, the Spanish nobleman mentions how he will leave Tittup (like an
object) to the English colonel in his will once he dies. For the English colonel, this would mean
the acquisition of honour through status and wealth as Tittup both outranks him and is wealthier
than he is.
Spanish honour is employed for both comical and serious situations in the Dutch
seventeenth-century play texts. In these plays, Spanish honour is also curiously represented as
both a good and a bad trait to possess. De Edelmoedige Vyanden by Blasius, though primarily
exaggerating and ridiculing the Spanish honour of Don Pompeo and Don Pedro, shows the
Spanish noblemen reasonably discuss the consequences of the infringement upon their honour.
Rather than being led by passionate emotion which demands immediate action, Don Pompeo
keeps his word by not instantly avenging the murder of his brother, which was supposedly
committed by Don Pedro. Spanish honour provides the backbone and main conflict of the play,
but it does not trigger an irrational or even violent response. In Heynck’s Don Louis de Vargas,
on the other hand, the execution of Don Louis’ (innocent) father inspires violent consequences.
However, these consequences are justified within the confines of the play. Don Louis is not
excessively cruel, takes no enjoyment in avenging his father, and is understandably furious that
justice is denied to him and his family, forcing them to live deprived of honour. The
consequences of this state of dishonour are well understood by Don Louis, who fears that his
sister (and therefore he) will suffer more dishonour if she stays alive. But his sister’s “death”
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is also forgiven in the end, as she turns out to be alive after all, thereby clearing Don Louis
from the murder of his own sister.
Both the English and Dutch play texts show that Spanish honour in relation to Spanish
noblemen does not necessarily lead to violence. Instead, though the threat of violence may be
there, Spanish honour is most often used as a comedic vehicle to underline their ridiculous
commitment to honourable behaviour according to the English and the Dutch in the seventeenth
century. Even so, the representation of Spanish honour and its defence is not always a bad
thing. In Dryden’s play, Don Lopez’ honour might make him naïve, but it also highlights the
English Wildbloud and Bellamy’s rudeness and their libertine behaviour during the Spanish
carnival. Similarly, in Blasius’ play, Don Pompeo’s monologue brings serious considerations
to light: what is more important? Honour or revenge? His purposeful decision not to pursue
vengeance at that point goes against the image of the Black Legend Spaniard whose thirst for
revenge trumps everything else.
The playwrights of the Spanish Comedia actively made use of the duality of honor and
honra, and this duality was likewise imported by the English and Dutch translators and
playwrights, potentially without their knowledge. Nevertheless, the inherently dual concept of
Spanish honour is present in the English and Dutch seventeenth-century play texts, showing
the workings of cultural translation. The associations and cultural meaning of Spanish honour
in the source culture (Spain) differs from its associations and cultural meaning in the target
culture (England and the Netherlands), a fact which is most poignantly evident in the existence
of a single word to denote a dual concept. Thus, this one word (‘eer’ and ‘honour’) came to
encompass and convolute the meaning of both senses of Spanish honour, honor and honra.
Because of the Spanish nobleman’s consistent pursuit of honour (be it to obtain, defend,
or avenge it), his gracioso servant is also preoccupied with honour. Although the gracioso
servant is not interested in his own honour but rather possesses the common sense to judge
when the pursuit of honour should reasonably come to an end, as a loyal servant and adviser to
the Spanish gentleman, he is often tasked with aiding his master in his quest for honour. The
gracioso, as a more marginal character, is far more versatile than the Spanish nobleman whose
behaviour is relatively predictable. The gracioso may function as the primary schemer of the
play, or focus on advising his master, or his role may be geared towards providing a voice of
reason in a play which would have the audience believe that there is no such thing as going too
far for one’s (family’s) honour. The character may perform all these functions at the same time,
or he might act as an extension or a mirror of the Spanish nobleman he serves. He thereby
becomes a most adaptable figure whose Spanishness is rooted precisely in this adaptability. A
gracioso servant is not just a joker, or a wise clown, or a comical coward – he moves the plot
along and sometimes facilitates some of the most important plot developments.
In the Dutch play texts, the gracioso servant retained his Spanishness and became
strongly associated with the figure of the Spanish rogue (noticeably by the use of the name
‘Gusman’) though his trickery was motivated by more noble reasons (namely the pursuit of his
master’s honour). Tellingly, the Dutch graciosos retained their autonomy and were allowed to
move freely through the story to fulfil their purpose. Contrastingly, in the English plays, the
gracioso servant was ‘Englished’ (for example in Tuke’s The Adventures of Five Hours), or
the traits that would have set him apart as ‘typically’ Spanish were made less prominent or
even removed entirely. The graciosos in the English plays no longer fulfilled a central or crucial
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role in the play, their task was not to move the plot along or aid its development, but rather yp
serve their masters and advise them in smaller matters. Arguably, the removal of the gracioso’s
Spanishness suggests that the character was modified to become less threatening to an English
audience. The ‘danger’ of the gracioso’s wit, trickery, quickness, and autonomy is checked.
His character became pleasantly amusing and lost much of its ‘roundness’ in the process of this
renegotiation.
The gracioso servant is not an inherently bad character. As a mirror to his master, he is
the character with common sense and a sober and realistic outlook on life, and in this role, he
balances out the overly honourable Spanish nobleman. His tricks and schemes are not
necessarily driven by a desire to personally benefit from them, as opposed to the Spanish rogue
in the picaresque novels whose entire persona revolves around self-preservation. Therefore,
though the gracioso is linked to the Spanish rogue (which may have aided his popularity and/or
his recognisability as a Spaniard), he is not, when viewed on a spectrum, equally ‘bad.’ An
example of this would be Pluimer’s School voor de Jaloerschen in which Gusman operates
completely independently on behalf of his master to help said master gain access to his sister
who is being kept locked away by an extremely jealous husband. The scheme is grand and
elaborate, but there is no personal gain in it for Gusman and his motivations for devising it are
arguably noble, as the purpose is to help a woman who is kept away from all society without a
justifiable cause. This is what sets the gracioso servant apart from other comical characters on
stage in the seventeenth century.
The Spanish soldier probably has the strongest connotations with negative traits of the
Black Legend out of all three sociotypes discussed in this chapter. Their reputation for cruelty
and violence had historical merit, as various sieges and sacks of cities in the sixteenth century
proved to other European nations that Spanish soldiers were capable of committing some of
the worst atrocities imaginable. However, the Spanish soldier was also typified as possessing
bravery and honour. Both these images made their way to English and Dutch seventeenthcentury theatres with varying degrees of success. The image of the Spanish soldier as a cruel
and dishonest villain starkly opposes the image of the Spanish soldier as honourable and
valiant, and yet these images co-existed in close proximity throughout the seventeenth century.
The image of the Spanish soldier was popular on the Dutch stage. The two most
successful plays featuring Spanish characters on the seventeenth-century Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre’s stage were The siege and liberation of Leiden (1644) by Bontius and The
Dutchified Cid (1641) by Van Heemskerk. Both plays featured the Spanish army and both
specifically focus on the Spanish commanding officer of those armies. In The siege, the
audience followed Baldeus, the commander of the Spanish army besieging the city of Leiden,
and hears him relate the past atrocities committed by them (in Naarden and Haarlem) which he
plans to repeat in Leiden. At roughly the same time, in The Cid, the audience followed Roderigo
Díaz de Vivar, Captain of the Spanish army that defeated the Moors, who is lauded for his skill,
honour, and valour throughout the play. Van Heemskerk’s and Bontius’ plays were performed
over roughly the same period of time (The Cid from 1641 until 1768, and though The siege had
been written in 1644, it was performed in Amsterdam from 1660 until 1766). Both plays
generated a steady revenue and were often performed within two weeks of one another.
Considering that the Amsterdam Theatre staged an average of two plays a week, this means
that The Cid and The siege were two of the four plays staged over the course of a two-week
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period. The images of the Spanish soldier presented in either, however, could not be at more
opposite ends of the spectrum.
In Chapter 2, the paratext of The Dutchified Cid showed a genuine admiration of the
playwright for the Spanish hero (he had found a “Dutch heart in a Spanish bosom”), and in the
play text itself, this admiration remains undiminished. Though Roderigo is a ‘supra-national’
hero, he remains strongly connected to the Spanish ethnotype because of the subplot of the
play. Roderigo is called upon to defend his family’s honour, and in doing so injures the honour
of the family of the woman he loves (Cimena) by killing her father. The subplot thus follows
the storyline of a Spanish Comedia honour play even in the English and Dutch translations that
were based on the intermediate French translation by Corneille. Roderigo’s character is not
deprived of its Spanishness, as his adherence to honour continues to be the bane of his
existence. This is particularly evident from the fact that he prioritises the honour of his family
and kingdom over his individual desires, as shown by his love for Cimena and his willingness
to die if that would satisfy her and repair her family’s honour. Thus maintaining his
Spanishness, Roderigo presents the audience with a valiant, noble, honourable, and skilful
image of the Spanish soldier.
The image of the Spanish soldier as honourable and valiant sharply contrasts with the
image of Baldeus (Valdés) in The siege of Leyden. The character of Baldeus has a singular
purpose in the play, which is to reiterate, whenever possible, the cruel deeds perpetrated by the
Spanish army. Early on in the play, Baldeus relates these deeds in a lengthy speech to his
subordinate, and subsequently, shorthand references to them are found throughout the play.
The full force of the Black Legend Spaniard is emphasised in this portrayal as Baldeus speaks
proudly of taking babies by the leg and smashing their bodies against a wall, of raping and
murdering women by hanging them by the breast or by tying them together and throwing them
in the river to drown, and of fathers being forced to watch their families die as they themselves
choke on their own blood. The siege of Leyden is undoubtedly the most Hispanophobic play in
the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre’s repertoire, which is why it is so astounding to find it
performed with such great success alongside The Dutchified Cid.
The reasons for the success of both plays may well be the same despite their vastly
different subject matters. Both plays deal in some way with the rejection of foreign supremacy,
a topic which likely resonated with a Dutch audience. At the time of the first performance of
The Cid, the Dutch Republic was still fighting in the Eighty Years’ War and the image of a
domestic army successfully repelling the ‘invading’ forces must have resonated with the Dutch
audience. By 1660, when The siege was first performed, this resonance was likely reinforced
with nostalgia as the Republic could now look back on an eighty years’ long struggle against
what they perceived to be an outside oppressing supremacy. Throughout the seventeenth
century, The Cid and The siege would continue to thrive, like the Republic itself.
On the English stage, The Cid (1636) did not do well, probably for the same reasons
that it was a success in the Dutch Republic. For the English, there was no ‘natural’ point of
resonance. and considering the style in which the play was written (French classicism), it is
unsurprising that the play did not manage to retain a continuous position in the seventeenthcentury London theatre repertoire. The character of Roderigo did occasionally appear, such as
in Fletcher’s Love’s Pilgrimage. It is possible that there may have been some latent knowledge
of the character of the Cid, as he is referenced multiple times in Cervantes’ Don Quixote which
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was extremely popular in England. However, the image of the Spanish soldier was more
strongly associated with that of Don Hieronimo in Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (1592). The
Spanish Tragedy was an influential work in early modern English literature, even though the
play itself was considered to be outdated relatively quickly after its publication. Nevertheless,
‘Hieronimo’ was often parodied throughout the seventeenth century and his character was, for
a long time, discussed strictly within a Black Legend discourse in academia. However, a more
nuanced stance has recently been adopted in discussing the play and its main character.
Don Hieronimo recalls the image of the Spanish soldier, even though the play’s internal
dynamics do not revolve around his occupation. Rather, it is the fact that Hieronimo is not a
member of the nobility which causes the initial problem eventually leading to his famous
revenge. The play centres on the injustice of the class system more than on the dysfunctionality
of a Spanish society or the supposed inherent cruelty of the Spaniard. Unlike in The Cid, where
Roderigo’s battle-won honour is translated into enhanced honour and status upon his return to
the Spanish court, the honour Hieronimo earned as a military commander does not translate
into his everyday life. After his son is murdered by a member of the nobility, this becomes a
real problem, as Hieronimo cannot legally challenge someone who is not part of the same social
class as him. As a military commander, Hieronimo had the right to capture the prince of
Portugal because of his high rank. As a civilian, Hieronimo is denied the possibility of
challenging the prince of Portugal to avenge the murder of his son. Hieronimo’s revenge is
thus, up to a point, justifiable, and as we saw in Heynck’s Don Louis de Vargas, revenge can
be justified, even if it is committed by a Spaniard. However, Hieronimo pushes his vengeance
beyond what can be considered honourable revenge, thereby establishing the image of the
Spaniard as excessive in revenge, eclipsing the problem of lost honour (won on the battlefield,
lost in translation, destroyed by his son’s murder) altogether.
The image of the Spanish soldier is less prominent in the English than in the Dutch
theatrical tradition. This is likely due to the fact that the Dutch had direct engagements with
the “Spanish” (Habsburg) troops throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The
English, on the other hand, met the Spanish primarily in battle at sea, as the Spaniards never
made landfall within England’s borders. The Spanish soldier was a more familiar image to the
Dutch people than to the English and would therefore resonate less with the English than with
the Dutch. Compared to both The Cid and The siege, the image of the Spaniard as represented
in The Spanish Tragedy falls in the middle of these two extremes.
Spanish honour is an important ingredient in the construction of the Spanish nobleman,
the gracioso servant, and the Spanish soldier. By focussing on different aspects of this trait in
each section, this chapter has shown that the Dutch and English plays were either knowingly
or unknowingly imbued with the double meaning of the Spanish concept of honour, that
Spanish honour is not by definition linked to violence, and that the image of the Spaniard is
diverse and multi-layered. In both England and the Dutch Republic, we find nuanced images,
and opposing images even co-exist and thrive at the same time. The Dutch playwrights were
especially fascinated by ‘the Spaniard’ and represented him with great variation. However,
consistency is necessary for the recognition of a national stereotype. The consistent portrayal
of honour in relation to the Spaniard would have guaranteed this recognition in seventeenthcentury England and the Dutch Republic.
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Chapter 4 – The Don Carlos Story in England and the Dutch Republic
“By true and right discent, of Holland I am Lord” 722
Introduction
There are few better examples of the literary construction of an early modern Hispanophobic
image than the creation of the image of Philip II as a cruel, tyrannous, and overly zealous
monarch whose oppression of the Dutch left them with no alternative but to rebel. At least, this
is certainly what William of Orange cum suis wanted the neighbouring countries to believe as
he and his fellow countrymen started what would become the Eighty Years’ War.723 In his
Apology (1580), Orange lists all the atrocities committed by the Spanish king in order to
legitimise in the eyes of international audiences the deposition of a prince to whom allegiance
had been sworn and to defend himself from the ban on his life by Philip II.724 For, Orange
argues in the Apology, “what in this world can be more acceptable, especially to one, who has
undertaken such a great and excellent work, as the liberation of so worthy a people [the Dutch]
oppressed by such evil men [the Spanish], than to be mortally hated by his enemies, the enemies
likewise of the country, and to receive from their very lips and by their own confession such a
pleasing attestation of his loyalty to his own people and of his constancy against tyrants and
those who disturb the common peace?”725 Philip was accused of deception, incest, and the
murder of his son Don Carlos as well as that of his third wife, Elisabeth de Valois (usually
called ‘Isabella’ in English and Dutch texts of the seventeenth century).726 It was Orange’s
intention, Rittersma argues, “to defame [Philip] before the entire world”727 and he was
successful. The Apology, written primarily by Pierre l’Oyseleur de Villiers with Orange’s aid,
was a response to Philip II’s edict declaring William of Orange an outlaw (“vogelvrij”).728 First
read to the States General in French in 1580, the Apology was printed in that language in 1581,
followed by a Dutch, English, and Latin translation in the same year,729 and as noted by
Pollman, since then “Philip’s reputation has only very recently begun to recover.”730 However,
William of Orange’s response to being declared an outlaw is not solely responsible for the
construction of the image of Philip II as one of the most villainous monarchs in early modern
Europe. Rather, Philip’s image becomes intertwined with that of his son Carlos, and fact and
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fiction are often joined together to create a stark opposition between the two – with Philip cast
as the primary antagonist and Carlos as the hero.731
The main question this chapter aims to answer revolves around how the image of Don
Carlos was constructed for reading and viewing audiences throughout the seventeenth century,
and what this image reveals about perceptions of Spain in both England and the Dutch
Republic. Similarly, it will look at how the image of Don Carlos potentially nuances the
Spanish ethnotype, by considering his image in these two countries in relation to one another
to understand how these separate images of the same character functioned within the
developing European Black Legend of the Spaniards. Previously, scholarly discussion of the
Don Carlos story in early modern Europe has not included the Dutch Republic, and as will
become clear, including these Dutch works will problematise our judgement of attitudes
towards Spain and Spanish canonical figures within the Black Legend. By exploring how the
Don Carlos story gained traction in early modern Europe, we gain a better understanding as to
what role this story played in the construction of the image of Spain as the ‘other.’
The Don Carlos story gives us the opportunity to see how this anti-Spanish narrative
revolving around Philip II, who embodies the supposed Spanish cruelty and villainy of the
early modern period, simultaneously harbours a Hispanophilic story, or at least a less
Hispanophobic one. This chapter will trace the first literary elaborations of the Don Carlos
story in both the Dutch Republic and England. In the Dutch Republic, literary renditions of this
story, and references to it, appeared as early as 1635, and in Dutch historiographies, the Don
Carlos story is included even earlier, such as in Emanuel van Meteren’s 1599 relation of the
history of the Netherlands.732 The Don Carlos story still remains mostly unexplored to this day
in the Netherlands, where discussions of the events that led to the prince’s death rarely go
beyond Orange’s Apology even now. 733 This lack of scholarly interest is surprising
considering that Don Carlos was a popular heroic character on the Dutch stage, as shown by
the generally overlooked (though successful) Dutch Don Carlos play Karel, Erfprins van
Johan Brouwer argues that “Een figuur als Philips II, die in den politieken strijd van de zestiende eeuw van al
zijn wezenlijke schakeeringen is ontdaan en strak en recht en hard is komen ten staan als de onverbiddelijke tyran,
de fanatieke geloofsijveraar en de hardvochtige mensch, zwart van zonden en misdaden, dwong de
verbeeldingskracht tot het scheppen van zijn tegenbeeld. Men vond dat tegenbeeld in zijn zoon” [A figure like
that of Philip II, whom in the political battle of the sixteenth century had been relieved of all his considerable
nuances and has become known as strict and straight and hard as an inexorable tyrant, the fanatical practitioner
of religion and antipathetic human, black of sins and crimes, forced the imagination to create his mirror-image.
People found that mirror-image in his son] (Brouwer, J. (1941). Montigny. Afgezant der Nederlanden bij Philips
II.
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Spanje (Carlos, Crown-prince of Spain, 1679) by Govert Bidloo. This play was produced only
three years after the better-known English play Don Carlos, Prince of Spain (1676) by Thomas
Otway appeared. This play, unlike Bidloo’s, was based on the historical novel by César Vichard
de Saint-Réal.
In early-modern Europe, Don Carlos’ story received the most attention in Saint-Réal’s
historical novel Dom Carlos (1672). Part of what gave this novel historical authority and thus
aided its overall popularity was the fact that it was marketed as being consistently factual.734
As the first of its kind, the novel presented itself, in the words of Richard Maxwell, as a “secret
history” which aimed to show “the hidden perfidy of Philip II’s court.”735 As suggested by J.N.
Hillgarth, Saint-Réal had likely read Spanish plays about Don Carlos (for example Diego
Jiménez de Enciso’s El príncipe don Carlos (1634)) but these Spanish plays did not include
the story of queen Isabella.736 However, the absence of Isabella and Carlos’ love story in the
Spanish theatrical renditions of the Don Carlos story does not necessarily mean that Saint-Réal
invented it. Though he popularised Isabella’s part in the narrative by creating the perfect
mixture between drama and history that “tells a dark story of unspoken love, suspicion, and
jealousy,”737 Saint-Réal drew from a variety of sources to create his historical novel.738
Amongst these sources, we find Emanuel van Meteren whose 1599 historiography already
included the Don Carlos/Isabella storyline.739 Saint-Réal’s novel largely revolves around
Philip’s jealousy of the love between Carlos and Isabella, causing Philip to imprison his son
and thus driving the young man to suicide. Philip then condemns his wife to be murdered by
poison.740 This retelling of ‘historical’ events clearly aided the anti-Spanish bias that had been
forming throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries741 and the tragic demise of the
prince of Spain significantly boosted the Black Legend narrative.742
With Saint-Réal’s novel, the Don Carlos story became solidified in Europe. It was
translated from the original French into English and German, and thus became available to an
international audience which was already predisposed to seeing the Spanish in a bad light.743
Though no Dutch translation appeared in the seventeenth century (or thereafter), the French
novel was printed in Amsterdam in 1673, which could have contributed to its accessibility in
the Dutch Republic. Additionally, it is not entirely unthinkable that Dutch people had access
to the German edition as, in terms of language, the low-German dialect was mutually
734
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intelligible with Dutch at the start of the seventeenth century.744 Furthermore, sources used by
Saint-Réal were also produced in the Dutch Republic, as for example, Pierre de Bourdeille,
abbé de Brantôme’s Vies des Grand Capitains (containing an article on Philip II and Don
Carlos) and his Vies des Dames Illustre (containing an article on Isabella de Valois) which
were first printed in Leiden in 1665-6.745 Even so, the story gained widespread attention in the
early modern period primarily through Saint-Réal’s novel. Because of this widespread
attention, the novel’s influence reached well beyond the seventeenth century. Two well-known
examples of the novel’s afterlife are Friedrich Schiller’s play Don Carlos (1787), and later
Guiseppe Verdi’s opera Don Carlos (1867).746 In short, the novel holds a prime position in the
dissemination of the Don Carlos story across time and was likely the most accessible source of
information regarding Philip II and the role he played in the deaths of his son and wife in the
sixteenth century. Because of Saint-Réal’s pivotal role in the establishment of the Don Carlos
story, this chapter considers 1672 (the year of the novel’s publication) a turning point in the
development of this iconic Black Legend narrative.
This chapter is divided into three sections, each focussing on a different set of primary
sources which follow one another chronologically. The first section focusses on Dutch and
English historiographies between c.1600 and 1700 so as to explore the possible sources of
information the playwrights could have consulted when producing their plays. In terms of
source selection, this means that some of the Dutch Republic’s best-known and most often
reprinted historiographies are included, namely: Emanuel van Meteren’s Memorien der
Belgische ofte Nederlantsche historie van onsen tijden (1599) and his Historie der nederLandscher ende haerder Na-buuren (1614); Niclaes de Clerck’s Tooneel747 der Beroemder
Hertogen, Princen, Graven Ende KrygsHelden van Christenrijck (1617); Pieter Bor’s De
Oorsprongk, begin, en Vervolgh der Nederlansche Oorlogen, Beroerten, en Borgerlyke
Oneenigheden (1617); and Everard van Reyd’s Voornaemste Gheschiedenissen inde
Nederlanden ende elders (1626).748 For the English historiographies, the selection was
primarily based on whichever works included the Don Carlos story, as it was not nearly as
commonplace to find references to the narrative as it was in the Netherlands. As such, we have
Edward Grimeston’s A Generall Historie of the Netherlands (1608); and The History of the
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Most Illustrious William, Prince of Orange (1688) by an anonymous author.749 The second
section of the chapter turns to a variety of play texts produced prior to the solidification of the
narrative in 1672 with the appearance of Saint-Réal’s historical novel. These plays include, for
example, Don Carel met den Prins van Portigael (1635) by Meynert Pietersz. Voskuyl, a
forerunner of the Don Carlos story on the Dutch stage.750 The third section will focus on the
Don Carlos plays appearing after 1672 (Otway’s Don Carlos (1676) and Bidloo’s Karel,
Erfprins van Spanje (1679)).
The aim of this chapter is to place the Dutch Don Carlos story within the existing
European context in which the English (and French) renditions have already been considered.
The international nature of the Don Carlos story shows the importance of considering the image
of Spain in a comparative cultural and literary frame. The chapter will explore how the image
of Don Carlos and Philip differs in England and the Low Countries to show that this famous
Black Legend narrative harbours not only a Hispanophobic story. As will be demonstrated
below, the Dutch Don Carlos story reveals nuances and gradations in the construction of the
image of Spain in early modern Europe.

Section 1 - The Don Carlos Story in Dutch and English Historical Sources, c.
1600-1700
Over time, the character of Don Carlos, prince of Asturias (1545-1568), and his untimely death
have been described in a variety of ways.751 This section focusses on how the English and
Dutch historical sources construct Carlos’ character and how they reflect upon the prince’s
death to establish a sort of ‘baseline’ from which to proceed to the discussion of English and
Dutch play texts. These historiographies all predate the English and Dutch plays and though it
749
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is impossible to know whether or not the playwrights had access to them or read them, these
sources give an indication of the existing image of Don Carlos, Philip, and Philip’s advisers in
England and the Low Countries. Therefore, what follows can be considered a historical
character sketch which will aid our understanding of the character of Don Carlos in the early
modern play texts. Similarly, the descriptions of his death and the events leading up to it
provide an overview of possibilities for the playwrights to draw from. The various manners of
death included in the historiographies also reveal the width of speculation revolving around
Carlos’ untimely demise.
In Jiménez de Enciso’s El príncipe Don Carlos, for example, the prince is portrayed as
aggressive and unruly, an unfaithful son to the patient king Philip II, which is understandable
since the playwright follows a historical source that stressed the confused psychological state
of Don Carlos and his problematic character.752 In the Dutch historiographies, however, Don
Carlos is described as “kloeck, scherp-sinnigh, liberael, ende stout.”753 Additionally, De Clerck
writes that he was
niet min in de Letteren ende alle goede Consten dan inder Wapenen exercitie in
der welcker oeffeninghe hy seer heeft toegenomen ende sodanigen teeckenen
ghegeven dat sijne cloeckheyt met verwonderinge van yegelick wert
aengemerckt ende wert daer voor ghehouden dat hy soude passeren in
cloeckmoedighe dapperheyt alle sijne Voor-ouderen.754
Even so, not everything about the prince was celebrated, for he was also deemed “seer
ambitieus ende begheerich van Regiment.”755 The “desire to rule” described here was
considered typically Spanish according to the Black Legend narrative, but in light of his
heritage and other qualities, it seem to be expected rather than criticised. According to the
Dutch historiographers, the prince of Spain was a sharp-witted and liberal man whose bravery
would outshine that of all his predecessors.
Interestingly enough, Grimeston’s historiography contains few references to Don
Carlos; instead, he focuses on Philip, referring to Carlos only when he is involved in the
business at hand. The first direct reference to Don Carlos in A Generall Historie appears when
Grimeston describes the marriage negotiations between France and Spain: “the deputies were
in treatie, and had almost agreed upon a marriage between the king of Fraunce his eldest
daughter, and Don Charles prince of Spaine.”756 Unlike in the Dutch historiographies, the
English reader is not offered any additional information on Carlos in either Grimeston or The
History of the Most Illustrious William. However, the English historiographies do tend to refer
to Philip’s advisers who play a key role in the Don Carlos story. For example, in Grimeston’s
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Rodríguez Pérez, Y. (2008). 241-247.
This citation is taken from Emanuel van Meteren’s 1614 historiography, but it echoes his earlier work (“kloeck,
scherpsinnich ende stout”). Similarly, De Clerck writes “desen Prince […] wesende cloeck, scherpsinnich, liberael
ende stout” (De Clerck. (1617). 176. He is clearly copying the 1614 edition of Van Meteren).
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De Clerck, N. (1617). 176. [not too bad in Lettering (i.e. reading and writing) and all good Arts, in the
exercising of Arms in this discipline he had grown so much, and had thus given signs that his sharpness was
noticed with admiration and it was thus expected he would pass all his predecessors in bold bravery] (108).
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1617 edition (Van Meteren. (1599 and 1614). 69 and 118). [very ambitious and desiring rulership].
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A Generall Historie (1608), the printed portrait of Philip II is accompanied by the following
verse:
By true and right discent, of Holland I am Lord,
And of the wealthie Netherlands, united by accord:
But cruell counsel of th’Inquisition,
Was cause that did procure their woe and great destruction757
Philip is here described first as the ‘natural’ prince of the Netherlands, which he actually was
and which is acknowledged in this source. The verse continues with the assignation of the
stereotypically Spanish trait of “cruelty” to the Inquisition. By assigning this trait to the
Inquisition in this manner, Philip himself becomes exempted from it. In fact, the verse suggests
that the problems in the Netherlands which led to “woe and great destruction” were not caused
by Philip but by the advice of the Inquisition. This is likewise echoed in The History of the
Most Illustrious William (1688) which includes the line “King Philip, by the Advice of his
Spanish Ministers, and at the Sollicitations of Cardinal Granville.”758 The image of the
Spaniard as “cruel” was in part created by the “woe and great destruction” of the Low Countries
which the Dutch (and later the English) emphasised in their efforts to garner sympathy from
neighbouring countries.759 This line of thought echoes the Dutch discourse during the first
phase of the Revolt, which put the blame on Philip’s advisers and not on the king.
A particularly interesting part of the Don Carlos story to explore is the relationship
between Don Carlos and the Netherlands. In Jiménez Enciso’s play El príncipe Don Carlos
(1634), the character of Don Carlos was already strongly identified with the Low Countries.
The disrupted relationship between him and his father in the play can be seen as a metaphor
for the disrupted relationship between the Low Countries and Spain.760 But even before the
Spanish play implied this identification, Pieter Bor and Edward Grimeston included Carlos’
connection to the Low Countries. Bor’s account relates how the king’s council came to the
decision to send the Duke of Alva to the Netherlands and not Don Carlos. The passage shows
how Don Carlos has a particular affection for the Dutch people and vice versa:
De resolutie genomen zijnde dat men met macht van wapenen in Nederland
soude trecken so en vonden sy in lange niet eens werden in ’t verkiesen van een
generael Hooft die d’oorloge aldaer soude voeren want velen dochtet goet te
wesen dat men den Prince Carolus des Conings soon daer toe den last soude
geven achtende niemant daer toe nutter en bequamer dan hem eensdeels door
dien de herten en gemoeden der Nederlanders see na hem verlangen en tot hem
waren genegen en dat de Geestelijke om hem wenschten en sijne
tegenwoordigheid versochten om dat hy een geboren Prince van de Nederlanden
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Grimeston. (1608). 316.
Unknown. (1688). The History of the Most Illustrious William, Prince of Orange, Deduc’d from the First
Founders of the Ancient House of Nassau: Together with the Most Considerable Actions of this Present Prince.
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This image was further supported by the “woe and great destruction” perpetrated by the Spanish in the WestIndies as related by Bartolomé de las Casas’ Relaciones (1552).
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Rodríguez Pérez. (2008). 241. In Spain, Luis Cabrera de Cordoba’s cronique on Philips II, Historia de Felipe
II (1619) dealt in detail with Don Carlos’ death.
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was en dat ook wel scheen dat hy seer begerig was om die sake aen te vaerden
en in Nederland te trecken andere Raets Heeren vonden dit niet goet seggende
dat men desen jongen Prince met so swaren en periculosen last niet en behoorde
te beswaren maer dat men daer toe een out ervaren Krijgs-ooft behoorde te
verkiesen d’eene daer toe nominerende den Hertoge de Medina Coeli andere den
Hertoge van Alba en meer andere emtelijk werd de voorsz Hertoge van Alba
door de meeste stemmend aer toe verkoren en verordent761
The tone here vastly differs from that adopted in previous texts. Bor suggests that the people
of the Low Countries were wishing for the prince of Spain to come into their lands and take
over the government there. He continues by noting that Carlos held a special place in the hearts
and minds of the Dutch people, in part because he was the born prince of the Netherlands. As
noted above, Don Carlos’ association with the Netherlands because he was their natural prince
is a recurring theme in early modern historical and literary texts.762 The religious ministers,
too, would benefit greatly from his presence (though it remains unclear why). There is no
mention of Philip in the decision-making at all: the advisers voted and the Duke of Alva was
selected as a result. Likewise, from this passage, one would never guess that there may be
alternative reasons for not sending Carlos into the rebellious Low Countries like, for example,
his desire to escape Spain.763 Carlos is presented as a noble man who has the Dutch people’s
best interests at heart, and in return, the Dutch desperately desire him to be their ruler.
Bor describes a key part of the Don Carlos story without mentioning Philip, whilst
seemingly not judging the advisers for the decision to send the Duke of Alva to the Netherlands.
The process is described as being one of elimination – between the Duke of Alva and Don
Carlos, who would be best qualified to handle the rebellion in the Low Countries and lead the
Spanish army? It took the advisers a long time to agree suggesting the decision was made a
carefully (“in lange niet eens warden in ‘t verkiesen”). Arguments in favour of Don Carlos
were presented, and counter-arguments – viable and reasonable counter-arguments, based on
age and experience, not on a pre-existing dislike of the prince – were likewise made. It is not
as though Bor completely omits the aversion Carlos feels for his father’s advisers (right after
this passage he continues to describe how this was the moment where Carlos ‘caught’ a great
hatred for the Duke of Alva and how he could not keep this hatred hidden). Bor’s account does
not emphasise the mutual strife between Don Carlos and Philip’s advisers but rather focusses
on the Dutch people’s admiration for Don Carlos.764
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Bor. (1626). 6-7. [Having resolved that they would go to the Netherlands by force of weapons, they could not
agree for a long time whom to choose as the general who would wage the war there. Because many believed it
would be good to send the Prince Carlos, the king’s son, supposing no one better and more adequate than him,
partly because the hearts and minds of the Dutch people desired his presence and they were partial to him, and the
holy men wished for him and requested his presence because he was a born Prince of the Netherlands and it was
evident that he himself was desirous to accept the case and go to the Netherlands. Other adviers did not agree,
saying that this young prince should not be burdened with such a heavy and perilous task but that they should
send an old and experienced general instead. The Duke of Medina Coeli was then nominated to go, another
nominated the Duke of Alva, and by most votes, the Duke of Alva was chosen and ordered to go].
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Bor refers to Don Carlos as “des Lants Prince” [the country’s prince] when he discusses Carlos’ supposed
desire to go to the Netherlands (Bor. (1626). 6). However, Van Meteren’s text suggests that it was, in fact, the
council which considered Don Carlos “the country’s prince” and not the Dutch people themselves. The text shows
no admiration for Don Carlos by the Dutch people (Van Meteren (1614). 118-119).
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In Edward Grimeston’s history of the Netherlands (1608), the same passage as cited
from Bor’s history was included. The similarity between the two translations suggest that both
authors based at least this part of their historiographies on the same source text. In comparison
to one another though, there are a number of remarkable differences between the English and
Dutch translations:
The resolution beeing taken in the counsel of Spaine, that there was no meanes
more expedient to pacisfie the troubles of the Netherlands, than to reduce the
people and all the nobilitie, to their ancient (yea to an entire and absolute)
obedience, by force of armes, the question was to chuse a commaunder for this
action, which was weightie and of so great importance. Some were of opinion,
That if those of the countrey did see prince Charles the kings sonne, and their
natural prince, they would presently yield him all obedience. But those that bare
an inveterat hatred unto the country, as the cardinall of Granvelle and his like,
excused him of so heavie a burthen, by reason of his youth: then the duke of
Medina-Celi was named, but the Duke of Alva was preferred before him
(notwithstanding the priviledges of the country, which admit no strange
gouernour, but one that is borne in the country) as an antient captaine, of good
experience, and fortunate in ware, to whom this charge was given. Whereat
prince Charles beeing much discontented, could not containe himselfe, but burst
forth in some words of dislike against the duke; whereby hee discovered the love
hee bare unto these countries, being his inheritance, and the feare hee had that
the duke would oppresse them too much: saying unto him, Beware that thou
doest not oppresse my people, least I bee revenged. To whom the duke answered,
I thanke God I have a master for the remainder of my life, and am not to be
commanded by you.765
A major difference between Bor and Grimeston’s accounts is the description of Philip’s
advisers who oppose sending Carlos to the Netherlands. Instead of being guided by reason as
suggested in Bor’s rendition of the same event, Philip’s advisers are led by “an inveterat hatred
unto the country.” Grimeston therefore emphasises that Philip’s advisers were hostile to the
Low Countries and that their decision to send the Duke of Alva instead of Don Carlos was
motivated by considerations of who would cause the greatest misery there. The advisers do not
intend to send Carlos to the Netherlands because that is what the Dutch people want, and what
the advisers have in mind is to “pacify the troubles of the Netherlands” by reducing the people
and the nobility to their “ancient (yea to an entire and absolute) obedience” by force. This
version coincides with the narrative of the Revolt as seen from the perspective of the Dutch
people and how it was expressed in Orange’s Apology. In Grimeston’s version, Carlos objects
to the advisers’ decision with a proclamation of love for the Low Countries and by expressing
his fear of the intended harsh treatment of the Dutch people at the hands of the Duke of Alva.766
In other words, Don Carlos appears in a more heroic light due to his empathy for the people of
the Netherlands in Grimeston’s account, and the Duke, together with the Cardinal, are
characterised by their impending cruelty according to anti-Hispanic interpretations of the
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Grimeston. (1608). 415. Italics are present in the source text.
Don Carlos flying into a rage over the decision of sending the Duke of Alva to the Low Countries is also noted
by Johan Brouwer (Montigny. Afgezant der Nederlanden bij Philips II (1941)).
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conflict. However, again, Philip is not mentioned as the decision is made entirely by the
advisers. The suffering of the Dutch people as a result of this decision is therefore first and
foremost caused by Philip’s advisers and not by Philip himself.
Both Grimeston and Bor base their works on the French history by Jean-Francoise le
Petit titled Le grande Chronique Ancienne et Moderne, de Hollande, Zelande, West-Frise,
Utrecht, Frise, Overyssel & Groeningen, jusques à la fin de l’An 1600 (printed in Dordrecht in
1601). Grimeston, a well-known translator and historian, translated this work into A Generall
Historie of the Netherlands in 1608. Bor was well versed in French (the only language besides
Dutch with which he was familiar) and his historiography appeared in 1626. But, considering
the big differences between the two translations of Le Petit, we must look at the original to
determine who renegotiated the source text most extensively. As it turns out, Grimeston follows
the French original (verbatim).767 This means that Bor, whose passage echoes that of Le Petit
and Grimeston too much to be coincidentally similar, actively renegotiated the images of the
advisers and Carlos. Thus, Bor created this exceptionally mild image of Philip’s advisers within
a historiographical tradition that tended to do the exact opposite, whilst emphasising Carlos’
heroism and love for the Netherlands.768
Philip’s advisers also play an essential role in a key event of the Don Carlos story: the
imprisonment of the prince. On the night of 17 January 1568, Philip and some of his advisers
(including Ruy Gomez who had been in charge of the prince’s household since his early years)
quietly entered Carlos’ bedroom.769 Philip was armoured and armed, and he was the first to
Le Petit’s original reads as follows: “La resolution doncques ayant este prinse en Espagne au Conseil du Roy
(comme ces lettres cy dessus le monstrent asses clairement) qu’il n’y avoit autre moyen plus expedient d’appasier
les troubles du Pays bas: sinon qu’à force d’armes reduire le Peuple & toute la Noblesse à son ancienne, (voire à
une entire & absolute obeisance) Il fut question d’eslire un Chef, pour cest affaire qui estoit si pesant & de si
grande importance. Aucuns opinerent que si ceux du Pays voioyent, le Prince Charles fils du Roy leur Prince
naturel, qu’ils aymoyent extremement, ils se remettroyet tant plus tost à leur devoir. Mais ceux qui portoyent une
haine inveterée au Pays, comme le Cardinal de Granvelle & ses semblables, l’excuseret d’un si pesant fardau sur
sa ieunesse, & fut le Duc de medina-Celi denommé, mais cestuy-là ne fut non plus accepté, & luy fut preferé le
Duc d’Alve (non obstant les previleges dus Pays qui n’admettent nul Gouvernour estranger, ny autre que naturel
dus Pays) comme ancient Capitaine, experimente & heureux en guerre, auquel eeste charge fut commise: Don’t
le Prince Charles bien faché, ne se sceut contenir, qu’il ne delacha quelques propres de malcontemet allecotre de
ce Duc, par lesquels il descouvroit affez la bone affection qu’il portoit à ces Pays siens patrimoniaux & la crainte
qu’il portoit avoit que le Duc ne les oppressat par trop: Luy disant: Garde-toy que tu ne foulles point mon People
qui ie m’en resente. Acquoy le Duc respondit, Ie loue Dieu que i’ay un Maistre pour tout ce que I’ay de reste à
vivre sans que vous me commandiez” (144).
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That the event in general has historical merit is supported by Johan Brouwer. Although the historian does not
discuss these historiographies, he reconstructed the events according to what happened in Spanish court
documents and he describes the confrontation between Carlos and the Duke of Alba as follows: “The appointment
of the duke of Alva was, to Don Carlos, for his own feelings, a grievous insult, a personal setback. Cabrera relates
that the duke of Alva was fiercely accosted on this subject by Don Carlos. He got so heated doing so that he pulled
out his dagger and attempted to attack the duke. This led to a bad scene, because the duke of Alva was forced out
of self-preservation to restrain the crown-prince and, despite his spasmodic and furious struggles, to hold both his
arms firmly until a chamberlain came” (my translation, 223-4). Geoffrey Parker likewise refers to this event in
his biography of Philip II, though according to Parker, Carlos merely threatened that anyone who insisted upon
his staying behind in Spain would be considered his enemy (Parker. (2014). 185).
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Ruy Gómez de Silva (1516-1573) was Philip II’s childhood friend, confidante, and advisor, who was given a
number of diplomatic roles and responsibilities throughout his life. Ruy Gómez went with Philip on his tours of
Europe and accompanied him to England for his marriage to Mary Tudor. Towards the end of his life, Ruy Gómez
lost influence with the king, though he was responsible for the care of Don Carlos (Boyden, J.M. (1995). The
Courtier and the King: Ruy Gómez de Silva, Philip II, and the Court of Spain. Berkeley: University of California
Press).
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enter the room. They took away Carlos’ weapons so he could not reach for them and hurt either
himself or those in the room with him. The windows of the room were nailed shut, and all of
his papers were seized. Because the prince threatened self-harm, he was not allowed eating
utensils or anything sharp or heavy. The plan had been to transfer him to the tower of Arévalo
castle, the same place that had housed his ancestor Joanna the Mad (his father’s grandmother,
mother of Charles V), and his keeper was to be the son of Joanna’s brutal jailer (she had been
beaten ferociously whilst in confinement for her madness).770 However, Carlos would never be
transferred due to his untimely death.771
The Dutch historiographies clearly stipulate that Carlos was arrested by his father as
Van Meteren writes “dat hy van synen Vader selve ghevangen […] was,”772 and Van Reyd
states that “de Coninck synen eenighen Soon Carolum in ghevanckenis [heeft] gheset.”773 Even
so, the most detailed account of the event is provided by De Clerck:
Noyt en hadden den armen Prince vaster gheslapen also dat hy niet eens wacker
geworden en is door het geraes van de gene die in sijn Camer quamen jae dat hy
qualick conde opgheweckt worden als hem de Silva aen den elleboghe stiet: als
hy nu eyndelick uyt den slaep was gekomen en dat hy sach dat hy gevangen was
ende dat sijn Vader daer oock in persone was riep hy dat hy een doot man was
ende had de bystaenders met eenender stemme datse hem souden om den hals
brenghen.774
This account coincides mainly with the historical version of his imprisonment. Though the
imprisonment plays a big part in the Don Carlos plays (at least in Otway and Bidloo), it is
completely excluded from the English historiographies. Their focus remains on Philip’s
conduct and the conduct of his advisers, and they do not look at what may have happened with
Don Carlos. For example, Grimeston notes that “for the accomplishing of this contract of peace
[between France and Spain], the king of Spaine gave the duke of Alva and others full power to
fulfil the ceremonies of the contract of matrimonie in Paris, for him and in his name with the
lady Isabella.”775 The fact that Isabella had been promised to Don Carlos, or how their
supposed affair contributed to Carlos’ arrest, is excluded here. In The History of the Most
Illustrious William, no reference is made to Carlos’ arrest or imprisonment either. The Don
Carlos story thus appears to have remained less accessible to the English public until 1673
when the English translation of Saint-Réal’s historical novel was produced, followed by the
dramatic rendition by Otway.
The Dutch historiographers were relatively clear and unanimous about the
imprisonment of Don Carlos and this consensus persisted in their discussion of the reasons
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Van Reyd. (1626). 7. [The king put his only son Carlos in prison].
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which led to Carlos’ death. The historiographers provide two main motivations for Philip to
want to rid himself of his son, the first being that Carlos wanted to flee to the Netherlands; and
the second being that he was too involved with Isabella. The connection between Carlos’ death
and his involvement with Isabella only became popularised when Saint-Réal (who incorporated
both Orange’s Apology and the anonymously written Diogenes (1581)) included it in his
novel.776 Though scholarship sometimes refers to Diogenes, the available sources published
between this pamphlet and Saint-Réal’s 1672 novel are often excluded. Yet, in his prefatory
remarks, Saint-Réal notes that he consulted “Meteren,” referring to Van Meteren’s Memorien,
amongst other sources.777 In other words, the speculated involvement of Isabella and Carlos
was already circulating in early seventeenth-century Dutch historiographies.778 As Van
Meteren remarks, Don Carlos was accidentally too open about his plans, his love for the
Netherlands, and his connections to certain Dutch noblemen (like the Marquis of Bergen and
the Baron of Montigny).779 De Clerck, too, notes how he had his desire of going to the
Netherlands “te onbedacht laten blijcken”.780 Van Reyd, ever brief in his descriptions, only
notes that “eenighe seyden dat hy besloten hadt nae Nederlant te repsen” and that he had
revealed his plan to his uncle Don John who revealed it to his father.781 Furthermore, Van
Meteren suggests that Philip’s advisers searched Carlos’ rooms and found correspondence
between him and the queen which made them suspect their ‘involvement.’782 De Clerck copies
Van Meteren’s suggestion that the correspondence also included a reference to a sum of money
to be provided by Isabella to Carlos so as to aid his escape to the Netherlands. De Clerck further
adds that Carlos was often in the queen’s rooms (Parker agrees that he spent a lot of time there
because the two were fond of playing games together, under the watchful eye of the duchess
of Alva) and that he was equally often heard complaining about his father’s usurpation of the
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Parker, G. (2014). 175.
In the 1614 edition of his historiography, Van Meteren actually refers to Diogenes as well by suggesting that
the reader may want to consult that “Boecxken” which was printed in “Luyck anno 1581 in Fransche Rijme”
[Book printed in Luyck in 1581 in French rhyme] (Van Meteren (1614). 118).
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housewife that was meant to be his.783 Both Van Reyd and Bor focus on the suspicious death
of Isabella to support the idea that Carlos was killed for his involvement with her, though Van
Reyd especially is historically accurate in his inclusion of the bloodletting of Isabella when she
fell ill during her pregnancy, which ultimately caused her death.784
In comparison, again, the English historiographies remain extremely coy in providing
information, even in speculation, on Carlos’ death. Grimeston does not mention the
circumstances of his death at all, or, for that matter, the fact that the prince died in the first
place. The History of the Most Illustrious William, Prince of Orange only refers to allegations
made in William of Orange’s Apologie by noting how the States-General had refused at the
time of its creation to print the pamphlet under their name “for that they were no way privy to
several Miscarriages therein imputed to the King.”785This line suggests that though the
anonymous author knew about the accusations made in the Apologie, including the reasons
behind the death of Don Carlos, they were unwilling to replicate those reasons without
substantial evidence to support them.
The death of Don Carlos is a crucial part of the Don Carlos story. Because of the limited
amount of information provided by the Spanish court after his death, early modern
historiographers and playwrights were left to devise their own versions of what had
happened.786 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Dutch historiographies of the early modern period
include a wide variety of potential causes of death, collecting as many pieces of information
surrounding the event as possible. As Van Meteren notes in his 1599 historiography, “de
maniere des doots blijft noch secreet,” and the people who were in a position to know best, he
continues, “seyden dat hem een dranc ghegeven wert waer van hy alleenskens verginck ende
sterf.”787 But in the same passage, Van Meteren also notes Carlos’ death may have been caused
by his own ‘impatience’ (suicide), by eating too many green figs, or that he might have hung

De Clerck. (1617). 177.“Dan den prince werden oock verscheyden proposten ghehoort als hy uyt de Camer
van sijn Stief-moeder de Coninginne Isabelle quam daer mede hy te kenne gaf niet wel te vreden te zijn dat hem
sijn Vader sijn Huys-vrouw had benomen.” [From the prince they also heard several propositions when he exited
the room of his stepmother, the queen Isabella. He also admitted that he was not very content with his father taking
away his house-wife]. Parker, G. (2002). 59.
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According to Parker, Don Carlos died from starvation as he had refused to eat for long periods of time. After
his imprisonment, Carlos’ behaviour became even more disordered, and his physical demeanour changed as “he
became appallingly thin, with great bulging eyes.” Although Philip ordered his court to wear mourning for a year
and decreed a general mourning for nine days, “there was [no] general regret at Don Carlos’ passing.” To be sure,
“the prince’s death was convenient to Philip, but it was not necessary” and when looked at the circumstances
objectively, Parker argues, “there is no reason to suppose that the king had any part in it” (Parker. (2002). 92).
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himself.788 By 1614, Van Meteren had omitted the option of the prince being poisoned, instead
writing “daer van zijnde verscheyden opinion in Princen Hoven gheweest.”789 The possibility
of Carlos having been poisoned returns in Van Reyd’s historiography which reads “hy sterf
met groote vermoedinge van gift.”790 This is the only option Van Reyd discusses, and similarly
succinct about Carlos’ death is Pieter Bor who blames the Inquisition for opening the prince’s
veins which caused his death.791
By far the most encompassing account of Carlos’ death is provided by De Clerck who
dedicates a lengthy passage to all options he has ever come across. This passage includes not
only the manner of death, but also the horrors that befell the prince beforehand. For example,
De Clerck writes that the guards undressed Carlos, burned his clothes, and hurt his body.792
Afterwards, Carlos refused to drink for two days and on the third day drank so much that “hy
by nae soude ghebersten hebben.”793 In terms of food, the same principle applied: first he ate
nothing and then he overloaded his stomach to such an extent that he almost choked.794
Choking remains a theme in De Clerck’s account as Carlos is said to have also attempted to
choke on a diamond ring, though he was saved by the guards.795 In the Dutch historiographies,
Carlos’ death was the result of the verdict of Philip and his advisers, which was that Carlos was
guilty (of what exactly remains unclear). To prevent Carlos taking his own life, he was served
a “sopken met vergift” in the king’s name “nae welcks inneminge is hy weynich uren daer nae
dootlick besweken.”796 Interestingly, De Clerck specifically uses the word “billick” which
translates to “fair” or “reasonable” when he refers to the verdict agreed upon by Philip and the
Ibid. 69. “Tzy door onpacientie ofte door te veel groene Vygen ghegheten te hebben ofte naer sommighe seggen
zijnde met een dwaele den hals toegewronghen” [It may be by impatience or by eating too many green figs, or
according to some, [he] was found with a piece of fabric around his neck]. This passage is copied directly into the
1614 edition. De Clerck only leaves out the possibility that he may have hung himself.
789
Van Meteren. (1614). [there have been several opinions of this in princely courts]. De Clerck copies this exact
phrasing.
790
Van Reyd. (1626). 6-7. [he died with great suspicion from poison].
791
Bor. (1626). 134.“is hy namaels van de Inquisitie door openinge van aderen omgebracht en heeft sijn leven geend” [he was thereafter killed by the Inquisition by the opening of his veins which ended his life].
792
De Clerck. (1617). 179. “daer de bewaerders hem qualick conden uyttrecken hebbende sijne cleederen ende
hemde verbrant ende sijn lichaem oock gequetst.” [there the guards could roughly undress him and burn his clothes
and shirt and hurt his body].
793
Ibid. 179. “Als hem nu desen middel nae sijnen wil misluckte heeft hy hem twee dagen sonder drincken
gehouden ende ten derden dage soo veel waters ingesopen dat hy by nae soude ghebersten hebben” [When these
things did no go according to his will he kept himself from drinking for two days and on the third day drank so
much water that he would almost have burst].
794
Ibid. 179. “wederom grooten honger ghekregen hebbende t’vasten van eenige dagen soo heeft hy met eenigh
worsten sijn maeghe soo overladen dat hy by nae stickte” [again having gotten very hungry of fasting for some
days, so he with some sausages overloaded his stomach so that he almost choked].
795
Ibid. 179. “dat den Prins hem oock socht met eenen Diamant te versticken maer dat hy verhindert wert door
sijne Bewaerders” [that the Prince also aimed to choke himself with a Diamond but he was stopped by his guards].
Geoffrey Parker writes “On one occasion the prince consumed a diamond, hoping it would poison him; but his
doctors administered purges until it emerged again” (Imprudent King: a new life of Philip II (2014) New Haven:
Yale University Press. 189). In an earlier biography of Philip II, Parker writes “then he started swallowing things
– even a diamond ring” (Parker (2002). 92).
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Ibid. 179. “heeft billick geoordeelt eer dat hy sich self schrickelick om den hals bracht datmen hem als
schuldich verwesen vande Wettelicke Overheyt soude laten straffen t’welck heymelick gheschiet is om de
Majesteyt des Conincklicken naems hebbende hem een sopken met vergift geschonken nae welcks inneminge is
hy weynich uren daer nae dootlick besweken” [has fairly judged that before he kills himself horribly that they
considered him guilty and by the Lawful Government would have him punished, which was secretly done in the
king’s name, having poured him a mixture of poison. After consumption he succumbed to death in few hours].
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Inquisition. Furthermore, the express emphasis on how the prince would otherwise “sich self
schrickelick om den hals [brengen]” [kill himself horribly] reads like a defence in favour of the
king’s chosen method of execution: a gentle poison which ended Carlos’ life in mere hours.
The Dutch historiographers were clearly more interested in Carlos’ life, imprisonment,
and death than the English, whom barely include any direct references to the prince. In the
historiographies, Carlos is generally portrayed as a healthy, decent young man who was skilled
and had a promising future.797 Both Carlos’ supposed love for the Netherlands and his and
Isabella’s involvement were referred to as reasons for Philip to want his son dead. Carlos’ death
was preceded by his imprisonment. Carlos was imprisoned in his own rooms in the middle of
the night by his father (who led the party) and his father’s advisers. His papers were confiscated,
his weapons and sharp objects seized, and his windows nailed shut. The unanimity of the
historiographers ends when it comes to the manner of death of the prince. Poison, suicide (by
hanging himself), cut veins, eating too many green figs, and attempting to choke on objects,
food, or water were all considered possibilities. Importantly, the historiographies do not portray
Philip as a cruel father and king, but rather accuse the king’s advisers of manipulating the king
or providing him with the advice that led to the death of Don Carlos.

Section 2 - The Don Carlos Story in Dutch and English Play Texts, c. 16001672
A forerunner of the Don Carlos story was introduced to Amsterdam’s literary society in 1635
by Meynert Pieterszoon Voskuyl, and though it was never performed by the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre, Don Carel met den Prins van Portigael was reprinted in 1643.798 Though
Voskuyl based his play in part on the 24th novella of the Heptaméron (1558) by Margaret,
queen of Navarre,799 there are some strong links between the Don Carlos story and the plot and
characters of Don Carel. One clear sign that Don Carel was likely inspired by the Don Carlos
story is the fact that the story revolves around Carlos (named Elisor in the Heptaméron) who
is in love with the queen of Castile, Isabella, whose husband, Philip (both of whom are
nameless in the novella), is preparing to hand over his kingdom to Carel. Though Carel is not
Philip’s son by blood in the play, he is set to eventually marry Philip’s only child, a daughter
named Leonora, which puts him in the same position in terms of the succession of the
monarchy. In fact, it is frequently emphasised in the play that Carlos is the prince of Castile in
all but blood: Isabella calls him “Prins van Castilien,” and she notes that they will “van Don
Carel u Castiliens Coninck maecken.”800 Meanwhile Philip grieves Don Carlos’ untimely death
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We know in hindsight that this was not the case since Don Carlos had a wide array of physical and
psychological impairments and that it was not certain that he would be recognised as heir (Parker. (2014). 180184).
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The title page of the 1635 edition notes that it was “Ghespeelt op de Amsterdamsche Camer” [performed in
the Chamber of Rhetoric of Amsterdam].
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This novella is titled ‘Ingenious Device of a Castillian in Order to Make a Declaration of Love to a Queen, and
what came of it.’ It is set on the third day within the Heptaméron’s timeline.
800
Voskuyl, M.P. (1635). Don Carel met den Prins van Portigael. Amsterdam: Dirck Corneliszoon Houthaeck.
F. [Prince of Castile] [from Don Carlos make you king of Castile].
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in the play by emphasising how he had envisioned this gentleman as his heir: “Mijn Croon die
leyt in d’as Castilien gaet verlooren […] Trotse Heldt / Waer op dat ick mijn sin en hoope had
ghestelt.”801 In short, Carlos appears to be the ‘adopted’ prince, whose untimely death wreaks
havoc on the Spanish line of monarchical succession in the same way as the real Don Carlos’
death. The manner of Carlos’ death in Voskuyl’s Don Carel requires further elaboration,
particularly when we consider the available historical sources which Voskuyl may have
consulted.
Carlos’ cause of death is part of the reason that Voskuyl’s Don Carel is not a ‘Don
Carlos play’ like Otway’s or Bidloo’s late seventeenth-century plays. When Philip offers him
Leonora’s hand in marriage as a reward for his outstanding performance as commander of the
armies in the war against France, it is soon revealed that Leonora is already secretly in love
with the prince of Portugal, and he, in turn, is in love with her. Defending what Carlos perceives
to be rightfully his, he duels with the prince of Portugal in a lengthy sequence on stage. During
the duel Carlos is stabbed, but not yet killed. Later in the play, Carlos reappears and finally
dies, at which time the actor is instructed to squeeze out a hidden sponge full of blood under
his shirt for the audience to see.802 This death scene is set in motion for radically different
reasons than those we find in the Don Carlos story. A key component of the Don Carlos story
is Philip’s involvement in his son’s death, but in Don Carel, Carlos’ death is in no way
connected to the king of Spain. Additionally, being stabbed in a duel is not a cause of death
found in other renditions of the story; instead, Carlos is often said to have beeen poisoned or
to have committed suicide.
Besides the death of Carlos, there are other marked differences between the play and
the Don Carlos story. For one, when Carlos reveals he loves Isabella, she rather harshly turns
him down and Carlos flees court to repent.803 For another, Philip is a good king. Philip’s
portrayal in this play is exceptional in that he is merciful, generous, and caring, like Jímenez
Enciso’s king Philip in El príncipe Don Carlos.804 There is not a single character in Voskuyl’s
play who dislikes or disrespects him, and Isabella’s steadfast loyalty in rejecting Carlos attests
her love for the king. In other words, Don Carel shows some overlap with the Don Carlos story,
but is not yet a fully formed Don Carlos play. Voskuyl’s inclusion of these main characters,
namely king Philip of Spain, who is married to Isabella, whom Don Carlos loves, cannot be
coincidental, especially because these characters are not present in the 24th novella of the
Heptaméron which serves as a source of inspiration for the plot. Thus, in 1635, Voskuyl

Ibid. F. [My Crown which lies in the ash, Castile will be lost … Proud Hero / Upon whom I had settled my
mind and hope]
802
Ibid. E3r. “Hy moet een Spons vol bloet onder zyn Hemt hebben, en nae de wont vattende, daer bloet uyt
nypen” [He must have a sponge full of blood under his shirt, and grasping for the wound, squeeze blood out of
it].
803
Ibid. B3r-B4. Isabella: “Gaet Carel uwe liefde elders uyt besteden / Op! Schaemt u dat ghy out durst uytten
suclke reden” [Carlos go and spend your love elsewhere. Go! Be ashamed that you dare to express such
sentiments] | Carlos: “Ick gae” Don Carel vlucht in Heremyts ghewaet met een Dienaer [“I go” Don Carlos flees
in a Hermit’s garb with a servant].
804
Ibid. B2. Philip is generous in giving the hand of his daughter to Carel without any kind of reluctance. He is
merciful when he allows Portugal to live even though he had been condemned to death, saying “Mijn Ziel die
wordt bewoghen / Mijn herte schijnt dat wordt uyt deze Romp ghetoghen” [My Soul is moved, my heart appears
to explode from my chest] (59). Finally, the king is involved with the queen’s well-being as, for example, when
he asks her “Mijn Coningin, mijn Lief, en zijdt ghy niet vermoeyt?” [My queen, my love, are you not tired?] (12).
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introduced a Dutch dramatic forerunner of the Don Carlos story to Amsterdam, a story which,
as he notes in the paratext, had not been shown before.805
After 1635, we find multiple Spanish characters in Dutch play texts named Carlos and
Isabella. In the corpus of chapter 2 of this thesis alone, which consists of 58 translated Spanish
Golden Age play texts, there are 11 characters named ‘Isabella’ and 10 named ‘Carlos.’ Of
course, not every character named Isabella or Carlos embodies Isabella and Carlos from the
Don Carlos story, but the popularity of these names is noticeable.806 Upon closer inspection,
the inclusion of these names is, at times, indicative of the presence of some latent references to
the Don Carlos story. For example, in the Dramatis Personae of David Lingelbach’s De
Spookende Minnaar (1664) (a translation/adaptation of Calderón’s El galán fantasma (1637)
and Philippe Quinault’s Le Fantome amoureux (1657)) we find the description “Karel verlieft
op Isabelle.” The play then starts with the lines: “Schijnt of ik door de vreughd mijn drift niet
kan betomen / Klarine, nu ik heb uyt uwe mondt vernomen, / Hoe Izabel my mindt: en dat zy
mede voelt / Het vuur dat zo lang heeft in dese borst gewoelt.”807 Isabella’s maid, having shared
her mistress’ news, is then likewise the one to point out the obstacle between them: Isabella’s
father. Klarine exclaims “Mijn heer zijt ghy niet by uw zinnen? is uw geest / Benevelt? wilt
ghy dit haar broeder openbaaren?”808 Though large portions of the first act and part of the
second act are dedicated to Carlos and Isabella’s love, they are not the main characters in the
play. In fact, the character named “Isabella” in the Dutch play was originally called “Laura” in
Calderón’s el galan fantasma. It was not, however, Lingelbach’s decision to change the name
of Carlos’ love interest into “Isabella”; instead, the change first occurs in Quinault’s
intermediate French translation. This name change may be a sign of the pervasiveness of the
Don Carlos story in France, where it was a popular literary theme.809
A second play which bears traces of the Don Carlos story in the Dutch Republic is De
Malle Wedding, of Gierige Geeraard (1671) [The silly bet, or greedy Geeraard] by Nil

Ibid. A3. “Liefhebbers die nae nieuwigheyt / Ghestadigh met een yver beyt, / Opent nu vry u graghe Ooren, /
Yts sal Rhetorica nu voort / U brenghen, dat niet is gehoort / In Nederlandt oyt van te vooren” [Lovers who
steadily chase after novely, now open your ears freely and eagerly. Something will be presented to you in
Rhetorica which has never been hear before in the Netherlands].
806
Looking at the Dramatis Personae of the translated Spanish Golden Age texts, we see that in Dutch plays,
‘Isabella’ (11) and ‘Carlos’ (10), are the most popular names, followed by ‘Frederico’ and ‘Leonora’ (both
appearing 7 times), ‘Philip’ (6), and ‘Sancho’ and ‘Fernando’ (5). In English texts, on the other hand, a different
trend can be distinguished. There, ‘Sancho’ is found 8 times (likely due to the popularity of Don Quixote), as well
as ‘Antonio’ (8), ‘Pedro’ and ‘Diego’ (7), and ‘Roderigo’ (6). In the English translations, both ‘Isabella’ and
‘Carlos’ are found only once..
807
Lingelbach, D. (1664). De Spookende Minnaar. 1. [It looks like I cannot control myself out of joy now that I
have heard from your lips, Klarine, how Isabella loves me and that she, too, feels the fire which has raged so long
in this bosom].
808
Ibid. 3. [My lord are you insane? Is your mind under the influence? You want to reveal this to her brother?]
809
This was already noted by Lieder in 1910 in his early exploration into the theme of Don Carlos in literature, a
study which excluded the Netherlands. Lieder’s study attempted to show the variety of ways in which the Don
Carlos theme existed in French, English, German, and Spanish literature. Suggesting the story was present in
France in a variety of ways is the literary/historical work The Amours of Don Carlos: A True History, Translated
from a Manuscript Privately Handed about at the French Court which was first printed in the eighteenth century
(c. 1745) but which was likely around far before then. This rendition of the Don Carlos story is still being
reproduced, most recently in a Classic Reprint (i.e. not a transcription but a reproduction of the eighteenth-century
text) by Fb&c Limited in 2018.
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Volentibus Arduum.810 The playwrights who took part in the editing of this piece (which was
also translated by Joan Blasius, but was completely reinvented by the theatrical society) were
Lodewijk Meyer, Ysbrand Vincent, Joannes Bouwmeester, Andries Pels, Joannes Antonides
van der Goes, Willem II Blaeu, David Lingelbach (the same as discussed above), and the
surgeon Antonius van Coppenol. The editing was a lengthy process, according to the N.V.A.’s
documentation.811 The first recorded mention of De Malle Wedding is dated March 17th, 1671.
On the 30th of June of the same year, the society was still deliberating the translation and
potential performance of this play.812 It would not be performed until 1680, even though the
printed edition appeared in 1671 so that it could compete with Blasius’ translation.813
In Nil Volentibus Arduum’s De Malle Wedding, the Dramatis Personae includes the
discription “Karel de Vryer van Izabelle.”814 The play revolves around Carlos and Isabella’s
love being obstructed by a brother, who is extremely jealous and afraid that he has to pay
Isabella’s dowry should she marry. Like in De Spookende Minnaar, the first lines of the play
are dedicated to establishing the love between Carlos and Isabella: “Heer Karel, uw gevry
schijnt my een zeldzaam werk, / Daar Izabelle, van haar Broeder opgeslooten, / Zoo weinig uw
gezelschap heeft genooten.”815 Soon we learn that Isabella loves Carlos too: “Maar zooze u
mint mijn Heer, / Gelijk het blijkt.”816 Because Carlos knows that there is one thing Isabella’s
brother Geeraard prefers above all else, i.e. money, Carlos bets Geeraard that he can reach
Isabella, in person, despite her brother’s extensive counter-measures meant to keep his sister
locked away. If Carlos loses, Geeraard receives gold, if he wins, Carlos receives Isabella’s hand
in marriage. Geeraard, assured by the knowledge that he has barricaded his sister inside their
home, agrees. At the end of the play, Carlos wins the bet, leaving him and Isabella free to marry
whilst Geeraard vows never to be greedy again.
The names ‘Carlos’ and ‘Isabella’ are not present in either the Spanish or French
sources of De Malle Wedding, though because of its extensive reworking, this is probably not
surprising. However, this means that in selecting names for their characters, the N.V.A.
specifically chose ‘Carlos’ and ‘Isabella’ for their star-crossed lovers. It is unlikely that this
was done without careful consideration, as the documentation shows that over the course of
several months, the various authors belonging to the society were charged to read and review
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In theory, this play was a translation from La folle gageure, ou Les divertissemens de la Comtesse de Pembroc
(1653) by François Le Métel de Boisrobert. This French play was based on Lope de Vega’s El mayor imposible.
However, where Joan Blasius’ version (likewise titled De Malle Wedding) is recognisably based on La folle
gageure, the N.V.A.’s adaptation is a completely different play, featuring different characters.
811
Nil Volentibus Arduum’s papers were collected and annotated by Berry P.M. Dongelmans in 1982 in his book
titled Nil Volentibus Arduum: Documenten en Bronnen.
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On the 24th of March 1671, the N.V.A. decided to publish their De Malle Wedding before the Municipal Theatre
could produce theirs (Dongelmans. (1982). 229-230). On the 23rd of June 1671, the publication of De Malle
Wedding “op naam van ‘t konstgenootschap” [in the name of the society] was postponed unless the Municipal
Theatre would perform Blasius’ version (Ibid. 231). Dongelmans notes that in the end, the play was printed under
the N.V.A.’s name, as it was commissioned on the 11th of July 1671 – two days before Blasius’ De Malle Wedding
was first performed (this edition would only be performed four times: three times in 1671 (on the 13th, 16th, and
20th of July) and once on the 15th of February, 1672 (OnStage database).
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Ibid. 229.
814
N.V.A. (1671). De Malle Wedding. Amsterdam: Adriaan van Gaasbeek. *4r. [Carlos, the lover of Isabella].
815
Ibid. A. [Lord Carlos, your wooing Isabelal appears to me to be odd work, locked up by her brother, she has
spent so little time in your company].
816
Ibid. Ar. [But as she loves you, that is how it seems].
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different parts of the play. The notes on proposed adjustments to the text show that the N.V.A.
was meticulous throughout the process of reworking the play.
The question remains to what extend the authors and playwrights of the plays
mentioned above were aware of the cultural and literary associations of the names ‘Carlos’ and
‘Isabella.’ Though Voskuyl certainly used the Don Carlos story as a source of inspiration, the
same cannot be said with equal certainty about Lingelbach’s and the N.V.A.’s plays. However,
‘Isabella’ and ‘Carlos’ as character names frequently appear in seventeenth-century Dutch
plays, which suggests that there is an underlying narrative inspiring playwrights to use these
names for their (mostly Spanish) characters.817 In a similar argument, J.A.G. Ardila notes that
in the seventeenth century, more than a thousand allusions to Don Quixote have been found in
literature.818 Looking at the Spanish Golden Age play texts of the corpus used in Chapter 2, the
name ‘Sancho’ is used more often for Spanish characters than other ‘typically Spanish’ names
like ‘Pedro’ or ‘Lopez.’ Considering the incredible success of Don Quixote in England, it is
not surprising that the name of Quixote’s squire is often used in play texts. Though I am of
course not suggesting that the Don Carlos story in the Netherlands resembles Don Quixote in
England, I think the underlying mechanism may be comparable, as it is not unheard of for
frequent use of the same name in play texts to point to an existing narrative revolving around
a person with that name. However, further research into this topic is needed and should include
other literary genres to fully explore the Don Carlos story as an underlying narrative.

Section 3 - The Don Carlos Story in England and the Dutch Republic after 1672
After the publication of Saint-Réal’s historical novel, and its subsequent translations, two Don
Carlos plays appeared: Thomas Otway’s Don Carlos, Prince of Spain (1676) and Govert
Bidloo’s Karel, Erfprins van Spanje (1679). Until now, Bidloo’s play has been overlooked in
scholarship revolving around the Don Carlos story. This section aims to compare the
representation of Carlos – and by extension Philip and his advisers – in order to explore how
the image of Don Carlos is constructed in both post-Saint-Réal plays and how it indirectly links
to perceptions of Spanishness. It will do so by focussing on the representation of the
relationship between Don Carlos and the Netherlands, and by reviewing how Carlos’
imprisonment and subsequent death are presented on stage. As it turns out, Bidloo presents his
Don Carlos in a more favourable light than Otway does, arguably due to the fact that Bidloo
does not rely on Saint-Réal for the plot and characters of his play. Additionally, Bidloo’s
representation of the relationship between Carlos and the Low Countries is expressed in more
positive terms, likely so as to hold greater appeal for his Dutch audience, as his Don Carlos is
put forward as the hero of the Dutch people.

‘Isabella’ appears 11 times in the 58 play texts discussed in Chapter 2, and ‘Carlos’ appears 10 times.
Ardila, J.A.G. (2009). The Cervantean Heritage: Reception and Influence of Cervantes in Britain. New York:
Routledge. 3.
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Otway’s Don Carlos has received limited scholarly attention.819 Although it was a huge
success on the seventeenth-century London stage,820 modern critics tend to focus on Otway’s
later successes, particularly his Venice Preserv’d (1678).821 Don Carlos has not appealed to
literary scholars because it is difficult to place – it is not a traditional Restoration heroic drama
because it is too romantic,822 and it places itself in-between a domestic and state tragedy by
casting royal figures dealing with private “passions” rather than public “acts.”823 Yet the play
warrants careful analysis, and the fact that it has not received a lot of attention so far is the
result, according to Maria Isabel Calderón-López, of “the critical intent to impose conventional
aesthetic categories on works that openly resist them.”824 One of the main criticisms bases itself
on Otway’s lack of “historical sense” and “political engagement.”825 However, this critique
only holds true when the point of departure for the literary analysis of this play does not take
into account the source of Don Carlos’ plot and characters: Saint-Réal’s novel. The timing of
the appearance of Saint-Réal’s novel could not have been better, for it provided an irresistible
source for Otway at a time when anti-Catholic sentiments in England were on the rise. Just as
it became clear that the heir to the English throne, James, had abandoned the Anglican faith,
Otway dedicated his play to him. As David Roberts notes, “its portrayal of bloody suicides and
scheming Catholics can hardly have calmed anxieties about what would happen when Charles
II died.”826 Otway did not aim for historical accuracy but rather adapted a sensational story of
love and intrigue based on a source which itself was already located half-way between history
and fiction.
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Thomas Otway was born in 1652 at Milland, Sussex. He attended Winchester College for one year in 1668,
before being admitted as a commoner of Christ Church, Oxford, though he could not finish his education due to
the death of his father in 1671 and the subsequent cessation of his financial support. Otway started out as an actor
before beginning his career as a dramatist with the play Alcibiades (1675) which was not a success. With Don
Carlos a year later, Otway gained fame and a reputation, which was later solidified with his The Orphan (1680)
and Venice Preserv’d (1682). Even though his career as a playwright was a success, towards the end of his life
Otway lived in constant poverty. He died young at 36 years old on the 14th of April, 1685 (Munns, J. (2004).
‘Thomas Otway (1652-1685).’ Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Last accessed through the ODNB
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Otway’s Don Carlos is, therefore, a “transition work” in more than one way.827 On the
one hand, the play is a transition in Otway’s career as a dramatist: his first commercial success
before evolving to become a critically acclaimed playwright.828 On the other hand, it is a
transition work between history and fiction and between state and family. The duality of these
themes is present in every character of the play. As argued by Calvi, King Philip initially evokes
“constancy, steadfastness, and temperance” before transforming into a jealous husband who
accuses his wife and son of incest.829 Carlos is both the victim of a jealous father and the cause
of the jealousy – Carlos and Isabella are deeply in love in the play830 – and he is both obsessed
with maintaining his claim to the crown and willing to give up everything for the Queen.
Meanwhile, Rui-Gomez, the King’s chief advisor, is both an “Iago-like counsellor” and
“manipulator,” and a cuckolded husband who is outmanoeuvred by his wife, the Duchess of
Eboli.831 The play is typically “forgetful of the royal status of its protagonists” and its characters
will rapidly shift from the domestic to the stately roles assigned to them. This shifting happens
with increasing alacrity towards the end of the play, emphasising the “many obscure contraries”
which shape it.832
The presence of “contraries” may also partly explain why Otway’s Don Carlos is
portrayed in a more negative way than that Bidloo’s. It is Otway’s design to present his
character as a contrary man who is both rightfully angry over the loss of his beloved and the
cause of Philip’s jealousy. He is likewise rightfully worried about the loss of his birth right in
terms of inheriting Philip’s crown, but his attempt to secure it includes committing treason by
siding with the Dutch rebels and intending to join them as their leader. However, Otway does
not leave room for doubt as to who is the most villainous character in the play. Rui-Gomez,
with his superb ability to frame his discourse in such a way as to continually manipulate Philip,
is the driving force behind the king’s jealousy. This pattern of manipulation “will eventually
affect the very foundation of the monarchy itself” as it leaves the Spanish monarch without an
heir.833 Calderón-López even goes as far as to argue that Philip “is victimised by Rui-Gomez,
who makes him the target of his evil manoeuvres to arouse his jealousy.”834 The notion of
Philip being affected by ‘evil’ advisers is a well-known and characteristic part of the Don
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Carlos story that fit in with the wider narrative in the Low Countries regarding the causes of
the conflict.835
However little research has been done on Otway’s Don Carlos, even less scholarly
attention has been given to Bidloo’s Karel, Erfprins van Spanje (1679). It is generally remarked
that Karel was Bidloo’s most popular and successful play, but Bidloo is best known for his
anatomical atlas and his role as physician to William III.836 Like in Otway’s play, Philip is not
set up as the main antagonist, but rather his advisers are shown to be plotting against and
manipulating Philip. Their manipulation also extends to Carlos at a crucial time (discussed in
the textual analysis below) which causes his death. However, whereas the part of ‘evil
manipulator’ is reserved for Rui-Gomez alone in Otway’s Don Carlos, in Karel, Erfprins van
Spanje, the council of advisers includes multiple members working together. Bidloo’s
inclusion of multiple advisers is interesting, especially because their names and the roles these
advisers play in Philip’s council correspond to the actual members of King Philip II’s council.
In the Dramatis Personae, the reader is introduced to Philip’s advisers, starting with
“Rodrigo Gomes de Silva.” Just like in Otway’s play, Rui-Gomez plays a part in manipulating
the king into believing his son and wife are having an affair. In this, he is aided by his wife
Anna de Mendoza Cerda, Joannes Manriques (the count of Lerma), Gomes de Figueroa (Duke
of Feria), Diego de Spinosa (grand-Inquisitor), and Bernard de Fresneda (the king’s confessor).
In the Dutch historiographies, some of these advisers are likewise mentioned. In Van Meteren’s
1608 historiography, for example, we find a reference to “de Cardinalen Espinoso en Granvelle
den Hertoch van Alba.”837 In 1614, Van Meteren writes about “Ruigomes de Silva Prince van
Eboly, Fresneda Bisschop van Cuenca Biechtvader des Konings” and in 1617 he refers to “de
Brave Grave van Lerma” and “den Hertoch van Feria.”838 However, it is remarkable that Bidloo
provides full names as well as titles (even of advisers not included in the historiographies such
as Manriques), showing how exceptionally well informed he was when writing his play. The
function of the advisers in the play is to manipulate the king to ensure he condemns Don Carlos
to death. The play opens with the advisers plotting “de draeyspil onser list,”839 and this plotting
continues throughout the play until finally, the king discovers their manipulation and he
exclaims “Gy snoode raedsluy, ach!”840 The image of the advisers in Bidloo’s play is thus
comparable to the image of Rui-Gomez in Otway’s Don Carlos.
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Philip’s advisers play an important role in the Don Carlos story, and they particularly
affect the representation of Don Carlos’ association with the Netherlands. This association is a
consistent theme in the Don Carlos narrative. As mentioned above, the first play to align Carlos
and his behaviour with the rebellious Dutch is Jiménez de Enciso’s Spanish play El príncipe
Don Carlos. In his play, Jiménez Enciso established a negative correlation between Don Carlos
as a rebellious, ungrateful son who metaphorically represented the rebellious and ungrateful
Dutch people.841 Bidloo’s Karel, Erfprins van Spanje (1679), however, reversed this image by
correlating Carlos’ love for the Netherlands with a positive image. For example:
Karel:

Men vreest misschien, dat ick, tot Nederlant genegen,
De hoop van haer behoud, sal swaerder laten wegen,
Als ’t houden van de kroon, die ‘k eyndelijck erven moet;
Dan, ’t is die vrees niet, die my al dit lijden doet,
Die kinderlijke praet wert sotlijk voorgegeven.

Rodrigo:

Uw Moey,842 de Landvoogdes, heeft duydelijck geschreven
Dat gy in Vlaenderen, en Brabant, kunschap hout,
En self aen Montigny, ’t geheym van ’t Rijck, betrouwt.

Karel:

Maer, schreefz’er ook wel by, dat mijn bekommeringen
Na ’t voordeel van het volk, na rust en vrede dingen?
Want Alba is alleen op eyge wraeck gestelt:
Maer neen, het heet verraed dat elck tot sachtheyt helt.843

In this scene, Carlos is presented as an outspoken advocate for the people of the Netherlands,
who argues in favour of peace and a soft hand in leadership. Don Carlos is against violence,
and this preference for “sachtheyd” (“softness”) is characterised as “verraed” (“betrayal”). In
Bidloo’s play, Carlos confirms the well-known harsh actions during the Dutch Revolt. The
underlying argument is still that if only Carlos had been allowed to go to the Netherlands, he
would have sided with and protected the Dutch people. This sentiment is expressed multiple
times in the play. As it dawns on Carlos that he really faces death, he exclaims: “Ick wil niet
sterven. hoe! sou Nederlant vergaen, / In bloed en vlam, daer ‘t volck met sachtheyt is te
lyen?”844 Philip, too, worries about the Low Countries, though for entirely different reasons:
“Wat sal gantsche Nederland, als ‘t eens zijn vonnis hoort, / My, voor bloedgierig, en
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onmensch’lijck uyt doen krijten!”845 Philip fears that Don Carlos’ impending death sentence
will enrage the Dutch people and make them think of him as bloodthirsty and inhuman. This
fear echoes the Black Legend narrative which ascribes the trait of being bloodthirsty to the
Spaniard. However, in the play, Philip’s chief advisor, Spinosa, immediately steps in to argue
that if Carlos were to remain alive, and worse still, be sent to the Netherlands, the rapier of the
prince of Orange would not spare his life, which would surely lead to an even more intense
war. “Nu,” Spinosa finishes, “kan een hand vol bloeds al ‘t bloedvergieten keeren.”846 In other
words, Don Carlos’ death would prevent further bloodshed.
It is clear from these examples that Bidloo strongly associated Carlos’ character with
the Low Countries. Carlos’ character is constructed around the notion that he favoured the
Dutch and that the Dutch favoured him. The prince’s support for the Dutch cause as suggested
in Karel, Erfprins van Spanje, as well as his worries about the welfare of the people whom he
knew faced unspeakable cruelties at the hands of the Duke of Alva, echoes Jiménez Enciso’s
play in establishing this association. Bidloo’s description of this association, however, also
echoes the Dutch historiography by Pieter Bor. In Bor’s historiography, Don Carlos is
described as the natural prince of the Low Countries, and not only do the Dutch recognise that
the Low Countries are his birth right, they strongly desire his governance over them (see section
1 of this chapter). While Bidloo does not go so far as to suggest that the Dutch people desire
Carlos’ leadership, Carlos’ preoccupation with the welfare of the Dutch people and his love for
the country is evident. This image of Don Carlos also presents Spain in a more favourable light
in that clearly not all things Spanish were being considered through a Hispanophobic lens.
Perhaps surprisingly, Bidloo did not rely on Saint-Réal’s Don Carlos. This becomes
especially clear when comparing Bidloo’s and Saint-Réal’s association of Don Carlos with the
Low Countries. Saint-Réal’s novel does not emphasise Carlos’ preference for the Netherlands.
In his novel, Carlos desires “Glory,” and thus resolves to go to the Low Countries to gain it by
leading the Spanish army to end the rebellion. However, the decision to attempt gaining glory
in the Netherlands was guided “by the blind obedience he had sworn to the Queen in all
things.”847 In his desire to please the queen, Don Carlos “declared himself openly in favour of
the Nobility of the Low-Countries, to the great scandal of the Inquisitors.”848 Unlike in Bor’s
historiography or Bidloo’s play, Don Carlos’ reasons for wanting to go to the Netherlands are
not based on his concern for the wellbeing of the Dutch people but rather to satisfy queen
Isabella’s desire to enhance Carlos’ glory. Like Philip’s advisers in Karel, erfprins van Spanje,
in Saint-Réal’s novel, Rui-Gomez and the Duke of Alva realise the danger Carlos would
present if he were to be allowed to go to the Netherlands. Their argument to convince Philip II
that his son should be kept in Spain is that “this enterprise would raise his Son above him in
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hearts of the Flemmings.”849 In Saint-Réal’s novel, then, there is no mutual preference or love
between the Dutch people and Don Carlos. Instead, Don Carlos only aspires to gain glory and
the Dutch might prefer him over Philip if he were to go to the Low Countries.
Although Thomas Otway tends to follow Saint-Réal’s novel quite closely, his
representation of the association between Don Carlos and the Dutch people differs. When, in
Don Carlos, Philip offends Carlos by accusing him and Isabella of having an affair,850 Carlos
opens the fourth act by discussing his plans with his friend Posa:
Carlos:

To Flanders, Posa, straight my Letters send,
Tell ‘em the injur’d Carlos is their Friend:
And that to head their Forces I design;
So vindicate their Cause, if they dare mine.

Posa:

To th’Rebels?

Carlos:

No, th’are Friends, their Cause is just;
Or, when I make it mine at least, it must.
[…]
I am a Prince have had a Crown in view,
And cannot brook to lose the prospect now.851

In this scene, Carlos explicitly sides with the rebels of the Low Countries, not just because he
is their friend, but because he intends to lead their “Forces.” This reclassification of the Dutch
as rebels or as friends, Don Carlos argues, is possible because the Dutch rebellion will become
justified when they gain his support. Carlos’ motivation to join the rebels is not governed by a
love for the country or its people. Instead, he acts pre-emptively to preserve his birth right,
which is at risk due to the dispute between him and his father. Throughout his life, Carlos notes,
he has had “a Crown in view” and by going to the Netherlands and leading their forces, he will
be able to secure it. Carlos’ plan to go to the Low Countries is also not motivated by a desire
to please queen Isabella’s wishes, which was put forth as his foremost motivation in SaintRéal’s novel.
That Carlos is primarily concerned with the preservation of his crown and not
necessarily with the Dutch people is also evident from other parts of the play. “And then for
Flanders” Carlos says, whilst he is preparing to leave, “I intend my way. / Where to th’insulting
Rebels I’ll give Law, / To keep my self from Wrongs, and them in Awe.”852 Don Carlos, after
calling the actions of the Dutch people insulting, reveals that his aim is not to ascertain the
wellbeing of the Dutch, but rather to keep himself safe (from Philip and Rui Gomez) and the
Dutch subdued. Equally revealing is Posa’s description of what Don Carlos intends to achieve
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in the Netherlands: “To head the Rebels, whom he styles his Friends.”853 Carlos’ intentions are
soon discovered by the rest of the court. When Philip intercepts Carlos’ letters containing
instructions for his departure, he says “For Flanders? with the Prince’s Signet seal’d? / Here’s
Villany has yet been unreveal’d / See, Gomez; Practices against my Crown / Treason and Lust
have joyn’d to pull me down.”854 Though Don Carlos is far less sympathetic towards the Dutch
people in Otway’s play, the association between him and the Low Countries continues to play
an essential role.
Where Bidloo presents the association between Don Carlos and the Netherlands as a
positive occurrence – with Carlos championing the Dutch people’s cause out of the goodness
of his heart – Otway shows Carlos as primarily looking out for his own interests, which just so
happen to involve the rebellion of the Dutch people. Otway echoes Saint-Réal’s novel which,
though presenting Carlos as less autonomous in his decision-making process, includes his
desire to attain glory by going to the Netherlands and resolving the rebellion there. This image
of Carlos is more in line with that of the Black Legend narrative. Bidloo, on the other hand,
does not appear to rely on Saint-Réal as a source of information. His representation of Don
Carlos’ relationship with the Low Countries is focussed on Carlos’ concern for the Dutch
people, a feature likewise found in Pieter Bor’s historiography.
In another essential part of the Don Carlos story – Carlos’ death – Bidloo and Otway
again represent the story in different ways. Regarding the events leading up to and causing
Carlos’ death, Bidloo and Otway clearly employ different strategies which affect the
construction of Carlos’ character in both plays. As noted in section 1 of this chapter, the
historiographies suggest that Carlos was surprised by his father and his father’s advisers in the
middle of the night and that he was subsequently placed under house arrest, being kept under
strict supervision in his own room. Between his imprisonment and his death, Don Carlos would
not leave his impromptu prison again. Saint-Réal’s version of Carlos’ imprisonment is similar
to the one found in the historiographies, though he includes some remarks which make the
story appear more sensational. For example, he writes that the moment Carlos realised what
was happening he “cried out that he was dead,”855 and that he tried to throw himself into “a
great Fire-pan full of Coals” as he despaired over the seizure of his papers and letters.856 When
Don Carlos appears for the first time on stage in Karel, Erfprins van Spanje, he is already
imprisoned and begins by relating how this happened. He says: “‘k Vervloeck haer, die my ‘s
nachts op ‘t stille bed besprongen,”857 but this is all the information the audience is offered
regarding his imprisonment. Bidloo, then, is not particularly interested in showing how Carlos
was imprisoned. Though Otway includes Carlos’ imprisonment, he does not present the event
as an unexpected invasion of the prince’s room while he was sleeping.858 Instead, the scene
revolves around the love and grief of Isabella and Carlos, who cling to each other in the certain
knowledge that Carlos’ imprisonment is as good as a death sentence. While Philip, Carlos, and
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Isabella are together (with Rui-Gomez in attendance) in the same room, Philip orders the guard
to “Seize on that Traitour.”859 After some back and forth between a defiant Carlos and an
enraged Philip, the former is forcibly taken out of the room. Here, Otway clearly does not
follow Saint-Réal. However, the scene explicitly shows what Otway’s Don Carlos is about:
the love triangle between Philip, Isabella, and Carlos. This focus on the love triangle in Don
Carlos places Otway’s play in a long-standing theatrical tradition which was particularly
popular in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, though it has never quite
disappeared from stage since.860
The Don Carlos story originated from William of Orange’s accusation that Philip II had
murdered his own son, Don Carlos. Over time, elements were added to the narrative, but at the
core, the Don Carlos story revolves around the prince’s death and only secondarily around the
reasons and actions preceding it. However, Philip does not order the death of his son in SaintRéal’s novel,861 nor in Otway’s or Bidloo’s plays. Instead, in these popular renditions of the
Don Carlos story, the advisers are the ones who to set in motion the events that ultimately cause
Carlos’ death. As expected, Otway follows Saint-Réal’s example in this, whereas Bidloo
appears to base his version of Carlos’ death on other historical sources.862
In Otway’s Don Carlos, Carlos’ death scene is set in motion when Philip discovers RuiGomez’ duplicity, and exclaims “But I’ve forgotten half: to Carlos send / Prevent what his
Despair may make him doe.”863 Right after this command, the maid enters crying out: “Oh
Horrour, Horrour! Everlasting Woe! The Prince, the Prince!” Philip instantly bids her to
explain and she continues:
He dies, he dies.
Within upon his Couch he bleeding lies,
Just taken from a Bath, his Veins all cut,
From which the springing Bloud flows swiftly out.
He threatens Death on all that shall oppose
His Fate, to save that Life which he will lose.864
Philip may have had Carlos imprisoned, but the prince’s death was initiated by himself (“what
his Despair may make him doe”), and made inevitable by Rui-Gomez who admits: “The Bath
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by me was poison’d when prepar’d.”865 Philip, now distressed that his son is dying, bids him
to “live, my Carlos, live, / And all the Wrongs that I have done forgive.”866 Otway’s rendition
of the death of Don Carlos differs slightly from the description provided by Saint-Réal. In the
historical novel, the poison affecting Don Carlos was spread on all things he was likely to touch
(including his clothing), but maybe because “it were that his youth and good constitution were
stronger then the Poyson […] this way did not succeed.”867 Moreover, the novel relates how
Carlos died in the bathtub with slashed veins in his arms and legs, holding a miniature portrait
of the queen.868
Poison likewise plays a role in the death of Don Carlos in Karel, Erfprins van Spanje.
Playing with irony, Bidloo creates a unique situation to facilitate Don Carlos’ death,
reminiscent of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (c.1591). First, the advisers of the king
convince the prince that Isabella has died (by drinking poison), and then to further confuse
Carlos and take advantage of his grief, they tell him the truth, namely that she is in fact still
alive. However, Carlos believed the lie and does not believe the truth, making him a willing
participant in his own execution. The whole affair takes place in a single scene, which then
continues (at length) with Carlos’ death. Carlos himself is well aware that he is about to die,
and he talks about it openly to the advisers in attendance, but the advisers themselves maintain
that they do not know what he is talking about. As such they continue to remark how he should
drink the potion “die u sal rusten doen,” to which Carlos replies “Verbloemt / ‘t Vergift vry
met dien name, ick ben ter dood gedoemt.”869 The whole affair is quite dramatic and Carlos
spends the majority of the time repeating himself: how he is not afraid of “een moorddronck,”
that he is a Prince who “zonder schuld moet sterven,” and how his father “sich al te roeckloos
laet bedriegen.”870 And all throughout, Manriques and the others keep up the pretence: “Uw
Hoogheyt is beducht, toch sonder minste reden, / Dat in dit heylsaem vocht…” before finally
ending the scene with “De slaep sal ‘t breyn u weer / In stilte brengen.”871 The moment Carlos
dies, the advisers sound the alarm, and Philip is roused, wondering what is going on in his
court. Rodrigo then begins “Prins Karel…” prompting the king to demand “Wat is die?” and
Fresneda offers him the answer: “Helaes! hy legt hier doot.”872 It does not take long for the
advisers’ part in Don Carlos’ death to be revealed and for the king to grab a sword and go in
pursuit of his advisers with the intent of killing them.
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What is remarkable about Bidloo’s adaptation of the Don Carlos story is that, even
though Don Carlos dies, Isabella survives the play. In the vein of the Black Legend, the Don
Carlos story often associated Isabella’s death with that of Carlos. Her death, only months after
Don Carlos’, fuelled the rumours of an illicit affair between them, suggesting Philip had them
killed out of jealousy or revenge. Bidloo does not echo this association, even though it is
included in Saint-Réal’s novel and Otway’s Don Carlos, which are both well-known sources
he could have consulted. Interestingly, the Dutch historiographies tend to end the Don Carlos
story with the death of Don Carlos too, either leaving Isabella out of it altogether, or in the case
of Van Reyd, only relating how she died under suspicious circumstances months later during
a surgical bloodletting whilst pregnant.873 Thus, Bidloo’s rendition of the death of Don Carlos
shows a resemblance with the historiographies, just like his rendition of the relationship
between Don Carlos and the Netherlands does.

Conclusion
In the developing European Black Legend, the Don Carlos story played an important part as it
demonised one of the most vilified monarchs in the early modern period: the Spanish Philip II.
The Don Carlos story found its roots in the Low Countries where William of Orange was the
first to accuse Philip II of, amongst other things, murdering his own son and third wife.
Orange’s Apologie (1581) quickly spread through Europe and the story of the deaths of Don
Carlos, prince of Asturias, and Isabella de Valois became embedded in a new narrative. Though
Orange had not suggested it, a pamphlet appearing not long after his Apologie (titled Diogenes
(1581)) speculated that the deaths of Carlos and Isabella were the inevitable result of Philip’s
jealousy of the love affair between them. Exactly how Carlos died remained unclear and thus
speculation ran wild. Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it was suggested that
Philip had poisoned his son, that Carlos committed suicide, that he was mistreated by the
Inquisition which had imprisoned him (together with Philip), and other less likely reasons (like
Carlos having eaten too many green figs). Isabella’s death a couple of months after the prince’s
was less mysterious as it was generally known she died in childbirth, though the truth of this
was questioned once the anti-Spanish propaganda machine connected the two deaths. Philip
was, therefore, the ultimate villain who was not only responsible for cruel atrocities in the
Americas and the Low Countries, but had even murdered his only son and heir and his wife.
Philip would, in this way, embody the ethnotype of Spanish cruelty and bloodthirst.
Scholars of the European Black Legend have discussed the Don Carlos story almost
exclusively in relation to England, France, and Germany. Few studies have been dedicated to
Van Reyd. (1626). 6-7. “die Dochter van Vranckrijck boelde ’t welck niet weynich wort bevestight door dien
die selve korts daer nae oock sterf met eene ongewoonlijcke ende verdrachtige manier want by haer werdt bevonde
een Soontjen dat vijf maenden gedragen was ende die Doctoren hadden haer ader ghelaten ende stercke purgatien
ingeheven segghende dat sy sieck was van verstoppinge” [the daughter of France, which was not confirmed in a
small way by the same [Isabella] dying shortly after in an uncommonly suspicious manner. Because with they
found her five months pregnant with a son and the doctors had bled her and given her strong purgatives saying
she was ill from constipation]. According to Parker, Isabella did indeed die of a bloodletting when she had fallen
ill during her pregnancy (Parker. (2002). 59).
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the narrative’s afterlife in the country where it was first constructed, the Netherlands. In
England, the story became most famous at the end of the seventeenth century with Thomas
Otway’s play Don Carlos, Prince of Spain (1676). This play closely followed the best-known
French rendition of the Don Carlos story: Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos, novelle historique (1672).
In Germany, the story became famous through Friedrich Schiller’s play Don Carlos (1787)
which presented a romanticised version of Saint-Réal’s novel and contributed to the forging of
new nineteenth-century narratives on the prince that would become canonical through opera.
Less well known within a European context was how the literary Don Carlos story developed
in Spain, even though Saint-Réal had likely read the Don Carlos play by Jímenez de Enciso (El
príncipe Don Carlos (1634)). In the English, French, and German renditions of the Don Carlos
story, Don Carlos is the hero who contrasts his villainous father, thereby emphasising his
father’s injustice and cruelty towards him and Isabella. In Enciso’s play, Carlos is a rebellious
prince whilst Philip is a just monarch. Enciso’s play is not often considered in relation to the
better-known narratives by Saint-Réal, Otway, and Schiller.
Most of the well-known and well-researched versions of the Don Carlos story cast
Philip as the antagonist opposing his innocent wife and his brave son. Because the images of
the heroic Carlos and the villainous Philip can be found in England, France, and Germany, it
is perhaps unsurprising that the general assertion has been that the Don Carlos story is an
exemplification of the Black Legend in Europe. However, the Don Carlos story in the Low
Countries has not been included in this larger European discussion. Considering the wealth of
material related to the Don Carlos story in early modern Dutch, in both historiographies and
literature, this oversight is remarkable. By including the Dutch rendition(s) of the Don Carlos
story in the discussion of the images of Carlos and Philip in the early modern period, this
chapter has shown that the European Don Carlos story is more multi-layered than has
previously been understood, and that it influences and nuances literary representations of key
Spanish historical figures such as Philip II, which make up one of the foremost elements in the
early modern anti-Hispanic narrative.
There is some irony in the fact that it is the Dutch version of the Don Carlos story which
shows the most nuanced and even positive images of Carlos and Philip, considering the fact
that the story would likely not have developed in the way that it did without Orange’s Apologie.
Yet the Dutch historiographies and play texts, though not fully exonerating Philip, focus
specifically on the role of Philip’s advisers and how their manipulation caused Carlos’ demise.
Often, the Dutch texts include historically accurate names and titles of said advisers, revealing
that the authors had access to information about Philip’s closest circle at court. Perhaps most
intriguing is Bidloo’s inclusion of a detailed Dramatis Personae for his play Karel, Erfprins
van Spanje (1679). Bidloo included more of Philip’s advisers than any of the Dutch
historiographies and even listed some who were not referred to in the historiographies at all
(such as Joannes Manriques). This shows how well informed Bidloo (who was first and
foremost a physician) truly was when he produced his play. Karel was not based on SaintRéal’s novel. Even though it is not unthinkable that said novel would have been available in
the Dutch Republic (the French edition had been printed in Amsterdam and the German
translation of it was mutually intelligible with Dutch), there is no indication in Bidloo’s play
that the playwright was aware of either the novel or Otway’s Don Carlos, which was produced
only three years prior to Karel.
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The Don Carlos story became fully established with the publication and subsequent
success of Saint-Réal’s historical novel in 1672. Prior to the French novel, the Don Carlos story
did not seem to be part of the literary landscape of Europe. But as early as 1635, a forerunner
of the narrative appeared in a Chamber of Rhetoric in Amsterdam (d’Amsterdamse Camer).
This play, Meynert Pieterszoon Voskuyl’s Don Carel met den prins van Portigael, incorporates
the Don Carlos story into the story of the 24th novella of the Heptaméron (1558). In the novella,
the Spanish gentleman who is in love with the queen is named Elisor and both the king and the
queen of Castile remain nameless. In Voskuyl’s play, the gentleman is named Carlos, and he
is in love with Isabella who is married to Philip. Philip, in turn, is grooming Carlos to become
king of Spain, eventually giving him his daughter’s hand in marriage. Though Voskuyl’s play
does not follow most hallmarks of the Don Carlos story (Isabella not only survives but
thoroughly rejects Carlos’ affections, and Carlos’ death is the result of a duel rather than some
murderous plot by either Philip or Philip’s advisers), it is clearly meant to refer to it.
Don Carel is not the only example of a latent awareness of the Don Carlos story in
Amsterdam’s literary sphere. The names ‘Isabella’ and ‘Carlos’ are used more often for
Spanish characters than any other ‘typically’ Spanish name (similarly to, for example, the name
‘Sancho’ in English plays which stems from the popularity of Don Quixote). Furthermore,
Isabella and Carlos sometimes appear in other play texts as star-crossed lovers. For the
translated/adapted plays De spookende Minnaar (1664) by David Lingelbach and Nil
Volentibus Arduum’s De Malle Wedding (1671), the characters of Isabella and Karel do not
appear in the original or intermediate translations of the works, so the playwrights’ decision
sto name their star-crossed lovers Isabella and Karel are unlikely to have been coincidental.
Prior to the appearances of these play texts, the most prominent Dutch historiographers
had already included the Don Carlos story in their historical works. In 1599, Emanuel van
Meteren included the story in the first edition of his historiography and it was similarly included
in the two edited versions which followed (in 1608 and 1614 respectively). Other Dutch
historiographers (like Niclaes de Clerck) often relied on Van Meteren, though they often added
information about the Don Carlos story in their works. By 1626, Everard van Reyd’s
historiography included the ‘suspicious’ death of Isabella and the various ways in which Don
Carlos’ life could have come to an end. In Dutch historiographical writing, then, the story of
Don Carlos was very much alive.
What particularly stands out in the Dutch historiographies is the fact that the
historiographers consistently point to the manipulative nature of the advisers of Philip II. Yet,
the Dutch accounts cast the advisers in a less negative light than the English historiography by
Edward Grimestone did. Grimestone and Pieter Bor both based their works on the same French
source, but Bor actively nuances the image of the king’s advisers by removing a critical piece
of information regarding the proceedings of Philip’s council in selecting a candidate to go and
resolve the rebellion in the Low Countries. In both the French and English versions, the
decision to send the Duke of Alva and not Don Carlos, is strongly motivated by the advisers’
hatred of the Netherlands. They are aware of Carlos’ love of the country and fear that letting
him go to resolve matters would not sufficiently punish the Dutch people for their acts.
Additionally, the advisers bear a deep-seated dislike towards Carlos and are therefore even less
willing to let the prince do what he most desires to do. In Bor’s historiography, however, the
reason for denying Don Carlos to resolve the rebellion is based on rational arguments.
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The Low Countries play a prominent part in the Don Carlos story. This association
between Don Carlos and the Netherlands is presented in a variety of ways. In Otway’s Don
Carlos, for example, Carlos’ desire to go to the Low Countries and lead their rebellious army
is portrayed as serving the prince’s self-interest. His aim is not to end the rebellion with a soft
hand but rather to use the Dutch rebellion as a means to preserving his birth-right. Meanwhile
in Bidloo’s Karel, Erfprins van Spanje, Don Carlos’ primary concern and motivation is the
welfare of the Dutch people. In Karel, Carlos is portrayed as a champion for the Dutch which
may have heightened the play’s appeal for a Dutch theatregoing audience.
A key difference between Otway’s and Bidloo’s portrayal of the association between
Carlos and the Low Countries is that in Bidloo’s Karel, this association is an important part of
the plot because it gives Carlos the opportunity to stand up to Philip’s advisers. The matter of
the Dutch rebellion and how to resolve it is a matter of contention between Philip, Philip’s
advisers and Carlos in the Dutch play. In this debate, Carlos symbolises the resistance against
oppression by force. The character of Carlos, as the hero trying to save the Dutch people from
the cruelty of the Duke of Alva, echoes a similar sentiment found in The Cid where Johan van
Heemskerk argues that the main character Roderigo is a Spaniard with a Dutch heart who (like
the Dutch) fights against imposed foreign supremacy. In Otway’s Don Carlos, however, Carlos
sees the Dutch rebellion as an opportunity to solidify his position as heir to the crown. In this
way, the association between Carlos and the Netherlands becomes a means to an end. Don
Carlos expresses no sympathy or concern for the Dutch people and only considers their
rebellion justified if they are supported (and lead) by him.
The difference between Otway’s and Bidloo’s representation of the Don Carlos/Low
Countries association reveals the different interests of the English and Dutch audiences and
thus shows the existing nuance of the literary Hispanophobia of the Don Carlos narrative. In
Otway’s play, the emphasis is on the love triangle between Philip, Isabella, and Carlos, whereas
in Bidloo’s play, the Dutch rebellion is foregrounded in order to emphasise Carlos’ heroism.
However, Don Carlos’ heroism is not used to vilify Philip. Instead, Philip’s advisers are cast
as villains and Philip remains in a sort of ‘in-between’ position throughout the play. Though
he appears to agree with the advisers that Don Carlos is a threat, he remains in doubt about his
son’s guilt or innocence. Importantly, Philip does not order Carlos’ death in either Don Carlos
play (nor in Saint-Réal’s novel). Though he seems to come close to doing so a number of times,
Philip is exempted from being responsible for Carlos’ death because of the presence of the
adviser(s) in the plays. In Otway’s Don Carlos, Rui-Gomez poisoned Carlos’ bathwater which
would ensure the prince’s death even if they could save him from his attempted suicide. In
Bidloo’s Karel, the advisers manipulate Carlos into voluntarily consuming the poison which
ends his life. They do so on the presumption that Philip is going to sentence Don Carlos to
death anyway, except Philip decides not to do so.
The role of the advisers also affects the image of Philip in both plays. In the English
play, Philip only has to contend with Rui-Gomez whose manipulation is highly effective in
incensing Philip to mistrust Carlos. In the Dutch play, Philip is surrounded by five advisers
(Rui-Gomez, Figuroa, Spinosa, Manriques, and Fresneda). These advisers attempt to
manipulate Philip into sentencing his son to death throughout the play. The consistent pressure
of his most trusted advisers adds nuance to the image of Philip by showing how, in spite of this
pressure, as long as Carlos maintains his innocence, Philip maintains his doubts and therefore
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remains unwilling to pass judgement. Philip is not exactly victimised, but by including so many
advisers who appear so prominently on stage, Bidloo emphasises the role Philip’s advisers
played in the death of Don Carlos. By beginning the play with Carlos already imprisoned,
Bidloo also avoids showing Philip imprisoning his own son.
This chapter has shown that the Don Carlos story enjoyed a fruitful afterlife in the
Netherlands. For this reason, the Dutch Don Carlos story needs to be included in discussions
of the Don Carlos story overall and its relation to the developing European Black Legend of
Spain. The Dutch Don Carlos story adds nuance to the idea that Philip II was the ultimate
villain. Though Philip is not exonerated, the death of Don Carlos is primarily considered to be
the result of the scheming or interference of Philip’s closest advisers. Additionally, Carlos is
closely associated with the Dutch people. In both the historiographies and Bidloo’s play, this
association was reflected upon positively, and the suggestion that continued to shine through
was that if Carlos had been allowed to go to the Dutch Republic, the Eighty Years’ War would
have taken a turn for the better – for both the Dutch people and Carlos.
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Conclusion
“de Namen der Natien geven niet”874
The overlapping political, cultural, and social histories of Spain, England, and the Netherlands
show that the image of Spain was not set in stone, but rather that variation and gradation was
possible. Through both times of war and times of peace, an appreciation for Spanish materials
continued to be expressed in both England and the Netherlands, leading to a widespread
fascination with Spain amongst the members of the Dutch and English literary spheres. Their
interesting Spanish Comedia plays stimulated cultural transfer and cross-fertilisation between
these different theatrical traditions. Spain remained the primary villain of Europe, but the mixed
feelings of its enemies reveal that the image of the Spaniard was not solely based on this
military and political position. By looking at the construction of the image of Spain
comparatively and diachronically, we established that conflicting images often co-existed in
England and the Netherlands in the early modern period.
This thesis combined approaches from the fields of translation studies, cultural transfer,
and imagology to show how these conflicting images of the Spaniard functioned and developed
in English and Dutch seventeenth-century literature. The complexity of this image was thus
not approached in terms of a ‘black-and-white’ opposition, but rather as a gradated spectrum
ranging from a Hispanophilic admiration, appreciation and emulation of Spanish cultural
productions to the Hispanophobic portrayal of the Spaniard along the lines of the betterresearched Black Legend narrative. To investigate these gradations and (re)negotiations, this
study incorporated both research on book production history and analyses of paratextual and
textual material as found in translations, imitations, and original literary works. By looking at
the production history, it became possible to consider the presence of the literary works in
England and the Dutch Republic and thus to see the prevalence and accessibility of the image
of Spain featured in them. Paratextual material, meanwhile, revealed how the English and
Dutch literary spheres reflected upon Spain, and in the case of translations, upon the Spanish
source materials and the translation process. The textual analyses looked specifically at the
construction of the image of Spain in the narrative at hand.
From this combined, diachronic approach, it became clear that the opposition between
the auto- and hetero-images in seventeenth-century English and Dutch literature was based
more on the differentiation of sociotypical elements than on purely ethnotypical elements. This
observation sets early modern imagological research apart from imagological studies focusing
on literary works after 1800. The variations in the representation of the Spaniard as shown in
this thesis suggest that the English and Dutch auto-image developed asymmetrically from the
hetero-image of Spain. This asymmetrical development allowed for greater flexibility in the
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Unknown. (1669). Het leven van Gusman d'Alfarache : 't afbeelsel van 't menschelijck leven onder de gedaante
van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de alder-gheslepenste fielteryen ende schelm-stucken der
wereldt vermakelijck yder een ten nut werden ontdeckt Gusman d'Alfarache. Amsterdam: Baltus Boekholt. A3r.
Full citation: “Ick bid u haet hem niet om dat hy een Spangiaert is, de Namen der Natien geven niet” [I bid you
do not hate him for being a Spaniard, the Names of Nations are of no consequence].
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Dutch and English early modern imagination, which is reflected in their portrayal of their
common enemy, Spain.
Overall, there was a larger market for translated Spanish play texts in the Dutch
Republic than in England. In the Dutch Republic, Spanish plays were translated in quick
succession and a staggering number of new editions of translated plays appeared between 1621
and 1700, especially as a result of the needs of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre founded in
1638. Several peaks in production were measurable. These peaks corresponded to the number
of performances of the Amsterdam Theatre. Though it could be that fewer English play texts
have survived to this day, there also appears to have been less of a market for English plays
translated from Spanish due to the fact that London did not have a centralised theatrical
institution. Furthermore, the Dutch Republic, as part of the Low Countries, enjoyed a central
position in Europe, close to the Southern Netherlands which was under the political control and
cultural influence of the Spanish monarchy. In the early modern period, the Low Countries
were important nodes of cultural exchange. Both England and the Netherlands were fascinated
by Spanish materials, but the Dutch seem to have been more fascinated with their play texts
than the English.
For the production of picaresque novels, the opposite holds true. More translated
Spanish picaresque novels appeared in England than in the Dutch Republic. This suggests it
was an even more popular genre in England than in the Netherlands. Supporting this suggestion
is the popularity of other rogue narratives such as The English Rogue, and the translation of
both The Dutch Rogue (from Dutch), and The French Rogue (from French) into English. This
emulation of the picaresque genre with the Dutch and English creation of ‘national’ rogues of
their own also exposes a mixed message. On the one hand, the English and Dutch translators
and authors clearly admired the Spanish works, but on the other hand, they used these works
to negatively portray the Spaniard. In this way, the originally Spanish picaresque novel was
used against its native country according to the predominant Black Legend narrative, whilst at
the same time, what could be described as a Hispanophilic fascination is evident by the sheer
number of translations and editions appearing throughout the seventeenth century.
In terms of the production of originally Spanish literary works, two printers in particular
stood out in London and Amsterdam. In London, Henry Herringman transformed the book
trade, and the fact that he consistently invested in the reprinting of originally Spanish plays
attests to the popularity of these works. His contract with John Dryden was an additional asset
as this meant that all plays by this internationally minded playwright and critic were printed
and sold by Herringman. Meanwhile, in Amsterdam, Jacob Lescailje was a frontrunner in the
production of printed play texts. As the official printer of the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre,
Lescailje produced many of the originally Spanish play texts which were adapted for the
Amsterdam stage. Both Herringman and Lescailje were at the heart of the literary spheres in
their cities, and their bookstall and bookshop functioned as meeting points for literary
enthusiasts and other members of the book production industry. Herringman and Lescailje
were, therefore, not only facilitating the presence of Spanish literature in London and
Amsterdam in print, but also offered the opportunity for other playwrights, translators, printers
and others to potentially discuss these works. Though we may never know what was or was
not discussed during those gatherings, these two literary spheres were the main producers of
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paratextual material in seventeenth-century literature, and it is through these paratexts that we
may gain an insight into the opinions and thoughts of the literary spheres regarding Spain.
The gradations on the Hispanophilia-to-Hispanophobia spectrum are more extensive in
the Dutch paratexts and texts than in the English source material. In the paratextual material
(zones of transaction allowing the writer to communicate with the reader outside of the
narrative), there is an identifiable trend in the way the Dutch and the English translators
approach and renegotiate the work at hand. On the Dutch side, reflections upon Spain, the
Spanish original text, or the Spanish author can range from positive to negative, but those
translators who reflect on the translation process all refer to it as an ‘undressing’ of the Spanish
original work. Conversely, the English paratexts consistently refer to ‘enhancing’ the original
Spanish literary text. The use of the redressing metaphor is common in early modern reflections
upon translations, but it is interesting to see how two different cultures apply the metaphor to
the translation of similar (and sometimes the same) Spanish literary works. In the paratexts, the
Dutch tend to refer to putting more ‘meagre’ clothes or ‘sober’ garbs on the Spanish original,
whereas in English, the Spanish texts are redressed in ‘finer’ clothing. This suggests that the
English put more emphasis on the superiority and richness of their language and theatrical
traditions than the Dutch. This trend is a recurring feature in the paratextual material.
Besides redressing, the English paratexts tend to focus on the difficulty and effort of
bringing the Spanish source text up to the level of the English theatre or to suit the expectations
of an English reader. We could almost contend that there was already a budding English
awareness of the superiority of the English drama in a broader European context in these
paratexts. This sentiment is not often found in the Dutch paratexts to either the picaresque
novels or the plays. Instead, Dutch paratexts often include neutral acknowledgements of the
fact that their source text was Spanish, or genuine praise for the Spanish author (and/or their
work). There can also include criticism, which ranges from being directed at the Spanish source
to the shared history of Spain and the Netherlands. At their most Hispanophobic, the Dutch
paratexts refer to Spain as their ‘inherited enemy’ and to the ‘cruelty’ of the Spaniard. But, at
their most Hispanophilic, a Dutch heart is found in a Spanish bosom and/or there is genuine
admiration for the Spanish author. The English paratexts are predominantly critical of the
Spanish materials, but they do not refer to Spain as their historical enemy. Furthermore, there
are also Hispanophilic tendencies in the English paratextual materials. For example, English
plays more often include the use of ‘Spain,’ ‘Spanish,’ or ‘Spaniard’ in the titles. Evidently,
Spain attracted attention, and plays about Spain or Spanish characters were advertised with an
emphasis on their Spanishness. This shows that both sides of the narrative co-existed.
This thesis set out to explore the image of Spain in English and Dutch plays and
picaresque novels, and for a large part, these works follow the precedent set in the paratextual
material. The English plays tend to portray the Spanish in a more negative way or to ‘English’
the originally Spanish character, whereas the Dutch plays show a wider range of nuance when
it comes to navigating the Hispanophobia-to-Hispahnophilia spectrum. Importantly, however,
this study has shown that the gradations are more complex than the simple black-and-white
opposition commonly used to discuss the two sides of the narrative. The level of ‘darkness’
varies in Hispanophobic portrayals of the Spaniard, just as the Hispanophilic portrayals are not
uniform. Most often we find a combination of the two, especially when there are multiple
Spanish characters in the play.
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This thesis contextualised the image of the Spaniard to show the full extent of its
gradations. It has provided examples of a wide variety of Spanish characters in English and
Dutch plays of the seventeenth century. These characters were tied together by their relation to
Spanish honour, a feature integral to the Spanish Comedia. The consistency of the association
between the Spaniard and honour assured the recognition of the national stereotype on stage
whilst offering space for innovation in the construction of these characters. From avenger to
comical nobleman, the Spaniard was driven by honour, but the avenger and comical nobleman
are not portrayed in equally Hispanophobic ways. Even amongst similar characters, gradation
exists – a justified versus an unjustified Spanish avenging nobleman, an admired versus a cruel
Spanish soldier – and this gradation complicates the image of the Spaniard in seventeenthcentury England and the Dutch Republic. Thus, a character’s sociotype has to be taken into
consideration in relation to the analysis of ethnotypes, as sociotypes affect the representation
of the ethnotypical traits.
The portrayal of the Spanish soldier in the Dutch Republic provides the most explicit
evidence of the co-existence of anti-Hispanic prejudices and a more appreciative stance toward
Spanish stereotypes in Dutch plays. The Hispanophobic portrayal of Baldeus (Francisco de
Valdés) in Beleg ende ontset der stadt Leyden (1644) by Reinier Bontius starkly opposes the
Hispanophilic portrayal of Roderigo in De verduytste Cid (1641) by Johan van Heemskerk.
These two plays were almost equally successful on stage, and they are the two most often
performed plays featuring Spanish characters by the Amsterdam Municipal Theatre. Both plays
turned a profit, and they were often performed in close succession (the total of four plays staged
in the space of just two weeks sometimes included both The Cid and The siege). In The Cid,
the Spanish soldier as represented by Roderigo is associated with valour, bravery, skill, and
honour. Contrastingly, in The siege, Baldeus (representing the Spanish soldier) embodies by
excellence the Spanish Black Legend traits of cruelty, deception, and bloodthirstiness. Where
Roderigo is willing to sacrifice himself for the security of his family’s and country’s honour
(exemplifying the Spaniard’s individual subordination to the larger set of familial or communal
honour), Baldeus attempts to conquer Leiden through lies and deceptions as he promises mercy
and leniency if they open the city gates voluntarily (exemplifying the untrustworthy and cruel
nature of the Spaniard).
In England, the image of the Spanish soldier was mostly associated with Don
Hieronimo in Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (1592). This association is not entirely
deserved, considering that Hieronimo fulfils a different sociotype for the majority of the play.
The bloodshed of Hieronimo’s revenge is not related to his role as a soldier or military man,
but rather to his role as a father whose social class prevents him from obtaining justice for his
son’s murder through legal means. In recent scholarship, the predominant image of The Spanish
Tragedy as a prime example of early modern Hispanophobia has begun to be renegotiated.
With this renegotiation, new light has been shed upon the character of Hieronimo, suggesting
that his ethnotype may have enhanced the execution of his vengeance but was not the cause of
it. Spanish honour lies at heart of the play and of Hieronimo’s character. Despite having
acquired honour on the battlefield, Hieronimo’s family’s honour is lost when his son is
murdered, and there is no possibility of legal justice. However, Hieronimo pushes his
vengeance beyond what may be considered honourable revenge.
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The Spanish soldier was a more prominent figure in the Dutch Republic than in
England, likely due to the fact that the Dutch had had direct military engagements with the
Spanish during the Dutch Revolt and the ensuing war, whereas the English primarily
encountered them outside their borders, and mainly at sea. The Dutch were therefore more
familiar with the image of the Spanish soldier, and encountering a Spanish soldier on stage
would have resonated with them in a way it would not have with the English. This would also
explain the popularity of The Cid, despite the fact that the Spanish army is portrayed positively
in the play. As noted by Van Heemskerk himself, in the Spanish soldier Roderigo, the Dutch
people found a Dutch heart which shared their values of fighting against foreign supremacy
and oppression. Similarly, the Dutch audience would have identified with the people of Leiden
in The siege who, like Roderigo, heroically opposed an invading and oppressing enemy.
Apart from the Spanish soldier, the Spanish nobleman’s portrayal of Spanish honour
reveals that the English and Dutch theatrical traditions adopted the Spanish twofold concept of
honour. In Spanish, honour had two meanings, and the playwrights of the Spanish Comedia
often used this duality to create complications, plot twists, and humour. In Spanish, the word
honor refers to moral or spiritual honour. Furthermore, this type of honour cannot be won,
purchased, or acquired with intention, but rather has to be recognised by others, and specifically
by members of a superior social class. This type of honour is generated by living a virtuous life
and gaining a reputation for it. It is based on fame and reputation and therefore will not be
meaningful in society unless it is recognised by this society. Meanwhile, the word honra refers
more broadly to physical honour, or honour of worldly goods. This type of honour can be won
on the battlefield, gained through the acquisition of land or new titles, or through marriage.
Like honor, it is important for honra to be recognised by society, but it is less abstract and thus
easier to recognise. Both the English and Dutch language only have a single word for both
concepts: ‘honour’ and ‘eer’, respectively. However, the double meaning of Spanish honour
functions in Dutch and English plays in a similar way as it did in the Spanish Comedia, since
some plays are translations from the Spanish, and others are adaptations or original plays. The
contrast between physical and moral honour is often employed to create humorous situations
or to complicate relationships between characters. Additionally, Spanish noblemen may
possess both honor and honra, but often tend to portray one of the meanings more strongly,
particularly if there is more than one Spanish nobleman in the play. In the previously mentioned
comedy The Chances, for example, Don John is more strongly associated with honra and Don
Frederick with honor, which eventually leads to these characters being forced to face one
another in order to maintain their different types of honour – Don John wants to keep the
beautiful Constantia, and Don Frederick wants to keep his word which he gave to Constantia.
It remains unclear whether or not the English and Dutch translators and/or playwrights were
aware of the distinction in the Spanish concept of honour, but whether they were aware or not,
said distinction was integrated into the Dutch and English play texts of the seventeenth century.
The Spanish nobleman is obsessed with Spanish honour and because his gracioso
servant aids his endeavours to acquire, protect, or avenge honour, he is indirectly connected to
the concept of honour through his master. Commonly associated with the character of the
Spanish rogue, the gracioso acted as the showrunner in the play by moving the plot along and
advising his master in the art of trickery and scheming. What distinguished the gracioso from
the Spanish rogue was the gracioso’s motivation. Unlike the Spanish rogue, the gracioso
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servant was not motivated by self-interest but rather by his master’s needs. The association
between the two characters – both entertaining schemers from a lower social class – was further
underlined by the use of the Spanish rogue names ‘Gusman’ or ‘Lasaril’ for the gracioso
servants. The gracioso’s Spanishness is primarily located in his expertise in trickery, which
comes naturally to him. At the same time, the gracioso, unlike the Spanish nobleman, reviews
circumstances from a logical point of view – for example, he is not against his master acquiring
honour, but he will question and object to the acquisition of honour through dangerous means,
especially if there are alternative courses of action available.
Like the graciosos in the Spanish Comedia, the Dutch graciosos remained autonomous
characters, moving independently through the play, which is an important feature of the
character. This autonomy largely disappeared in the English plays featuring a gracioso servant.
Overall, the character of the gracioso was ‘Englished’ in the seventeenth-century play texts.
Their role became less essential, they did not act as showrunners, and they did not significantly
affect the plot and its progression. Though sometimes retaining his humorous function, the
gracioso servant retained few ‘typically’ Spanish traits. The ‘Englishing’ of the gracioso
servant may have served to create a sharper contrast with the Spanish, honour-obsessed
nobleman. There are a few exceptions, such as the character of Chichón in George Digby’s
Elvira, or the worst not always true (1667) (a relatively faithful translation of Calderón’s No
siempre lo peor es cierto (1652)) who, besides behaving in a Spanish fashion, also echoes the
Spanish phrases of the original text. At the same time, the majority of the plays featuring
Spanish characters do not include distinct servant characters, but rather list the generalised
‘servants’ who support the noblemen by performing basic, non-specific tasks like opening the
door or delivering letters.
The gracioso servant was closely associated with the Spanish rogue, though the
gracioso is portrayed in a more positive light than the rogue. The image of the Spanish rogue
in the English and Dutch translations of Lazarillo, Guzmán and Buscón is centred around
laziness, cunning, deceit, and dishonesty. These traits are portrayed in a slightly more negative
way in the English and Dutch translations than they are in the Spanish originals. At times, the
English or Dutch translators will foreground these traits (such as Lázaro slicing the bread in a
“cunning” way (“listig”) in the Dutch translation by D.D. Harvy, or the English translation by
James Mabbe of Guzmán adding that the Spanish beggars are not just “bragging and puffing
up” but that they are also “thieves”). These types of additions shape how the image of the
Spanish rogue is constructed for a Dutch and English audience, as they reaffirm the existing
image of the Spaniard as a lazy, cunning, deceitful, and dishonest person. Yet there are also
instances when the Spanish rogue’s image is more nuanced in the translations than it was in
the Spanish original. For example, Rowland’s translation of Lazarillo calls Lázaro’s deceits
“wonderful,” despite both the Spanish and Dutch edition calling them “devilish.” These types
of renegotiations reveal the mixed feelings of the translators towards the character of the
Spanish rogue.
The Spanish rogue, then, was at times portrayed more negatively in the translations than
he had been in the originals. In the original Spanish novels, satire played an essential role,
which was not transferred as such to the English and Dutch contexts. Picaresque novels were
interpreted outside Spain as a truthful reflection of the Spanish character (‘aard’) and their
manifold sinful traits. However, a more extensive study comparing the English, Dutch, and
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French translations with the Spanish originals is needed to fully understand how these varying
representations affected the overall image of the Spanish rogue. Due to the restricted space in
this study for analyses of the picaresque novels, the inconsistencies in the English and Dutch
translations of the Spanish originals which affect the construction of the image of the Spanish
rogue can be observed, but no definitive conclusion can be offered as to how this image is
shaped by these inconsistencies, and whether or not these inconsistencies change over time.
However, what can be concluded in this study is that although the originally Spanish material
was used by English and Dutch translators/authors against its native country in a way, the
complete emulation of this genre with the English and Dutch production of ‘national rogues’
of their own exposes a Hispanophilic appreciation and admiration for the Spanish picaresque
novels. The Spanish picaresque novels both confirmed the image of the Black Legend Spaniard
for the reader and served as a source of invaluable inspiration for the Dutch and English
translators and authors.
Furthermore, the English and Dutch authors and translators of the Spanish picaresque
novels consciously reflected on the proto-national contrast between the self and the other. This
is particularly clear in their comparisons between the quality of their own productions and that
of the original Spanish sources. Furthermore, the English and Dutch authors/translators placed
their translations and the original picaresque novels within the international picaresque
discourse. They were aware of the existence of other rogue narratives. This was most explicit
in The English Rogue (1667) which placed these ‘national’ rogues in a hierarchy. In this
ranking, the English was the worst rogue (and therefore the best at being a rogue), followed by
England’s two sister nations (Ireland and Scotland), and only then the French, Italian, and
Spanish rogues. It is likewise interesting to see that The English Rogue was translated as Den
engelsen Schelm in the Dutch Republic whilst Den verdorven Koopman was welcomed into
English as The Dutch Rogue. This shows a triangulated literary exchange between England,
the Netherlands, and Spain.
Besides Spanish picaresque novels and Spanish plays, historical narratives also served
as inspiration for the English and Dutch authors of the seventeenth century. One of the most
famous historical anti-Hispanic narratives was the Don Carlos story, because it strongly
contributed to the shaping of the Spanish Black Legend, specifically regarding Philip II. The
Don Carlos story has primarily been discussed in relation to its afterlife in France, Germany,
and England, but there are only a handful of studies into the afterlife of the narrative in the
Dutch Republic. Besides the scarcity of scholarly research done on the subject, the Dutch Don
Carlos story has also been overlooked in discussion regarding the relation between the Don
Carlos story and the developing European Black Legend (apart from Orange’s Apology (1581),
where the story originated). The Don Carlos story’s significance in the Black Legend’s
development is typified by the allegation against Philip that he was responsible for the death
of his son and third wife. Their proximity in age, the fact that Isabella de Valois had initially
been promised to Carlos, and the timing of their deaths – only months apart – led to rumours
of an illicit affair between the queen and prince of Spain. This rumour became the central theme
in the Don Carlos story in Saint-Réal’s influential and popular historical novel Dom Carlos
(1672), that would in later years inspire Schiller’s Don Carlos (1787) and would crystallise in
the famous opera Don Carlos (1867) by Verdi.
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Saint-Réal’s novel, like the later adaptations in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
focussed on the supposed love triangle between Philip, Isabella, and Carlos, and other
components of the Don Carlos story, such as the relationship between Carlos and the
Netherlands, were thus marginalised. In England, Thomas Otway’s Don Carlos, Prince of
Spain (1676) closely followed Saint-Réal’s novel in this respect. In Otway’s play, Philip is
portrayed as a ragingly jealous king, father, and husband, who needs little incentive offered by
his trusted adviser Rui-Gomez to act upon those jealousies. Don Carlos, meanwhile, is
primarily obsessed with Isabella, and though he means to escape to the Netherlands and lead
their rebellious army, he is motivated by reasons of self-preservation. Afraid that he might lose
his crown (or birth right), Carlos intends to strengthen his own political position by joining the
Dutch cause. The English play and historiographies express no particular sympathetic
relationship between Don Carlos and the Low Countries. In the historiography by Grimeston,
the association between Carlos and the Dutch remains but is primarily used as a point of
contention to emphasise the strife between Don Carlos and Philip’s advisers.
The images of Philip and Carlos are more starkly contrasted in the English than in the
Dutch Don Carlos story. The English Don Carlos story follows the established anti-Philip
narrative leading back to Orange’s Apology. This is not the case in the Netherlands, where the
Don Carlos story consistently portrays Don Carlos as the hero, Philip’s advisers as the villains,
and Philip himself as someone who was closely involved with the imprisonment of his son but
who bears varying degrees of responsibility for his untimely death. Additionally, the Don
Carlos story appears in a variety of Dutch historiographical sources, and a version of it was
adapted into a play (Don Carel met den Prins van Portigael) as early as 1635. The sympathetic
relationship between Carlos and the Netherlands is also stressed in the Dutch narrative,
especially in Bidloo’s Karel, Erfprins van Spanje (1679). Moreover, in Dutch seventeenthcentury drama the names ‘Karel’ and ‘Isabella’ are frequently used for Spanish characters, and
in some instances, ‘Karel’ and ‘Isabella’ are portrayed as lovers. In other words, the Dutch Don
Carlos story shows a more nuanced image of Philip at a time when the European Black Legend
was rapidly developing, as opposed to the better-known image of Philip as the villain presented
in the English (and French) Don Carlos story.
Throughout the seventeenth century, then, the image of Spain was complex and multilayered in both England and the Dutch Republic. Though the Hispanophobic Black Legend is
predominant, there are many gradations in the representation of Spain and the Spaniard in
English and Dutch plays and picaresque novels which, at times, reveal a genuine Hispanophilic
admiration for Spain and its cultural productions. Furthermore, the inherent tension between
Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia was incorporated into early modern Dutch and English
national thinking, in which Spain was not only used as a contrasting agent by way of negative
representation but also through its far-reaching cultural influence. Finally, though these
findings hold true for both England and the Dutch Republic, in comparison to one another, the
Dutch Republic imported more Spanish plays whereas England produced more picaresque
novels. At the same time, examples of Dutch representations of Spain and the Spaniard were
both more Hispanophilic (for example, The Cid) and more Hispanophobic (for example, The
siege of Leiden) than the representations of Spain in England. In England, the gradations in the
representation of Spain and the Spaniard occurred on a less drastically oppositional spectrum,
whilst more consistently emphasising England’s superiority over Spain.
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Finally, we would like to conclude by stressing that the early modern image of Spain
was not only pervasive throughout the seventeenth century but can even be found in modern
popular cultural productions. The 1987 historical fantasy film The Princess Bride, for example,
features the Spaniard Inigo Montaya who is obsessed with avenging the murder of his father.
Finally face to face with the murderer, Inigo keeps repeating the same lines: “Hello, my name
is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die.” In 2019, the Netflix romantic-comedy
Falling Inn Love features the protagonist, holding a machete, saying “My name is Gabriella
Diaz. You killed my father. Prepare to die” in an exaggerated Spanish accent as she faces the
weeds in the garden. In the popular TV-series Reign (2013-2017), Mary, Queen of Scots, has
a romantic connection with Don Carlos, prince of Spain, whose eccentric behaviour is
explained by a preference for lewd sexual acts. This preference was likewise cast as the cause
for Philip II’s disapproval of his son and the tense relationship between the two. In light of
Brexit, BBC Scotland produced a comic sketch about a Spaniard living in Scotland who notes
“I thought I was just a lazy Scot, turns out I’m just a regular Spaniard.” Finding out his true
heritage, the Spaniard sells his bagpipes and is subsequently instantly able to play the Spanish
guitar (despite having never held one in his life). There are many more examples that could be
listed here, but all of these representations of the Spaniard in popular culture share a common
though distant source: the early modern image of Spain.
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Summary
Between Hispanophobia and Hispanophilia: The Spanish Fascination in English and Dutch
17th-century Literature
Until recently, the image of Spain in early-modern literature has primarily been discussed in
line with the Black Legend narrative. This negative image of Spain and the Spaniard, however,
was not the only image available to early-modern audiences. This study shows that a positive
and negative image of Spain co-existed and thrived in English and Dutch literature between c.
1621 and 1700. Although Spain was the enemy of both England and the Dutch Republic for
most of the seventeenth century, the English and Dutch fascination with Spanish cultural
productions continued to grow. Spain proved to be an irresistible source for English and Dutch
translators, playwrights, and authors. This fascination greatly aided the development of the
theatrical traditions in both countries. The success of Spanish works in the Amsterdam
Municipal Theatre and as performed by various London-based theatre companies affected the
book production industrie of both cities. Similarly stimulating the industry were the popular
Spanish picaresque novels which were both translated and imitated in England and the Dutch
Republic. Though Spanish characters in novels and plays often exemplify the stereotypical
traits of the early-modern Spaniard, there is a remarkably versatile gradation of the Black
Legend narrative. This study shows that this gradation needs to be discussed on a spectrum to
gain a better understanding of the image of Spain in England and the Netherlands in the
seventeenth century.
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Samenvatting
Tussen Hispanofobie en Hispanofilie: De Fascinatie met Spanje in Engelse en Nederlandse
17e-eeuwse Literatuur
Het beeld van Spanje in vroegmoderne literatuur werd tot voor kort voornamelijk besproken
vanuit het oogpunt van het Zwarte Legende narratief. Dit negatieve beeld van Spanje en
de Spanjaard was echter niet het enige beeld dat werd gepresenteerd aan het
vroegmoderne publiek. Deze studie laat zien dat er tegelijkertijd een positief en een negatief
beeld van Spanje bestonden en dat deze floreerden in Engelse en Nederlandse literatuur
tussen c. 1620 en 1700. Ook al was Spanje voor het merendeel van de zeventiende
eeuw de vijand van zowel Engeland als Nederland, de Engelse en Nederlandse
fascinatie met Spaanse culturele producties bleef constant groeien. Spanje bleek een
onweerstaanbare bron te zijn voor Engelse en Nederlandse vertalers, toneelschrijvers en
auteurs. Deze fascinatie droeg veel bij aan de ontwikkeling van de theatertradities in beide
landen. Het succes van Spaanse stukken zoals opgevoerd in de Schouwburg van
Amsterdam en door verschillende Londense theatergenootschappen had ook effect op
de boekproductie industrie van beide steden. Deze industrie werd gelijktijdig ook
gestimuleerd door de populaire Spaanse picaresque novellen die zowel vertaald als
geïmiteerd werden in Engeland en Nederland. Al vertoonde de Spaanse karakters vaak de
stereotypische eigenschappen van de vroegmoderne Spanjaard, is er een opvallend
veelzijdige gradatie van de Zwarte Legende te zien in de novellen en
theaterstukken. Deze studie laat zien dat deze gradatie besproken moet worden op een
spectrum om een beter begrip te krijgen van het beeld van Spanje in Engeland en Nederland
in de zeventiende eeuw.
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1639, London| 1653 for William Leake, London| 1655 J.C. and by R.
Hodgkinsonne, London| 1669, B.G. for William Leake, London| 1672, for
Elizabeth Hodgkinson, London. ●
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554)

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

16.
David Rowland.
The pleasant adventures of the witty Spaniard, Lazarillo de Tormes.
1688.
1688, J. Leake London. ●
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554)

Author:
Title:

Year:
Print:
Translation:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Adaptation:

17.
S.P.
The Dutch Rogue, or, Gusman of Amsterdam, Traced from the Cradle to the
Gallows. Being the Life, Rise, and Fall, of D. de Lebechea a Decayed Merchant.
Containing, Many Eminent Cheats, Notorious Villanies, and Audacious
Enterprizes, with their Various Events.
1683.
1683, Samuel Smith London. ●
Leven, op-en Ondergang Van den Verdorven Koopman, Zederd weinige Jaren
herwaarts, in ’t roemrijk Holland, en meest binnen Amsterdam voorgevallen.
Vertoonde zijn aardige Bedriegeryen, Begeerigen handel, wellustige Leven,
wonderlijke gonst en wangonst van ’t geval.

18.
T.T.
The English Rogue: a new comedy, as it was acted before several persons of
honour with great applause.
1668.
1668, London.
The English rogue describ’d in the life of Meriton Latroon, a witty extravagant:
Being a compleat discovery of the most eminent cheats of both sexes (1666) by
Richard Head.

Year:
Print:

19.
Unknown.
The novels of Dom Francisco de Quevedo Villegas, knight of the order of St.
James: Faithfully Englished, Whereunto is added, The marriage of Belphegor,
an Italian novel. Translated from Machiavel.
1671.
1671, London.

Author:

20.
Thomas Walkley and Juan de Luna.

Author:
Title:
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Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

The pursuit of the historie of Lazarillo de Tormez: Gathered out of the ancient
Chronicles of Toledo.
1622.
1622, Bernard Alsop for Thomas Walkley, London| 1631 George Purslowe for
Richard Hawkins, London. ●
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554)

Dutch Novels
1.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

D.V.R.
De holbollige Buskon: Met den karigen ridder.
1642.
1642 by Hendrik Tjercks de Vries, Amsterdam. ●
La vida del Buscón (1626) by Francisco Quevedo y Villegas

2.
Haring van Harinxma.
Seven wonderlycke ghesichten, in welcke alle de ghebreken deser eeuwe, onder
alle staten van menschen, vermakelijck en oock stichtelijck, warden bestraft.
1641.
1641, Fan Fansen de Fries, Leeuwarden

3.
D.D Harvy.
‘t Wonderlyck Leven, kluchtige Daden, en dappre Schimp-ernst van Lazarus
van Tormes.
1653.
1653, Baltus Boeckholt Amsterdam| 1653, Simon de Vries, Utrecht| 1654| 1662|
1669 (Amsterdam). ●
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554)

4.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Diego Hurtado de Mendoza.
Het leven, daden ende clugtige avonturen van Lasarus van Tormes.
1632.
1632, Isaac van Waesberge, Rotterdam| 1654. ●
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversidades (1554)

Author:
Title:

5.
Jacob de Lange.
Vermaeckelijcke historie van den kluchtighen Buscon, beschreven in ’t
Spaensch. Amsterdam: Frans Pels. Reprinted under the title De holbollige
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Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:

Year:
Print:

Translation:

Author:
Title:

Year:
Print:
Translation:

Buskon van Don Francisco de Quevedo,, ridder van S. Iacobs Orde, De Spaense
droom-maker, met den karigen ridder:
1642.
1642| 1656, Abraham de Wees, Amsterdam| 1659, Amsterdam. ●

6.
Unknown.
Het leven van Gusman d’Alfarache: ’t afbeelsel van ’t menschelijck leven onder
de gedaante van een Spaenschen landt-looper en bedelaer, waer in de adergheslepenste fielteryen ende schelm-stucken der wereldt vermakelijck under een
ten nut werden ontdeckt.
1655.
1655, Abraham Pieterszoon, Rotterdam| 1658, Vincent Casteleyn Haarlem| :
1658 Pieterszoon, Rotterdam| 1669| 1670, Baltus Boeckholt Amsterdam| 1695,
Willem van Lamsveld, Amsterdam. ●
Guzmán de Alfarache (1599) by Mateo Alemán

7.
Unknown.
Den Engelsen schelm: afgebootst in ’t leven van Meriton Latroon, een
doorslepen guit: Behelzende bedriegerijen van beide, zoo vrouwelijke als
manlijke geslachten.
1679.
1679, Amsterdam.
The English rogue describ’d in the life of Meriton Latroon, a witty extravagant:
Being a compleat discovery of the most eminent cheats of both sexes (1666) by
Richard Head. ●

8.
Author:
Title:

Year:
Print:
Original

Unknown.
Leven, op-en Ondergang Van den Verdorven Koopman, Zederd weinige Jaren
herwaarts, in ’t roemrijk Holland, en meest binnen Amsterdam voorgevallen.
Vertoonde zijn aardige Bedriegeryen, Begeerigen handel, wellustige Leven,
wonderlijke gonst en wangonst van ’t geval.
1682.
1682, Timotheus ten Hoorn, Amsterdam.●

9.
Author:
Title:

Unknown.
De vol-Geestige werken van Don Francisco de Quevedo Villegas: Spaans
Ridder. Behelsende De wonderlijke Avonturen van Don Lucifuge, of den
Waaghals by Nacht; de Historie van den koddigen Buscon, neffens veele
vreemde gevallen hem in sijn leven ontmoet; en de schrandere Brieven van de
Ridder van de Spaarpt. Als ook De seven Gesigten van den selven Autheur
namentlijk de beseten Deurwaarder; ’t Gesigt van de Dood; ’t laatste Oordeel;
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Year:
Printer(s):
Translation:

de verliefde Dwaasen; de Wereld in sijn binnenste; de helle en sijn hervorming.
Op nieuws vertaalt, en met curieuse figuren verrijkt. In twee delen.
1699.
1699, Jan ten Hoorn, Amsterdam.
Los sueños (between 1605 and 1622) by Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas

Play Texts
Dutch Plays
Translations from Spanish
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

1.
Thomas Asselijn
Den Grooten Kurieen, of Spaanschen Bergman
1657
1657 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam | 1669 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La amistad pagada (1604) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1657 – 1727, 29 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Adaptation:
Performed:

2.
Thomas Asselijn
Gusman d’Alfarache of de doorsleepene bedelaars
1693
1693 by (heirs of) Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
Guzman d’Alfarache by Mateo Alemán
1693, 2 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

3.
Joan Blasius
De edelmoedige vyanden
1658
1658 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam;
Obligados y ofendidos by Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla and l’Ecolier de
Salamanque ou les ennemis genereux (1654) by Paul Scarron
1658 – 1671, 8 times.

4.
Author:
Title:
Year:

Joan Blasius
De Malle Wedding
1671
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Print:

Performed:

1671 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam; Adr. Van Gaasbeek, Amsterdam| 1679 by
Albert Magnus, Amsterdam| 1681 by Albert Magnus, Amsterdam
El mayor imposible by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio and La folle gageure, ou
Les divertissemens de la comtesse de Pembroc (1653) by François Le Métel de
Boisrobert
1671 – 1672, 4 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Adaptation:
Performed:

5.
Simon van der Cruyssen
Het gouvernement van Sanche Panche op het eyland Barataria
1681
1681 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
1681 – 1759, 27 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

6.
Jan Dullaart (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
Alexander de Medicis, of ‘t bedrooge betrouwen
1653
1653 by Timon Houthaeck, Amsterdam
Los Médicis de Florencia by Diego Jiménez de Enciso
1653 – 1719, 59 times.

Translation:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

7.
E.D.S.M.
Spaensche Comedie De Mislukte Liefde, en Trouw van Rugero Prins van
Navarren
1674
1674 by S.V.B., Amsterdam
Los donaires de Matico: comedia (1604) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
0

8.
Willem Godschalk v. Focquenbroch
Min in ‘t Lazarus-Huys
1674
1674 by Jac. Vinckel, Amsterdam| 1675 by Baltus Boekholt, Amsterdam| 1679
by Davis Lindenius, Andries Vinck, Amsterdam| 1680 by Pieter de Wees,
Alkmaar| 1682 by de weduwe van Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam [All de
wercken]| 1687 by Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1702 by de weduwe van
Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam
Los locos de Valencia (1620) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1683 – 1818, 138 times.

9.
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Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Leonard de Fuyter
J.P. de Montalvans Stantvastige Isabella
1651
1651 by L. Spillebout, Amsterdam
Las más de constante mujer (1601) by Juan Pérez de Montalván
1652, 6 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

10.
Leonard de Fuyter
Don Jan de Tessandier
1654
1654 by J. Vinckel, Amsterdam
Unknown source text by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
1654, 6 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

11.
Leonard de Fuyter (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
Lope de Vega Carpioos Verwarde Hof
1647
1647 by P.D. Boeteman for J. Jacot, Amsterdam| 1656 by Jan Bouman,
Amsterdam| 1665 by Jan Bouman, Amsterdam| 1668 by Jan Bouman,
Amsterdam| 1671 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1679 by Jacob Lescailje,
Amsterdam| 1699 by de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam
El palacio confuso (1600) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1647 – 1759, 104 times.

12.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Hendrick de Graef
Aurora en Stella, of Zusterlijcke Kroon-zucht
1665
1665 by Jacob Lescaille, Amsterdam
Lances de amor y fortuna (1636) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca, as well as,
Philippe Quinault’s Les coups de l’amour et de la Fortune (1655)
1666 – 1667, 7 times.

13.
Hendrick de Graef (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
Joanna Koningin van Napels, of Den Trotzen Dwinger
1664
1664 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1669 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam|
1670(?) by A. de G., Amsterdam
La reina Juana de Nápoles (1615) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1664 – 1671, 16 times.

14.
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Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Performed:

Hendrick de Graef
Den Dullen Ammirael, of Stryt om D’Eer
1670
1670 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La batalla del honor (1601) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1670, 3 times.

15.
Pieter van Geleyn
De Sipier van Zich Zelven
1678
1678 by Anthony Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1679 by Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam|
1705 by de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam
El alcaide de si mismo (1651) Pedro Calderón de la Barca through Le Gardien
de soy mesme (1655) by Paul Scarron, or Le geloir de soy Jodelet prince (1656)
by Thomas Corneille
1678 – 1759, 30 times.

16.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Claude de Grieck
Heraklius
1650
1650 by Claudius de Grieck, Brussel
En esta vido todo es verdad u todo es mentira (1664) by Pedro Calderón de la
Barca through Herclius, empereur d’Orient (1647) by Pierre Corneille
1651, 4 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

17.
Claude de Grieck
Den grooten Bellizarius
1654
1658 by Gysbert Sybes
Las más de constante mujer (1601) by Juan Pérez de Montalván
1654 – 1792, 85 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

18.
Claude de Grieck
Don Japhet van Armenien
1657
1657 by Dirck Houthaeck, Amsterdam
El marqués del Cigarral by Alonso de Castillo Solórzano
1657 – 1658, 6 times.

Author:

Claude de Grieck

19.
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Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Cenobia, Treurspel; Met de Doodt van Kaizer Aureliaen
1667
1667 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La gran Cenobia (1625) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca and of Zenobie, Reyne
d’Armenie (1653) by Jacques Pousset sieur de Montauban
1667, 3 times.

20.
Claude de Grieck
Ulysses in ‘t Eylandt van Circe, Oft, Geen grooter Tovery als Liefde
1668
1668, by Jan Mommaert, Brussel
El mayor encanto amor (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca

Translation:
Performed:

21.
Johan v. Heemskerk
De Verduytste Cid
1641
1641 by Barent Adriaenszoon Berentsma, Hoorn; N. van Ravesteyn,
Amsterdam| 1650 by Dirck Corneliszoon Houthaeck, Amsterdam| 1662 by
Broer Jansz. Bouman, Amsterdam; Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1663 by M. de
Groot, Amsterdam| 1669 by Jan Bouman, Amsterdam| 1670 by Jacob Lescailje,
Amsterdam| 1678| 1680 by M. de Groot, Amsterdam| 1683 by Gysbert de Groot,
Amsterdam| 1690 by Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1695 by Gysbert de Groot|
1697 by Erfgenaam van J. Lescailje| 1700 by Laur. Van der Wiel, Schiedam.
Las Mocedades del Cid (1605-1615) by Guillén de Castro y Bellvís
1641 – 1768, 230 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

22.
Dirk Pietersz. Heynck
De Gestrafte Kroonzucht
1650
1650 By Timon Houthaak for Dirck Cornelisz. Houthaak, Amsterdam
La crueldad por el honor (1619-22) by Juan Ruiz de Alarcón y Mendoza
1650 – 1655, 11 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

23.
Dirck Pietersz. Heynck (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
Veranderlyk Geval, of Stantvastige Liefde
1663
1663 by J. Venckel, Amsterdam; by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1667 by Jan
Bouman, Amsterdam| 1669 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1692 by Gysbert
de Groot, Amsterdam| 1696 by de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam|
1697 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1701 y de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot,
Amsterdam
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Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

An unknown source text by Juan Ruiz Alarcón y Mendoza and by Antonio
Amescua’s Examinarse de Rey o Más (1601)
1663 – 1788, 197 times.

24.
Dirck Pietersz. Heynck
Don Louis de Vargas, Of Edelmoedige Wraek
1668
1668 Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1678 by Jan Bouman, Amsterdam| 1701 by
de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1707 by the heirs to Jacob
Lescailje, Amsterdam
El tejedor de Segovia (1619) by Juan Ruiz Alarcón y Mendoza
1668 – 1788, 142 times

25.
Pieter Anthony de Huybert van Kruiningen
De gewaande astrologist
1699
1710 by Gysbert Gasinet, ‘s Gravenhage| 1715 by Gysbert Gasinet, ‘s
Gravenhage
El astrologo fingido (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca, through Thomas
Corneille’s Le feint astrologue (1648)
1699, 1 time.

26.
Adam Karels (rhymer) and Jan Hendrik Glazenmaker (translator)
Vervolgde Laura
1645
1645 by Jacob Lescailje for Johannes Jacot, Amsterdam| 1666 by Jacob
Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1679 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
Laura perseguida (1614) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio, through Jean
Rotrou’s Laure Persécutée (1637)
1645 – 1678, 65 times.

27.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Pieter Langendijk
Don Quichot op de Bruiloft van Kamácho
1712
1712 by Hendrik van de Gaete, Amsterdam
Don Quixote de la Mancha (1615) by Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra
1712 – 1868, 147 times.

Author:
Title:

28.
Adriaan Bastiaansz. De Leeuw
Kosroés
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Year:
Print:

Performed:

1656
1656 by Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam; Pieter Johannes Uilenbroek,
Amsterdam
Las mudanzas de fortuna ysecesos de Don Beltrán de Aragón (1610) by Félix
Lope de Vega y Carpio and Jean Rotrou’s Cosroès (1648)
1656, 3 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

29.
Adriaan Bastiaansz. de Leeuw
De Toveres Circe
1670
1690, by d’Erfgenamen van Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
El mayor encanto amor (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
1670 – 1765, 42 times.

Translation:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

30.
David Lingelbach
De Spookende Minnaar
1664
1664 by Jacob Lescaille, Amsterdam| 1679 by Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam|
1684 by Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1708 by de weduwe van G. de Groot,
Amsterdam
El galán fantasma (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca, as well as Philippe
Quinault’s Le Fantome amoureux (1657)
1664 – 1741, 44 times.

31.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Lodewijk Meijer
De looghenaar
1658
1658 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1667 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam|
1699 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La verdad sospechosa (1634) by Juan Ruiz de Alarcón y Mendoza, through
Pierre Corneille’s Le Menteur (1644)
1658 – 1751, 32 times.

32.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Nil Volentibus Arduum
Het Spoockend Weeuwtje
1670
1678, Amsterdam| 1684 by Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1697 by Gysbert de
Groot, Amsterdam.
La dama duende (1636) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca, as well as Antoine Le
Métel d’Ouville’s l’Esprit follet (1641)
1678 – 1820, 86 times.
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Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:

Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Performed:

33.
Nil Volentibus Arduum
De Malle Wedding, of Gierige Geeraardt
1671
1671 by Adriaan van Gaasbeek, Amsterdam| 1677 in Amsterdam| 1702 in
Amsterdam [Dichtkunstige werken van het Kunstgenootschap nil volentiius
arduum]
El mayor imposible (1631) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio, and La folle
gageure, ou Les divertissemens de la comtesse de Pembroc (1653) by François
Le Métel de Boisrobert
1680 – 1788, 138 times.

34.
Frans Pels
Heraklius
1695
1695 by de erfgenamen van A. Magnus, Amsterdam| 1735 by Izaak Duim,
Amsterdam
En esta vida todo es verdad u todo es mentira (1664) by Pedro Calderón de la
Barca, through Herclius, empereur d’Orient (1647) by Pierre Corneille
1695 – 1783, 32 times.

35.
Adriaen Peys
De Maeltyt van Don Pedroos Geest, of de Gestrafte Vrygeest
1669
1699 by the heirs of O.B. Smient, Amsterdam.

36.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Adriaen Peys
De Nacht-Spookende Joffer
1670
1670 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La dama duende (1636) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca and of l’Esprit follet
(1641) by Antoine Le Métel d’Ouville
1670 – 1672, 6 times.

37.
Joan Pluimer
Krispyn, Starrekyker
1692
1709, Erfgenamen van J. Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1728, Erfgenamen van J.
Lescailje, Amsterdam
El astrologo fingido (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
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Performed:

1692 – 1784, 54 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

38.
Catharina Questiers
Den Geheymen Minnaar
1655
1655 by Gerrit Van Goedesberg, Amsterdam
Si no vieran las mujeres (1637) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1655 – 1657, 9 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

40.
Catharina Questiers
Casimier, of Gedempte hoogmoet
1656
1656
Engañar para reinar by Antonio Enríquez Gómez
1656 – 1657, 7 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

41.
Theodoor Rodenburgh
De Jaloerse Studenten
1617
1617, B.J. de Fries, Leiden| 1644, N. van Ravesteyn, Amsterdam
La Famosa de la Escolástica Zelora by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1644 – 1646, 10 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

42.
Theodoor Rodenburgh
Hertoginne Celia en grave Prospero
1617
1617, J.P. Wachter, Amsterdam| 1629, J. van der Nave, Amsterdam| 1645, A.
Micker, Amsterdam| 1666, Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
El Molino by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1658 – 1678, 19 times.

43.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Theodoor Rodenburgh
Casandra, hertoginne van Bourgonje en Karel Baldeus
1617
1617, C. L. van der Plasse, Amsterdam| 1632, P. Jacobsz., Amsterdam| 1642,
N. van Ravesteyn, Amsterdam| 1646, Dirck Cornelsz. Houthaeck, Amsterdam|
1663, Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
El Perseguido by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1642 – 1678, 66 times.
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Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

44.
Theodoor Rodenburgh
Het kwaad zijn meester loont
1618
1618, N. van Ravesteyn, Amsterdam| 1631, for Dirck Houthaeck, Amsterdam
La venganza de hermosa (1616) by Gaspar de Aguilar
1645 – 1646, 7 times.

45.
NN Schouwenburgh
Het Leven is maer een Droom
1647
1647 by Jan Mommaert, Brussel| 1654 by K. de Bruin for J. Vinkkel,
Amsterdam| 1656 by Gabriel à Roy, Amsterdam| 1662 by Jacob Lescailje,
Amsterdam| 1668 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1670 by Jan Bouman,
Amsterdam| 1677 by Jan Bouman, Amsterdam| 1679 Michiel de Groot,
Amsterdam| 1695 by de weduwe van Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam| 1705 in
Amsterdam
La vida es sueño (1635) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
1654-1788, 148 times.

46.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Joannes Serwouters
Den grooten Tamerlan, met de doodt van Bayaset de I, Turks keizer
1657
1657 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La nueva ira de Dios y Tamerlán de Persia by Luis Vélez de Guevara
1657 – 1768, 76 times.

47.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Joannes Serwouters
Hester, oft Verlossing der Jooden
1659
1659 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1662 by Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam|
1667 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1698 by de weduwe van Gysbert de
Groot, Amsterdam
La hermosa Ester (1610) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1659 – 1719, 39 times.

48.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Gilles van Staveren
De Dolheyt om de Eer
1661
1661 by Lescaille, Amsterdam
La locura por la honra (1611) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
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Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

1661 – 1662, 5 times.

49.
Mattheus Gansneb Tengnagel
Het Leven van Konstance: Waer af volgt het Toneelspeel. De Spaensche Heidin
1643
1643 by Nicolaes van Ravesteyn, Amsterdam| 1644 by Johannes Lacott,
Amsterdam| 1657 in Amsterdam| 1671 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1700 by
Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
La gitanilla de Madrid (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
1644 – 1776, 73 times.

50.
Katharina Verwers
Spaensche Heydin
1644
1644 A. Vervouw, Weduw van B. van Dorsten, Amsterdam| 1657 by Jacob
Lescailje, Amsterdam
La gitanilla de Madrid (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
1644 – 1649, 9 times.

51.
Izaak Vos (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
Gedwongen Vrient
1646
1646 by Jan van Hilten, Amsterdam| 1649 by Jan van Hilten, Amsterdam| 1661
by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1662 by Broer Jansz Bouman, Amsterdam|
1670 by J Bouman, Amsterdam| 1677 by Jan Bouman, Amsterdam| 1678 by
Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam| 1704 by Gysbert de Groot, Amsterdam
El amigo por fuerza (1614) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1646 – 1744, 98 times.

52.
Izaak Vos (rhymer) and Jacob Baroces (translator)
De Beklaaglyke Dwang
1648
1648 by G. Loosten for A.K. van Germez, Amsterdam| 1655 by T. Houthaak
for D.C. Houthaak, Amsterdam| 1660 by Abraham de Wees, Amsterdam| 1661
by P. Timmers, Amsterdam| 1662 by Lescaille, Amsterdam| 1669 by J. Bouman,
Amsterdam| 1671 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1672 De Groot, Amsterdam|
1677 by J. Bouman, Amsterdam| 1694 by weduwe van G. de Groot, Amsterdam|
1700 by weduwe van G. de Groot, Amsterdam| 1707 by de erfg. Van J.
Lescailje, Amsterdam
La fuerza lastimosa (1609) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1648 – 1788, 165 times.
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Translation:
Performed:

53.
Joris de Wijse
Voorzigtige Dolheit
1650
1650 by Jan van Hilten, Amsterdam| 1659 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1678
by Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam| 1683 by de weduwe van M. en G. de Groot,
Amsterdam| 1701 by de weduwe van G. de Groot, Amsterdam
El cuerdo loco (1602) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1649 – 1743, 78 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

54.
Unknown
Stantvastigheid in ‘t Ongeluk
1656
1656 by Dirk Cornelisz Houthaeck, Amsterdam
La firmeza en la desdicha (1624) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
1656, 5 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

55.
Unknown
Den grooten en onverwinnelycken don Quichot de la Mancha oft den
ingebelden ridder met syn schiltknaep Sance Panche
1680
Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
1680, 1 time.

56.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Unknown
Don Felix de Mendoza, of de Verwarde Argwaan
1708
1708 by de erfgenamen van J. Lescailje, Amsterdam
Guardar y guardarse (1601) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio, through Don
Felix de Mendoce (1700) by Alain René Lesage
1708 – 1711, 6 times.

Dutch Plays
Translations from Other Sources
Author:
Title:
Year:

1.
Adriaen van den Bergh
Don Jeronimo, maerschalk van Spanjen
1621
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Print:

Translation:
Performed:

1638 by Joost Hartgerszoon, Amsterdam| 1644, N. van Ravesteyn, Amsterdam|
1662, J. Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1665, J. Bouman, Amsterdam| 1669, J.
Lescailje, Amsterdam
The Spanish Tragedy (1592) by Thomas Kyd
1638 – 1753, 121 times.

2.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Joan Pluimer
De school voor de Jaloerschen
1691
1691, J. Lescailje, Amsterdam|
L’école des jaloux, ou le cocu volontaire by H. Moliére
1691 – 1777, 49 times.

Dutch Plays
Originals
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

1.
Govert Bidloo
Karel, Erfprins van Spanje
1679
1679, Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam| 1683, Gijsbert de Groot, Amsterdam|
1703, Gijsbert de Groot, Amsterdam

Original
Performed:

1680 – 1781, 67 times.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Original
Performed:

2.
Reinier Bontius
Het beleg ende ontset der stadt Leyden
1644
1645, C.W. van Tuernhout, Leiden| 1647, D. Burghoorn, Leiden| 1652, G. de
Wit, Leiden| 1656, D. Burghoorn, Leiden| 1659, D. Burghoorn, Leiden| 1659,
J.Z. Baron, Leiden| 1660, J. Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1660, D. Burghoorn, Leiden|
1661, B.J. Bouman, Amsterdam| 1663, J. Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1664, weduwe
van D. Burghoorn, Leiden| 1667, Michiel de Groot, Amsterdam| 1670, J.
Lescailje, Amsterdam| 1671, M. de Groot, Amsterdam| 1679, A. Dissius, Delft|
1682, J. van Poolsum, Utrecht| 1684, G. de Groot, Amsterdam| 1686, J.
Bouman, Amsterdam| 1693, J Tangena, Leiden| 1697, G. van Weyn, Rotterdam|
1697, G. de Groot, Amsterdam| 1699, wed. G. de Groot, Amsterdam
1660 – 1766, 304 times

3.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Gilles van Staveren
De wyze Krygsman en de dappere Raedsheer
1658
1658 by Lescaille, Amsterdam
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Translation:
Performed:

Unknown
1658 – 1659, 6 times.

4.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Original
Performed:

Philip Theodoor Toll
Blanche de Bourbon, koningin van Hispanien, of Stantvastige onnoselheyt
1662
1662 by Jacob Lescailje, Amsterdam
1662 – 1670, 11 times.

5.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Original
Performed:

Meynert Pieterszoon Voskuyl
Don Carel met den prins van Portigael
1635
1635 by Houthaeck, Amsterdam
0

English Plays
Translations from Spanish
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

1.
Aphra Behn
The Young King: Or, the Mistake
1683
1683 by D. Brown, London| 1698 by Richard Wellington, London| 1702 by
Richard Wellington, London; Jacob Tonson, London
La vida es sueño (1635) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
September 1679, The Duke’s Company, DG.

2.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:

Roger Boyle, Earl of Orrery
Guzman: A Comedy
1693
1693 for Francis Saunders, London| 1694 for Henry Herringman and sold by
Francis Saunders, London
Guzmán de Alfarache (1599) by Mateo Alemán

3.
Lodowick Carlell, Esq.
Heraclius, Emperour Of the East
1664
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Print:
Translation:
Performed:

1664 for John Starkey, London
En esta vida todo es verdad u todo es mentira (1664) by Pedro Calderón de la
Barca, through Herclius, empereur d’Orient (1647) by Pierre Corneille.
A version, though it is unclear whether it is this one, was performed: 8 March
1664, probably by the Duke’s Company, LIF| 4 February 1667, LIF| 5
September 1667, The Duke’s Company, LIF.

4.
John Crown
Sir Courtly Nice: Or, It cannot Be
1685
1685 for T. Benskin, London; Bently u.a., London| 1693 by M.B. for R. Bently
and J. Hindmarsh, London| 1703 for Richard Wellington and E. Rumball,
London
Translation: Based on No puede ser guardar una mujer (1650) by Agustín Moreto y Cavana
Performed: 9, 11 May 1685, The United Company, DL| 9 November 1685, The United
Company, At Court| 10 May 1686, The United Company, DL or DG| 3
November 1686, The United Company, At Court| 11 January 1687, The United
Company, DL or DG| 31 May 1689, The United Company, DL or DG| 30 April
1690, The United Company, At Court .
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

5.
George Digby
Elvira; Or the worst not always true
1667
1667 by E. Cotes for Henry Brome, London| 1677 by A.C. for Henry Brome,
London
No siempre lo peor es cierto (1652) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
1667.

6.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

John Dryden
The Rival Ladies
1664
1664 by W.W. for Henry Herringman, London| 1669 for Henry Herringman,
London| 1675 by T.N. [Thomas Newcomb] for Henry Herringman, London|
1693 by T.W. for Henry Herringman, London
Las dos doncellas (1613) by Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra
June 1664, 4 August The King’s Company, Bridges.

7.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

John Dryden
An Evening’s Love or the Mock-Astrologer
1668
1671 by T.N. for Henry Herringman, London| 1675 by T.N. for Henry
Herringman, London in the Savoy| 1691 for Henry Herringman, to be sold by
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Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Richard Bently, London|1695 for Richard Bently, Jacob Tonson, Francis
Saunders, and Thomas Bennet, London; for R. Bentley, London [The
dramatisck works of Mr. Jon Dryden]
El astrologo fingido (1637) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
12, 13, 15-20, 22 June 1668, The King’s Company, Bridges| 8 March 1669, The
King’s Company, Bridges| Possibly revived in 1671-2| Possibly revived in
1674-5| 16 February 1686, The United Company, At Court| 13 October 1686,
The United Company, DG or DL.

8.
John Dryden
The Assignation: Or, Love in a Nunnery
1672
1673 by T.N. for Henry Herringman, London| 1675 in London| 1678 by T.N.
for Henry Herringman, London| 1679 as part of ‘Dryden’s plays’ in London|
1692 for Richard Bently, Jacob Tonson, Francis Saunders, and Thomas Bennet,
London| 1695 for Richard Bently, Jacob Tonson, Francis Saunders, and Thomas
Bennet, London; for R. Bentley, London [The dramatisck works of Mr. Jon
Dryden]
Con quien vengo vengo (1638) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
November 1672, The King’s Company, LIF.

9.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Adaptation:
Performed:

Thomas Duffett
The Spanish Rogue
1674
1674 for William Cademan, London
Guzmán de Alfarache (1599) by Mateo Alemán

10.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:

Thomas D’Urfey
The Comical History of Don Quixote
1694
1694 for Samuel Briscoe, London| 1696 for Samuel Briscoe, London| 1698 for
Samuel Briscoe, Richard Wellington, London| 1702 for H. Newman and
Richard Wellington
Don Quixote de la Mancha (1615) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
mid (I) and late (II) May 1694, The United Company, DG| November 1695 (III),
Rich’s Company, DG| 5 July 1700, Betterton’s Company, LIF.

11.
John Fletcher and Francis Beaumont
Love’s Pilgrimage
c. 1615-1616
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Print:

Translation:
Performed:

1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
Las dos Doncellas (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

12.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

John Fletcher
The Loyal Subject
c. 1616-1619
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
El gran duque de Moscovia (c.1613) by Félix Lope de Vega Carpio

13.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

John Fletcher
The Custom of the Countrey
c. 1619-1623
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
Los Trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda (1617) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

14.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:

John Fletcher
The Pilgrim
c.1621
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
El peregrino en su Patria (1604) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio

15.
John Fletcher and Philip Massinger
The Spanish Curate
1622
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
Poema trágico del español Gerardo, y desengaño del amor lascivo (1615, 1618)
by Gonzalo de Céspedes y Meneses
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Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:

1659/60 Rhodes’ Company, Cockpit| 16 March 1661, The Duke’s Company,
Salisbury| 1 January 1662, The King’s Company, Vere| May have been revived
in 1672 for a song, set by rogers for this play “Let the bells now ring” was
included in The Musical Companion (1672)| 2 February 1676, The King’s
Company, IT| 10 January 1687, The United Company, DL or DG| 2 February
1687 [under the title The Spanish Priest], The United Company, IT| 11 April
1687, The United Company, At Court.

16.
John Fletcher and William Rowley
The Maide in the Mill
1623
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
Poema trágico del español Gerardo, y desengaño del amor lascivo (1615, 1618)
by Gonzalo de Céspedes y Meneses (through Gerardo the Unfortunate
Spaniard (1622) by Leonard Digges)

Performed:

17.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

John Fletcher
The Chances
between 1613-1625
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]| 1682 for A.B. and S.M
and sold by Langley Curtis, London| 1692 for R. Bentley, London
La Señora Cornelia (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
24 November 1660, The King’s Company, Vere| 9 October 1661, The King’s
Company, Vere| 5 February 1667, The King’s Company, Bridges| 30 December
1682, The United Company, DL| 2 February 1683, The United Company, MT|
27 January 1686, The United Company, At Court

18.
John Fletcher
Rule a Wife And have a Wife
1624
1640 by Leonard Lichfield printer to the University, Oxford| 1679 by J. Macock
for John Martyn, Henry Herringman, Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies
and tragedies]
El casamiento engañoso (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
1659/60 by the Rhodes company at the Cockpit| 1 April 1661, The Duke’s
Company, Salisbury| 28 January, 11 February 1662, The King’s Company,
Vere| 1, 15 November 1682, The Duke’s Company, IT| 4 November 1685, The
United Company, At Court| December 1693, The United Company, DL or DG|
October 1696, Betterton’s Company, LIF.
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Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

19.
John Fletcher, Philip Massinger, John Ford, and John Webster
The Faire Maid of the Inne
before 1626
1647 for Humphrey Robinson and for Humphrey Moseley, London [Comedies
and Tragedies]| 1679 by J. Macock for John Martyn, Henry Herringman,
Richard Marriot, London [Fifty comedies and tragedies]
La ilustre fregona (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

20.
Ron Howard and John Dryden
The Indian Queen
1664
1665 for Henry Herringman and are to be sold at his shop, London [Four new
plays]
El príncípe constante (1636) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
25-29 January, 1-5 February 1664, The King’s Company, Bridges| 27 June
1668, The King’s Company, Bridges| mid-April 1695, Christopher Rich’s
Company, DG| 291696, Rich’s Company, DG| 5 June 1697, Rich’s Company,
DL| 18 December 1697, Rich’s Company, DL or DG.

21.
Thomas Killigrew
The Parson’s Wedding
1663
1663, Henry Herringman, London
La Dama Duende (1639) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca

22.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:

James Mabbe
The Spanish Bawd represented in Celestina: Or, The Tragicke-Comedy of
Calisto and Melibea
1631
1631 by John Beale and to be sold by Robert Allot, London; by J.B. to be sold
by Ralph Mabbe, London| 1707 for R. Bonwick, W. Freeman, London
La Celestina (1499) by Fernando de Rojas

23.
Philip Massenger (and John Fletcher)
A Very Woman
1634
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Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

1655 for Humphrey Moseley, London
El amante liberal (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

24.
Thomas Middleton
The Spanish Gipsie
1623
1653 by I.G. for Richard Marriot, London| 1661 by Thomas Childe and Leonard
Parry for Robert Crofts, London.
La gitanilla de Madrid (1613) by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra and La fuerza
de la sangre
[under the title The Spanish Gypsies] 7 March 1668, The King’s Company,
Bridges.

25.
Joseph Rutter
The Cid, a Tragicomedy, out of French made English
1637
1637 by John Haviland and Thomas Walkley, London
Las Mocedades del Cid (1605-1615) by Guillén de Castro y Bellvís, through Le
Cid (1637) by Pierre Corneille

Performed:

26.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:

Joseph Rutter
The Second Part of the CID
1640
1640 by I. Okes for Samuell Browne, London
Las Mocedades del Cid (1605-1615) by Guillén de Castro y Bellvís, through Le
Cid (1637) by Pierre Corneille

Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

27.
Thomas Shadwell
The Libertine
1676
1676 by T.N. for Henry Herringman, London | 1692 for Henry Herringman,
London | 1693 The Works of Thomas Shadwell, London
El Burlador de Sevilla y convidado de piedra (c.1616-1630) by Tirso de Molina

28.
Author:
Title:

James Shirley
The Young Admiral
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Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

1637
1637 by Thomas Cotes for Andre Crooke, and William Crooke, London
Don Lope de Cardona (1601) by Félix Lope de Vega y Carpio
20 November 1662, The King’s Company, At Court.

29.
Thomas Sydserf
Tarugo’s Wiles: or, the Coffee-House
1668
1668, Henry Herringman, London
Based on No puede ser guardar una mujer (1650) by Agustín Moreto y Cavana

30.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Translation:
Performed:

Samuel Tuke
The Adventures of Five Hours
1663
1663 for Henry Herringman, London| 1664 for Henry Herringman, London|
1671 by Thomas Newcomb for Henry Herringman, London| 1704 for Henry
Herringman and sold by Richard Wellington and E. Rumbald, London.
Based on Los empeños de seis horas (1642) by Antonio Coello
15 and 23 December 1662, a rehearsal, LIF| 8-17, 19-22 January 1663, LIF| 3
December 1666, The Duke’s Company, At Court| 27 January 1669, The Duke’s
Company, LIF| 15 February 1669, The Duke’s Company, At Court| Probably
1671, in accordance with the reprint| 20 April 1672, The Duke’s Company, DG|
26 October 1676, The Duke’s Company, DG.

31.
William Wycherley
Love in a Wood, or, St James’s Park
1672
1672 by J.M. for Henry Herringman, London| 1694 by T. Warren for Henry
Herringman, London
Mañanas de abril y mayo (1664) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
March 1671, The King’s Company, Bridges.

32.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Translation:
Performed:

William Wycherley
The Gentleman Dancing-Master
1672
1673 by J.M. for Henry Herringman and Thomas Dring, London| 1693 for
Henry Herringman to be sold by T. Dring, R. Bently, J. Tonson, F. Saunders
and T. Bennet, London| 1702 for Richard Wellington, London
El maestro de Danzar (1664) by Pedro Calderón de la Barca
6 February 1672, The Duke’s Company, DG.
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English Plays
Original
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Original:

1.
William Davenant
The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru
1658
1658, Henry Herringman, London
Inspired by Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias (1552) by
Bartolomé de las Casas

Performed:

2.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Original:

John Dryden
The Conquest of Granada
1669
1672, Henry Herringman, London| 1673, Henry Herringman, London| 1678,
Henry Herringman, London| 1687, Henry Herringman, London| 1695, Henry
Herringman, London| 1695 for Richard Bently, Jacob Tonson, Francis
Saunders, and Thomas Bennet, London; for R. Bentley, London [The
dramatisck works of Mr. Jon Dryden]
Based on the historic Spanish conquest of Granada in 1492 against the Moors

3.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Original
Performed:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Thomas Heywood
A Challenge for Beautie
1636
1636, R. Raworth, London

4.
John Dryden
The Spanish Fryar, or, The Double Discovery
1681
1681, Jacob Tonson, London| 1686, Jacob Tonson, London| 1690, Jacob
Tonson, London

Original.
Performed:

5.
Author:
Title:
Year:

Francis Kirkman
The Wits, or, Sport upon Sport
1662

257
Print:
Original:

1662 for Francis Kirkman, London| 1672 by E.C. for Francis Kirkman, London|
1673 for Henry Marsh, London
Includes various drolleries, of which NUMBER are based on originally Spanish
plays

6.
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:
Original:
Performed:

Mary Pix
The Spanish Wives
1696
1696, R. Wellington, London
Incorporates Spanish themes

Historiographies
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Emanuel van Meteren
Memorien der Belgische ofte Nederlantsche historie van onsen tijden
1599
1599, Jacob Corneliszoon, Delft.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Emanuel van Meteren
Historie der neder-Landscher ende haerder Na-buuren
1614
1614, Hillebrant Jacobszoon, ‘s-Gravenhage.

Author:
Title:

Niclaes de Clerck
Tooneel der Beroemder Hertogen, Princen, Graven Ende KrygsHelden van
Christenrijck
1617
1617, Delft.

Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Pieter Bor
De Oorsprongk, begin, en Vervolgh der Nederlansche Oorlogen, Beroerten, en
Borgerlyke Oneenigheden
1617

Everard van Reyd
Voornaemste Gheschiedenissen inde Nederlanden ende elders
1626
1626, Jan Janszoon, Arnhem.

258
Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Edward Grimeston
A Generall Historie of the Netherlands
1608
1608, A. Islip and G. Eld., London.

Author:
Title:
Year:
Print:

Unknown
The History of the Most Illustrious William, Prince of Orange
1688
1688, London.
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